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Forget conventional 
networking. Universe 
provides superior speed 
and security necessary in 
multiuser applications. 
Running the widest range 
of 8 and 16 bit software, it 
has the ability to network 
IBM PCs and workalikes in 
the fastest multiuser/ 
networking microcomputer 
system in the world. 

Multiuser - efficiency 
A single Universe runs up to 25 
workstations, each with any 
combination of 8 and 16 bit programs. 
Advanced AED network technology 
allows expansion to 100's of users. 

Multitasking - productivity 
Each operator can use any four 8 and 
16 bit programs at the same time. 
Switching screens takes only a single 
keystroke. 

Networking - flexibility 
Up to 255 MS-DOS machines. 
IBM PCs and workalikes can be linked 
into the Universe system using a high 
speed DR Net local area network. 
IBM PCs.and workalikes can run 
applications written for Concurrent PC 
DOS, CP/M-86 and PC-DOS, while 
having access to all the benefits of the 
network. PC users share files, records, 
printers and other network resources. 

Software - compatibility 
Dual processor design, provides access 
to the world's largest software base via 
CP/M, MP/M and MS-DOS. With 
AED's new Concurrent DOS you have 
the best of all worlds. 
DMA hard discs and the new high-
speed 80286/Z8OH dual processor 
CPU furnish performance necessary to 
handle multiple 8 and 16 bit programs. 

Tough 
The Universe is built on a 
strong square tube frame. 

Stays Cool 
No fancy operating environ-
ment needed. Every 
Universe is tested at 42 
degrees C. 

Flexible 
Universe accepts an 
extensive range of terminals, 
printers, modems, even 
electronic telex. 

Expandable 
20 slot shielded S100 buss. 
Obsolescence proof using 
IEEE 696 S100 cards. 

Speed and Security -
essential to your business 
Most networks are slow and insecure. 
Universe shines here, with full 
multilevel security enhancements 
normally found on well engineered 
minicomputers. Universe is engineered 
from the ground up to provide facilities 
essential for the smooth running of a 
large multiuser system. 

Important Security 
features 
Encrypted login passwords. 
Users are restricted to specific 
terminals, directory areas, programs 
and nodes on the network. 
File passwords. File and record 
lockout and a full password hierarchy. 
Your System Manager can quickly and 
easily configure the system so that each 
terminal only has access to those 
facilities and data its operator needs. 
For example: 

❑ Option to restrict any account to 
specific programs or workstations 
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ci of a minicomputer. 
d reliability of a supermicro. 

Smart 
Powerful file I/O processor 
makes Universe operation 
faster, leaving the CPU free 
of repetitive tasks. 

Fast 
High speed (8MHz) dual 
processor design (80286 
plus Z8OH) with options 
for 68000, 16032 etc. 

Durable 
Ebony glass top and acrylic 
epoxy finish 

Capacity 
3 Winchesters plus 
removeable cartridge 
totalling up to 300 
Megabytes total storage. 

O Files may be automatically dated 
for future reference. Optional 
timestamping shows both creation 
and last access. 

O Optional passwords on computers 
within a local area network. 

Operating features 
O Low cost serial terminals support 

both 16 bit (CP/M, Concurrent 
DOS, MP/M-86) and 8-bit 
(CP/M, MP/M II) software 

O 200 character type-ahead buffer 
per terminal 

O Fast 'hashed' directory searches 
O A secure electronic mail facility. 

Optional electronic Telex. 
O A multiuser appointment calendar 
O Optional 8087 maths coprocessor 
O Inter-terminal communication. 

Electronic mail is here! 
El A programmable keys utility so 

users can redefine their keyboards 
CI Optional telecommunications with 

remote computers via modem 

Full Field Support 
We were the first company in Australia 
to introduce full 12 month on-site 
maintenance (now extendable to 2 
years at time of purchase). All service • 
and engineering support is carried out 
by AED directly. 

Australia wide network 
Field service is presently within 24 
hours on the east coast and within 48 
hours for country areas. 
Our network is being aggressively 
expanded. 
Inherent high reliability and modular 
construction minimize downtime and 
make service to the most remote 
locations feasible. 

Customer support 
Our very first system buyer is still a 
valued customer. We take special pride 
in supporting every existing customer 
and in providing the highest standard of 
service at every stage. As part of this 
support, the Universe is continually 
being refined in reponse to the needs 
of existing customers and Australian 
business. 

NSW: AED Computers (Sydney). Unit 3, 
Prospect Industrial Centre, 2 Stoddart Road, 
Prospect NSW 2149. Ph: (02) 636 7677. 
Telex: AA 70664 
The Computer Factory. 214 Harbord Road, 
Brookvale 2100. Ph: (02) 938 2522 
ACT: AED Computers (Canberra). 
217 Northbourne Ave, Canberra 2601 
Ph: (062) 47 3403. Telex M 62898 
VIC: AED Computers (Melbourne). 
53 Waverley Rd., East Malvern 3145. 
Ph: (03) 211 5542 Telex AA 30624 
WA: Computer Services of WA 465 Canning 
Highway, Como 6152. PO Box 22 Como 6152. 
Ph: (09) 450 5888 
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A magnanimous selection of programs this month, including 
programs for the Apple, C-64, Spectrum, Epson HX-20 and 
IBM PC. 
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The PC'85 Awards: who won what? A report on PC'85, the 
Fifth Australian Personal Computer Show held in 
Melbourne; reshuffling at the top of Apple and lots more 
news, local and abroad. 

31 LETTERS 
Your chance to enlighten us. 

43 YANKEE DOODLES 
It could only happen in America — our correspondent puts 
US events in perspective. 

44 BANKS' STATEMENT 
Windows, Topview and GEM — the inimitable Martin 
wonders if user-friendly operating environments are all 
they're cracked up to be. 

94 SCREENPLAY 
Unravel the mysteries of Exodus, play a game of baseball or 
turn into a witch — just a taste of this month's best 
games. 

123 TJ'S WORKSHOP 
Save time and trouble by using these hints and tips. 

169 USER GROUPS 
This month we made it — a full User Group Listing. 

210 END ZONE 
Touchdown for Lazing Around, Diary Data, Numbers Count, 
Computer Chess and yes, this month we made it — a full 
User Group Listing. 

212 SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Come rain, hail or snow (well, maybe not in Alice) —
guaranteed supplies of APC. 

215 CHIPCHAT 
The winners from June APC — plus the worst of the 
rest. 

216 ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
Who's where in this issue. 
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Balance your books using CalcResult on a Commodore 
64. 
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Make a killing by upgrading a 128k Mac to 51 2k — at a third 
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The art of saying more in less space — lessons in how to keep 
your data neat. 
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Electronic mail techniques explained, plus advice on sending 
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209 COMPETITION 
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and software. 
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There really is a difference 
in diskette brands.  

It's in the way they are 
made. 

Because the computer 
industry cannot afford 
variation in the quality of 
diskettes, at Nashua we 
looked for, and found a 
way to ensure absolute 
consistency. 

Here's how we do it. 
Quality Circles.  

At Nashua we've found 
the best way to attain this 
'consistency' is to ensure 
that at each stage of 
production our diskettes 

are statistically checked to 
make sure the quality is 

'built-in' every step of the 
way. 

Rather than long 
production lines, we have 
'Quality Circles' — small 
groups of people whose job 
it is to make sure that each 
Nashua diskette is right in 
the first place. 

The result is a diskette 
with such consistency, that 
it is chosen by those people 
who can't afford mistakes. 

Phone Sydney 958 2044, 
Canberra 47 0511, 
Melbourne 428 0501, 
Brisbane 369 4244, 
Adelaide 42 0021, Perth 
328 1888, Darwin 816204, 
Auckland 77 5468, 
Wellington 851965, 
Christchurch/Dunedin 
Whitcoulls Ltd, PNG 
25 6766. 

 

Nashua 

 

There really is a difference. 
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SHOW REPORT 
Eighty exhibitors had their wares on show at PC'85, the fifth Australian Personal Computer Show 

in Melbourne. For those of you who didn't get along, here's what you missed. 

Five down . . . 
For thirty six hours tens of 
thousands of visitors poured 
through the doors of 
Melbourne's World Trade 
Centre to look at the latest in 
computers and software. 
The occasion was PC'85, the 
fifth Australian Personal 
Computer Show, and a 
personal computer Show it 
was too. 

Passing through the 
portals you were faced with 
massive IBM and Apple 
stands — that was the 
stature of the Show. All the 
big non-mainframe names 
were there, except uncle 
Jack and his new Ataris. 
Under one roof you could 
see just about every per-
sonal computer that might 
tempt you, plus most of the 
major peripherals and 
software packages for those 
PCs. 

More than ever the 
emphasis was on the 
business user, with under 
eighteens tolerated, just. 
Many exhibitors would have 
been happier to have the 
Show open during business 
hours only! Is anyone game 
to organise a Show for kids? 

Human Edge Software 
launched a program at the 
Show that might help 
organisers cater for kids 
with a little more under-
standing. Mind Over Minor 
is a psychological profile 
package that aims to help 
adults better relate to 
children. Answer questions 
about the child's behaviour 
and an eight page printout 
tells you how the subject 
should be treated. It doesn't 
give the child any advice 
about dealing with parents. 

Adults couldn't be blamed 
for acting like kids in a toy-
store — there was so much 
good gear on show. Better-
heeled executives made a 
beeline for IBM's stand to 
check out the AT. We've 
read report after report on it; 

here was a chance to see it 
in the flesh, and hear about 
the September delivery 
dates. 

For those who couldn't 
wait until then, plenty of 
other companies were 
showing AT-compatible 
machines, offering more 
features or a lower price, or 
both. President had a stand 
almost directly across from 
IBM. Their AT attracted con-
siderable attention, offering 
AT features at a few 
thousand dollars less than 
the IBM. Upstairs there was 
the Tava compatible, running 
at an optional 8.0MHz, corn- 

pared to the 6.0MHz of the 
IBM. Kaypro had three AT 
compatibles on offer and 
Televideo were selling their 
AT-clone off the stand. The 
AT bandwagon is rolling 
along quite nicely. 

Portables were the other 
area of major attention. 
Hewlett-Packard gave pride 
of place to the prize-winning 
Portable Personal Computer. 
Epson stole a march on 
them, picking up the trophy 
in the Executive-Lapheld 
category of the inaugural '85 
PC Awards with their PX-8. 
Epson standpersons soon 
sported rosettes announcing 
this fact. 

Toshiba had their T1 100 
on show and on sale at the 

Copispec stand. They sold 
their entire stock — not sur-
prising considering the 
specifications of the com-
puter. It is MS-DOS compat-
ible with an 80 column, 25 
line LCD display, RGB out-
put, built-in 3.5in disk drive, 
256k RAM and weighing 
4.1 kg. Copispec also threw 
in either Open Access or a 
monitor as a Show special, 
making the T1 100 hard to 
resist at $3,000. Even Dick 
Smith Electronics, due to get 
their share of T1 100s very 
soon, were trying to buy 
them at the Show! 

Archives Computers has a 
brand new Morrow Pivot 2 
in from the States. Again 
portable, it had two 5'/in 
disk drives. MS-DOS com- 

patibility, New Word, an 
electro-luminescent 80 
column, 25 line display, 
built-in modem, serial, 
parallel and IBM expansion 
ports, 640k RAM and 
weighed 6kg. 

Just opposite was another 
MS-DOS portable, the 
Kaypro 2000. It had a 3.5in 
disk drive, LCD display and 
looked very, very smart. 
Kaypro, with the 2000 and 
the 286i AT compatibles 
has taken a big leap forward 
from luggable CP/M 
machines. Their executives 
reckon 1986 will see Kaypro 
back as a major force. 

Epson had just the printer 
to suit all these briefcase 
micros, the P-80X. Small, 

battery or mains operated, 
using plain or thermal paper 
and printing across 80 
columns, it is claimed to be 
the smallest 80 column 
printer available. 

Not only computers and 
printers were small. Two 
pocket television receivers 
attracted plenty of attention. 
That on the Epson stand 
was a colour model with a 
two inch LCD screen, around 
three by six inches in size 
and powered by AA 
batteries. The price is expec-
ted to be around $600. 
Technology Corporation of 
Australia had the Sinclair 
pocket TV on show too —
the size of a transistor radio, 
almost as light, black and 
white and expected to cost 
around $300. Reception in 
the Trade Centre was not 
good, so Epson cheated a 
little by running their TVs off 
a video recorder. 

TV crews covered the 
Show and one of the items 
that attracted their attention 
was Melbourne House's new 
game, -A View To Kill-. 
Based on the Bond film of 
the same name, it is a three 
part arcade game developed 
in England by Domark. You 
play 007 of course. The 
Way of the Rxploding Fist 
was the other new 
Melbourne House game — a 
kung fu/karate challenge 
that went straight to number 
one in the UK. 

Both these games ran on 
the Commodore 64, and 
also on the Commodore 
C128. That was on show for 
the first time, and was a real 
crowd puller. APC readers 
would have read all about it, 
and all it was doing was run-
ning an auto-looping pro-
gram that showed off the 
windowing and graphic 
capabilities. The 350k 1571 
51%in disk drive was on 
show too. It supports CP/M 
files, bridging the gap 
between home and office (if 
it's an old fashioned CP/M 
office). 

Commodore's stand was 
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SHOW REPORT 
notable for its array of 
ergonomic chairs. Watching 
people trying to sit in/on 
them was quite amusing. 
Those interested in buying 
such chairs could get more 
details from the Goodman 
Cannington stand. 

Two micros on show were 
able to offer both MS-DOS 
and CP/M compatibility. 
The Seequa XT, on The 
Computer Junction stand, 
had been seen before. It 
comes with WordStar, 
SuperCalc 3 and other 
software. On the Epson 
stand was the brand new 
QX-16, an MS-DOS and 
CP/M micro, priced at 
around $4,500 with twin 
floppy disks and monitor. 

Among other new 
MS-DOS micros was the up-
market Canon AS-300 with 
an integrated software suite 
called Super-Canonbrain, the 
President JR, a minimum 
spec PC-clone that's portable 
and inexpensive ($1,720 
including tax), the home-
oriented QX-1 1 from Epson, 
the NCR PC4 and the much-
advertised Commodore 
PC-10. 

Many MS-DOS computer 
users were intrigued by the 
voice interface on the AWA 
stand. The Keytronic 
KB-51 52 keyboard accepted 
up to 160 different spoken 
commands, each up to 60 
characters long, and acted as 
if the commands had been 
typed in at the keyboard. 
You have to train the 
software to recognise your 
voice, but the system 
seemed to be working pretty 
well. 

Another interesting 
peripheral was the home-
grown Pulsar Electronics 
Gigadisk — a laser disk 
system holding 1,000Mb, or 
one Gigabyte of data. It is 
compatible with most 
computers. 

Laserdisks were at the 
heart of a computer educa-
tion system from Syslink. 
Courses on products such as 
Lotus, dBase, WordStar and 
so on come on laserdisks 
which are played in a 
Learning Center. Students 
go at their own pace and the 
distributors assert that this 

form of teaching has a very 
high success rate. 

The Computermat 
sessions — one hour 
lectures on micros, word 
processing, spreadsheets 
and so on — were sparsely 
attended. Two reasons were 
given for that. The main one 
was that people didn't want 
to sit in a theatrette for an 
hour; the other was that 
most visitors were already 
computer literate. No 
sessions were held on the 
first day as the software had 
not arrived from Sydney. It is 
unlikely that Computermat 
sessions will feature in 
future Shows. 

Business software drew 
hordes of people seeking 
hands-on demos of the 
latest packages. Arcom 

Pacific was kept busy 
demonstrating GEM and 
Samna programs, Samna 
Word III and Samna Plus 
being released in turbo-
charged Version 3.0 forms. 
Microsoft had more 
academic releases — Xenix 
compilers for Pascal, Fortran, 
Cobol and Basic programs 
written under MS-DOS. With 
the compilers most 'well 
behaved' programs can be 
converted to run under a 
Xenix multi-user operating 
system. 

Microsoft also had Excel 
on show. It is a number 
crunching program for the 
Fat-Mac with excellent 
graphics capabilities. Using 
the Mac's facilities to good 
effect and with abundant 

power, it is a serious piece 
of software with a high price 
tag. 

Also new for the Mac is 
Omnis 3 from Software 
Corporation of Australia. 
A sophisticated database 
system with a sublanguage 
to aid file creation, block off 
options to certain users, 
present all or some of a file, 
change screen presentation 
and much more, it is pro-
bably the most advanced 
database for the Mac yet. 
SCA also released Multimate 
Advantage, a PC word pro-
cessing package, Touch, 
a PC keyboard tutor, 
Printmaster, a PC graphics 
and typography package, 
Reflex, an analytical 
database, Forte PC to main-
frame linking packages, DEC 

and Data General terminal 
emulators, Masterflight PC 
hard disks and the Data 
Express PC modem. The 
SCA press pack was a sub-
stantial affair! 

New printer technology 
was much in evidence. 
Apple had the Laser Printer 
up and running. Canon had 
their laser printer, the 
LBP-8Al, and the BJ-80 
bubble jet printer. Epson had 
the all-but-silent SQ2999 
ink-jet printer going through 
its paces. No wonder de 
Vere Computer Accessories 
was selling acoustic hoods 
at bargain prices. Of the 
more conventional printers, 
there were four new dot 
matrix models from Citizen 
on the Datronics stand, an 

Epson LX-80 and LX-90 
and an NEC Spinwriter Elf 
from NEC. 

MSX made yet another 
debut, with 64k computers 
from Sony, Toshiba and 
Mitsubishi, plus a good 
range of peripherals. 
Students from the Royal 
Melbourne Institute of 
Technology spent the days 
writing graphics programs 
on the MSX computers, 
though an electrical power 
surge put a few thousand 
dollars worth of MSX gear 
out of action on the first 
night. 

On the Tandy stand, 
visitors could see STARS in 
action. The acronym stands 
for Scholastic Text and 
Retrieval System. Sydney 
firm Computing 2000 
Corporation, has put the 
MacQuarie dictionary and 
2.5 million reference articles 
on a mainframe. Subscribers 
can search this data base for 
any subject in just two 
seconds. CTC maintain that 
they have beaten IBM to the 
goal of having an on-line 
dictionary and are trying to 
sell the system abroad. 

Other stands gave visitors 
the opportunity to check out 
the latest books, examine 
photocopiers and type-
writers, investigate the 
activities of local user 
groups or even just admire 
the Barson racing car in the 
Foyer. There was something 
for everyone. If you missed 
the Show, PC'86, the sixth 
Australian Personal 
Computer Show is in 
Sydney, 12th to 15th 
March, 1986. Be there. 
Kester Cranswick 

APC Awards 
Choosing the eight winners 
in the inaugural PC'85 
awards was not an easy 
task. The sixteen independ-
ent judges examined a host 
of contenders and had to 
make some difficult 
decisions. The prizes were 
presented by Olympic swim-
mer turned businessman 
John Konrads at the fifth 
Australian Personal 
Computer Show. Backed by 
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SAMNA WORD111 SAMNA+ 
It you think keeping up with the latest fashion is hard work — you 
should try computers. For a start, word processors that only word-
process are dead. The in-word today is office automation; individual 
personal computers doing a whole range of tasks. Word processing, 
project planning, spreadsheets, to name a few. 
Byte Magazine (the computer industry guru) said "SAMNA Word III is 
the best...... I'd rather work with SAMNA Word III than with a dedicated 
word processor". 
SAMNA Word III runs on the IBM Personal Computer' and lets you 
produce work you can be proud of. High quality, well-laid-out 
documents. Fast, easy to learn and simple to use. Just imagine, 
centering a title by using just 2 keys. Or being able to zoom out and look 
at a page even before its printed. 
There's an Anglo English dictionary to help you with those difficult 
words; and your document index can be automatically produced. 
There's so many good things about SAMNA Word III, why not ask for a 
demo at your local computer store, or complete the clip coupon 
below. 
ARCOM Pacific is the leading business micro computer software 
distributor in Australia and New Zealand. We'll help you stay in touch 
with computers. 

For an even more versatile office tool, SAMNA+ integrates multiple 
spreadsheets with SAMNA Word III. Gareth Powell, Computer Editor, 
Sydney Morning Herald said, "In a sense SAMNA+ rivals Lotus 1-2-3 	 
it includes a database of sorts plus spreadsheets. The great difference 
is that ii has been designed principally for people who manipulate 
words". 
This means you can use your word processing skills to layout 
and manipulate the spreadsheet. Multiple spreadsheets can easily / 
be handled and wide documents can be folded to corn- 
pare different columns of numbers. Furthermore, results in 
a table can automatically update conclusions in the text. 	/ 
The Word Base Manager in SAMNA+ gives you the 
ability to search many or all of your documents for 
specific information, e.g. find a letter sent to a client 	' 
some weeks ago, or list all the references to a 
specific subject. It is an incredibly powerful 
facility, only seeing is believing. Why not 	/ 
ask for a demonstration at your local - 
computer store, or use the clip 
coupon below. 
'SAMNA Word III and SAMNA+ 	/ 
work on the IBM PC, PC-XT, AT, 
PC 3270 and close 
compatibles. 

_.00,441  
Crny 

\\—c-Yo'"O'\s" 

SAMNA WORD III V4 



Winners of the 8 Awards and the presenter, John Konrads 

SHOW REPORT 

A close-up of one of the 
Awards 

APC, The Bulletin, 
Australian Business and 
Personal Computer 
Games, the awards are well 
on their way to being 
established as the premier 
awards on the Australian 
computing scene. This year's 
prizewinners were ... 

Business Hardware 
— North Star 
Dimension 
Excellent value for money 
was what swung the balance 
in favour of the North Star 
Dimension computer system 
in this category. A 1 6-bit 
computer with MS-DOS 
compatibility, resource shar-
ing capability and available 
in 5Mb, 10Mb and 15Mb 
configurations, the North 
Star met all the judges' 
criteria for a medium-sized 
business computer, against 
competition from Apricot, 
Sperry, Macintosh, NEC, 
NCR and Ericsson. 

Executive/Lapheld 
Computer — Epson 
PX-8 
In this fiercely competitive 
category the CP/M compat-
ible Epson PX-8 was judged 
the winner. The judges were 
impressed by its portability, 
good screen displays, ROM 
software and terminal 
facilities, 64k RAM and 

good documentation. 
Supplied software includes 
WordStar, SuperCalc, 
Portable Cardbox, Basic, a 
scheduler and CP/M 
utilities, for around $1,300. 
Other contenders were the 
HP1 10 and Grid Compass. 

Home Computer 
Hardware —
Commodore 64 
Although the Commodore 
64 is not the Rolls Royce of 
home computers, it offers 
what every enthusiast wants 
— raw power. Boasting a 
powerful sound chip, flexible 
memory configuration, full 
featured graphics and an 

inexpensive yet practical 
range of peripherals, the 64 
just managed to sneak home 
ahead of the Amstrad CPC 
464. 

Personal Computer 
Business Software 
— Sybiz Plus 
This category attracted the 
most entries. The overall 
winner was Sybiz Plus, a 
user friendly accounts 
package. Among its chief 
rivals were Open Access, 

dBase II and FBS. Sybiz Plus 
proved to be flexible, well 
integrated, functional and 
offered a good price/ 
performance ratio, as well as 
satisfying the basic criterion 
of improving business 
efficiency. 

Educational 
Software —
Dirigible and Burst 
An important category this, 
and won by Dirigible and 
Burst from Systems 
Research in Perth. It scored 
very highly in its creativity, 
attention-holding, user 
motivation and documenta-
tion. The fact that it was 
acceptable to a wide age 

bracket was the clinching 
point. Dragonworld, Sound 
Odyssey and MacPascal also 
caught the judges' attention. 

Games Software —
Impossible Mission 
Impossible Mission is a 
superb package which com-
bines a supremely original 
concept with undoubtedly 
the most impressive anima-
tion and voice synthesis ever 
devised on a home com-
puter. It is an entertaining 
and addictive game that will 

surely remain a standard by 
which others will be judged. 

Documentation —
Ericsson PC 
This unusual but important 
category attracted few 
entries, and many fell at the 
first hurdle. Overall, the 
documentation supplied with 
the Ericsson Personal 
Computer was judged the 
best. Attractive packaging, 
durable finish, clear layout 
and copious use of diagrams 
were telling factors. The 
book opened flat, was well 
indexed and was ideal for 
the average user. The judges 
did remark that documenta-
tion still has a long way to go. 

Innovative Product 
of the Year —
Apple Laser Printer 
This award was decided by 
Australian Personal 
Computer readers. They 
had no hesitation in present-
ing the award to Apple —
not for the much acclaimed 
Macintosh, but for the Laser 
Printer. Too often peripherals 
are ignored. With the Laser 
Printer, Apple has made 
available the highest level of 
technology to everyday users 
of office automation. 
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It has a reputation for being 
the easiest to use. 
It takes up only a small 
amount of space on your desk. 
It comes at a surprisingly low 
price. 

14  It has the support and back-up 
of a strong, stable and 
reputable company. 

Answers to the thirteen 
most asked questions 

about Sony's new Model 10. 
It has full communication 
capability. 
It connects to a mainframe 
(via RS-232-C). 
It has multi-terminal 
emulation capability. 
It stores the downloaded 
information on its inbuilt 31/2" 
micro floppydisk drives. 
It has the right ergonomic 
qualities and features. 
It performs full-powered 
word-processing. 
It has powerful on-screen 
maths ability. 
It does records processing, 
automatic letter processing, 
and forms fill-in. 
It checks your spelling. 

Just think of what the Sony 
Model 10 can do to improve your 
business efficiency. 

Contact Sony right now for a 
demonstration and quotation on 
the incredible, new Sony Model 10. 

SONY 
Sony (Aust) Pty Ltd. 33-39 Talavera Road, NORTH RYDE. 

2113. PH: (02) 8876666. 	 SB&I 3539 



NEWSPRINT 

Reshuffling at Apple, news on networks, ThinkTank released for the IBM PC and Digital Research 
sabotage GEM. All this and more in this month's Newsprint. 

Apple 
reorganisation 
You can forget all about the 
idea of seeing a fast 
Macintosh, or a colour 
Macintosh, this year. The 
project has been put on ice. 
The reason: personnel 
changes at the top level. 

My contacts in the 
software business say they 
are pretty pleased to see 
Steve Jobs, founder of 
Apple, forced to take a back 
seat in the struggle with the 
man he hired, John Sculley. 

The phrase used by one 
(who obviously wants to stay 
anonymous) was: "The folks 
in charge don't include some 
whose egos were rather too 
involved in their work," and 
he meant Jobs. 

On the other hand, the 
news is not really all that 
good, because the "ego" of 
Jobs was heavily involved in 
the Macintosh. 

It remains true that 
Apple's fortunes were built 
on the Apple II, and that 
without it, the corporation 
would be lost. Even today, 
most of the money that 
flows in, comes from the Ile 
and 11c. And the machine 
still needs development. 

But if the company has a 
future, that future lies with 
the Macintosh. And a full 
halt has been called in 
Macintosh development, 
now that Jobs has been 
relieved from control of that. 

A Macintosh with more 
memory — both disk and 
RAM — was due out in 
September. That has been 
postponed, indefinitely. 

And the colour Macintosh, 
scheduled for February, is 
equally abandoned — not 
permanently, but for some 
time. 

This has got to be a 
mistake. The Atari ST has 
both speed and colour 
advantages over the Mac 
(see June's APC), and the 
Commodore Amiga 

(reviewed in this issue) has 
even more of both. Apple 
invested a fortune in getting 
the first low-cost icon 
machine into the market, 
and it has a whole year's 
start on those two, especially 
in software. 

But this is not the time for 
Apple to go to sleep! Getting 
software started on the 
Macintosh lines was hard. 
Getting versions of things 
already written for the 
Motorola 68000 and icons, 
onto another machine with 
the Motorola 68000 and 
icons, isn't more than about 
two months' work. 

I don't expect the Amiga 
to be fully debugged until 
Christmas. The Atari ST may 
well take longer. But even 
so, at the prices those two 
will be selling for, a lot of 
potential customers are 
bound to be tempted, and 
the only thing that can keep 
Apple right in front, is hard 
work. 

In public, of course, Apple 
is saying that "nothing has 
changed" and that if it looks 
necessary to compete with 
Atari or Commodore, it will 
respond. 

But the truth is that 
software houses are NOT 
going to carry on burning 
the midnight oil on colour 
versions of their Macintosh 
software, if the company 
isn't fully committed to get-
ting the colour Mac out. 

And everybody who has 
ever used Mac is agreed that 
the thing is wonderful, but 
slow, and short of disk 
space. Included in those 
people are software authors. 

Talking about "Steve Jobs 
taking on a more global role 
in new product innovations 
and strategies" is polite 
flannel for saying that things 
had to change. Many in the 
business believe that, and 
who knows? It may be true. 

But sacrificing the lead 
Macintosh has in the icon-
market is not going to pacify 
the gods who say: "The 

Apple II is nearing the end 
of its life," because that time 
is coming. 

Even if the 6502 chip 
were useable in reliable 
multi-tasking (and it isn't) it 
has reached the effective 
speed limit of its design 
already. Even if it could 
address a megabyte of 
memory, as the IBM PC chip 
can, it wouldn't be possible 
to standardise on a system, 
at this stage in the market, 
for software houses to use 
the extra. 

But worst of all, the 6502 
has no big brother, and the 
8088 has the 80286, 
already out in the market. 
There is very little difference 
between the IBM PC and the 
Apple Ile, apart from that —
but that is enough. 
Guy Kewney 

Xenix vs Unix 
Olivetti is 25% owned by 
AT&T, the American phone 
giant. AT&T owns Unix, and 
sells a big micro worth 
$25,000, called the 3B2, 
while Olivetti sells an IBM 
PC compatible called the 
M24. 

In exchange for having 
AT&T sell the M24 in 
America (under the title 
PC6300) Olivetti is now 
going to sell the 3B2 in 
Australia. 

What is going to slow 
them down, I think, is the 
fact that AT&T owns Unix. 

Somebody has to decide 
whether AT&T will make 
more money from selling an 
operating system to lots of 
different Unix systems 
builders, or by building 
systems that use Unix. 

AT&T insists that the 3B2 
is a wonderful opportunity 
for the dealer, and can be 
used as a Unix machine, or a 
local area network controller, 
file server and so on — or 
both. And when the soft-
ware is all ready and 
polished and slick, I think 
he's right. 

But AT&T's "determina-
tion to be a force in dp" 
could be likened to Intel's 
determination to be a lead-
ing force in microprocessors. 

Intel sells the 8086 
family, and also builds sys-
tems that use the chip. But, 
very sensibly, it doesn't sell 
imitation IBM PCs. It does 
pretty well with a pricey 
range of boards and boxes 
for people who want to build 
a system of their own, but 
only want a hundred, or so 
(even fewer) for specialist 
purposes. 

Can AT&T really command 
both the Unix hardware 
market, and sell an exactly 
similar Unix to rival hard-
ware' builders? And can it 
sell the microprocessor chip 
— a 32-bit design — that is 
inside the 3B2? 

From America, the general 
feeling is that the M24 had 
flopped. Inside Olivetti, they 
say that in fact it's done 
much better than they 
forecast. 

It's true that in Australia, 
the M24 is looking like the 
number one rival to the 
original PC. We'll just have 
to wait and see if AT&T 
sticks it out in the hardware 
business in America. 
Guy Kewney 

Osborne again 
At $2,995, Osborne's little 
IBM-compatible portable, 
with two disks is enough to 
make even the Osborne 
name seem irrelevant to 
people who are afraid that 
the company can't really 
have recovered from 

'bankruptcy. 
The machine has been 

upgraded since this model 
first was touted (you saw it 
in our October issue) but the 
original version remains a 
good bet as a travelling 
machine, if you can afford 
something better than a 
Tandy 100. 

It's only limitations are the 
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Please forward information on the 
CBA Accounting Package to: 

Name. 	  

Company. 	  

Address: 	  

	Postcode: 	 
Commercial Business Applications 
Better for business... by all accounts 

Intelligence Australia Pty. Ltd. 
60-64 Shepherd Street, 
Chippendale, NSW 2008 
Tel: (02) 699 3877 
93 King William Street, Adelaide, SA 6000 
Tel: (08) 373 0222 
123 Moray Street, South Melbourne, VIC. 3205 
Tel: (03) 690 6600 	AD SHOP I-85-5(b). 

r 

L 

State. 

clB IA 

Proven Multi-User on most 
. standard MS-DOS systems 

I 

• 
Intelligence 

Business computers making sense 

Everybody's talking about the 
CBA accounting package. 

Simply because there's so 
much to be said for it: 

CBA is the accounting package tailored to 
small to medium size business requirements. It's 
inexpensive, and yet it's suitable for multi-user 
operations as well as single. It's compatible with 
the most popular PC's, AT's and Local Area 
Networks. 

Suitable for so many tasks and so 
many operating systems 

CBA's highly integrated modules cover an 
extensive range of tasks, including Accounts 
Receivable/Sales Analysis, Inventory, Order 
Entry/Invoicing, Accounts Payable, Purchase 
Orders, General Ledger, Asset Register, Payroll, 
Cost Management, Bill of Materials and Report 
Writing. And all these tasks can be run on the 
world's most popular operating systems, for PC's, 
AT's and Networks. 

Software that adapts to your 
changing needs 

Rest assured tnat as your needs expand or as 
hardware is updated, your CBA software package 
will adapt. With CBA, redundant software is a 
thing of the past. 

Every aid to quick learning and 
smooth operation 

CBA has on-line help screens and tutorial 
documentation, which means you can pass on 
operational know-how within your own 
organisation. It also includes demonstration files 
as part of the package. 

Plus the technical support of 
Intelligence Australia 

In additional CBA users can enjoy the 
comprehensive back-up facilities of Intelligence 
Australia, including hardware maintenance, 
software support, training and consultancy. Start 
moving towards revolutionising your accounting 
function with CBA now. Fill in and post the 
coupon below for further information. Or 
alternatively, why not ring Intelligence for a 
demonstration? 
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To find out how the new Corona Mega PC works twice as fast, yet costs less, please send for our brochure. 
Name 	 Position 	  
Company 	  Address 	  

)AWA COMPUTERS 
Postcode 	Telephone 	  132 Arthur Street, North Sydney NSW 2060 

AW 71 

By the time a 
conventional PC 

network has 
done this much 

paperwork, 



NEWSPRINT 
16-line LCD screen (which 
is, however, a 16-line 
"window" to a virtual 25-
line display), and the fact 
that it isn't very easy to read 
in dim lighting. 

But it does have the ability 
to plug into an ordinary CRT 
display, with the full 25-line 
PC-DOS/MS-DOS display 
showing. 

Prices start at the $2,995 
mentioned for a 256k ver-
sion, with two disks, and 
with the external display 
adaptor, plus 512k, the 
price rises to $4,535. 

And by comparison with 
the "second generation" ver-
sions of the Tandy 100 —
well, there is no comparison. 
The only really serious rival 
will be the lnterquadram 
Datavue, when they get an 
Australian version together. 

Details from Osborne 
Australia on (02) 
290 1122. 

Translate Basic 
to Pascal 
The problems of writing in 
Pascal are made far worse if 
you're a trained Basic pro-
grammer — because the two 
languages don't think alike. 
So a translator program, to 
take your Basic (Applesoft 
version) programs and 
rewrite them in Pascal, 
might not seem optimal. 

However, Woodchuck 
Industries has produced 
such a translator, in the 
belief that people will be 
able to sell their software on 
other machines. 

Today, P-Tral costs 
$US125, and when it is 
fully debugged (in the 
autumn) the price will 
double. Existing customers 
will be charged an extra $25 
to get the bug-free version. 

What makes the translator 
unusual is that while it 
works on your Applesoft 
code, it stops and asks you 
for suggestions when it 
comes up against problems 
— so you probably develop 
some Pascal skills as the 
thing goes on. 

For example, it may 
request a new variable- 

name, if the Basic version 
isn't acceptable in Pascal. 

They also claim that your 
Pascal code will run around 
three to ten times faster 
than the Basic, using Apple 
Pascal 1.1. 

- Details on 0011 212 924 
0576 in the US. 
Guy Kewney 

QuickMac 
The theory behind this RAM-
disk software for the Mac-
intosh is: you don't need all 
that 512k of memory, so 
use some of it as an 
imaginary, fast disk. 

At $US34, you might 
think it's cheap enough not 
to gripe, but I do. I know 
that Mac is unreasonably 
slow at using its disks, and I 
also believe that this product 
is rather cleverer than 
Assimilation Process's Mac 
Memory Disk, in deciding 
how much memory to 
sacrifice to the imaginery 
disk. 

But many programs for 
Mac use more than half the 
memory anyway, and you 
may find that the overall 
speed increase is roughly 
what you'd expect for 
$US34. What we really 
want is 512k of memory, 
plugged in to the second 
disk slot. But that would 
cost . . 

Details on 0011 602 224 
5944 in the US from 
Symmetry Corporation, 
which makes its appearance 
with this announcement. 
More software, they say, will 
follow. 
Guy Kewney 

More 
Networks 
At last, I have found a local 
network system which can 
link all other local area nets 
together. 

It is a system called 
Banyan, launched by a new 
company, one of several 
really impressive networking 
announcements at the 
Comdex fair in Atlanta, but 
on a level of cleverness that 

isn't matched by any of the 
others. 

A Banyan is a swamp-
growing tree, which sends 
out new trunks to hold its 
wide-spreading branches out 
of the water — it looks more 
like a local area net than 
anything you could find 
growing. 

The network seems able 
to link any type of computer 
to any other — and to pro-
vide proper "file server" 
facilities across the network, 
not just a shared disk sys-
tem. But better than that, it 
can reconcile two completely 
disparate local nets. 

It can link a "star" net-
work of IBMs to an Ethernet, 
to a host mainframe, to a 
token-passing ring-main net, 
to a Corvus network, using 
synchronous or asyn-
chronous protocols. It can 
even support the different 
file structures of MS-DOS, 
Unix, Macintosh, mini-
computer operating systems, 
and mainframes. 

The company was set up 
in late 1983, and has had 
its products under test in 
the Boston Bank and World 
Bank — to both of whom it 
has now sold very large 
multi-network networks. 

The central box on which 
all this cleverness is based is 
a Unix-driven micro with a 
Motorola 68000 in it. 

This is almost the ideal 
application for a Unix 
machine — it needs to be 
served by experienced pro-
grammers, who can write 
their stuff in "C" language 
and pass the job onto the 
next person. 

The box includes an 
ordinary IBM PC bus — into 
which IBM network cards 
can be plugged. 

The "heart of the Virtual 
Networking Systems 
(VINES) software" as 
Banyan puts it, is 
the StreetTalk "location 
independent naming 
system". 

This "provides an efficient 
way to identify objects 
within the network, such as 
information, applications, 
peripherals, protocols, or 
other computing resources 
distributed throughout single 

or multiple locations". 
The World Bank system 

apparently includes 32 
Banyan boxes, each linked to 
each other, and each sup-
porting a complex local net-
work (already existent, in 
some cases) inside the 
organisation. 

Banyan is contactable at 
135 Flanders Road, 
Westboro MA 01581, on 
0011 617 366 6681. 

To Banyan, the annouce-
ment by IBM of its PC 
Networks software was not 
even a surprise, let alone a 
challenge. 

To other micro networks 
at Comdex, however, the 
IBM announcement was the 
talk of the show. 

The pioneering 3Com, for 
example, which linked up 
with the Microsoft Networks 
announcement in late 1984, 
has now adopted the IBM 
version (which shares some 
central assumptions with the 
Microsoft product) — as a 
"strategic direction". The 
company announced its 
Macintosh network, 
EtherMac, at the show, but 
rushed together a statement 
talking about "product 
strategy" and its intentions 
to support IBM's "de facto 
standard" during this year. 

The address for 3Com is 
1365 Shorebird Way, 
Mountain View CA 94039, 
phone 0011 415 960 
9451. 
Guy Kewney 

And more 
Low cost is the central 
feature of the Racore-Net 
announcement. The Racore 
network is unique — it's net-
work hardware put together 
to run special software. The 
special software, of course, 
is IBM's PC Network 
software, plus PC-DOS 3.1. 

The important point, 
however, is cost: a four node 
Racore network should add 
a total of $US1 ,000 to the 
four PCs or XTs or ATs, or 
whatever, they say. 

Racore uses token passing 
ring architecture, with a two 
megabit per second data 
transfer rate, which is all 
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The Mouse itself 
Replaces typed-in commands 
with aform of communication 
you already understand — pointing. 

The inside story— a rotating 
ball and optical sensors 
translate movements of 
the mouse to Macintosh's 
screen pointer with 
pin-point accuracy. 

What makes Macintosh tick. 
And talk. 

The brain of the Apple 
Macintosh uses a blindingly fast 
32 - bit MC680000 micropro - 
cessor. Far more powerful than 
the 16-bit 8088 found in current 
generation computers. 

The 16-bit 
8088 
microprocessor. 

Macintosh's 32-bit MC68000 microprocessor. 

The heart is a revolutionary 
technology of windows, icons, 
pull-down menus and mouse-
commands. 

Which makes the 32-bit 
power not only more useful but 
easier to learn. 

Another miracle of miniatur-
isation is Macintosh's built-in 
90mm (31/21 microfloppy disk 
drive. Its 90mm disks store more 
than conventional 135mm (5141 
floppies — 400K. So while they 

• 
Standard 135mm (51/41 Macintosh's 400K 
floppy disk. 	 90mm (3 1/2') disk. 

are big enough to hold a desk-full 
of work, they are small enough 
to fit in a shirt pocket. 

And, thanks to its size, if you 
can't bring the problem to a 
Macintosh, you can always bring 

Small fiotprint. 
Macintosh is '/3 the 
size and volume of 
the IBM PC. 

a Macintosh to the problem. 
(Macintosh actually weighs less 
than 9 kilos. 

And speaking of talking, 
Macintosh has a built-in poly-
phonic sound generator capable 
of producing high-quality speech 
or music. 

All it takes to get it talking is 
special Macintosh speech gener-
ating software. 

On the back of the machine, 
you'll find built-in high speed 
RS232 and RS422 AppleTalk/ 
serial communication ports. 
Which means you can connect 
printers, modems and other 
peripherals without adding $250 
cards. 

It also means that Macintosh 
is ready to hook into a local area 
network. (With the AppleTalk 
Personal Network, you'll be able 
to connect up to 32 computers 
and peripherals.) 

Should you wish to double 
Macintosh's storage with an 
external disk drive, you can do so 
without paying extra for a disk-
controller card — that connector 
is built-in, too. 

And, of course, there's a built-
in connector for Macintosh's 
mouse, a feature that can cost 
up to $500 on computers that 
can't even run mouse-controlled 
software. 

Of course, the real genius of 
Macintosh isn't its serial ports or 
its polyphonic sound generator. 

The real genius is that you 
don't have to be a genius to use 
Macintosh. 

You just have to be smart 
enough to buy one. 

Some mice have two 
butums. Macintosh 
has one. So it's 
impossible to push 
the wrong button. 

Apple credit card available at participating dealers. 
For your nearest Apple dealer, outside Sydney call toll-free (008) 221555 or Sydney 9089088. 

AP140/Palacc 



Battery for Macintosh's built-in 
clocle/calendar. 

RS232, and RS422 Appletalk/ 
serial communications ports for 
printers, modems and other peripherals. 

Ultra compact, switching-type 
power supply and high resolution 
video circuitry. 

230mm (9") 
high resolution pixel 
bit-mapped display. Built-in haridle forgetting 

carried away. 

z 
Thanks to ample venting 
Macintosh needs no 
internal fan. 

Brightness 
control. 

128K or 512 
bytes RAM. 

Built-in 90mm (3 1/2') 
disk drive. 

Macintosh's digital board — the 
processing power of an entire 32-bit 
digital graphics computer in 80 square 
inches (516 sq. cm). Clock/ 

calendar 
chip. 

Connector (or keyboard and 
optional numeric keypad. 

64K bytes 
ROM 

32-bit Motorola 
MC68000 
microprocessor. 

343mm 
(13 1/2 ') 

277mni--3. 
(109/ o ') 

M 

(97/10 Polyphonic 
sound port. 

A  

External disk,  
drive connector. 

Mouse connector. 

Apple 
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fairly unexciting — and 
that's what they planned. 

"It's designed to teach 
network users the 'control-
alt-delete' of networking," 
said the new company's 
boss, Rod Crisp — a 
reference to the way an IBM 
family machine is reset — "it 
uses what will become a 
new standard of networking, 
and gives them a chance to 
start learning their way 
around it." 

His network controller fits 
into a long expansion slot in 
the PC, and requires at least 
256k. Well, frankly you need 
twice that for serious PC 
use, anyway. Up to 16 
machines can be linked in a 
cluster, with 250 feet 
between node. 

Racore is at 10 Victor 
Square, Scotts Valley CA 
95066, just round the 
corner from Victor 
(Sirius). Phone 0011 408 
438 7255. 
Guy Kewney 

And still more 
A more ambitious network, 
the ThinkLink, from Tangent 
Technologies, uses the 
enormously powerful 
Motorola 68010 (the bigger 
brother of the 68000, which 
in turn is the bigger brother 
of Sinclair's QL, 68008) to 
run very fast indeed. 

However Tangent's most 
impressive contribution to 
networking was a link 
between IBM micros and 
Apple's Macintosh-based 
AppleTalk. 

The main thing about 
AppleTalk, on IBM micros, is 
that you (potentially) can use 
the wonderful Apple Laser-
Writer printer. 

MacBridge not only con-
nects a PC to the printer, but 
lets several PCs share it, in 
the same way that AppleTalk 
lets Mac share it. At the 
price of a printer, that's 
essential, or nobody would 
ever buy one. 

Even better, Tangent has 
produced a program to con-
vert WordStar files into Post 
Script command files, so 
that you can do wonderful 
things with WordStar. You 
can even take a WordStar 

document, instruct Post 
Script to slant it 15%, put a 
box round it, and print it 
over the top of another 
document. 

Apple is planning a 
vaguely similar card, but it 
won't have the Post Script 
interface. 

Tangent is at 5720 
Peachtree Parkway, Suite 
100, Norcross Georgia 
30092, on 0011 404 662 
0366. But there's no panic 
about this, until Apple gets 
the rocks out of the bag con-
taining the LaserWriter and 
ships some over here to 
Australia. 

There were many other 
networking announcements 
at Comdex, but they all failed 
to qualify for serious con-
sideration, because the 
people behind them had 
clearly no prior knowledge of 
IBM's PC networks 
announcement, or even, for 
that matter, current 
knowledge. 

They all had a good 
positive-sounding quote, 
about how "IBM's entry into 
networks makes it respect-
able for the rest of the 
market," which couldn't 
really convince anybody. 

However, I do want to 
mention one in passing, 
because it involves no 
hardware. 

It's called Lan-Link, from 
Intercompany Communi-
cations Technology, and it 
uses software to connect 
PCs through their serial port. 
And even though, on inves-
tigation, I know you'll dis-
cover that their system will 
only work if you buy one of 
their disks as a file server, I 
still reckon the claim of 
"software-only" is probably 
valid — because you'll pro-
bably need a new hard disk 
anyway. 
Guy Kewney 

GEM again 
and sabotage 
Everybody is raving about 
GEM, except the people who 
are getting the first Atari 
520ST machines. It is a 
software product which 

turns your IBM (normally) 
into a Macintosh-alike, with 
an icon-micro display. 

The version on the Atari, 
of course, doesn't appear to 
be fully debugged, and I'm 
still trying to find somebody 
who will confirm Digital 
Research's claim for GEM on 
that machine — that it (and 
the operating system) will do 
multi-tasking. 

On the IBM PC I've dis-
covered a little fact about 
GEM which nobody seems 
to know — that is, that DRI 
has sabotaged it. Not 
seriously, just commercially. 

What they've done is to 
produce GEM in specially 
tailored packages, so that 
the IBM PC version won't 
run on the Olivetti M24, or 
the Zenith 150, or the 
Eagle, or any other lookalike. 
Conversely, you can't take 
the Zenith version and run it 
on an IBM. 

Try it, and it says, 
haughtily: "This version of 
GEM will not run on this 
computer", and dumps you 
back into C> 

Digital Research, a little 
sheepishly, explained that 
they'd done this on purpose. 
"It allows our OEM 
customers," they said 
unconvincingly, "to sell a 
specially configured pro-
duct." It also, I suppose, 
cuts down piracy ... 

What makes it funny is 
that some reviewers seem to 
have been given specially 
"patched" GEM disks which 
run on any computer at all. 
So they were unaware of the 
problem — which I'd not 
have discovered myself had I 
been a little less careless in 
describing my Zenith as an 
IBM XT. 

It's the first program not 
to run, so I was curious. 
Zenith didn't know about it, 
so I phoned DRI, who prom-
ised to send me a patched 
version. 

"We include calls to the 
specific BIOS chips of each 
machine, which all differ 
slightly," said an official. It 
isn't necessary at all, it's just 
done to make sure the pro-
gram won't run. 

Of course there is one 
possible other factor. Apart 

from a few programming 
languages, this is the first 
Digital Research program 
which doesn't require a ver-
sion of CP/M to run. It runs 
under PC-DOS. 

And Digital Research has 
been warning us all, for 
years, that PC-DOS is "not 
related to MS-DOS", and 
that true compatibility is pro-
vided only by Concurrent 
DOS ... but that's probably 
quite irrelevant, I'm just 
being mischievous. Aren't 
I?" 
Guy Kewney 

Think PC Tank 
It's enthusiasm time again. 

My input into this issue of 
Newsprint comes to you 
from yet another editor —
this time, ThinkTank on the 
IBM PC. Well, to be 
accurate, on the Zenith 
imitation XT, but that's as 
near as makes no difference. 

This is the nicest thought 
organising program I've 
used. It goes well beyond 
the Macintosh version of 
ThinkTank 512, which I 
raved about in the past —
because of its colour, its 
replication, its smart printing 
abilities, and its data transfer 
abilities — among many 
features. 

The program is a develop-
ment of what is called a 
folding editor, but used as 
Living Videotext use it, it 
becomes very much more. 
Most users never actually 
realise that it can be used as 
a simple editor, using it 
instead to structure 
thoughts, plan schedules, 
organise new routines, and 
otherwise keep tab of their 
organisational life. 

As usual with complex 
programs, it's almost 
impossible to describe. 
Unusually, it's very easy to 
learn, to the full power of 
the program. 

However, I'll try to give 
some idea of what version 
2.0 on the IBM is like, by 
asking you to compare it 
with one of those lectures 
which computer people are 
always giving. 

You may never have sat 
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Jazz is born. 
Macintosh boogies. 

One of the world's most advanced 
personal computers was just sitting 
there. 

Waiting for someone to ask it 
to dance in the ballroom called 
business. 

And yet all the business soft- 
ware in the world couldn't teach 
Macintosh how to do much more 
than the boxstep. 

Then along came Jazz' 
Jazz from Lotus! 

The new five-function business 

software created for the Macintosh" 
512K Personal Computer. 

Word processing, worksheet, 
graphics, database and communi-
cations. 

All together now in one package 
to help you make more decisions, 
better decisions, faster decisions. 

With Ja77, you can write re-
ports, letters, memos; analyze 
trends and develop fore-
casts; keep track of 
all your files 

and records; and communicate 
with other computers. And with.  
HotView,-  a feature unique to 
Jazz, you can even incorporate 
graphs and tables directly into 
your documents. 

Whether you use all functions 
or just one to get the job done, 

Jazz may be the only software 
you'll ever need. 

Jazz from Lotus. 
"You know you make 

me wanna shout!" 

The software 
Macintosh was 

invented for. 
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"The Art of Software" 

For more information about Jazz 
from Lotus contact Imagineering, 
telephone (02) 212 1411. er  Lotus® 



NEWSPRINT 
through a computer expert's 
tutorial, but if I say that "it's 
always a question of draw-
ing boxes, and linking them 
with arrows," perhaps you'll 
know what I mean. 

The normal end of such a 
tutorial session is a series of 
words, all over the board, 
linked with lines like a 
spider's web, overloaded 
with flies. It's a neat way of 
explaining things in outline, 
but somehow, when you 
come to look at it all later, 
you can't remember which 
box was drawn first, and 
which others had the arrows 
coming out of them. 

ThinkTank gives you a 
single word, the outline 
headline. Type the "plus" 
sign, and it will expand 
itself, to show the sub-
headlines. Move the cursor 
onto one of those sub-
headlines, and you can 
expand them, into sub-sub 
headlines. 

Better than that, however, 
is the fact that you can also 
expand them into large 
explanatory documents. 

Take an example — that 
always makes things easier. 
Your main headline might be 
"Tuesday" — a day which 
involves several complex 
tasks. 

Expand it and you might 
find four sections — "Before 
Work" and "Morning at 
Office"and "Lunch at client 
XYZ" and "afternoon in 
seminar". 

Expand any of those, and 
you can put in (and find 
later) the structure of each 
session. It doesn't matter 
what order you remember 
them in, because you can 
put a headline anywhere, 
and move it anywhere else. 

Things that happen nearly 
the same, can be copied. So 
if your presentation over 
lunch will be much the same 
as your introduction for the 
afternoon seminar, you can 
copy the one, rename it, and 
modify it slightly. 

Modifying it is easy — you 
have full word processor 
powers — find this string, 
change it to that string, and 
so on. Easy to change all 
references, for example, 
from XYZ Inc to Pty Ltd. 

For things which were 
exactly the same, you can 
"clone" the outline. 

This started out, according 
to the Living Videotext 
people, as a mistake — a 
"bug" — the idea was to 
have identical copies, but 
not to have them work as 
clones. Clones (in folklore) 
are so alike that they all 
change simultaneously, and 
so it is with these. If you 
remember to add a new joke 
in your presentation to one 
client, all clones of that 
outline will now have "new 
joke" in that place. If you 
delete something, it will dis-
appear from all clones, too. 

When they came to fix the 
bug, all the test users pro-
tested that it was the most 
useful feature in the new 
version of the program. 

Of course, I'm more con-
cerned with planning my 
output as a journalist than 
with planning a day's work, 
but the similarities are 
strong. The effect is that 
where your average adminis-
trator produces a complex 
network of things to do, and 
sub-heads of how to do 
them, I produce a relatively 
simple outline — Newsprint 
in four parts, for example. 

To edit the stories, I can 
use the ThinkTank controls. 
These involve fairly obvious 
menu prompts on the bot-
tom of the screen — but you 
can always type the control 
codes in direct. To edit a 
document attached to a 
headline, for instance, you 
type F10 (to get the menu) 
ED (for Edit Document). To 
edit the headline, you'd type 
EH. But if you can't remem-
ber that, just tap the space 
bar until you see the right 
selection at the bottom, and 
hit return. 

To edit the text, the IBM 
arrow keys can be used —
but there's a big plus —
WordStar keys. 

These were an addition at 
my own prompting, so I'm 
proud of them. I was 
rabbiting on to David Winer 
at Living Videotext about 
how stupid Microsoft and 
Apple had been, to ignore 
WordStar cursor controls 
when so many people can 

do them in their sleep. 
Winer went all thoughtful —
and a couple of months 
later, when my review copy 
arrived, his note mentioned 
that he'd taken the thought 
seriously. "You weren't the 
only one to ask for it," he 
added, "but we hadn't taken 
it seriously till them." 

The result is that I can get 
to the top of the document 
with control—Q, R, and the 
bottom with control—Q, C. I 
can delete the next character 
with control—G, or the next 
word with control—T — all 
things I do in my sleep. 

If you're not WordStar 
trained, you tell the program 
to ignore these keys, and it 
does. 

The use of colour is a 
definitive plus over the 
Macintosh version: you 
select your own favourites, 
and they appear. Text being 
edited is one colour, text 
selected is different. And an 
outline shows up in your 
favourite colour with all con-
nected sub-headlines in the 
same shade. 

As a word processor, the 
program lacks only one 
thing: the ability to format 
paragraphs to different 
widths. 

This hardly matters if you 
own an ordinary word pro-
cessing program, because 
ThinkTank will create a text 
version of any outline, and 
prepare it for your own word 
processor — even for 
WordStar, with "soft 
carriage returns" and all the 
other things. 

Within ThinkTank, you can 
embed control characters to 
turn your printer's special 
features on — bold face, 
underline, expanded, con-
densed and so on. 

Any headline (plus 
associated document) can be 
printed, with attached sub-
headlines, to whatever depth-
you choose. Or the whole 
document can be printed. 

And when the document 
is printed out, your recipient 
will be delighted to find that 
the date is printed at the top 
of the page, and an index is 
attached, showing which 
page (numbered, of course) 
has each headline, and 

which are headlines attached 
to superior headlines. 

Finally, I have to put in a 
word for a very under-rated 
feature — speed. 

From the top to the bot-
tom of quite a large outline 
takes a split second. From 
the top of a large document 
to the end, is instant. Going 
back also, is instant. 

In other words, you can 
actually use this program to 
READ stuff you've written, 
as fast as if you were flick-
ing pages in a book. 

I wish I could think of 
something about ThinkTank 
which I didn't like. Well, I 
suppose I can. It's the cut-
and-paste routine. For 
instance, I had to get some 
information from my 
Spotlight index for this story. 
To get it here, however, I 
had to get out of this docu-
ment, and create a new 
headline with the "files" 
command. Then had to edit 
that headline's document, 
cut it with the selection 
menu. Then I had to get out 
of the editor, and switch to 
this headline. Then I had to 
get the Paste menu, and 
stick it in. Still — it worked. 
Guy Kewney 

Multi-user 
business 
A multi- or single-user 
accounting package, suitable 
for small to medium size 
business operations, is now 
available from micro systems 
specialist, Intelligence 
Australia. Known as CBA 
(Commercial Business 
Application), the system is 
compatible with IBM, NEC, 
Apricot, Sperry and Olivetti. 
It runs on 3.1, CP/M-86 
and Xenix. 

CBA is written in Dataflex, 
and includes a report gener-
ator for any of the system's 
integrated modules, the 
option of changing either the 
system's input or output 
through the use of the 
gateway facility, and aids to 
facilitate user operation and 
understanding. CBA has on-
line help screens and tutorial 
documentation, enabling 
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Wouldn't it be cheaper for only 
one printer to serve 3 PC's? 

Simultaneously? 
Even while the host computer performs 

other functions? 

The ShareSpool intelligent interface does it at a fraction of the cost 
of local area networks or redundant peripherals. 

Laser printers are revolutionising office printing. 
But at $6,500 per PC, it is a high cost to justify. 

Little wonder the ESI 2016 "ShareSpool" by 
Extended Systems, Idaho USA, is in a class of its own. 

ShareSpool is an IBM PC OR Hewlett-Packard 150 
compatible expansion board with buffer memory of 
up to 512K and a printer adaptor. Installed in an IBM 
PC OR HP-150 it allows the host PC and ANY two 
other RS232 C or Centronics compatible computers 
to share the same attached serial printer. 

And by cascading ShareSpools multiple clusters 
of computers can share just one printer. 

Imagine your VAX, Data General or HP3000 
sharing a laser printer with standalone PC's! 
That's cost-effective! 

And ShareSpool automatically buffers and 
manages print output, so that all users can "print" 
simultaneously. 

For dramatically enhanced multi-tasking 
capability, single computer productivity and printer 
cost-efficiency ShareSpool has it made. 

At $1,268 tax-inclusive, ShareSpool now makes 
laser printing a reality for all your users. 

Call us now. 

interface technology 
of Australia 
1 Chandos St, St. Leonards NSW 2065 
Tel (02) 4382899 Telex AA 75117 

ITA 003 
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SORRY CHARLIE FOR LEAVING YOU OUT! 

VA PC 
'IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp, 

TAVA PC 
Features Include: 

• 16 BIT CPU 
256K RAM 

• 4.77/8 MHZ 
SWITCHABLE 

• DUAL 360K 
SLIMLINE DISK 
DRIVES 

• COLOUR CARD 

• SERIAL PORT 

• PARALLEL 
PORT 

• 10 MEGABYTE 
HARD DISK 
(OPTIONAL) 

And More! 

TAVA PC 

 

994% Compatible System 

 

(PC WORLD USA APRIL 1984) 
The TAVA PCTM is superior to the IBM PCTM at a lower cost. 
That's why we can give a 12 month warranty on parts, 120 
days on Labour. TAVA PCTM comes standard with parallel 
and serial ports (extra on IBM); is completely Hardware and 
Software compatible with the IBM PC; TM  can easily upgrade 
with an 8087; Hard disk sub system, multifunction Memory 
Boards, Multiuser capability; 3270 networking ability and 
much more. 
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY 
PC World April 1984 ranked TAVA FSCTM in the select group 
rated as 99 44/100% compatible. 
Distributed by: 

TECHNOLOGY OF AUST. 
P.O. BOX 214, LINDFIELD, NSW 2070 
Ph: (02) 46 4374 

Runs LOTUS 123, Symphony, D Base II, D Base III, 
Wordstar, Spellstar, Mailmerge, Perfect Writer, Speller/Calc/ 
Filer/Link Easywriter, Volkswriter, Visicalc, Multiplan, Super 
Calc, PFS File/Report, Peachtree and more. You can use 
operating systems such as PC DOS, MS DOS, CP/M, 86, 
UCSD, P System. 
SUMMARY 
Compare TAVA PCTM to any other computer. Com- 
pare the design, execution, quality and warranty. 
Compare versatility and expandibility. Compare 
price. You'll come to the same conclusion 
thousands of others have — 
THE TAVA PC.TM 



Apple Computer Australia has released a 
datamodem and software bundle for Apple 
Macintosh and Ilc personal computer users who 
wish to access Australia's growing array of 
videotex services. 

Bundles for both the Ilc and Macintosh will be 
priced at $795 (including tax). Both bundles are 
based on the Apple Modem 1200 — a 300bps 
and 1200/75 Prestel full duplex datamodem with 
Hayes Smartmodem compatibility. The videotext 
terminal emulation software normally retails for 
around $100. 

• 

Out of the "Why didn't I think of that myself" 
basket comes an Australian product from Sylex. 

`Le Stand' — what a great name — obviously 
saves a huge amount of desk space, presents the 
printout right in front of the user (albeit upside 
down — Now we're not going to start all over again 
on that 'confused looking young lady' business — Ed), 
provides a neat feeding and restacking of paper 
and reduces cable interference in paper passage. 

Le Stand retails for between $69 and $89 
depending on printer size. Call (02) 647 2888 for 
details of your nearest retailer. 

NEWSPRINT 
operational know-how to be 
transferred within user 
organisations. 

Facilities available using 
CBA include accounts 
receivable/sales analysis, 
inventory, order entry 
(including delivery 
scheduling)/invoicing, 
accounts payable, purchase 
orders, general ledger, 
payroll, cost management, 
bill of materials and report 
writing. 

For further information 
contact (02) 699 3877. 

Barson on top 
of it 
In a dramatic slap in the face 
to industry prophets of 
doom, all of the available 
shares in Barson Computers 
(distributor of Apricot, Sirius 
and BBC computers among 
others) were sold within a 
few hours of their being on 
offer. And these 50 cent 
shares are expected to reach 
a staggering $2.00 when 
they become available on the 
Sydney and Melbourne 
stock exchanges' main 
boards (which should be by 
the time you read this), 
reflecting the level of con-
fidence Australia has in the 
microcomputer industry in 
general and Barson Com-
puters in particular. 

Do we have any quotable 
quotes from the man him-
self, Julian Barson? What 
about "This is just the 
beginning ... " 

Basic program 
generator 
Infosol has announced a 
"businessman's program 
builder". Sycero, as it is 
known, is not a database as 
ISS is quick to point out, but 
a program generator. It 
enables users to build 
database files, create 
indexes for them and build 
programs to manipulate the 
data. 

Sycero generates pro-
grams in MS-Basic, BasicA 
or GW-Basic (according to 
the host machine) which 

may then be run inter-
pretively or as a compiled 
program. These applications 

are stand-alone, that is, they 
don't require Sycero in order 
to run and can be run on 

any machine supporting the 
same Basic and MS-DOS or 
PC-DOS. Watch for a test in 
a future issue of APC, 
meanwhile details on (02) 
43 1316. 

Press release 
pandemonium 
In the July issue of APC 
(this section, page 11), we 
published part of a press 
release announcing "a 
cheapish dot-matrix printer" 
from Epson. While readers 
expressed their amusement 
at our claim of the press 
release being one that 
"would have won the 'Worst 
Printed Media Release' 
award for this year", others 
(notably Epson, of course) 
were not amused. 

Anyhow, we're sorry, 
because Epson and the PR 
agency that issued the press 
release have parted 
company. 

We understand the press 
release we singled out was 
one of the first issued by 
Heininger Media, the said 
PR agency, on behalf of 
Epson's Australian sub-
sidiary. 

Heininger Media has been 
operating as a high-
technology public relations 
consultancy for only four 
months and started with the 
basic journalistic tools of 
typewriter and telephone. In 
that time it has secured 
public relations contracts 
with several of Australia's 
leading computer and 
software suppliers and has 
also prepared a number of 
free-lance press releases. 

Deciding not to accept the 
free use of equipment sup-
plied by clients, Heininger 
Media has since leased word 
processing and photocopy-
ing equipmnent to service 
those clients. And we can 
now assure you that 
Heininger sends out press 
releases on a new 
all-bells-and-whistles 
word processor: we know, 
we've received one; but they 
probably won't get published 
as often ... there's nothing 
to pick on. 
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Epson QX-16 
Epson has entered the 16-bit league with the QX-16, a sturdy if standard machine which boasts 

IBM compatibility and a friendly user interface. But are these features enough to ensure Epson's success 
in this PC-dominated market? Peter Bright has the answer. 
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Epson made its name in microcomputing 
as purveyor of printers to the masses, 
then made its break in producing micros 
with the 8-bit OX-10. This was widely 
regarded as one of the nicest CP/M-80 
machines around. However, it was over-
priced, and was launched at a time when 
16-bit machines were establishing 
their supremacy. 

Now Epson has launched its own 16-
bit machine which boasts IBM com-
patibility, an 8088 processor and 
Epson's unique Taxi friendly user 
interface. 

Hardware 
Physically the Epson QX-16 is very 
similar to the older QX-10 8-bit machine. 
The main unit is 20 ins wide by 13 ins 
deep by 4 ins high. While the unit is quite 
broad this gives it a pleasing low-line 
appearance which reduces its visual 
impact on your desk. The casings are 
constructed from high-quality plastic 
with rounded edges on most of the sur-
faces to further enhance the lines of 
the unit. 

The overall colouring is also standard 

Epson — predominantly cream with 
touches of grey on the disk drives, mon-
itor and some of the keys. 

The front panel houses the twin half-
height 5'/in disk drives, the DIN 
keyboard socket, the reset switch and a 
little red power-on LED. The power 
switch lives at the right-hand side of the 
back panel. 

On the rear panel from left to right we 
have: power-in, monitor-out, eight sys-
tem DIP switches, speaker volume con-
trol, a Centronics printer port and an 

RS232 serial port. There are also four 
covers which may be for expansion cards 
— we'll find out later. 

It isn't immediately obvious how to get 
inside the OX-16, but it is, in fact, a two-
stage affair. Most people want to get 
inside their machine to fit a new expan-
sion card. To make this as easy as poss-
ible, the OX-1 6 has a special hatch which 
you can remove to gain access to the 

expansion slots. When you have 
removed this cover, you also gain access 
to two of the four screws which hold the 
main cover in place. The other two are 
below the lever-off caps on the top of the 
main casing. 

'When you have removed the four 
screws, you have to undo an earth strap 
before you can lift off the top casing and 
disk drives as one unit. 

Despite the size of the system box, the 
internal electronics are tightly packed. 
The disk drives live in the top casing 
while the bottom casing houses the digi-
tal electronics and the power supply. The 
main PCB runs along most of the width 
of the system box, stopping just short of 
the power supply circuitry. Two extra 
heavily-shielded PCBs piggyback onto 
the main board; one of these handles the 

display via two very small, densely-
packed, surface-soldered custom 
chips. 

The main PCB also acts as a mother-
board for up to three plug-in expansion 
cards. Strangely, the casing has space 
for four cards but the PCB has only three 
slots. On the review machine one of 
these slots was in use, leaving two 
available tor tuture use. If you need the 

`Overall, the construction quality of the casings 
and the PCBs is very high. The casings feel solid, 

and the PCBs look well ... ' 

The keyboard sports an impressive 105 keys grouped in a fairly standard manner 
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COMMODORE WHOLESALE 
SOFTWARE 

P.O. BOX 177 
Coolangatta QId 4225 

WE PROVIDE TOP QUALITY 
64 SOFTWARE DIRECT FROM 

THE PROGRAMMERS. 
GAMES 
GOBBLER 64 $9.99 
PULSAR 64 $9.99 
GALAXY INVADERS 64 $9.99 
BEEZ 64 $9.99 
JIGSAW PUZZLE $9.99 
QUIZ TRIVIA 	  $9.99 
OXFORD SCHOLAR 	  $9.99 
OXFORD MATHS 	  $9.99 

All games are machine language, great sound, 
action and colour. 

COVERS, Disk, Printer $6.99 
Computer & Cassette $7.99 
SIMPLE WILL $9.99 
RESIDENTIAL LEASE $9.99 
TAX ACCOUNTANT $9.99 
MAIL LIST $9.99 
DATA BASE $9.99 
PAYROLL* $19.99 
STOCK CONTROL $19.99 
All programmes on tape. Disk version $4.00 extra, 

all for the 64. * Disk only. 

EDUCATION Packs of 4 prog available for $5 per 
pack. Maths, Grammar, Reading, Spell. 

RESET SWITCH 	 $7.99 

Include $1.50 per item for post & handling. No extra 
charge for more than 4 items. 

ORIGINAL PROGRAMMERS WANTED. 
**WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE** 

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 20-30% DISC. 

BENCHTEST 
extra space, one of the cards is only used 
by the Z80 processor so can be removed 
when you are running 16-bit software. 

The QX-16 comes with two pro-
cessors: an 8-bit NEC Z80 and 16-bit 
8088-2. In addition to running mod-
ern 16-bit software, it can also run 
general-purpose CP/M-80 software and 
programs written for Epson's 8-bit 
QX-10. 

The base model QX-16 comes with 
256k of RAM which is internally expand-
able to 512k. It also has 24k of ROM. 

Overall, the construction quality of the 
casings and the PCBs is very high. The 
casings feel solid, and the PCBs look well 
made with no signs of last-minute 
patches. Although everything inside the 
system box had obviously been well 
screened for RF emissions, some noise 
was still audible on my radio. 

The review machine was supplied with 
twin half-height 51/4 in floppy disk drives 

which can work in two modes — either 
360k IBM compatible or 720k native mode 
under MS-DOS. 10Mbyte versions of the  

machine will be available in due course. 
The review system was supplied with 

a green-on-black monochrome monitor 
which plugs into the back of the main 
unit via a short cable and a couple of DIN 
plugs. In monochrome mode, the QX-16 
displays 80 characters by 25 lines and 
640 x 200 pixels in IBM mode, or 640 x 
400 pixels in native mode. This is put to 
very good use by the Taxi software. Also, 
like Epson's older 8-bit machine, the OX-
16's graphics are 'soft' and can be 
specially programmed. 

Colour is achieved by plugging a 
colour monitor into the same port on the 
back of the system box. The Epson's 
colour graphics specifications are exactly 
the same as those on the IBM PC. 

As it stands, the system character set 
on the QX-16 is the best I have seen on 
any micro. Each character is extremely 
well formed and easy to read without 
becoming bloated like the characters on 

the IBM PC. The letter 'G' is especially 
good! 

The monitor is a good-looking unit 
with power and brightness controls at 
the front, and vertical hold and contrast 
controls at the back. Its display is 
generally good, but despite using long-
persistance phosphor onscreen, there 
was still some evidence of flicker on dis-
plays where most of the pixels are 
switched on. 

The keyboard is decidely non-IBM 
compatible. It is a very slim unit, but it 
covers a large area. It has two adjustable 
feet on its underside which allow you to 
type flat (very comfortable) or at 15 
degrees (like typing on a cliff face). It 
connects to the main unit and two DIN 
plugs. 

Even if the processing power of the 
QX-16 doesn't win you over, Epson is 
certainly going for a win in the keyboard 
stakes with an impressive tally of 105 
keys. These include a big red button 
marked 'STOP' in the top left-hand 
corner. The last time I saw one of these 
was on the system console of an IBM 
System 370 mainframe at college — a 
friend pushed it just to see what would 
happen . . . 

Luckily the effects of pushing the 
QX-16's STOP button range from midly 
boring to nothing at all. 

The rest of the keys are grouped in a 
fairly standard manner, although the 
individual positioning is rather idio-
syncratic. Most of the space is occupied 
by the main qwerty typing area; to its left  

are three keys which set and release 
tabulations and margins. The margin key 
doubles as the ESCape key. 

To the right of the qwerty typing area 
are the editing keys with the usual 
cursor keys, plus INSERT, DELETE 
FORWARD, LINE and WORD keys. To 
the right of this is the numeric keypad 
which features all the usual arithmetic 
operators. 

Running along the top are 17 pro-
grammable function keys and the 
STOP key. 

All the keys auto-repeat very fast, 
resulting in a supersonic DELETE key 
which happily outran my reactions and 
ate hundreds of words I wanted to 
keep. 

As mentioned, although the general 
layout of the keyboard is fairly standard, 
the individual placement of keys is some-
times rather odd. The main culprit is the 
ALT key which hides down by the space 
bar next to the CTRL key. It also took me 
quite a while to realise that the escape 
key is marked 'MARGIN RELEASE'. 

The final oddity is that the QX-16 
keyboard differentiates between SHIFT 
LOCK and ALPHA LOCK. Both, inciden-
tally, are on the same key, which may be 
confusing. If you select ALPHA LOCK, 
you get what I usually refer to as 'shift 
lock': that is, you get capital letters but 
the numbers on the top row remain 
the same. 

To select SHIFT LOCK you 
simultaneously press one of the SHIFT 
keys and the ALPHA LOCK key. This 
gives you capital letters, but instead of 
giving you numbers on the top row, you 
get 'I', 'Er', and so on. 

This is probably what all you typists 
out there prefer, but I prefer the normal 
computer version. 

The feel of the OX-16 keys is quite soft 
but still positive. This isn't to my taste; I 
prefer the IBM PC or Apple Macintosh 
feel, but I know many people will 
appreciate this keyboard. 

System software 
When you first switch on the OX-16, it 
displays the not-particularly-friendly 
message: 'IPL Version 3.0A Testing 
RAM'. It then sits around for a while pre-
tending to be doing something useful 
before it asks you if you would like to put 
a disk into the drive. When you do this it 
says: 'Power on self test in process' and 
tries to amuse you by flashing the 
keyboard LEDs. Eventually it boots the 
operating system. 

The QX-16 cleverly decides which 
processor to use. If you put a CP/M-80 
boot disk in the drive, it automatically 
uses the Z80; if you use an MS-DOS 

`Like the other friendly systems, Taxi makes heavy 
use of windows, icons, mice and pull-down menus 
... Epson hasn't gone quite as far as GEM ... ' 
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Natwick Management WE 
Suite 2, 25 Burns Bay Road 
Lane Cove NSW, Phone (02) 428 1666 	APE In 

`The NEC APC III 
is the best 
computer for 
your money' 
Make us prove it! 
Call us. We'll come to your office 
or home and show you how the 
APC IQ runs rings around other 
business computers. 

We'll show you! 
It's one thing to sell a great 
computer. It's another to get 
the best performance out of it We 
know the APC inside out We'll 
give you the right advice on disc 
storage, printers, memory capacity 
and most important, software. We 
sell the APC III because its the best 
machine and runs the best 
software - software we will train 
you to use. And we can customise 
software for you. Here are just a 
few programs that work best on 
the APC III: 
Wordprocessing 
See WordStar" or the new 
Microsoft Word'. In colour or 
mono, these packages are 
superbly integrated with the APC. 
They run faster and better. Don't 
buy anything until we have given 
you a demonstration in yourffice 
or home. 
Integrated Spreadsheets 
SuperCalc 3 offers features Lotus 
users would love - no disk 
changes, more speed and true 
integration of spreadsheet and 
graphics. If you think Lotus is 
great you'll be knocked out by 
SuperCalc 3 on the APC III. 

What makes the APC III so 
It's faster 
Double the speed of the IBM PC (8MHz) 
with a true 16 bit processor (8086). 

Double the storage 
The APC III's drives hold 720K of data or 
program each. Twice that of the IBM PC. 
Enough for huge data bases. If you need 
more, there is a very affordable hard disk 
option. 

Typewriter style keyboard 
You'll be at home immediately on the 
selectric typewriter style keyboard. 
Programmable function keys and numeric 
pad make life even easier. 

The New Printers are in!  

much better? 
Australia Wide Support 
NEC provide the complete support you 
need when you depend on your 
computer. NEC means total security. 

No hidden extra 
O Serial and parallel ports built in 
CI Monitor included. A high resolution 
colour option inc. monitor for under $600! 
D 128K RAM and MS-DOS 2.11. 

Low Cost: 
APC III with 1 x 720K drive 

	
$2995.00 

APC III with 2 x 720K drive 
	

$3565.00 
APC III with 1 x 720K plus 
10M hard disc 
	

$5195.00 

NEW! Model 8800 
Replacing the 7700. 55cps, with a true 
50cps on 12cpi text - thats around twice 
the speed of so called 40cps printers. 

NEW! P2 and P3 Pinwriters 
High speed draft mode at a staggering 
180cps and correspondence mode. A wide 
range of interfacing options are available. 

Prices: 
Pinwriter P3, 15 inch, 180cps $1395.00 
Pinwriter P2, 10 inch, 180cps $1095.00 
Spinwriter model 2000 20cps $1295.00 
Spinwriter model 8800 55cps $3195.00 
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For orders, call 

(02) 212 1622 
rat*  CIStOrM COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 

For all your software and hardware needs at lowest 
prices with full support and guarantee. 

R.R.P. OURS 
Jazz For Mack $899 $645 

Qubie 6 Pack/384K $999 $599 

IBM 512K Card + 512K $799 $399 

Scisys 64K Buffer $380 $275 

THIS MONTH'S 
SPECIALS 

r 
MACINTOSH 	

Our 
Word Processing 	R.R.P. 	Price 

M/S Word  	330.00 265.00 
Megamerge  	210.00 175.00 
Megaform  	315.00 255.00 
Mega Filer  	249.00 215.00 
Macspell Write  	140.00 	115.00 
Business 
Excell  	750.00 545.00 
Filevision  	199.00 	165.00 
Think Tank  	180.00 	159.00 
Mac Vision  	485.00 385.00 
Multiplan  	325.00 255.00 
MacFile  	330.00 265.00 
Dollars + Sense  	180.00 148.00 
Keystroke Mac  	825.00 595.00 
Helix  	535.00 399.00 
TK Solver  	320.00 255.00 
DB Master  	270.00 220.00 
Smooth Talker  	225.00 185.00 
PFS File/Report  	320.00 210.00 
Mac Office  	65.95 	55.95 
Mainstream Filer . . . 	149.00 	125.00 
Entertainment 
Baron 	  89.95 	69.95 
Millionaire 	  89.95 	69.95 
Music Works 	  120.00 	99.95 
Tycoon 	  89.95 	69.95 
Wizardry 	  89.95 	69.95 
Zork 11/111 	  67.50 	CALL 
Robot Adventure 	  79.95 	CALL 
Back Gammon 	  69.95 	69.95 
For complete range of the Mac 
Software including languages, com-

munications, graphics CALL 

r HARDWARE 
We Can Supply The 

Following Computers 
Apricot 	President 16 

President Walkabout 
Olivetti Sigma Sanyo NEC 

Call us re computer you're 
Interested In and configuration 
and get the best price In town!!! 

IBM 
Our 

Word Processing 	R.R.P. 	Price 

Samna + 	  1095.00 795.00 
Microsoft Word + Spell .  	595.00 395.00 
Multimate 3.3 incl. Brit Dict 	695.00 	429.00 
Wordstar Prof C/Star 	645.00 430.00 
Wordstar 2000  	645.00 430.00 
Spellbinder 	  695.00 517.00 
K Text 	  320.00 249.00 
Wordstar  	415.00 345.00 

Business 

Friday  	425.00 320.00 
Milestone 	 295.00 240.00 
DB II  	631.00 495.00 
DB III  	976.00 695.00 
Lotus 1-2-3  	835.00 589.00 
Knowledgman  	947.00 580.00 
Framework  	1095.00 795.00 
Multi-Plan  	326.00 249.00 
Symphony 	  1095.00 730.00 
Supercalc III 	 496.00 	375.00 
R Base  	630.00 	470.00 
Enable  	1100.00 	845.00 
Harvard T. Project Manager 	649.00 	495.00 

Communications and Utilities 

Crosstalk 20  	245.00 	165.00 
Sidekick  	99.00 79.00 
Smartkey  	79.95 	67.00 
Sideways  	95.00 	79.00 
Speedkey  	250.00 210.00 

Entertainment 

Robounce 	  57.00 37.00 
Flight Simulator II 	 94.00 	72.00 
Tycoon 	  96.00 	84.00 
Sargon III 	 75.00 	59.00 
PC Arcade  	76.00 	65.00 
Zork I, 11,111 	  01,69.00 @56.00 
Sorcerer  	69.00 56.00 
H/Hiker Guide 	 69.00 	56.00 

For complete range of IBM 
software call 

APPLE 	
Our 

Business 
	

R.R.P. 	Price 

Wordstar 	 395.00 315.00 
Int °star 	  • 595.00 	395.00 
Friday 	  400.00 298.00 
PFS Write/File/Report 
/Graph 	  @ 175.00 @140.00 
PFS School Record  	195.00 	155.00 
Megaworks 	  179.00 145.00 
DB Master 4.0 	  530.00 449.00 
Zardax 2 Pro 	  300.00 245.00 
Bank St Writer  	104 95 	89.00 

Educational 

Basic Math + Algebra  
	

79.95 	64.95 
Printshop 	  74.95 64.95 
Word Attack  

	
69.95 	57.95 

Math Blaster  
	

69.95 	57.95 
Speed Read II  

	
89.95 	72.95 

Hometown 	  129.00 102.95 
Fractions  

	
65.95 	57.95 

Entertainment 

Ghostbusters 	  34.95 
Witness  

	
74.95 

Zork 1,11,111 	  0_1: 54.95 
Mask of The Sun  

	
59.95 

Ultima II  
	

79.95 
For any Apple program not listed call L 	for the best price in town. 

/ 

PRINTERS 	
R.R.P. Price 

Our 

Epson LX80  
	

599.00 420.00 

	

594.00 	Call RX80 F-T+ 	  

	

840.00 	Call RX100 	  

	

1108.00 	Call FX100 + 	  
2040.001790.00 LQ1500 	  
999.00 799.00 Star Radix 10 200cps 	 
575.00 520.00 Star Delta 10 160cps 	 
850.00 675.00 Star Delta 15 160cps 	 
787.00 559.00 Silver Reed 500 	 

1281.00 894.00 Silver Reed 550 	  
Silver Reed EB50  

	
430.00 340.00 

NEC P3/P2  
	

1450.00 	Cal' 
Also we supply Taxan and Sclsys 
printer buffers. Call for best price. 

29.95 
62.50 

@49.00 
49.95 
66.95 

r  We accept Bankcard, Visa, Mastercharge, and Amex, credit cards 
All prices subject to change without notice. 

Delivery Extra 
405-411 Sussex St., Sydney, 2000. P.O. Box K109 Haymarket. Tel: (02) 212 1622. Telex: 70208 Campex 
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The monitor has a good display and standard controls 

2.11 disk, it uses the 8088. 
Assuming that most people buy a 1 6-

bit machine to run 16-bit software, I'll 
concentrate on MS-DOS and its 
applications. In the case of the QX-16 
this means MS-DOS version 2.11 with 
some special help from a utility called 
Taxi. 

1985 is very much the year of the 
friendly user interface. No longer is the 
Apple Macintosh the lone voice in the 
dark of the mass market. Now the big 

BENCHTEST 

software guns appear to have cottoned 
on to the fact that there may be more to 
life than A> prompt. The first on the 
market was Digital Research with its 
GEM user-friendly user interface. This 
sits on top of the operating system and 
gives a graphical user interface which is 
reminiscent of the Macintosh. GEM has 
the potential to run on a wide range of 
machines, and currently can be found on 
the Atari 520ST, ACT Apricot and IBM 
PC. 

Next is Microsoft with its oh-so-long 
awaited Windows package. This isn't 
quite as friendly as GEM, but it does give 
the operating system lots of bolt-on 
goodies in the way of multi-tasking. 

Instead of licencing GEM or Windows, 
Epson in England developed its own 
user-friendly user interface package, 
Taxi. Since the QX-16 is exported direc-
tly from Japan to Australia, Taxi is not yet 
available in Australia. Epson Australia is 
evaluating the system and hope to make 
it available for the Australian market. It 
will be available as an optional extra, 
and no price has been announced. 

When Taxi is first booted, you are 
greeted with a black cab. This doesn't 
stay on the screen for long. 

Like the other 'friendly' systems, Taxi 
makes heavy use of windows, icons, 
mice and pull-down (or in this case pop-
up) menus. However, Epson hasn't gone 
quite as far as GEM in terms of user 
interface. 

In the case of Taxi, there are a max-
imum of two windows on the screen at 
one time. Both windows are fixed in 
terms of size and position onscreen, 
primarily because it takes a lot of calcula-
tion to track and resize multiple windows 
so the speed overhead can be quite high. 
Also, for much the same reason, it isn't 
possible to drag icons around the screen 
as you can with GEM or the Mac. This 
makes copying files less intuitive, but it 
does make the system fast. 

The first things you see on the screen 
(when the picture of the taxi has gone) 
are two disk icons running down the left-
hand side of the screen. It must be said 
that the quality of the icon drawings is 
very high, certainly much better than say, 
GEM on the IBM PC. A nice touch is that 
the disk icons show the actual names of 

The rear panel has space for four expansion cards but the PCB will only support three 
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the disks rather than just the drive letters 
A or B. 

To open en icon, you use the mouse to 
move the pointer to the desired disk and 
hit one of the mouse buttons; this opens 
a window which shows icons represent-
ing the files and directories on the 
disk. 

Sub-directories are represented by a 
picture of a filing cabinet, general execut-
able files by a piece of paper tape. All Taxi 
system files are stored in a sub-directory 
called 'Garage', represented by a picture 
of a garage. When asked why, I was told 
that taxis live in garages . . . 

To run an applications program you 
first double-click its icon; this writes the 
name of the program to a command line 
at the top of the screen. You can then add 
any necessary parameters to the com-
mand line. You then use the mouse to 
move the pointer to the command line 
and click the mouse again, and the pro-
gram will be run. This can be rather long-
winded, but it does give you the flexibility 
of being able to add parameters. 

Whenever an error occurs, a dialog box 
is displayed in the middle of the screen 
telling you what has gone wrong and 
what to do about it. 

As well as having icons and windows, 
Taxi also provides a pop-up menu which 
runs along the bottom of the screen. This 
has five headings: Disk, File, Window, 
Help and Accessories. 

Disk has two options — 'Change' and 
'Rename'. Change tells Taxi that you 
want to change the disk in one of the 
drives, but it isn't strictly necessary to 
use this because Taxi will re-read the 
name eventually. Rename allows you to 
change the name of a disk. 

File contains the options 'View', 'Print', 
'Make', 'Copy', 'Rename', 'Remove' and 
'Run'. View lets you see the contents of a 
text file on the screen; Print lets you print 
it; and Make lets you create a new sub-
directory. Copy will copy a file from one 
window to another, so you need to have 
the right windows open before you can 
use it. Rename renames a file; Remove 
deletes a file; and Run is the same as 
double-clicking an icon. 

Window contains the following 
options: 'Where' displays the MS-DOS 
pathname of the current window; 'Tidy 
Up' rearranges the icons in a window; 
'Switch' transposes the active and 
inactive windows; 'Open' opens a file; 
'Close' closes the active window; 
'Desktop' closes all the sub-directories in 
the current window and then closes the 

window; and 'Close All' closes both 
windows. 

Help has two options: 'Describe' prints 
a predefined text about a program file, 
and 'Get Info' displays statistics about 
the disk or file selected. 

Accessories is probably the most use-
ful of the pop-up menus. It contains 
utilities for installing printers and useful 
accessories such as a calculator, clock 
calendar and note pad. These are all 
selected using the mouse, and are dis-
played onscreen over whatever else 
might be there. The Accessories heading 
also includes an Othello game so you can 
while away the hours. 

Taxi differs from GEM in that GEM 
stops as soon as you call an applications 
program. It doesn't matter how friendly 
GEM is, if you run WordStar you are 
stuck with the WordStar commands. 

Taxi is different in that it goes some 
way in allowing you to modify standard 
applications programs. This is possible 
because part of Taxi is co-resident, it 
stays in memory when you load the 
applications program. This allows Taxi to 
exercise some control over the 
applications program while it is 
running. 

You can usually modify the 
appearance of a program in two ways. 
Firstly, you can use the mouse to move 
the cursor; and secondly, you can install 
your own pop-up menu on the 25th line 
of the display. 

If you want to alter a standard package 
in this way, you have to install it into Taxi 
by creating an .INF file for the program. 
This describes the icon to be used for the 
program as well as the system details 
needed to control it. I had hoped to be 
able to play around with installing appli-
cations programs, but unfortunately the 

manual refers users to their dealer and I 
couldn't fine a utility that would let me 
edit an .INF file. 

Applications 
software 
Luckily, Epson supplied three packages 
for which it had written the necessary 
.INF files. These were Enable — an 
integrated program, GW-Basic and good 
old WordStar. 

WordStar is a good test of this kind of 
thing as it is notorious for not liking 
simulated keyboard input — it usually 
can't keep up. Epson overcame this 
problem by using the new revised and 
presumably faster WordStar 3.4. 

WordStar usually displays its own 
function key assignments on the 25th 
line of the display which, of course, is 
where Taxi wants to display its pop-up 
menu. To get around this, the middle 
button on the mouse is used to select the 
Taxi pop-up menu which, in turn, has an 
option to return to WordStar's own 
status line display. 

Mouse control of the cursor works 
well. WordStar's usual habit of not keep-
ing pace is signalled by exclamation 
marks all over the screen. There was cer-
tainly no sign of this, even with the most 
vigorous mouse movement. 

Having said that, I don't think the 
mouse was any great improvement over 
the cursor control in this case. The pro-
blem is that packages which weren't 
specifically designed for use with a 
mouse can't handle the quick diagonal 
movements you often want to make. A 
bottom-left to top-right movement ends 
up as up-a-line, right-a-bit, up-a-line, 
right-a-bit-more, and soon, which can be 
exasperating. 

The pop-up menus were more suc-
cessful and could make life easier for a 
first-time user, although being used to 
WordStar I didn't use them very much. 

The QX-16 is a pleasant, fairly compatible machine 
which is being marketed as part of a competitive 

package. The friendly user interface is useful.' 

In perspective 
In terms of hardware, there is nothing unusual about the Epson QX-16. It is a 
fairly standard IBM-compatible machine. But in terms of packaging, the 
machine is quite different. 

An interesting point is Epson's probable decision to go it alone with the Taxi 
user interface rather than licence GEM from Digital Research or Windows from 
Microsoft. I'm not sure if this is a good idea from a marketing point of 
view. 

At present the decision doesn't lock Epson out of any IBM software, but if 
software houses write for the GEM or Windows environments in the future, it 
could be a problem. I can't see major software houses rewriting their software 
for the Taxi environment for what, after all, is just an IBM-compatible 
machine. 
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LETTERS 

This is the chance to air your views — mail to 'Letters', 
Australian Personal Computer, 2nd Floor, 215 Clarence Street, 

Sydney 2000. Please be as brief as possible and add 
'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private. 

Oh no, not 
again! 
I am typing this on my 
week-old Amstrad CPC 464 
(called 'Arnold', I believe) 
and I am hooked! The prin-
ter is borrowed but the word 
processor is the free one 
with the machine, and it is 
good enough for my typing. 

I am also becoming 
hooked on APC and I like 
the artwork — especially 
April, page 55 — but my 
wife wants to know where 
the bowl of petunias and the 
whale went? She must have 
been hitch-hiking again. 
JH Taylor 

The mice nibbled away 
the petunias and whale —
much to the annoyance of 
the illustrator Eddi 
Gornall. These scientific 
mice just have no respect 
for art. 

Pin trouble 
I would like to issue a few 
words of warning to other 
readers. I have just bought a 
Canon PW-1080A printer to 
attach to my Apricot PC but 
found that everything I prin-
ted was double-spaced. 
After much headscratching, I 
compared the Canon inter-
face description with that for 
my old Centronics printer. 
The answer is that the Cen-
tronics and the Apricot 
expect pin 14 of the inter-
face to be ground, but the 
Canon (and, presumably, the 
similar Taxan/Kaga model) 
uses pin 14 as 'auto line-
feed'. 

When this pin is held low 
(ground) the printer per-
forms a line-feed after a 
carriage return. The solution 
is simple: do not connect 
pin 14 of the Centronics 
interface of this type of 
intelligent printer. 

This seems to be the only 
conflict at this time, but I'm  

sure there will be others in 
the future. What price 
standards? 
J Hurwitt 

VZ bug 
I hope you haven't com-
pleted a review of the Dick 
Smith VZ-300 because it 
has a bug in the firmware 
(the same as the VZ-200). 

If one RUNs, (then 
INPUTs 29), the following 
series of statements, the 
computer will crash. 
10 N = 1 : INPUTS : FOR 

A = 1 TOS: N = N + 
1/(1 + A) : ? N; : 
NEXT : RUN 

I first became aware of 
this fault at the 4th APC 
Show held at Centrepoint in 
Sydney earlier this year and 
informed Dick Smith. 
However, when I repeated 
the test on a new VZ-300 
the results were the same. 
Dick Smith is therefore sell-
ing the VZ-300 with bugs. 
W Tritscher 

Atari links 
the new and 
the old 
I have read a great deal 
about the forthcoming Atari 
computers. Will they be 
compatible with my current 
Atari peripherals or will a 
new range of add-ons be 
released for the new 
models? 
S Mackenzie 

The XE range of machines 
will certainly be compat-
ible with your old Atari 
equipment and software. 
Compatibility with the 
more advanced ST 
models is open to doubt. 
However, Atari has 
announced a whole new  

line of add-ons for the 
new computers. 

Although Australian 
availability and prices are 
not available, the follow-
ing is a partial list of the 
equipment Atari had on 
show at the CES show in 
the US earlier this year. 
• A new monochrome 
monitor for the current 
Atari XLs and new XEs 
which comes with a built-
on 80-column adaptor so 
that every Atari machine 
can display the wider 
screen standard in busi-
ness applications. 
• A 300 baud modem 
and a series of eight prin-
ters was also revealed 
covering just about every 
printing capability and 
price range imaginable. 
• Two monitors for the 
ST range, one black and 
white, the other an RGB 
colour unit. 

Limited use 
for Amstrad 
monitor 
Being thoroughly hooked on 
computers I now have a 
Commodore 64, Spectrum 
Plus and an Amstrad with 
colour monitor. Is there any 
way I can use the Amstrad 
monitor with the other two 
computers? This would 
obviously be of great benefit 
but I have no idea of how to 
go about it. 
C Smith 

Practically speaking, no 
you can't hook up the 
monitor with the 
Spectrum or the 64. 
Amstrad's monitor is an 
RGB model which neither 
of your other machines 
supports. They provide a 
different output signal 
called composite video. 

One possible solution 
would be to buy a 
Commodore 1701 monitor 
and you should be able to 
make up a cable that will 
work with your Spectrum. 

Printers, 
problems and 
praise 
I have previously written to 
you regarding the problems I 
had correctly connecting the 
Spectrum Interface 1 with 
the Brother HR-5 printer, 
and would now like to 
inform you that Brother's 
service department sorted 
out the difficulties. Some of 
the wires from the 
RS232C port from the prin-
ter's side have to be linked 
together before it will work 
correctly. The correct linkage 
is: 

ZX IFI 	 HR-5 
2 	  2 
3 	  3 
4 	  20 
5 	  5 
7 	  7 

The 4, 6 and 8 wires 
should be linked on the 
Brother's side. 

Although this printer and 
the Spectrum are normally 
linked via an extra Cen-
tronics interface, it seems a 
good idea for those who nor-
mally have the ZX Interface 
for their Microdrives to 
obtain normal-sized printing 
using the HR-5 with the 
RS232C interface. 

Furthermore, the HR-5 
switches should be set to 
eight bits and the Spectrum 
baud rate to 300 (FORMAT 
""t"";300: OPEN #4;-t-  : 
REM for text: FORMAT "b-
;300 : OPEN#5;-b-  : REM 
for control characters). Text 
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can then be printed using 
the fourth channel 
(PRINT#4; "text";), control 
characters (underlining or 
emphasised characters using 
the fifth channel 
(PRINT#5;CHRS;), which is 
rather more complicated 
than the method mentioned 
in the manual. 
H van de Pol 

Bothersome 
bug 
We have found a bug in 
PC-DOS/MS-DOS version 
2.1 when copying more than 
255 files using the wild card 
option (*). 

If you attempt to copy files 
from one sub-directory to 
another, on a hard disk 
machine, using a command 
such as COPY *.* or COPY 
*.EXT and this results in 
more than 255 files being 
copied, the 256th file is not 
copied. This also applies to 
the 51 2th file (and probably 
all multiples of 256). The 
screen message tells you 
that the file is being copied, 
but this is not so. 

The file count is reset to 
zero after 255 files and 
restarts counting from one 
as more files are copied. 
Therefore, when copying is 
complete, the screen 
message Tile(s) copied' 
gives you the true number of 
files copied — 255. 

Since finding this fault 
two months ago, we have 
scanned the computer press 

to see if anyone else has 
reported it. Having noticed 
with some surprise that no-
one seems to have found it, 
we felt that we should report 
it to you. 
W Clew/ow 

You're right — small 
though it may be, it's 
there in DOS 2 and 2.1. If 
it's any consolation, IBM 
says it's been fixed in 
DOS 3.0. 

Mail order 
mess up 
I write to you so that others 
may become aware of my 
problems with an American 
Mail Order Computer Com-
pany (so they may not have 
similar.  problems). 

I placed a mail order from 
Sydney on August 17, 1984 
shortly before returning to 
New Zealand. The bank draft 
was banked by the company 
on 31 August, 1984, 
therefore confirming my 
order was received. I have 
since written to the company 
a further three times without 
any reply whatsoever. The 
last letter was registered and 
a card was returned to us 
confirming this was 
received. I would be inter-
ested to hear if any others 
have had similar problems. 
John Adams 
100 Harris Street 
Pukekohe 
South Auckland 
New Zealand 
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'Fine, fine — now, wave the claws around a bit ...' 
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18cm 
• 360° swivel (7") 

The `DESK-MATE'Tm  
Rif [ mc-NFR 
An aesthetically pleasing, ergonomically 
functional, space saving, commonsense 

computer accessory. 

Easy height adjustment knob. Adjustable desk-mount fully 
concealed in shroud for clean 
appearance. Cable 
management duct for clean 
appearance and function. 

Wide range of adjustment. 

	

EAR% n 	MuT 	IP= .M 
a 	• 	a a a  

1111.1 1BEIMILEMlial   
99 York Street, Sydney. Telephone (02) 290 3100 

ESK-MATETm Monitor Mover will create a whole ne 
environment for the operator. 
Firstly the operator will be able to place the monitor in any 
position to ergonomically suit his/her work situation. The 
DESK-MATERI Monitor Mover has a vertical height 
adjustment range of 180mm (7") and can swivel through 
3600  on its precision engineered NEEDLE RACE BEARING 
system. 
Both adjustments (vertical and sideways) can be easily 
handled by the operator in a sitting position. 
To get fine adjustment of the angle of the monitor, the plate 
has a ± 15° tilt facility which can be adjusted without any 
awkward unlock/lock mechanisms. 
And look at the extra space the DESK-MATETm Monitor 
Mover has created. 
The DESK-MATETm Monitor Mover has been designed to 
blend in with the hardware, using specially moulded plastic 
cladding and incorporates a cable management duct for 
clean appearance and function. 
Streamlined, functional, aesthetically pleasing and proudly 
designed and made in Australia the DESK-MATETm Monitor 
Mover will accommodate most VDU's weighing up to 30kg 
and clamps onto any desktop with an overhanging lip. 

1 	1 	I  him  ,.. , • 
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Commodore Makes 
Software For Every 

Member Of The Family. 

Almost. 
Commodore make software for people. All kinds of people. Software for fathers, 
mothers, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews, grandparents and 

even brothers-in-law who fix cars. Everybody. Software for fun, profit, homework, 
housework and officework. We do not however, make software for dogs. Yes, we 
are working on it, but as research in this area is fairly limited, we're calling for all 

the help we can get. If you have any suggestions please contact your nearest 
Commodore dealer. 

C- commodore 	  
COMPUTER 

Keeping up with you. 
Contact your nearest Commodore dealer or Commodore Business Machines: 

Sydney: (02) 427 4888 Melbourne: (03) 429 9855 Brisbane: (07) 393 0300 Perth: (09) 389 1268 
BM Sicc 263 



Technical specifications 
Procesor: 
RAM: 
ROM: 
Mass storage: 
Keyboard: 
Size: 
I/O: 
DOS: 

Zilog Z80, Intel 8088 running at 5.3MHz 
256k expandable to 512k onboard 
24k 
Twin 360/720k 5%in floppy disks 
105 keys typewriter style 
50cms x 33cms x 10cms 
RS232, Centronics, three expansion ports 
CP/M-80, MS-DOS version 2.11 

As far as IBM compatibility is con-
cerned, the QX-16 willingly booted 
PC-DOS out of the box and ran Lotus 
1 -2-3 quite happily. 

Documentation 
The documentation supplied with the 
system was very pre-production — it 
consisted entirely of photo-copies of the 
drafts of the manuals. These were quite 
helpful, but it would not be fair to discuss 
them in detail as they will change when 
they are printed. 

Prices 
The QX-16 will sell for $3,614, exclud-
ing tax. The system includes 256k RAM, 
twin disks, a monochrome monitor, the 
system software: MS-DOS, multi font 
CP/M and multi font Basic. Epson will 
also carry support for the multi font 
card. 

Conclusion 
The Epson QX-16 is a nice machine; not 
wonderful, just nice. The hardware is 
well built if unspectacular in terms of 
its performance. 

The OX-16's main claim to fame is its 
Taxi friendly software, which again is 
useful rather than wonderful. As far as its 
user interface is concerned, it is closer to 
Microsoft's Windows than to Digital 
Research's GEM. Like Windows it 
doesn't go in for processor-intensive 
graphics, but unlike Windows it doesn't 
have multi-tasking. 

The QX-16 is a pleasant, fairly IBM-
compatible machine which is being 
marketed as part of a competitive 
package. The friendly user interface is 
useful. The fact that it is non-standard 
need not be a problem because no stan-
dard has yet emerged. 

END 

Benchmarks 
BM1 	 1.4 
BM2 	 4.7 
BM3 	  10.1 
BM4 	  10.4 
BM5 	  11.4 
BM6 	 20.1 
BM7 	  31.3 
BM8 	  33.1 
Average 	 15.37 

All timings in seconds. For a full list-
ing of the Benchmark programs, see 
End Zone. 

POWER DTR RTS CTS DSR RLSD RING TX RX TEST ONLINE 

• II 
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The Tulpi Transonik Modern" 

FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF SOUND' 
The new Tulpi Transonik Modem' provides fully automatic 1200/1200 full duplex data communications 
	  for professionals who don't have time to waste. 	  
Standard Features: 	 Using the professional grade Tulpi Transonik 
■ Automatic dialling 	 Modem is like driving a Lotus Esprit across the 
■ Automatic disconnect 

	
Swiss Alps. FAST! POWERFUL! EXCITING! 

■ V22 and Bell 212A connection protocol 
	

TeleCorp, the makers of Australia's Number 1 
■ Async and Sync protocol 

	
Intelligent Modem, have created this fully 

■ Test mode handles remote loop back 
	 automatic modem for the computer user who 

■ Highly flexible configuration switches: 	 simply must communicate at the maximum speed 
Answer/Originate, Voice/Data, DTE/DCE, 	 Australian Telecom permits. Using state of the art 
Auto/Manual answer 	 Crystal Locked Digital Technology the Transonik 
■ 1 Year parts and labour warranty 	 ensures that neither the transmitted frequencies 
■ Complete visual status display 	 nor the receive filters can drift out of tolerance, 
■ Z80 microprocessor 	 which means trouble-free national and 
■ Crystal Locked Digital Technology 	 international links. Every Transonik includes a full 
■ Telecom approval no. C84/37/1096 	 one-year parts and labour warranty, PLUS a 
■ PLUS includes MITE data 	 complimentary copy of MITE Data 
communications software 	 Communications Software (regular $250 value). 

$1595R-R-P- 
For further information and the name of your 
nearest dealer contact: 

le 
TeleCorp Pty Ltd. 
8/21 Tepko Road, 
PO Box 236, 
Terrey Hills 
NSW 2084 
Australia. 
(02) 450 2522. 
Dealer and OEM 
enquiries 
welcome. 

carr 
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THE MOST POPULAR, MOST RESPECTED, MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 
IN AUSTRALIA! 
6PakPlus ' is a powerful multifunction 
enhancement for PC or PC-compatible 
machines. With Qubie's flexible 
configurations, all the PC's capacity 
can be utilized. It's totally compatible 
i 	ti 	it 	it 	1 	I 

SOFTWARE INCLUDED 
With 6PakPlus' you receive extensive 
software at no extra cost. Electronic 
disk caching and printer buffering are 
all part of the 6PakPlus" package. 

I 	i. 
THE QUBIE' PLUS 
Good service starts with local support 
and local supplies of product. 

$ 	$ 	I 
with IBM hardware, operating systems 
and languages. The board can be 
inserted into any free slot and it even 
includes a card edge guide for secure 
mounting. 

.t,/13RT./1.V1. 6'332 	74LS0811 X8342 
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OPTIONAL GAME PORT 
Game adapter port which can be used 
with all IBM-compatible joysticks or 
game paddles. 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER 
Serial port can be used to connect the 
PC to letter quality printers, plotters, 
modems, or other devices which use 
an RS-232C interface. Switches allow 
the port to be configured as COM1 or 
COM2.  

copyright Qubie 1984 AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
CALL FOR THE NEAREST DEALER 



HOUSEHOLD BUDGET 

January 	INCOME 

Total Income 

 

1250 	1275 	25 

 

EXPENDITURE 

    

Item 
	

Estimate Actual 
	

Diff'nce 

Mortgage Repayment 180 180 0 
Water Rates 30 30 
Municipal 	Rates 60 60 0 
Insurance 20 20 0 
Housekeeping 500 525 25 
Bankcard 100 94 -6 
Entertainment 30 37 7 
Personal Expenses 150 150 0 
Gas 50 43 -7 
Electricity 55 56 1 
Contingency 60 21 -39 

Total 	Expenditure 1235 1216 -19 

MONTHLY SUMMARY 

Estimated result: 15 
Actual 	result: 59 
Variation -Prom estimate: 44 

Item 

Salary 
Expenses 

Estimate Actual 

	

1200 	1.200 	0 

	

50 	75 	25 

Diff'nce 

Fig 1 January income and expenditure 

IN BUSINESS 

Business begins 
at home 

At last — the definitive way to make sure you don't overspend. Impossible? 
Bob Hinton shows you how, using Calc Result on the Commodore 64. 

Only a small minority of people who buy 
a micro for business purposes will 
immediately plunge happily into pro-
gramming in Basic. Most will turn first to 
applications programs — word pro- 

cessors, spreadsheets, and database 
managers. I believe this is also true for a 
growing proportion of home computer 
users. 

In practice I found that I had to put in a 

lot of hard work before I could make use 
of the programs. Probably the best way 
to learn is to work through a practical 
example. There are usually several of 
these in the Calc Result manuals and 
they are certainly useful, but I learned 
more about Calc Result and how to dis-
play some of its results from the exercise 
described here. 

Anticipating risks 
The exercise is not very sophisticated, 
but it should be useful to anyone who 
needs to live within his income and who 
wishes to have reasonable warning of 
the risk of failing to do so. For this I 
wanted a system which could: 
— list planned spending month by 

month; 
compare it with likely income; 

— compare it with actual spending as 
it occurred; 

— forecast the peaks and troughs of 
over and under-spending likely over 
the course of the year; and 

— warn when spending is beginning to 
overshoot this forecast and so 
prompt action to avoid disaster. 

The heart of the system is the chart 
showing the income and expenditure for 
each month of the year. The chart for 
January is shown in Fig 1, the other 
months following the same basic pat-
tern. Both income and expenditure have 
information in four columns. Alongside 
each item of income is the estimate of 
what it is likely to be, and next to that a 
column to record the actual income 
when received. The end column records 
the difference between the two. Items of 
expenditure are treated in the same 
manner. 

All the columns are totalled and 
income is compared with expenditure to 
produce the monthly summary figures at 
the bottom. The summary shows how 
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1984 

Estimated result 

January 

15 

February 

-20 

March 

-109 

April 

44 

May 

106 

Actual 	result 59 -49 -87 -23 126 

Variation 44 -29 22 -67 20 

CUMULATIVE 

Estimated to date 15 -114 -70 36 

Actual 	to date 59 10 -77 -100 26 

June July August September October 

Estimated result -73 112 -150 126 23 

Actual 	result -33 134 -120 126 23 

Variation 40 22 30 0 0 

CUMULATIVE 

Estimated to date -37 75 -75 51 74 

Actual 	to date 127 7 133 156 

November. December 

Estimated 	result -53 44 

Actual 	result -58 44 

Variation 0 0 

CUMULATIVE 

Estimated 	to date 16 63 

Actual 	to date 10 

YEAR END FORECAST 

Original 	Estimate 60 

Current Forecast 54 

Performance Forecast -6 

Fig 2 Building up a picture of the budget for a year 

IN BUSINESS 
well or badly you have done over the 
month, but more importantly it forms the 
basis for the chart in Fig 2 which builds 
up the picture for the year as the figures 
for each month are transferred to it. 

At the start of the year, the estimate for 
each month can be fed into the top line of 
Fig 2 for the whole 12 months. This 
automatically produces a line of figures 
in the fourth line ('Estimated to date') 
which tells you how you are likely to 
stand overall at each stage of the year. A 
+ sign indicates that your income is 
estimated to exceed expenditure at that 
stage; a - sign means you are likely to 
spend more than your income. 

This highlights the times in the year 
when you might have cash-flow pro-
blems, and by warning you in advance 
enables you to do something about it: for 
example, plan economies, earn extra 
income, withdraw savings or defer pay-
ment of bills. 

As the year goes by, the actual result 
for each month is transferred from the 
monthly summary to line two, and this in 
turn automatically produces the row of 
figures in line five ("Actual to date'). This 
builds up a picture of the year to compare 
with the expected figures in line four. It 
will tell you whether your planned efforts 
to avoid disaster are working, or, if there 
seemed to be nothing to worry about at 
the start of the year and your control has 
been slack, this line will act as a warning 
as, for the months yet to come, it projects 
the new pattern now developing from 
the actual results. 

In case you should want an overall 
assessment of whether it will be a good 
year or a bad one, the year-end forecast is 
added at the bottom. 

The monthly chart 
After loading Calc Result, the first thing 

to do is to adjust the width of the 
columns to suit the chart. Making the 
columns nine characters wide allows 
room for the words of the items. This 
gives more than enough space for most 
people's monthly income! 

The widths are adjusted by the follow- 
ing sequence of keystrokes: f7 G C 9. 

The following are the cell references in 
se uence and the content to insert: 

HOUSEHOLD (remember to start 
with a space to indicate that you are 

ng a label). 
BUDGET (type an extra space 

before the 'B'). 
	 f7 - = (this fills the cell with 

=" signs). 
1D21 	 (you don't want 
this cell completely filled). 

1A31 January 
(this is the first of 

several labels used to underline 
minor headings). 

1C41 INCOME 

Item 
Estimate 
Actual 
Diff'nce 
- - - - 

[ET 
Type your income 

categories in columns A and B, with 
the estimates in column C and the 
actual amounts in column D. 

1E81 
 

D8 — C8 (ie actual — estimate). 
Once entered, replicate this formula 

into cells C9 to C41, using relative 
references (so E9 contains D9 — C9, and 
so on).  
IC,D,E14 f7 - - (it's not worth 
replicating a 3 keystroke expres-
sion . 

Total Inc 
ome 
SUM(C8:C13) then replicate 

the expression into cells D15 and E15 
(relative references) 
C,D,E16 Replicate C,D,E14 into 
these cells. 

EXPEN DITU 
RE 
f7 - - 
- - 
to 	E21 	Replicate A6 to E7, 

but you must do it one row at a 
time. 

to 	1E41 Type your expendi-
ture categories along with the 
estimated and actual amounts. 

CCJ 
	

to F-1 f7 - - 
!Ma Total Exp 
113431 enditure 
C43 
	

SUM (C22 : C41) then replicate 
into cells D43 and E43 (relative 
references). 

IA41 

105 
1A61 
IC61 
[Da 
1E61 
1A71 
IC71 
ID71 

JA--81  to D13 

1B151 
Cl 5 

1C181 

1 9 1 
D 191 

20 

1A22 
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Distributed and guaranteed throughout Australia by 

 

MEET THE AMSTRAD ALL STARS 
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1111111111P-mmionspowiRwr 
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es! Get witBe there lap-for-lap,  the all-s a , for-lap, 
right in your  

The substantial RAM in the AtraCPC464 has stroke-for-stroke.  

made 
it possible to bring you a Whoredange of action 

packed games. But be warned — they play to win! 

Ask your nearest Amstrad dealer 
for h 

for full and details on 

these and all Amstrad's software  
When ordering, please quote catalogue number. business. 
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What a it A detailed 18-hole golf course to your skills as  der, hiper, putter  

cornplete Wh

inith andicap sg system sandtraps, 

water hazardstrees. You've been spared nothing as 
you challenge the odds to a high score. 11

1  

SnooKet  SOFT 190 (Keyboard or 
Joystick) A fine game of judgement 
and skill featuring super-real 
snooker simulation. All the colours, 
the tricks and complete range of 
spins. There's even a sliding score 
frame. But sorry, no chalk. 
OK your break. 
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IN BUSINESS 

1 

C,D,E44 f7 - - 
!MID MONTHLY S 
1B461 UMMARY 

f7 - - 

48 Estimated 
result: (with a space before 

the 'r'.) 
Cl 5 — C43 
Actual re 
suit: 
D1 5—D43 
Variation 
from est (with a space before 

the 'f'). 
imate: 

At this stage the basic monthly grid is 
complete. It's a good idea to tidy things 
up by blanking the unused cells in 
column E between rows 8 to 1 3, and 22 
to 41. In my example, that's cells El 0 to 
El 3 and E33 to E41. Another improve-
ment is to right-justify cells C6 to E7 and 
C20 to E21. A side-effect is that it makes 
the INCOME and EXPENDITURE head-
ings stand out. 

You should have been saving your 
chart as you developed it, but this is a 
good time to save it again! 

Now you use the copy facility (f7 E C) 
to take the whole chart to a new location 
with A53 as the top left-hand corner; this 
gives you the chart for February. Then 
copy the whole of what you now have to 
the location Al 05, and you have added 
March and April also. Unfortunately, the 
Calc Result spreadsheet just isn't big 
enough to take a whole year's charts. 
Still, four month's charts are fairly con-
venient to work with. 

To create your charts for the whole 
year, save the current version in its pre-
sent form before making any further 
entries of income and expenditure items. 
It can be loaded to form the basis for the 
May/August and September/December 
charts when you come to do these. 

All that remains now is to make the 
remaining income and expenditure 
entries for the first four months. When 
you do this at the start of the year, you 
must put in the Actual columns the same 
figures as you put in the Estimates 
column, or, put in the Actual column 
tdancing figures equal to the totals in 
the Estimates column under both 
Income and Expenditure. When we 
come to the Cumulative chart, these 
figures will have to be entered for all the 
months of the year at the outset if the 
year-end forecast is to be revised each 
month as the year goes by. 

Don't forget to change the month title 
on each chart, then save the complete 
hart with a new file name to distinguish 
from the basic one already saved. Load 

the basic file again, and complete 
and save May/August followed by  

September/December to complete the 
year. 

The cumulative chart 
Until such time as a spreadsheet leaves 
you with enough space to hold a whole 
year on the spreadsheet at once, the 
chart shown in Fig 2 will have to be 
created separately and the figures 
individually entered from the monthly 
summaries. 

The headings and other text are 
created in the same way as the monthly 
chart. The column headings and figures 
are lined up at the end as before. 

The most important point for simplify-
ing your task with this chart is to create 
the top section (January to May) and 
then replicate many of the rows for June 
to October and November/December. 
Most of the work only has to be done 
once, apart from a few adjustments. The 
following are the main points: 

	

 	f7 - - (then replicate across the 
row) 

C7-05 (then replicate) 
f7 - = (then replicate) 
and 	1C1 51 Enter C5 and C7 

respectively. 
Cl 3+D5 
D1 3+E5 ... continue pattern 

for Fl3ErG13. 
1D151 Cl 5+D7 ... in similar pattern 

for E 1 5-G1 5. 
This completes the top section which 

is copied as already described for the 
later months. The adjustments are: 

G1 3+Cl 9 (This picks up the 
preceding cumulative figure for May 
from G1 3 and the rest of row 27 
adjusts automatically). 
By the same token we get: 

IC291 G1 5+C2 1 1C42 G2 7 +C34 
and C44 G29+C36 
All that remains is to add the year-end 

forecast, the first two items of which are 
simply the two cumulative figures for the 
last year of the month, the third being the 
difference between them. We therefore 
get: 

D42 C52 D44 and 
Itc5-41 D44-D42 

If you want to check on the accuracy of 
the last figure, you can total up the 
figures in the variation row 9 with an 
entry at H9 of sum(row) (from C to G). 
If you do this before you copy it will be 
repeated at H23 , otherwise you will 
have to enter it again there and, in any 
case, at 	. Total these figures with 
the entry of sum(col) at  IH391 . If you 

1H381  

then enter H39 at C56 , you should 
see the same figure appear as at C54. If 
not, something is wrong! 

Save the cumulative chart for 
updating. 

It's a pity that Calc Result can only plot  

simple bar charts, as these are unsuit-
able for presenting data that fluctuates 
either side of zero. A line graph would 
illustrate the figures much more 
clearly. 

General tasks 
At the start of the year you will have the 
chore of entering all the data for the first 
year in each monthly chart, but then you 
have broken the back of it for future years 
because the pattern usually stays much 
the same. Don't forget to put the same 
figures in the Actual column (ora balanc-
ing total) so that the monthly summary 
gives you a figure to put in the 'Actual to 
date' line of the Cumulative chart. 
Without this, you will have no revised 
forecast for the year-end as the months 
go by. 

Similarly, create the chart in Fig 2 at 
the start of the year, putting the Estimate 
figures in the Actual result row at this 
stage. They will be replaced by the real 
figures at the monthly updates. 

At the end of each month, peruse your 
records of expenditure for that month 
and fill in the details of Actual expendi-
ture item by item on the chart for the 
month. I use my cheque book stubs for 
the manual record of most of this infor-
mation, even if payments have not 
necessarily been by cheque. From the 
monthly summary you then have two 
figures for updating the performance 
chart. 

In the examples shown here, the per-
son whose budget is shown in part on 
these pages began to use the system 
around April when he suddenly realised 
his expenditure was racing away from 
income. Since then he has reined it back, 
so that by the end of August he will be 
back on target and set fair for the rest of 
the year. 

END 

dsqd disk to suit 
NEC APC III 
$38.00 Inc Tax 

Nashua Diskettes — $35.00 
Paper Et Ribbons 

MAGNA DATA 
3 Crest Avenue, 
Moorabbin 3189 
(03) 553 1393 
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sipscos.,1 , 
1̀516-44".  

COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTER 

128K RAM,colour graphics, 
2 serial and 1 parallel ports, 

2 disk drives, 3 months 
warranty 

aa Incredible $1,950 
• IBM ,s a registered trademark .  

51/4" FLOPPY DISK 
SPECIALS! 

XIDEX 1-9 10+ 
S/S D/D $31.00 $29.00 
D/S D/D $38.00 $36.50 

VERBATIM DATALIFE 
S/D D/D $27.95 $26.95 
D/D D/D $39.95 $37.95 
VERBATIM VALULIFE 
S/D D/D $24.95 $22.95 
D/D D/D $31.95 $29.95 

41111.11*-  
sACr• 

siklrE* 

ENP 1091 
Near letter quality mode. 
120 C.P.S. Down loadable 
character set, Graphics, 
Italics emphasized etc. 

Was $499 NOW $479 

RITRON 2 
Stylish swivel base monitor, 
available in amber or green. 
1-9 	 10+ 
Green Cat. X14500 
$215 	$205 
Amber Cat. X14500 
$219 
	

$205 

IC SPECIALS! 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

4116 1.80 $ 1.70 $ 1.60 
4164 $ 2.75 $ 2.55 $ 1.95 
2716 $ 5.90 $ 5.50 $ 5.50 
2732 $ 6.25 $ 5.95 $ 5.50 
2764 $ 8.25 $ 7.95 $ 6.00 
27128 $12.50 $11.50 $ 7.50 
6116 $ 2.95 $ 2.75 $ 2.50 
41256 $14.50 $12.50 $10.00 
62648 $19.50 $17.50 814.00 

11/11111,1.0.4 

RITRON 1 
Our most popular model in a 

steel cabinet to minimise 
R.F.I. interference. 

Green, Cat. X14500 $199 
Amber Cat. X14500 $209 

APPLE* COMPATIBLE 
CARDS 

Printer Card Cat. X17029 $85 
Drive Card Cat. X17019 $85 
Speech Card Cat. X17031 $75 
80 Column Card Cat. X17025 

$95 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
48 A'Beckett Street, 
MELBOURNE, 3000 

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 663 6151 

425 High Street, 
NORTHCOTE, 3070 

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 489 8866 
TELEX: AA 38897 

Mail Order and 
correspondence: 

56 Renver Rd., CLAYTON 316r 

MAIL ORDER 
HOTLINE 

(03) 543 7194 
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Errors and omnussions excepted 

INFO/LINE 
THE AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVIEW 

INFORMATION SERVICE 

FAST I 

:RESPONSE: 

BUSINESS 
INFORMATION 
SPECIALISTS 

Info-Line, Australia's 
leading information service, 
offers people in business a 
unique opportunity to utilize 
the vast resources of the 
Fairfax media network. 

Info-Line offers: 
* Industry and company 

analyses. 
* Electronic data searches. 
* Overseas reports on 

demand. 
* Press clipping searches. 
For information on demand 

I contact: 

INFOXLINE 
GPO BOX 506, SYDNEY 2001 I 

L 	PH. 282 1613 

NEW! 64K PRINTER 
BUFFER KIT! 
This kit, available 

exclusively from Rod Irving 
Electronics, is the ideal way 

to free up your computer 
when YOU want to use it! 

Do away with those 
annoying delays while your 
printer grinds away. This 

64K buffer will hold 16 
average pages of text! This 
kit is easy to build for the 

average hobbyist! 
Cat. K96700 	$149 

RITRON MULTI 
PURPOSE MODEM 
RITRON Multi Purpose 

Modem has all the standards 
you require. 

Check the Ritron's features: 
• CCITT V21 300 Buad Full 

duplex 
• CCITT V23 1200/75 
• Bell 103 300 Full duplex 
• Bell 202 1200 Half duplex 
• Auto answer, auto 

disconnect. 
Telecom Approval No. C84/37/1134 
Normally $399 NOW $379 

BAUD RATE/BIT 
CONVERTER FOR 
RITRON MODEM 

1200/75 baud 
Cat. 	 $99 

FMS 
Tools for Professionals 

Lattice C 	 $770 
The 16-bit C Compiler used by the experts. 
Early version sold as Microsoft C. Version 
2.14 includes automatic sensing of the pre-
sence of 8087 chip, Unix-compatible maths 
functions, and more. 

Lifeboat's Run 	 $309.00 
C Interpreter. Perfect for learning or teach-
ing C and debugging C code. Operates like 
Basic. 100 common functions built in. 

Halo 	  $392 
IBM PC Colour Graphics routines: a com-
plete library of graphics primitives for 
Fortran, Pascal, Lattice C, Basic Compiler, 
Basic Interpreter, or Assembler. Halo sup-
ports the IBM PC Graphics card, the Her-
cules Card, some other graphics cards, 
mice and printers. (Price quoted covers one 
language/card combination.) 

Panel 	 $641 
A powerful and flexible tool for designing 
and editing data-entry screens and key-
boards. It generates program code in your 
favourite language for each screen. 

PLink-86 	 $716 
A two-pass linkage editor allowing overlays 
in C, FORTRAN, PL/1, PASCAL, 
COBOL and Assembler. Define overlays at 
link time. PLink is available for CP/M-80, 
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. 

The Greenleaf C 
Functions 	 $351 
This library of functions has its main 
strength in DOS, string, RS232, color text, 
and printer functions for the IBM PC. Learn 
the complexities of C from the examples 
and source code supplied. 

ES/P 	 $467 
The Entry System for Programs is the 
new, third generation program editor that 
enables programmers to write 50% faster 
and 100% better. Includes on-line syntax 
checking, formatting, structure manipula-
tion, and more. Available now for Lattice C. 

ASCOM 	 $384 
Asynchronous Communications Control 
Program available configured for over 80 
different 8 and 16 bit micros. 

Available exclusively in Australia from: 

FAGAN 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS 

95 Canterbury Road, Middle Park, 3206 
Tel: (03) 699 9899 	Telex: AA31604 
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YANKEE DOODLES 

 

If at first you don't succeed, attempt a comeback. 
Our US correspondent reveals the desk-top resurrection of DEC, 

and presents other American news and views. 

Over the 
Rainbow 
After a disastrous foray into the 
personal computer market with 
its Rainbow (over-designed, late, 
not IBM compatible, expensive, 
poorly distributed), DEC is 
attempting a powerful comeback 
— in more ways than one. 

Replacing the Microvax I, the 
company has introduced the 
Microvax II, a desk-top version 
of the VAX 11/780, star of 
DEC's minicomputer line. Base 
price of the Microvax is about 
$US20,000, approximately one-
fifth of a full-size VAX. The 
Microvax II is available as a low-
end machine in the 32-bit VAX 
line and as a network work-
station, and will support up to 
16 users in a network at a per-
formance level of about 90 per 
cent of a VAX 11/780. 

The Microvax II uses two 
chips — a 32-bit 78032 micro-
processor and a 78132 floating 
point unit. The mpu uses 
pipelined architecture and has 
four gigabytes of virtual storage 
space. 

Almost more interesting than 
the Microvax II is the announce-
ment of a 600Mbyte read-only 
optical disk storage device —
the first compact disk system to 
be marketed commercially. 

The price is an attractive 
$2195 which includes the disk 
reader, controller and cables. At 
this point, DEC has no plans to 
market the system as a 
peripheral for other computers. 
Too bad. 

Worms in the 
Apple 
Amid growing dissatisfaction 
among its independent local 
retailers, Apple has decided to 
disband its three-and-a-half year 
old national accounts sales 
operation. Lately, the 100-man 
sales and support group has 
mainly been concentrating on 
trying to sell the Macintosh to 
large corporations in direct corn- 

petition with IBM, and has 
scored some notable successes. 
But while 20 to 30 per cent of 
Apple's sales came through this 
unit, dealers felt betrayed due to 
their diminished margins and 
questions about Apple's market 
intentions following the with-
drawal of the Macintosh XL. 

Enzo Torresi, senior vice pres-
ident of the Businessland chain 
of stores, expressed a common 
view among dealers. He said: 
'Apple has laser technology, a 
local area network, integrated 
packages, a database server, 
and a lot of reasonable, well-
done, user-friendly software. But 
is that sufficient in an IBM-
dominated market? 

Apple's success, said Torresi, 
lies in how well it can motivate 
the existing dealer channel in 
presenting an alternative to IBM. 
'That's the challenge where 
DEC, Xerox, TI and Burroughs 
failed. With the disbanding of its 
national accounts program, 
Apple seems to have heeded 
these views and has again put 
its local dealers in the forefront 
of the market battle. 

Also with Apple, the company 
announced it would kill a pro-
gram to manufacture 20Mbyte 
5'/in hard disk drives, and that 
it would postpone the release 
date on a Mac file server to the 
year end as opposed to the 
October availability promised 
earlier. 

Jean-Louis Gassee, former 
general manager of Apple 
France, has been appointed as 
marketing director of the Mac-
intosh division. He replaces 
Mike Murray who becomes a 
director of business develop-
ment, a new post. 

Meanwhile, Apple chairman 
Steve Jobs will spend a month 
or so in France — on holiday, 
perhaps? 

The second 
time around 
Reorganised and directed by an 
entirely new management team 
recruited from Atari and NEC, 
Spectravideo recently unveiled a 
series of CP/M and MS-DOS 
computers at a New York press  

conference_ 
The event marked the official 

re-introduction of the company 
since writing off and restructur-
ing approximately $2.6 million 
of past debt, and becoming a 
majority holding of Bondwell 
Holding Ltd of Hong Kong. It's 
the Bondwell name that appears 
on all the machines, as it does 
in Australia where Dick Smith 
Electronics is the importer. 

The company has announced 
four entries in the CP/M arena. 
Most interesting is the 
Bondwell 2, an 11lb lap-top 
portable with built-in 31/2in disk 
drive, 25-line x 80-character 
LCD display, and bundled 
software from MicroPro. The 
machine is priced under 
$US1,000 and is marked for 
September delivery. 

Three other CP/M machines 
fall into the transportable 
category — the Bondwell 12, 
14 and 16, all of which are 
currently available. 

The Bondwell 34 and 36 are 
MS-DOS machines and are said 
to be IBM compatible. The 34 
has 256k, dual 51/4in disk drives 
and the usual interfaces; price is 
$US1,795. The Bondwell 36 
substitutes a 10Mbyte hard disk 
for one of the floppy drives in 
the 34, and is priced at 
$US2,995. 

'Marketing', explained John 
Constantine, president of the 
new company, 'will be largely 
locally based because our pre-
sent dealer network is widely 
scattered throughout the 
country.' 

To date, no Hong Kong 
manufacturer has been success-
ful in the US market (except as 
a second-source OEM supplier). 
Will SpectraVideo be the excep-
tion? Much as I like the com-
pany, I would have to say 'not a 
chance'. 

Coming soon 
In the coming months, I intend 
to go out on a limb and make 
some projections on those com-
panies who will and will not 
make it in the personal com-
puter market — not only in the 
US, but worldwide. I'm also 
going to give you the 12 worst 
computers that have ever been  

unleashed on an unsuspecting 
public. And if that isn't enough, 
I'll also make a prediction as to 
which countries will be most 
influential by the Year 2000. 
This is something that almost 
everyone else did in the magical 
year of 1984, but now, I'll give 
you the real truth. Stay tuned! 

Random bits 
In an effort to revive an ill-fated 
deal with Apple Computer, 
Cullinet Software has supplied 
Apple's MIS group with a pro-
gram to connect Mac computers 
to Apple's IBM mainframe. 
Cullinet hopes that Apple 
executives will use the system 
and will like it enough to bring it 
to market .. Informatics 
General also has a micro/ 
mainframe link called Micro/ 
Answer Toolkit, through which 
micros can access IBM main-
frame files and databases ... 
Data General has upgraded the 
LCD screen on the Data General 
One (for the second time), made 
available a five-slot expansion 
chassis, and cut prices by 15 
per cent in an effort to boost 
flagging sales ... Morrow has 
also upgraded the screen on its 
Pivot portable to a 25-line unit 
and dropped the price by 
$1000... PC compatible ven-
dors have introduced a tidal 
wave to take advantage of the 
shortage of IBM PC/AT com-
puters. NCR has introduced the 
PC8; Compaq, the Deskpro and 
Portable 286; Zenith, the 
Z-200; ITT, the Xtra XP; and 
Corona, the ATP-6-0D ... Ack-
nowledging that the PC6300 
(known as the Olivetti M24 in 
Australia), has not sold well, 
AT&T's James Edwards said: 
'We decided that going head-to-
head with IBM was stupid.' 
AT&T's new strategy will focus 
on communications and local 
area networks ... Microsoft has 
introduced Excel, a spreadsheet 
for the Macintosh that the com-
pany hopes will break Lotus' 
stranglehold on the spreadsheet 
market. It is said to have advan-
ced capabilities in size, speed, 
interactivity, multiple window 
displays, graphics and 
formatting. 
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BANKS' STATEMENT 

   

   

Picture talk 
Martin Banks muses on the impending significance of graphics 

and networks in the small-business market. 

As I sit here in front of my machine, it is 
the middle of June. I mention this for no 
other reason than that by the time you 
read this, it will be August and the world 
will probably have changed. 

For a start, we'll be a lot nearer the day 
(which I'm sure you've all been waiting 
for) when you can actually buy Micro-
soft's Windows and IBM's Topview. 
Both packages are relevant to my first 
theme — graphics front ends to 
applications programs. My second 
theme is networking, especially small, 
tolerably cheap networks. These two 
mark what is likely to be the dominant 
thrust in the small business marketplace, 
and any manufacturer of hardware or 
software which does not have at least a 
stated position on them may well have no 
position at all in the near future. 

The reason that these two are going to 
be significant has nothing specifically to 
do with them being explicitly used 
together, though this will almost cer-
tainly be the case. Rather, it is that they 
represent a growing industry trend to 
make all this clever technology do some-
thing that the user can not only under-
stand, but can see a simple reason for 
using. Of such philosophies are sales 
made. 

It is the potential arrival of 
MS-Windows that is prompting my 
interest in graphics. According to Bill 
Gates, who, as boss of Microsoft really 
should know, Windows is going to be the 
greatest graphical thing since sliced 
bread. Users and software authors will 
be able to do things with it that will make 
you thrill with excitement. The trick, as 
first developed by Xerox in the US and 
followed by Apple with the Lisa (sorry —
the Macintosh XL) and the Mac itself, is 
to put graphics at the human interface to 
an applications program. This has the 
remarkable effect of making the program 
understandable in operation and easy 
to use. 

I appreciate that some computing 
devotees will find such an idea heretical, 
but the users like it. There is no reason 
why someone can't walk up to an 
applications program that has not been 
encountered before and rapidly get it 
going in a usable fashion; that is what 

these graphics front ends can do. 
Digital Research was quick to spot the 

opportunity and produced GEM 
(Graphics Environment Manager). This 
adds the same type of Macintosh 
facilities to a wide range of machines, not 
least of which is the IBM PC. GEM, 
though disparaged by Microsoft's Bill 
Gates when compared to the upcoming 
Windows, has one distinct advantage —
it is available and working. For those who 
had one particular reservation about the 
Macintosh, GEM can also work in 
colour. 

The sneaky Japanese have now got in 
on the act too — Epson recently 
launched its QX16 PC-compatible 
machine. As hardware, it is a fairly 
average box with not too much to dis-
tinguish it from the general PC throng. 
But it has one special feature — a 
graphics front end called Taxi, a package 
developed by Epson UK and currently on 
sale only in Europe. If it is pushed hard in 
Australia as well it could prove quite a 
sales aid in that important market. Taxi 
offers the usual Macintosh facilities and 
can be added to any standard MS-DOS 
applications package in about a day. (It 
should only take a beginner a couple of 
days to fit up a package, according to 
the company.) 

Once seen, the advantages of all these 
graphics front ends are obvious, and you 
begin to wonder why you ever felt at 
home with the dear old A> prompt as the 
only intro to anything. 

With a bit of lateral thinking, however, 
graphics can be taken much further than 
just as a helpful front end to applications: 
it can become the application itself. For 
example, I recently saw a demonstration 
of a Macintosh program which is ideal for 
any small publisher. Called Pagemaker, it 
allows the operator to take words pre-
pared on any Mac-oriented word pro- 

cessing program and paste them down 
onto a 'page' format onscreen. Headlines 
can be written, typefaces can be tried 
out, and different sizes and shapes of 
articles can be toyed with on the page 
until the user is happy with the result. 
When the job is complete, the idea is that 
the user will then fire the page round the 
AppleTalk network to the new Laser-
Writer, which is a clever (if expensive) 
box of tricks that can print fancier and 
better than most micro owners would 
feel they have a right to expect. 
(Pagemaker is not yet available.) 

Mention of AppleTalk neatly brings in 
theme two — networks. Currently, net-
works are an adequate solution for some 
people, but users have to be prepared to 
pay large amounts of money. AppleTalk 
is one of the first systems to attempt to 
keep the inter-connection costs low by 
putting most of the network's required 
intelligence in the hardware rather than 
the interface. The LaserWriter, for 
example, has a 68000 processor and 
2M bytes of memory built into it. The file 
server will be similarly equipped. The 
idea is that connection charges, for a 
simple twisted pair cable and a connec-
tor box, will be around the $90 per 
station mark. 

This can be achieved by making use of 
the processing power available. For 
example, instead of trying to transmit a 
full bit-map to the printer, the network is 
used to send only enough data for the 
internal system of the printer, which 
uses the Linotype-developed PostScript 
language to reconstruct what 
required. 

Getting the cost of networking do. 
by using the latent intelligence of tht. 
hardware more wisely makes a great deal 
of sense, not least to the user who gets a 
cheaper network that is easier to work 
with. 

`Getting the cost of networking down 
by using the latent intelligence of the hardware 

more wisely makes a great deal of sense, 
not least to the user who gets a cheaper network 

that is easier to work with.' 
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Commodore Amiga 
Come the revolution there's going to be the definitive micro — low-cost, multi-tasking and the last word 
in business computing. Commodore's Amiga is it. Guy Kewney conveys his very favourable impressions. 
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I'm sure I'm in for a terrible disappoint-
ment with the Amiga, because no com-
puter could quite live up to the effect this 
one has already had on me. Nonetheless, 
I've used it; I've asked all the questions I 
can think of, and on every count, it seems 
to be the machine I've been waiting for 
for the past two years, and which the 
industry stolidly refused to produce. 

It does multi-tasking. It does colour. It 
uses a mouse and icons. It's fast. It has 
plenty of memory. It has cheap, large 
capacity disks. And it costs around 
$1,200 (in the US) without display but 
including one disk. 

It has to be admitted, right at the start, 
that I wouldn't have been given the 
chance to assess this micro if I hadn't 
been conspicuously excited about the 
early rumours of what I had heard. 

Commodore executives kept the 
publicity lid on this really new machine 
tight closed, and they succeeded to an 
amazing degree. As little as a month ago, 
many people who you would expect to 
know about background information 
were still pagsing around wholly stupid 
rumours. And getting official informa-
tion, which I had to have, wasn't easy. 

In the end, officialdom and I played a 
funny little game in which the company 
would reveal a little more, and I'd make 
more excited squeaks of enthusiasm, 
and the company would open up a bit 
more, and I'd get more excited, until we 
agreed that, given my obviously positive 
attitude towards the Amiga, Commodore  

would be silly not to give me access to 
the machine. 

That said, I'm sure this really is the 
micro I've been waiting two years for the 
world to produce. This is the business 
machine which any games programmer 
would give his eye-teeth to get hold of. 
This is the games machine which busi-
ness software writers will be able to 
really make hum. And this is the machine 
which users will really love. 

The Amiga is a multi-tasking micro (it 
can run several programs at once). It 
runs them very, very fast. It has graphics 
animation in colour, not just high-
resolution pictures. It has sound 
capabilities the match of most syn-
thesisers — it is Fairlight data compatible 
(if that means nothing to you, read on). It 
can have more useful memory than any-
one will plug in for a couple of years, and 
it will be expandable. 

And, to cap it all, it isn't expensive. It 
runs nearly 10 times as fast as the 
Macintosh for less than half the price. 

All we have to do now is wait for the 
software to roll in. I expect it to do so, but 
I have to add that other people are more 
cautious about software developers' 
plans. 

Hardware 
The Amiga is an icon micro like the 
Macintosh, with a colour display, mouse 
and keyboard. 

The white system box is neat and com- 

pact, standing on four 5cm-high feet. 
The top of the unit is 11cm above the 
table, making the unit a thin 7cm high. It 
goes back 32cm, and the width from left 
to right is 44cm. 

The keyboard is separate and includes 
cursor keys. It's a quality, full-travel 
keyboard, suitable for reasonably fast 
typing. 

The mouse plugs into the main unit 
(the same socket can take two joysticks) 
and is a mechanical device, not an optical 
mouse. It has two buttons to save elbow 
grease. For anyone who has used a 
Macintosh, it will be sufficient to say that 
you use one button to pull down a menu, 
and then the other button to select 
various options, without letting the 
menu go. You don't have to pull it down 
five times to change five settings. 

The 800k Sony-style (31/2in) floppy 
disk drive is built in, another can be 
plugged in, and two more attached if 
they have their own power supplies. 
There is a memory expansion slot in the 
front to take 256k, bringing memory up 
to a 512k total, and the back panel 
includes all the standard slits and sock-
ets with almost all of them capable of 
doing more than you would expect. 

As it stands today it is expandable 
through a large interface slot, with 
options including a video frame grabber, 
a hard disk and extra memory. However, 
there is one special expansion feature 
planned and that is a 5/in disk for 
around $500 or less, including IBM PC 
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The Amiga has a full-travel keyboard suitable for fast typing 
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The front panel showing 31/2in disk drive and expansion slot 

emulation. This is actually done in 
software. 

The display can be one of a range of 
Commodore devices, or a wide range of 
alternatives. Commodore's own top-of-
the-range screen has very high resolu-
tion (640 x 400 pixels) and will sell for 
over $300 (and be well worth it), but 
cheaper ones will work. It will even drive 
a television. Video-out can be RGB, RGBI 
(TTL level, IBM style), and there is also 
'video-in'. 

The processor is a Motorola 68000 
running at 8MHz. Don't make any 
assumptions about performance based 
on that fact, because you'll be wrong. 
You'll be ignoring the work done by three 

specialised chips — Daphne, Agnus and 
Portia, but here's a bit of background first 
before I go into those processors in 
detail. 

In many respects, there isn't an ideal 
processor for tomorrow's micro — not if 
it has to be 'symmetrical' and also 'pro-
tected'. But worse, even if you could find 
a safe micro like the Intel 80286, which 
is very well suited for multi-tasking, and 
which fits in with the Motorola 68000's 
nice, regular 32-bit registers, it would 
still have a simple problem: it would be 
arranged for data processing, not 
computing. 

Computing involves lots of time-
wasting processes that have nothing to 

do with the processing of data. One of 
the most important of these is displaying 
enough information for the user to know 
what's going on. Daphne, Agnus and 
Portia handle most of the work, leaving 
the central 68000 to get on with its 
processing. 

Daphne does display animation and 
sprites, Agnus does animation graphics, 
and Portia is a peripheral scheduler and 
interrupt handler which also takes a lot of 
the disk control work. 

These three chips have a shared 
access to the Amiga's memory. One of 
the most important functions they have 
is that of 'bit blitter', an idea which (like 
icons and the mouse) came out of 

The side panel has joystick and mouse ports 
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Xerox's Palo Alto Research Centre 
(PARC) in California. 

It's hard to explain a bit blitter's 
performance, except to say that it's fast. 
One software producer working on it 
tried to compare its speed with other 
machines, in terms of pixels changed per 
second. He said: 'If you say that the Sin-
clair QL can alter 60,000 pixels per 
second, you'll find that the Macintosh 
can run around twice that speed, with 
110,00 pixels per second. But the 
Amiga's blitter takes a microsecond to 
perform any function, at a million pixels 
per second — and altering a single pixel 
is just one of its many functions.' 

A 'blitter' is a bit-map image 
manipulator, a device which copies one 
large chunk of memory into another 
chunk of memory. While it is operating it 
doesn't block the memory from the pro-
cessor, and the processor doesn't get in 
its way as they both have direct memory 
access through a multiplexer. The sys-
tem clock makes sure that first the blit-
ter, then the system components, can 
have access to the memory on 
alternate pulses. 

Stripped of all this explanation, it 
means that the Amiga can draw a com-
plex shape, fill it with colour and move it 
to a different place on the screen while 
changing its shape — and do it faster 
than your eye can see, at many times a 
second. 

And all this time, your own Basic pro-
gram can be running uninterrupted, at 
full speed, sorting through a database. 
And a complex tune can be played on 
dust-bin lids, all in perfect tune. 

Incidentally, no-one has been able to 
tell me anything definitive about the 
naming of the chips, beyond the fact that 
some people call Portia, Paula, and some 
call Daphne, Denise. 

Paula (Portia) also handles the disk 
control for floppy disks, which does 
mean that you have to be careful, when 
writing programs, not to tie the blitter up 
for too long if you want to read large 
amounts of data into the system and vice 
versa — don't tie up the disk for too long 
if you expect to run graphics. 

Agnus includes the 'bit image 
manipulator', or bimer, or blitter. Most of 
its work, besides that, involves making 
sure that it knows which bit of the sys-
tem memory it is using. It has 8Mbytes 
to choose from, including the 512k at 
the low end of memory, used for the 
screen. 

But it also has some parts of the 
graphics control: it has the memory logic 
for the sprites, including vertical position 
compare logic; and it also has the light-
pen registers and the video sync 
counters. 

Although much of the control logic for 

floppy disks is handled by Portia, the blit-
ter is used for transferring disk data from 
disk buffers to program and data storage 
in memory. 

The designers were talked into adding 
another feature to Agnus which was not 
in the text books: the ability to draw lines. 
They had the registers on the chip, said 
one of the team, so why not put line-draw 
logic in, too? They did, and it draws lines 
faster than the Pluto graphics machine 
can — without interrupting the 68000 
for an instant. 

Daphne is the chip which controls 
colour, most of the sprite information 
and most of the 'bit-plane' control. There 
are five bit-planes (plus a sixth, which is 
very complex to use and very powerful) 
on which sprites are handled. 

The sixth bit-plane is a 'hold and 
modify' plane which controls the colour 
of the electron beam as it scans from side 
to side in the video display. Using this 
bit-plane, it's possible to have something 
like 1000 different colours onscreen 
simultaneously. 

There are two types of sprite — the 
Vsprites and the Bobs. Daphne controls 
Vsprites. These are 'virtual' sprites, 
which are always 16 bits wide and as 
high as you care to specify. They move 
fast because they are in hardware, but 
there are restrictions on their use. 

For really complex animation, the Bobs 
(blitter objects) come into their own. 
These are slower than Vsprites, but give 
more colour and more options on shape 
and size. 

The power of these Vsprites and Bobs 
can be gauged from the fact that Amiga 
includes, in the Basic manual, a few lines 
of code that make King Kong snatch at an 
aeroplane buzzing around him on top of 
his sky-scraper, and Fay Wray jump out 
of his hands into a cockpit ... and that's 
the simple animation potential. 

There are other types of graphic 
elements (GEL') concerned with anima-
tion. They are beyond the scope of this 
review (and of this reviewer's com-
prehension, frankly) but I can say that 
they will allow transformations of the 
sort seen in TV commercials, where a 
word gradually changes shape to 
become a razor or a motor car, or an 
office block . . . 

I did my best to understand how many 
sprites and bobs you can have, and in the 
end found that every restriction was 
meaningless. For example, you might 
think that you can have only eight sprites 
because there are eight sprite pro-
cessors. But the sprite processors are 
the things that draw the sprites and not 
the things that keep track of them — and 
furthermore, that's only the limit per 
horizontal scan line! On the next line, you 
can have eight more as long as they don't 

interfere with each other. And if you are 
prepared to calculate what they look like 
going past each, that doesn't matter 
either. 

You can always decide that you want 
other sprites there, but you just don't 
want the sprite processor to draw them 
in for the moment. Nevertheless, 
software will keep track of where they 
are and report their collisions. 

Combined with the bit-plane manipu-
lation ability and the management of dif-
ferent screen formats, plus the fact that 
there are 'rasters' bigger than the display 
and 'viewpoints' smaller than the rasters, 
it makes working out the limitations 
very different. 

'The limitation is the size of video 
memory', said one developer. 'That's res-
tricted to half a megabyte. 

I suppose, in 10 years' time, that will 
possibly seem restrictive, but not to a 
world which regards the BBC's 32k of 
screen memory as extravagant. 

In addition to handling floppy disks, 
the third chip, Portia, is also concerned 
with sound. Theoretically there are only 
four sound channels. In fact, it's almost 
infinite because the sound channels pro-
duce a waveform, not a frequency. 

The sound generation of Portia is 
similar to that of the Fairlight syn-
thesiser. It stores a digitised waveform in 
a section of memory, and each (stereo) 
sound channel plays that waveform 
back. 

But it can also transfer the waveform. 
It is possible, therefore, to get a digitised 
'recording' of some sound or other, and 
process it, as the Fairlight does, to pro-
duce a whole scale of several octaves. 
The sound can be a trumpet, a clarinet, 
any instrument, or an orchestra, a choir, 
an organ with all the stops out, a dog 
barking, a bell, or anything with a defin-
able pitch. 

The chip takes that note and deduces 
all the others from it: you can hear a 
piccolo playing below the 16ft organ 
pipe, or a double bass playing at the 
upper limits of music, or a series of 
dustbin lids making beautiful harmony 
with the scratch of perfectly tuned 
tyres. 

Speech synthesis is provided with this 
sound capability, and two ways of pro-
ducing speech are offered. There is a pair 
of pre-recorded voices with American 
accents, male and female, which will turn 
text to speech. It's quite clever and, with 
software, can be persuaded to do realis-
tic things such as raise and lower inflec-
tion as sentences are constructed. 

Alternatively, there are phonemes. 
These are sufficient to generate almost 
any form of human speech from Russian 
to Xosa with quite convincing realism, 
but this does take more effort on the pro- 
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The back panel showing I/O ports 

grammer's part. 
The Amiga's expansion connector 

allows you to attach anything you like to 
the data and address lines of the multi-
plexer, up to a total of 8Mbytes. The sys-
tem itself uses the other 8Mbytes of 
theoretical address space, but in such a 
way that it wouldn't be possible to have 
8Mbytes of ROM. Several of the address 
lines are used directly for chip control. • 

Products to be launched with the 
machine are already under development. 
The obvious ones are extra disks (to plug 
in the floppy disk expansion port) and 
extra memory (to go on the expansion 
port). 

Tecmar, the IBM peripheral add-on 
specialist, is apparently planning to 
launch a 20Mbyte hard disk which 
includes two megabytes of RAM, plus a 
real-time, battery-backed clock and a 
couple of other odds and ends for around 
$1,000. 

A genlock device is to be released by 
Commodore to read video signals in off 
video disk, or tape, or any video source, 
and match the sync of that video with the 
video display-out. 

Apparently, this feature (automatic 
sync) is sophisticated enough on the 
bare micro: programmers report watch-
ing football on the display screen on 
which they're developing software (to 
the obvious detriment of the software 
project). 

The genlock allows tilting of video 
frames, overlay, underlay and joint 
animation, along the lines of arcade 
games where a cartoon strip background 
plays and computer animated characters 
move around blanking out the back-
ground. This is all done in hardware on 
the Amiga. 

One other feature which the blitter 
makes possible is a RAM disk. Normally 
this isn't quite the advantage it might 
seem, because although a RAM disk is 
faster than a floppy disk (or a hard disk) it 

normally requires the attention of the 
processor. 

With the blitter finding memory and 
transferring its contents around, 
however, the RAM disk works as though 
it were a separate computer with its own 
memory, just waiting to feed information 
into the system. 

System software 
The Amiga's operating system is a 
specially customised version of the Cam-
bridge Tripos operating system. It was 
written for Commodore by Metacomco 
in England, which licences the software 
on the 68000. 

The advantages of this operating sys-
tem are greater than you'd expect from 
an almost totally unknown piece of 
technology. Tripos, for those who 
missed that bit of history, means a three-
legged stool, a stool such as Cambridge 
undergraduates sat on when taking 
examinations (a few centuries back). It 
then became a joke name for a three-part 
degree at Cambridge, and because it 
ends in OS, was stolen as the name for a 
network operating system. 

The network is the Cambridge Ring, a 
token passing network of high speed and 
reportedly high reliability. Tripos, 
therefore, is a highly debugged system 
of message passing. It assumes a multi-
tasking system, and merely passes 
messages from process to process in 
order of priority. 

To operate Tripos, the programmer 
merely has to assign priorities to the pro-
cesses in such a way as to ensure that no 
low-priority process (from the user's 
point of view) hogs the machine. 

AmigaDos includes Tripos, plus a very 
complex structure of other bits of system 
software. It's clearly beyond the scope of 
a machine review to try to provide 
guidelines for applications porgrammers 
so I'll skimp on the highly complex way 

that all the different parts of AmigaDos 
talk to each other, but it is worth covering 
some of the details of what they are 
meant to do. 

There are several unusual innovative 
and powerful features of the disk filing 
system, but a few basics first: the floppy 
disk doesn't use sectors, but complete 
tracks; there is no 'directory track' as 
such; all storage 'blocks' are message 
packets; and there are no arbitrary limits 
to anything. 

Having established those few ground 
facts, here are some of the implications. 
The DOS is an asynchronous filing sys-
tem, suitable for a multi-tasking system. 
For every task it keeps a buffer for the 
disk, and writes to the buffer, not the 
disk. The buffer is in two parts: a track 
cache, and within that, block caches. 
Writing to the disk itself is a low-priority 
task, and will in any case wait for five 
seconds between buffer write and disk 
update. 

This does make the system vulnerable 
to power failure, in theory at least. As far 
as an applications program is concerned, 
if it says 'close' a file, the DOS will report 
that it is closed as much as five seconds 
before the closed file is written to disk —
or perhaps even longer if another higher 
priority application is doing disk work. 

However, there are safety featuNs 
built into the file structure which a. 
based on the requirements of message 
passing. And in fact, on analysis, the sys-
tem is actually safer than a conventional 
system. Consider the directory of an 
AmigaDos disk: the essentially cunning 
feature of the filing system is the fact that 
blocks do not point only to the next block 
of the file. A block has a header which 
points to the next blocks in the file, and 
(more important) points back to the pre-
vious block. 

According to Metacomco's Tim King, 
who wrote the AmigaDos, this has one 
powerful advantage. 'It means that, 
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The Disk to launch a 
thousand programs 

Here it is at last. One disk that will 
prove to be the solution for many 
business problems. A disk which will 
allow you to develop your own 
programs. Exactly the way you want. 

The disk contains one of the most 
revolutionary programs of the year. 
Sycero. No matter whether you are a 
computer novice or a seasoned 
programming professional, Sycero 
enables you to build any type of 
business program. 

No matter what your business. 
From traditional business 

applications like stock control, 
invoicing, database management and 
inventory to an unimaginable number 
of specific industry applications. 

And the beauty of Sycero is that it 
takes no time at all to build a simple 
program for yourself. When you've built 
one, expanding it, or building other, 
more complex programs, is easy. 

Once you start developing your own 
programs you'll wonder how you ever 
got on before. And no longer will you 
have to bend over backwards to make 
do because the program you bought off 
the shelf does things differently to the 
way you wanted. 

No matter what your business, 
there's now one program for the job. 
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Finally, a computer newspaper that hits hard. And hits the right people. 
• imputing Australia won't read like a bunch of re-written press releases. 

iuse our journos will be digging deep for answers. 
Computing Australia won't be old news. Because it arrives first thing Monday 

orning. And Computing Australia will be read from cover to cover. Because it's 
first computer newspaper with something important to say. Every week. 
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commodore PC: 
POSITION 

THE RIGHT BUSINESS DECISION 

BUSINESS 

To: National Business Products Manager, Commodore Computer, 
67 Mars Road, LANE COVE, NSW 2066. 
Please send me details of the Commodore PC fast! 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

TO KEEP UP IN BUSINESS 
GRAB THE NEW COMMODORE PC. 

You know you need a personal 
business computer. 

Because you 
know it's the easiest 
way to leap ahead of 
the competition. 

..4010106•4011006440010`" 01985 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

The only questions are how do 
you start using it and how much. 

The answer is now easy. 
The new Commodore PC is here. 
The powerful personal business 

computer designed and supported by one 
of the largest computer companies in the 
world. 

We've sold more micro 
computers around the world than 
anybody else. 

Because we make them easy to 
use. And we price them easy to buy. 

The Commodore PC has the high 
standard of performance demanded in 
today's business world. And because it is 
IBM PC compatible, it runs the world's 
most popular business software like Lotus 
1-2-3TM Multiplan' and Wordstar.® 

And with it's help, you can 
monitor price fluctuations or market 
trends into next week or next year. 

Then make fast, information-
backed decisions. 

The Commodore PC has been 
designed to be easy to use. So you can 
start using it now. 

And when you see the price/ 
performance ratio, you'll see it's probably 
the computer investment of the year. 

Your Commodore dealer can 
show you more at his Commodore 
Business Solutions Centre. 

Clip the coupon for a full colour 
Commodore PC brochure. 

Or call your nearest Commodore 
office and ask for the PC Information 
Centre. 

NSW (02) 427 4888, VIC (03) 429 9855, 
WA (09) 389 1266, QLD (07) 393 0300. 

-Lotus 1-2-3 is a Trade Mark of Lotus Development Corporation. -Multiplan is a Trade Mark of the Multiplan Corporation..Wordstar is a product from Micro Prop'  
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given one good block, we can 
reconstruct most of the disk. From one 
block we can trace back to the core direc-
tory, in a central track on the disk (for 
safety), and from there can reconstruct 
all the pointers to all other blocks.' 

In writing to disk, the DOS indicates 
whether a file has been modified, and un-
closed files are flagged and usable. In 
contrast, of course, a disk file on a more 
conventional system which was being 
over-written at power-down would be 
lost for ever, and worse, would be 
corrupted. 

The drawback is that the system 
doesn't pop up with a list of files when 
asked to list the directory. It has to do a 
search, using a hashing algorithm to find 
them first, and this can take a few 
seconds, with the data coming off the 
disk surprisingly slowly by CP/M 
standards. 

Don't grumble. On CP/M or MS-DOS 
directories, the contents of the directory, 
if scrambled, can mean you will never 
trace a single file again. The directory is a 
data stream, which can be altered by any 
careless programmer or user, and has no 
inherent relationship to the data on the 
disk at all. But on AmigaDos, the data is 
the directory. And if you use a RAM disk, 
the directory listing will take micro-
seconds. 

The fact that the disk controller reads 
in a whole track, without sectors, will 
probably have important consequences 
for copy-protection. The 'invisible' infor-
mation between sectors is often used to 
confuse disk filing systems. On this disk 
it's part of the data, and that explains why 
a double-sided Sony floppy can hold 

880k without speed tricks, as on 
Macintosh. 

Other points worth expanding on must 
include the fact that there are no arbitrary 
restrictions on anything. A directory can 
have as many sub-directories as you like, 
and each directory of a sub-directory can 
have as many entries as you like. A direc-
tory name can have up to 256 characters 
due to the name pointer being eight bits 
large, and that appears to be the only res-
triction. A file can be as big as the data in 
it: there isn't even a restriction on how 
many disks a file can be stretched 
over. 

There are no 'types' of file. There is no 
end-of-file character, for example, 
because the file header blocks always 
specify exactly how long a file is. There 
are no 'sequential' or 'random' files —
they can all be read sequentially or 
randomly. 

Finally, a little quirk which I particularly 
like: DOS supports 'scatter loading'. This 
means that a 100k program can be 
loaded, even if there is no free block in 

Graphics created on a prototype Graphicraft by Island Graphics. 
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memory bigger than 2k. As the program 
is loaded, all new jumps are calculated 
and inserted in the code. (This doesn't 
work, incidentally, with data space, 
which has to be allocated in contiguous 
blocks (unless an application is clever 
enough to do otherwise) by the operat-
ing system.) 

When you switch on the Amiga, it 
requests the 'kick-start' disk. This isn't a 
permanent feature, but a way of debug-
ging the enormous (192k or possibly 
more) amount of operating code in 
ROM. 

For the first six months or so, this ROM 
will be supplied on disk. Commodore 
argues that it isn't possible to produce 
the Amiga in a fully tested form without 
some public feedback, so the first thing 
the machine will do is fill up a special 
section of RAM memory with this code, 
and then it will turn off the write-enable 
line. The RAM will become read-only, 
and, until power-off, the code will remain 
there (unlike the Atari, where pressing 
RESET will require the operating system 
to be entirely loaded again) until power-
down. 

On the screen, after kick-start, will be a 
disk icon referring to the diskette you put 
in memory. There will also be a funny 
little icon with nothing on it but a 1> 
prompt. This is the 'command line inter-
face' (CLI) option. Click it on with the 
mouse, and it turns the machine into an 
ordinary keyboard-driven micro, working 
rather like a Unix, or CP/M, or any 
ordinary computer system. To use this, 
you have to remember the system com-
mands to get directories, start a program 
running, examine files, copy files, format 
disks, and so on. 

Most users will never see this, and will 
drive the system with a mouse and the 
icons. But the option is there and is 
important, as you will realise when I 
describe the Basic. 

The mouse-driven icons are collec-
tively called the 'workbench', and this is a 
program which can be loaded. It is poss-
ible to have the Workbench running as 
one task alongside another program, or 
several others, or several workbenches. 
All you need is memory, and everything 
is optional. 
The interface between application and 
user is a program called Intuition. Any-
one who has seen a Macintosh working 
will recognise this at once as the way in 
which a programmer provides little com-
mand boxes, little response gadgets, and 
control bars. As with the Macintosh, 
Intuition can give you the ability to 
change the size or shape of a window. It 
gives scroll bars and put-away slots. 

In addition, however, there is a 'gas-
tank' option, showing how much 
memory has been used from the free 
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Introducing the 
printer 

that introduces 
your PC to 

some real speed. 

 

In one minute, a C. Itoh ProWriter can 
print up to 100 full lines of data. In one 
second it can print up to 75 characters 
per second of correspondence. 
There are no other printers at 
ProWriter's price that are as fast. 

Distributed exclusively in Australia by:- 

As needle-sharp. As reliable. Or better 
backed. All C. Itoh Pro-Writers come 
with a full warranty and service nation-
wide. Come be introduced to a real 
printer for your PC. ProWriter, by C. Itoh. 
Only at your Authorised C. Itoh dealer. 

A DIVISION OF THE ANI CORPORATION LTD )INC IN N SW) 

ProWriter is a Trademark of C Itoh Digital Products.  

ADELAIDE: (08) 356 7333 BRISBANE: (07) 275 1766 HOBART: (002) 34 4511 
MELBOURNE: (03) 795 9011 & 795 5111 PERTH: (09) 277 7000 & 277 1944 
SYDNEY: (02) 648 1711 & 648 4088 AUCKLAND: (09) 444 2645 
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space available. There is also a new con-
trol gadget, the above-below gadget, 
which uses the hardware that keeps 
track of bit-planes. It can tell which win-
dow is visible and which is hidden, but, 
unlike normal windowing systems, this 
one keeps writing to invisible 
windows. 

For the untrained user, this is bound to 
be confusing as one assumes, naturally, 
that the active window is the one on top. 
But it isn't. You can have an active input 
window invisible, underneath another 
window displaying output. For example, 
you can order a word processor to load a 
file, then realise you don't have the right 
name. You open another window, ask for 
the directory, and as the right name 
comes past, type it in to the word pro-
cessing window. 

The Amiga is an 'open architecture' 
computer, with all information available 
from Commodore. Obviously some of 
the manuals will be cheaper than others, 
but one thing that will be well documen-
ted is the concept of a library. 

Library functions exist in ROM, but 
you can create your own. These include 
all operating system control calls, which 
means that if a programming language 
doesn't have a feature, you can call a lib-
rary routine. If the library routine doesn't 
exist, someone can write it, or you can do 
it yourself with the ADD LIBRARY call to 
the Exec, which itself does so many 
things that it's easier to say what it 
doesn't do, and that's any input or out-
put. It's the primary software module for 
the system, controlling tasks, schedul-
ing, memory allocation and 'devices'. 

Exec is one of the library calls, and it is 
the one which is invoked at power-up. 
It's the only fixed-location routine in the 
whole system. 

An understanding of the power of the 
Exec is essential to the writing of serious 
software for the Amiga, but I suggest 
that you get the system documentation if 
the idea of tasks, processes and devices 
interests you. It's of purely academic 
interest to the average user. However, it 
is worth pointing out that no part of the 
operating system or ROM routines is 
essential. Apart from Exec, every other 
piece of code can be dispensed with, and 
the simple bootstrap loader can be used 
to read in your own operating code. For 
such things as big games using lots of 
memory, this could save an enormous 
amount of space. 

The previously mentioned command 
line interpreter has several interesting 
instructions which it will obey, which 
aren't found on other systems. Before 
listing some of these, it's worth pointing 
out that both the Workbench and the CLI 
are, like any other task, capable of run-
ning in parallel. One of the CLI comands 

is NEWCLI, which opens up a window 
with a new prompt in it. The first CLI win-
dow has a 1> prompt. The second has a 
2>, the third a 3>, and so on. 

But Workbenches can be started from 
the CLI, and CLIs from the Workbench, 
too. The only restriction, as with every-
thing else on the Amiga, is the amount of 
memory you have plugged in. With the 
20Mbyte disk, plus 2Mbyte memory 
coming from Tecmar, I don't expect 
many business users to be short of 
memory. 

Commands which I like include 
SEARCH, EXEC, RUN, and COPY. 
SEARCH makes the question of long file 
names seem almost irrelevant. You can 
ask SEARCH to find a file in which a 
word, or phrase, or pair of disconnected 
words occur, almost as if you had a 
database manager. It would be foolish to 
search on a hard disk through all direc-
tories as it would take a while, but it will 
find it. 

EXEC is the batch-file invocation. 
Unlike the .BAT or .SUB files we're used 
to, this includes complex IF and SKIP 
commands. 

RUN invokes an application as a back-
ground task, which opens its own win-
dow and closes it when dismissed. To 
load an application normally, you'd type 
its name and it would run in the 
existing window. 

But better than all these features is the 

help ability: type a command and a ques-
tion mark, and the system will remind 
you of the inputs you have to put in and 
the ones you can leave out. Therefore, 
"COPY?" will give you FROM, TO/A, 
ALL/S, QUIET/SI, which will need the 
manual for interpretation the first time, 
but will be quite obvious thereafter. It's 
not the same as a pull-down menu, but 
it's close. 

All commands, when specifying input 
and output, involve channel numbers 
(Amstrad users will recognise this) 
rather than hard devices. You can specify 
the printer as a channel and copy a file to 
it, or you can specify a particular window 
and copy it there. 

Tripos is a network operating system. 
AmigaDos doesn't include a network 
operating section, but due to its struc-
ture, local networks of computers will 
need a trivial addition to the operating 
system, which already takes care of file-
locking. 

However, as there is no record-locking 
feature, any Amiga network will need a 
new version of the DOS, before multi-
user networks are set up. Locking is con-
trolled down to the block level, but for 
shared access, 'more granularity is 
needed,' conceded Tim King at 
Metacomco. This factor appears to be a 
simple oversight, and I gather it is 
correctable. 

Multi-tasking is a problem for most 

In perspective 
The Amiga, at $US1,500 for a colour system, is obviously going to be a 
business machine first and foremost. Its massive memory capacity means that 
people with $3,000 to spend will do so, getting a machine which $6,000 on an 
IBM wouldn't match, and which comfortably out-performs the Macintosh. 

Anyone who is comparing this with the Atari 520ST will quickly decide that 
the only reason for buying the Atari is the price. If you can afford the Amiga, that 
is the one you will want. 

For the next six months, the Macintosh will have the clear advantage of a 
growing and impressive software base. However, the news from within Apple 
indicates a level of unjustified complacency about the Mac. The Fast Mac is no 
longer being developed; and the Hard Mac is also on ice. 

This is not the time for Apple to go to sleep. The Amiga has the price advan-
tage. It is an open architecture machine, onto which anyone can attach any-
thing. All the system calls will be published, and it is nearly 10 times as fast and 
has genuine multi-tasking, which the Macintosh won't have for at least another 
18 months. 

The only other problem Amiga faces is: can IBM tart up the PC 11 and the AT, 
with windowing and icons, in time to match its facilities? The theoretical 
answer is yes, but in practice, is there any sign of it? IBM is fiddling around with 
TopView, which isn't even as good as the small-time Desq and doesn't have 
graphics. It grows each time I hear about it, and gets slower and slower. 

Microsoft Windows on the PC is Microsoft's watershed — the time has come 
to put up or shut up. It may pose a serious threat, but it doesn't have the raw 
computing power or even a fraction of it. Perhaps it will be good enough to keep 
users loyal, but will it attract new ones? 

In the end, it comes down to innovation. The Amiga does things that other 
micros can't do. In the past, the computer market has always shown that 
genuine innovation creates new sub-markets, and I'll be astonished if the 
Amiga doesn't do exactly that — and many of them. 
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Benchmarks 
B1 	 0 75 
B2 	 2 07 

4 53 
B4 	 4 87 
B5 	 5 60 
B6 	 10.39 
B7 	 7 84 
B8 	 11.33 

All timings in seconds. For a full list-
ing of the Benchmark programs, see 
End Zone in this issue. 

BENCHTEST 

operating systems, simply because it 
takes such a long time to get it 
debugged. Tripos, says Metacomco, has 
been around long enough to be stable, 
but is new enough not to be outdated. I 
suppose, in a way, the very fact that it 
wasn't rushed out for a new micro, but 
bought off the shelf, allowed the 
developers to mature it without the 
pressure of having to deal with hundreds 
of thousands of angry users who wanted 
Version Two. 

Time alone will tell whether AmigaDos 
is capable of withstanding a software 
crash in one application. My cynical soul 
tells me it won't be in the first week of 
availability that this question is finally 
answered. 

Applications 
software 
The Amiga's Basic is Digital Research's 
Personal Basic. It was written for DR by 
Metacomco, and has now been 
upgraded to run on this machine and 
support its new features, so there are 
many new commands you won't find in 
Personal Basic any more than you would 
have found them in Microsoft Basic, of 
which Personal Basic is workalike. 

Having said that it supports the 
machine's new features, I have given all 
the praise I am going to give. Microsoft, 
when it launched the Basic for the IBM, 
fell into a similar trap of rushing out a 
hopelessly inadequate, ill-prepared 
language. The company then had to sit 
down and write Advanced Basic (Basic-
A) to take advantage of the steps the 
language had made since MBasic was 
written. So it is with AmigaBasiC (ABC). 
Its editor is ridiculous. There are obvious 
commands which it should have. It is at 
least two years out of date, and it isn't 
particularly fast. 

The editor is a line editor. It's based on 
the Microsoft line editor, but it leaves out 
several of Microsoft's undocumented 
features. For example, control-A on Mic-
rosoft Basic will give you the previous 
command line, ready for editing. Not 
here: as with the CLI, you have to retype 
any command containing errors. 

Metacomco says it wants a full-screen 
editor, and will do one. I can't wait. You 
can't even use the cursor keys when edit-
ing — very strange (undocumented) 
things seem to happen. This bug will be 
moved soon, I think. 

Metacomco doesn't contest most of 
these objections, and says solemnly that 
this 'is the opportunity we've wanted for 
some time, to develop our Basic,' and 
that it is aware of what it wants to do. For 
example, the company agrees that line 
numbers are an option for labelling pur- 

poses, not a necessity. It agrees that a 
mouse-driven machine ought to have a 
mouse-driven Basic editor, and it con-
cedes that a system with a real-time 
clock and calendar ought to be able to 
read it. 

The saving feature of the Basic is the 
command SHELL " ", into which any CLI 
command can be fed. The other is the 
library call command, which is available 
from every language on the system and 
looks infinitely more powerful than USR 
invocations. Between these two, the full 
power of the machine can be tapped 
from the silliest of programming 
languages. 

The virtue of Basic, of course, is that it 
does give the beginner a chance to 
experiment with the sound and anima-
tion potential of the machine, but I hope 
the language will be improved very 
soon. 

From Basic, all the Amiga's multi-
tasking features are available to the user; 
the only restriction is workspace. 
However, one essential feature, if this 
isn't to be a problem for entry-level users, 
is control of the workspace size. At press 
time, it transpired that everyone thought 
it was possible to define the workspace, 
but no-one has actually done it. 

The result is a 256k system with 40k 
of program space for Basic. That's irritat-
ing. What's annoying is that if you run 
four Basic tasks in four windows, you'll 
use up your memory because there's no 
way of telling Basic that you only need 2k 
for a silly little display routine — it gives 
you the full slab. 

I understand that this will be corrected 
and Basic will get a parameter to set the 
workspace size, but I don't know 
when. 

Languages other than Basic which will 
be available for the machine at launch (at 
a price) will include Metacomco's 
assembler, Borland's Turbo Pascal, 
Lattice C compiler and a version of Logo. 
The system is heavily C oriented, with 
most of the systems software written in 
that language, or hand-coded. 

As an optional peripheral, a 51/2in disk 
can be plugged in. This can obviously 
read IBM diskettes. What isn't obvious, 
and may be regarded as over-ambitious, 
is a program, bundled with the drive, that 
emulates an IBM PC. Commodore 
swears that it's good — good enough to 
run Lotus 1-2-3. 'It won't be a substitute 
for the proper way of doing it,' the com-
pany says, 'but if you're working in an 
office with people who have 1-2-3 disks, 
at least you'll be able to take their 
outlines and change bits and put then 
back. 

Astonishingly, this should sell for 
under $US500. I hardly dare to believe 
it. I can confirm, however, that the box 

will not contain an Intel 8088 chip. 
At the time of writing this review, it 

unfortunately wasn't possible to obtain 
hands-on experience of the business 
packages expected to be available at the 
Amiga's launch. These packages include 
an entry-level word processor similar to 
MacWrite. For an entry-level system it's 
reported to be quite sophisticated, and 
many people have said that it is actually 
the nicest editor they've seen. I can only 
pass on their opinion — unbiased 
because they are not Amiga employees, 
but not necessarily informed because 
they aren't all word processing experts. 

Also available at the launch will be an 
entry-level paint-draw package. This is 
said to work at many times the speed of 
MacPaint, and it should, shouldn't it? A 
music synthesiser program, a speech 
control and editing program, and a 
spreadsheet are also expected. A 
database, however, is still 'an area of 
weakness', say the developers, and they 
are negotiating for one. Communications 
software is also likely. (None of these 
business pack6ges will be bundled in 
with the price). 

Games are also on the horizon, despite 
the fact that at $US1,200 minus the 
type of colour display you really need to 
appreciate this machine, you might think 
that it wouldn't really be used for games. 
Software producers aren't so sure of this. 
I've spoken to people who are doing 
games, and are simply totally wrapped 
up in the glory of what is possible. 

The fact of the matter is that no games 
producer could resist the challenge or 
the opportunities offered by Amiga, and I 
expect them to come thick and fast in a 
year's time, when there are a half million 
or so Amigas being used in the US. 

Similarly, new types of software 
should appear. When the Macintosh first 
arrived, people laughed at the idea of a 
mouse. Today, nearly 300,000 users are 
mousing away, and IBM uses are 
clamouring for one, too. And in the back-
ground, new types of software were 
appearing — databases with visual com-
ponents, text processors with animation 
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Commodore Makes 
Software For Every 

Member Of The Family. 

Almost. 
Commodore make software for people. All kinds of people. Software for fathers, 
mothers, brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews, grandparents and 

even brothers-in-law who fix cars. Everybody. Software for fun, profit, homework, 
housework and officework. We do not however, make software for dogs. Yes, we 
are working on it, but as research in this area is fairly limited, we're calling for all 

the help we can get. If you have any suggestions please contact your nearest 
Commodore dealer. 

	 C commodore 	
COMPUTER 

Keeping up with you. 
Contact your nearest Commodore dealer or Commodore Business Machines: 

Sydney: (02) 427 4888 Melbourne: (03) 429 9855 Brisbane: (07) 393 0300 Perth: (09) 389 1268 
BMS/cc 263 
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HITACHI 

HITACHI PERSONAL COMPUTER 
MODEL S1, MB-S1 /10 

• HIGH SPEED C.P.U., 68B09E 
• VERSATILE COLOUR GRAPHICS FUNCTION 
• 1M BYTE ADDRESSABLE MEMORY AREA 
• NEW HITACHI LSI TECHNOLOGY 
• HIGH RELIABILITY 
• PRICES FROM $995.00 

Dist by ILC Systems 
Ph (02) 920 1361 
Dealers 
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Harvey Mellar stresses the importance of variables, 
procedures and recursion in his introduction to this 

Teach Yourself Logo series. 

TEACH YOURSELF LOGO 

Proceed with Logo 
Logo is becoming well known as a pro-
gramming language in schools, but its 
success in this field has led to it being 
dismissed in some quarters as 'just turtle 
graphics' or 'just for kids'. This is a highly 
inaccurate view of a fascinating 
language, for while it is true that Logo is 
an ideal introductory language, it is also a 
powerful high-level language which is 
particularly suited to processing 
symbols rather than numbers. 

Logo certainly began as an educational 
language, as did Basic. But whereas 
Basic came out of the Fortran-based 
scientific tradition and was designed to 
deal mainly with numbers, Logo comes 
from the Lisp artificial intelligence (Al) 
tradition and was designed to deal with 
more general symbols. The people 
involved with the early development of 
Logo in the late Sixties were also closely 
involved with Al research. They believed 
that Al had something to say about learn-
ing, and that Lisp-like languages were 
necessary if people were to write 
'intelligent' programs. These languages 
were intended to be closer to the way in 
which people think than the more 
machine-oriented, high-level languages 
such as Fortran and Basic. 

Imagine this scenario: an MIT 
(Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology) professor comes home after a 
hard day hacking at Lisp code in the Al 
lab, and meets his kids back from school. 
'Hey Dad, we've been learning Fortran 
programming in our maths classes.' The 
MIT professor sees red, and begins to 
design a new language. Now this story 
has no historical truth, but I believe it 
does capture one of the ingredients that 
went into Logo's origins. 

Logo was initially implemented on 
mainframes (there were only main-
frames at that time). It was used in a 
variety of projects during the Seventies, 
mainly at MIT in the US. The projects 
involved such things as teaching pro-
gramming to young children, learning 
mathematics in secondary school, 
exploring mathematical modelling for 
physics and maths undergraduates, and 
teaching Al at undergraduate level. 

A Basic interpreter could be fitted into 
a few kbytes of ROM, but a logo inter- 
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TEACH YOURSELF LOGO 

preter needed around 30k as well as a 
fair amount of room to run in. While 
Basic had been easily implemented on 
micros, it was only with the appearance 
of larger memories that Logo on micros 
became feasible. 1980 saw the first 
microcomputer versions, and a language 
that had previously been restricted to a 
few universities and research labs sud-
denly became widely available. 

Today, most micros have at least one 
full version of Logo. A number of Logo 
dialects now exists, the three most wide-
spread being MIT Logo (the original), 
LCSI Logo (LCSI is a company set up by 
ex-MIT people including Logo's founder, 
Seymour Papert) and Edinburgh Logo, a 
less popular variety. 

The turtle 
Start up a Logo system and you'll be pre-
sented with a 'turtle' in the middle of the 
screen; this is usually a triangular shape, 
although this varies — on the Atari it is 
actually a turtle shape. The turtle is an 
'object' with which we can communi-
cate. You can give it simple commands to 
move across the screen — FORWARD 
50, or to turn — RIGHT 90. The turtle 
carries a pen and it draws a line as it 
moves.You can tell the turtle to lift up the 
pen so that it does not draw on the 
screen (PENUP) or put it down again 
(PENDOWN). With these simple com-
mands we can draw shapes onscreen. 

If you make a mistake, such as mis-
spelling a command, Logo will complain. 
The error messages are clear and to the 
point. Logo takes error-reporting very 
seriously: it is not an afterthought, but an 
important part of the whole system. The 
turtle was originally a robot that respon-
ded to the drawing commands. We've 
seen how to give the turtle simple com-
mands, but communication should be 
two-way.The turtle can provide informa-
tion about itself: where it is on the 
screen, whether the pen is up or down, 
and so on. Try the PRINT HEADING com-
mand — Logo prints out the direction in 
which the turtle is facing (measured in 
degrees, with 0 considered as straight 
up the screen). It is this metaphor of the 
turtle as a communicating object that lies 
at the heart of Logo's success as an 
introductory programming language. 

If you practise drawing a few shapes 
with the commands I have mentioned so 
far, you will quickly meet the need for a 
method of repeating a sequence of com-
mands. For example, repeating four 
times the commands FORWARD 40 
RIGHT 90 will produce a square. In Logo, 
you could shorten this by writing 
REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 40 RT 90]. The 
number after REPEAT is the number of 
times you want the commands obeyed. 

The commands themselves are written 
out within square brackets, which are 
used in Logo to mark out a list'. A list is 
just an ordered collection of symbols: 
that is, words, commands and numbers 
(or even other lists). 

Procedures 
The commands I have presented so far 
are referred to as 'primitives"; they are 
part of Logo itself and are understood by 
the system as soon as it is loaded. Logo 
can also be taught new commands or 
procedures. You can define a procedure 
called 'square' by writing 
TO SQUARE 

REPEAT 4 [FORWARD 40 RT 90] 
END 
You type this into a full-screen editor that 
is part of the Logo system. These editors 
vary slightly from machine to machine, 
so you will have to consult the manual as 
to how to use it. 

We can now type SQUARE as a com-
mand, use SQUARE with other com-
mands (for example, REPEAT 12 
[SQUARE RT 30 ],or even use it as a sub-
procedure in the definition of other 
procedures: 
TO TOWER 

REPEAT 4 [SQUARE FORWARD 40] 
END 
Logo treats these procedures exactly as 
if they were primitives (except that they 
will be forgotten when you switch off). 
The basic idea of programming in Logo is 
therefore one of extending the language 
by defining new procedures until it can 
deal with your problem. Forth and Lisp 
also have this type of 'extensibility'. 

Some of the advantages of extensible 
languages include hiding nasty details 
within sensibly-named procedures, 
creating special environments for others 
to use (for example, for children's pro-
gramming), and developing your pro-
grams in a top-down fashion. 

Logo is an interpreted language (like 
Basic) so you can enter anything you like 
into a procedure definition. When you 
ask Logo to obey that procedure it goes 
word by word through the procedure, 
obeying the primitive commands as it 
comes to them, or looking up the 
definitions of any sub-procedures and 
then running them. Only if a procedure is 
not present at the time when Logo 
wishes to run it will it complain: you can 
write your top-level procedures using 
lower-level procedures that you have not 
yet written. 

While top-down design of programs is 
a good thing, you may be glad to learn 
that Logo is also open to other methods 
of use. The most interesting programs 
are not written top-down, or bottom-up 
for that matter, but rather 'middle-out' 

(that is, by writing a program to solve an 
interesting bit of the problem and then 
expanding, adding and refining). Most 
Logo programs are written that way. 

Variables 
The procedure SQUARE always draws a 
square of side 40 units. In this sense, 
SQUARE is rather like a primitive such as 
PENUP which only has one possible 
effect. Some other commands, such as 
FORWARD, are followed by a number 
which acts as an 'input' and determines 
the exact action to be taken. We can write 
a SQUARE-drawing procedure which 
requires an input in this way: 
TO SQUARE: SIZE 

REPEAT 4 [FORWARD: SIZE RT 90] 
END 

To call this procedure we now type 
SQUARE 30 or SQUARE 60 in order to 
get squares of side 30 or 60 respec-
tively. SIZE is called a 'variable' and it 
works in this way: whenever the pro-
cedure is called, Logo stores away the 
number following SQUARE in a 'box 'and 
sticks the label SIZE onto it. Then, later, 
when Logo sees :SIZE, it finds the right 
box and replaces :SIZE by the value it 
finds there. 

The variable used here is said to be 
'local' to the procedure call: that is, as 
soon as the procedure has finished run-
ning, Logo forgets that it ever had a vari-
able called SIZE. This way of using 
variables is very similar to the formal 
parameters in a Pascal procedure defini-
tion, but is rather unlike the way variables 
are used in Basic. 

The reason for the colons (read them 
as dots) will be fully explained next 
month. For the time being, you can take it 
that a word with : in front of it must be 
the name of a variable. No : means that 
the word is the name of a primitive or 
of a procedure. 

Recursion 
TO DAILY.GRIND 

WORK 
SLEEP 
DAILY.GRIND 

END 
Here we have defined a procedure in 
terms of itself. This is called 'recursion' 
and is widely believed to be a highly 
mysterious process. Not so! Look at this 
definition of a square: 
TO SQUARE :SIZE 

FORWARD :SIZE 
RIGHT 90 
SQUARE :SIZE 

END 
When you type SQUARE 40, Logo 

looks up SQUARE in its list of known 
words, and the turtle goes forward 40 
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Australia's Cheapest IBM Compatibles 
$1820 incl tax 
— 8 Expansion Slots 
— Dual Chinon 360K DSDD Drives 
— 256K RAM (Expandable to 

640K) 
— Cherry (German) keyboard 
— 135 watt power supply 
— Colour Graphics or 

Monographics Display 
— RS232 and Parallel Ports 
— Real time clock with battery 

back-up 
— 3 Month Warranty 
— Complete after sales support 
— Fully compatible 

SPECIAL PRICES ON PERIPHERALS (Prices Ind tax) 
• 10M hard disk and controller 
• KX-P1091 120 cps NLO dot matrix printer 

IBM PERIPHERALS 

only $1390.00 
$410.00 

• Colour Graphics Board $230.00 
• Multifunction Board (expand 384k, 1 serial, 1 parallel, 

1 game port and clock) $245.00 
• Monographics Board $250.00 
• Modem Board (CCITT, 300, 1200/75 bard) $250.00 
• Printer cable $30.00 
• 135W power supply $165.00 
• Cherry keyboard $150.00 

21 Drummond Place 
Carlton Victoria 

THE INNOVATIVE PROFESSIONALS PH (03) 663 6966 

IBM COMPATIBLE HARDWARE 
AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES 

Free Delivery Anywhere in Australia! 
s 	s 

• IBM COMPAT. PC with 256K, 2 DSDD Drives, Colour 
EX TAX INC TAX 

Graphics, Multifunction Bd, 2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port 	 1570 1850 
• Hard Disk Version 	  2730 3100 
• Super XT Main Bd, 8 slot, 256K RAM 	  309 359 
• MEGA Bd, 8 slot 	  332 390 
• Disk Control Bd for 4 Drives 	  130 149 
• Colour Graphics Bd, composite & RGB, game and light pen 

ports 	  271 320 
• Mono Graphics Bd, 720x348 	  254 295 
• 256K Multi Bd, 1 par. 2 ser. clock/cal w/battery 	 206 239 
• 384K Multi Bd, 1 par. 2 ser. clock/cal w/battery 	 269 315 
• I/O Bd, 1 par. 1 ser. 1 game port 	  167 195 
• Printer Bd 	  82 95 
• 512K RAM Bd (OK chips) 	  151 175 
• 512K RAM Bd (512K chips) 	  350 420 
• 384K RAM Bd 	  134 155 
• AD/DA Bd, 12 Bit, 16 ch, 0-9v 	  236 275 
• Hard Disk Controller Bd 	  427 499 
• 12" Green or Amber Hi Res Monitor 	  251 295 
• 14" Hi Res (0.31 Dot Pitch) RGB Monitor 	  592 699 
• Riteman Blue Printer (140 CPS, 101 	  428 499 
• Riteman 11 (160 CPS, 101 	  569 665 
• Riteman 15 (160 CPS, 15-) 	  851 995 
• Joysticks, Cables etc. 

Call or write for details and free catalogue 
Bankcard Visa 

One year guarantee on all hardware. Prices include delivery 
and insurance. 

(09) 350 7317 KEYSTONE ELECTRONICS 
PO Box 257, Melville, WA, 6156 

(09) 339 7125 272 Canning Hwy, Palmyra, WA, 6157 
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LCSI uses a slightly different syntax TO SNOW :SIZE :LEVEL 
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for IF. In this version you write IF :SIZE < 
5 [STOP], where the THEN is omitted, 
and the action is given as a list. 

Example program 
Let's tie all these threads together by 

ng a program to draw the 'snowflake 
wcurrvitie', which is a recursively-defined 
curve. Fig 2 shows how the curve is 

REPEAT 3 [SIDE :SIZE :LEVEL 
ENDRIGHT 120] 

As to drawing the side, if it is level 0 
then it is simply a straight line. Otherwise 
it is made up of four sections, each of one 
lower level. 
TO SIDE :SIZE :LEVEL 

IF :LEVEL = 0 THEN FORWARD 
:SIZE STOP 

FORWARD :SIZE 
SPIRAL :SIZE + 5 

END 
When Logo meets STOP in a procedure, 
it stops executing that procedure and 
returns control to the procedure that 
called it. If the procedure was called from 
the initial command mode ('top level') 
then command returns to there. 

Here is another example which draws 

defined: an equilateral triangle forms the 
level 0 curve. Take each side, divide it 
into 	three 	parts, 	and 	construct 	an 
equilateral triangle on the middle sec- 
tion. This is the Level 1 curve. Now take 
each line in the drawing and repeat the 
process of division to get the Level 2 
curve, and so on. 

The start is easy enough: 
TO SNOW :SIZE 

REPEAT 3 [FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT 
1 20] 

SIDE ( :SIZE / 3) ( : LEVEL — 1 ) 
LEFT 60 
SIDE ( :SIZE / 3) ( :LEVEL — 1 ) 
RIGHT 120 
SIDE ( :SIZE / 3) ( :LEVEL — 1 ) 
LEFT 60 
SIDE ( :SIZE /3) ( :LEVEL — 1 ) 

END 

END 

a series of shrinking squares, one on top 
of the other: 
TO TOWER :SIZE 

IF :SIZE < 5 THEN STOP 
SQUARE :SIZE 
FORWARD :SIZE 
TOWER :SIZE — 5 

END 

END 
draws the level 0 curve, but you now 
need 	to 	replace 	the 	straight 	side 
(FORWARD :SIZE) with a more complex 
shape which is dependent on the level. 
You will need two inputs, one for the size 
and one for the level. Your second 
attempt therefore is: 

This is part one of a six-part series. 
Logo is widely available fora large 

number 	of 	personal 	computers 
including the IBM PC, Commodore 
64, Apple II, Atari and Spectrum. 
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Level 1 Level 3 

Level 2 Level 4 

Fig 1 A square spiral 

TEACH YOURSELF LOGO 

Fig 2 The gradual development of the snowflake curve 

units and turns right 90 degrees. Logo 
then sees that it must now do SQUARE 
40, so it looks up SQUARE and the turtle 
goes forward 40, turns right 90, at 
which point . . . The procedure will run 
forever, so after it has drawn the square 
and is retracing its steps, you stop the 
turtle (CTRL-G stops Logo in almost all 
versions). 

That's a fairly unusual way of drawing 
a square, but what about the 'square 
spiral' shown in Fig 1? Think about draw-
ing this starting from the inside. The tur-
tle must first do FORWARD 5 RIGHT 90, 
and then carry on with the rest of the 
spiral. But the rest of the spiral is almost 
the same as the whole spiral, if you see 
my point. I'm suggesting that this shape 
— a spiral beginning with length 5 — is 
made up of two parts, FORWARD 5 
RIGHT 90, followed by a spiral beginning 
with length 10. So. in Logo: 
TO SPIRAL :SIZE 

FORWARD :SIZE 
RIGHT 90 
SPIRAL :SIZE + 5 

END 

In this case, it is natural to describe the 
shape in terms of recursion; any other 
description would be rather artificial. 

In attempting to understand how this 
procedure works, bear in mind that each 
time SPIRAL is called, a new variable 
called SIZE is created. Each value of SIZE 
is known only to that particular pro-
cedure call. Think of each procedure call 
as producing a copy of the original pro-
cedure, complete with its own library of 
local variables. 

The alternative to recursion is to use 
'iteration', which is the name given to 
repeating chunks of code using WHILE/ 
WEND, REPEAT/UNTIL and FOR/NEXT 
loops, or even GOTOs. In Logo, REPEAT 
is used for very simple situations, but 
otherwise recursion is usually used in 
preference to iteration. 

Two objections are often raised to the 
use of recursion : firstly, that it is difficult; 
and secondly, that it uses a lot of com-
puter memory. The reason many people 
find recursion difficult may simply be 
unfamiliarity. Some computer languages 
(most versions of Basic, Fortran and 
Cobol) do not have recursion, and even 
languages that do (Pascal) never really 
encourage its use. There are, however, a 
great many problems in computing that 
are easily, and most naturally, expressed 
using recursion. 

The problem over use of memory is a 
real one. Most versions of Logo alleviate 
this problem somewhat by efficiently 
implementing so-called 'end recursion' 
— that is , procedures in which the recur-
sive call is in the last line. In this situation, 
recursion does not use any extra memory 
as it runs. It is often worth recasting pro-
cedures into an end recursive form if it is 
possible to do so. 

The only way to get used to recursion 
is to use it.Turtle graphics is an ideal area 
in which to learn to think recursively. You 
may find it strange at first, but it won't be 
long before it is iteration that begins to 

seem slightly difficult. 
Recursive procedures that carry on 

running until they are stopped by typing 
CTRL-G are of limited usefulness. A cou-
ple of recursive procedures from real life 
illustrate the solution to the problem of 
stopping: 
TO ADJUST.SOUND 

IF LOUD.ENOUGH THEN STOP 
TURN.CONTROL 
ADJUST.SOUND 

END 

TO DRINK 
IF UNCONSCIOUS THEN FALL.OVER 

STOP 
SWALLOW.BEER 
DRINK 

END 
These are examples of 'stop rules' which 
are implemented using the familiar IF/ 
THEN structure. 

You can do exactly the same thing in 
Logo, so to stop the spiral program as 
soon as the length of the side exceeds 
100, write: 
TO SPIRAL :SIZE 

IF :SIZE > 100 THEN STOP 
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Your Sole Source 
for Quality Peripherals Q...••••• 

fake a look at DATASCAPE  
Freedom for your information 

importers & distributors of top quality 

pi
icherals from Anadex (Printronix), Ampex, r 

piton, ACC (NDK) and NEC. 
I Experienced technical support and 
laMenance Australia-wide, plus informed pre-sale 

I Competitiye pricing and fast delivery. 
Streamlines all of your purchasing decisions. 

.......... B 
Mail coupon to: DATASCAPE Pty. Ltd. • 
Sydney office: 44 Avenue Rd., Mosman. Tel (02) 969 2699 

II would like to know more about. 
I Melbourne office: 27 

Raglan St., South Melbourne. Tel (03) 690 3622 
................... 

.......................... 	
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The choice is yours. C. Itoh printers — famous 
throughout the world for their exceptional ruggedness 
and features. These are the printers that prove 
throughput is more important.than characters per 
second. With a throughput speed of 100 LPM*, our 180 
cps 8510S models leave the opposition's 200 cps 
behind in the real test of day to day operations. At 74 
LPM*, our 120 cps 8510E3 leaves our biggest 
competitor's 160 cps model standing. And for a little 
extra cost, you can have all the features of the 8510S/  

15505 and the added versatility of colour to take 
advantage of the fast growing range of colour-
supporting software. All models have the software 
features you would expect from C. Itoh including high 
resolution graphics, 144 x 160 dots per inch and 
multiple character sets, a 2K buffer is standard, 4K in 
colour models — expandable to 10K. 
See the full range of C. Itoh 
printers, only at your 
authorized C. Itoh dealer. 
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A DIVISION OF THE ANI CORPORATION LTD (INC IN NSW) 

ADELAIDE: (08) 356 7333 BRISBANE: (07) 2751766 HOBART: (002) 344 
MELBOURNE: (03) 795 9011 & 795 5111 PERTH: (09) 277 7000 & 27719,  
SYDNEY: (02) 648 1711 & 648 4088 AUCKLAND: (09) 444 2645 



If you wish to receive our Forms Management Booklet 
detailing how we can help you to higher profitability and 
speak to a member of our forms management team. 

"Do you know that 
some people in your 

company ire very busy 
wasting up to 10% 

of your profits?" 
For every dollar that you spend on 

 	jusiness stationery, you probably spend a 
further $20 to $30 processing it. 

My name is Samuel Moore and my 
company began in 1882. We developed 
the first business form which contained the 

_i expediency of allowing one writing to 
ri:lit we many purposes. 

We are now internationally the largest 
supplier of 
business forms. 
To maintain 
this hard won 
position, all 
products and 
services carry 
our "inter-
national seal of 
quality." 

But what 
of forms 
management? 

Our 
specialized 
° )rms management team can advise you, 
at no cost, how to rationalize your present 

3racters. 	system. 
You may not even realize how many 

14 a 

' 19,  

forms your company uses. That could 
prove to be a costly mistake. 

Less forms will essentially mean less 
wasted time. That is your key to a higher 
profit margin. 

This may seem inexplicable to you 
that a companywith it's very basis in forms 
is suggesting less usage. My belief 
however, has always been that what will 

benefit my 
customer will 
ultimately 
benefit my 
company. 

Forms 
management 
is one of the 
most effective 
ways to fast 
profitability. 

If you 
would like to 

Aust 1 1215 B 
	 hear from one 

of my staff who 
will give you more detailed information 
please ask your secretary to post the 
coupon to us or phone direct for 
immediate service. 	0/1 

MOORE 

"Let one writing serve many purposes" 

Company name and address 	  

Tel. No. 	  

Please send the coupon to: 
National Forms Management Manager 
P.O. Box 180 
Richmond Victoria 3121 
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graphics, and complex programs that 
required no training. The Amiga does so 
many things so much faster, with so 
much more detail and with the added 
advantage of colour, that I expect it to 
generate similar innovation. 

I expect to see much more sophis- 
ticated programs, too, because of the 
multi-tasking ability and because most 
business users will have 20Mbytes of 
disk and 2.5Mbytes of RAM, within a 
year. Integration becomes less important 
when 	you 	have 	multi-tasking, 	and 
individual 	word 	processing, 	spread- 
sheet, comms and other ideas. Packages 
can be more virtuoso in their design. A 
talking word 	processing 	package, or 

	

Although 	there 	are 	few 	instant 
similarities between the Macintosh and 
the Amiga, both do use the 68000 and 
have high-level languages. I expect to 
see 	best-selling 	Macintosh 	programs 
coming onto the Amiga within weeks of 
its availability. Even programmers who 
have held aloof because of the non- 
disclosure 	requirements 	imposed 	by 
Commodore admit that it would normally 
take a matter of weeks, not months, to 
transfer new Macintosh programs to the 
new machine. I believe them. 

immajamuLT.  
. on 

Although the Basic Benchmarks don't 
prove it, this machine runs upwards of 
10 times the speed of any of its rivals. It 
adds hardware animation, video input, 
and stereo sound synthesis, including 
speech, to the icon-and-mouse family of 
designs which the market has come to 
expect, and offers it all at a price less than 
half of that of the competition. 

To close as I began, the Amiga is the 
first low-cost, multi-tasking computer, 
introducing 	a 	new 	price 	level 	to 
business computing. 

Documentation Conclusi 
I hate to duck out of the important ques- 
tion of documentation, but so little was 
ready when I did the Benchtest that I 
don't feel 	I can honestly express an 
opinion. What I did see was lucid and 
helpful, but I think there's scope for 
books on the machine. 

Prices 
Commodore 	had 	not 	decided 	on 
Australian 	prices at the time of this 
review. 

database, is an obvious start . . .  . 
Technical specifications 
Processor: 	Motorola 68000 at 8MHz clock 
ROM: 	 192k, possibly 256k 
RAM: 	 256k minimum, expandable to 8Mbytes 
Mass storage: 	Internal 800k floppy, 31/2in. 	External options include 

another 800k floppy using system power, and two more 
with exterior power. Hard disks fit on expansion slot 

Keyboard: 	Full-travel qwerty with cursor keys 
Size: 	 11cm high x 44cm wide x 32cm deep 
I/O: 	 Serial, parallel, video out and in, stereo sound, mouse 
DOS: 	 Tripos, called AmigaDos 
Bundled software: 	Basic, DOS, Exec, no applications peripherals. Colour 

printers supported, video disk interface available 

THE Al PC AT AN OK PRICE. 
The new Commodore PC has arrived. 

It sets a new standard in microcomputer 
technology at an affordable price. 

As an authorised Commodore dealer, 
not only can we sell you your new computer, 
but we can also maintain and service it for 
you too. 

Naturally, full software support is 
available. 

Our staff at High Technology will also 
ensure that you get the maximum use out of 
your computer as quickly as possible. 

We believe that buying from the 'right 
dealer' is as important as buying the 'right 
compute 

When it comes to computers, you'll find 
us right on the button. 

 

	...• 	 COMPUTER 
 	 HIGH TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS PTY. LTD. 

 	 290 Bay Street, Brighton. 3186. Phone: 596 6211. 
 	87 Swan Street, Richmond. 3121. Phone: 429 1966. 
 	Electronic Database/Shopping (03) 596 2340. 
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Master Of The Lamps: 
A Unique Adventure In Home Computer Software. 

The 	Is Dead. 
You're Next In Line. 

But wait. Before you put on the jeweled turban 
and lift the royal sabre, there are a few "formalities" 
you must go through. Sometimes..."deadly" 
formalities. 

When the king dies, three lamps are shattered, 
the pieces scattered to the wind and three evil 
genies escape. Now your journey to the throne 
begins, the perils await. As prince you must retrieve 
each piece of each lamp and capture each genie. 

Fly with the wind on your carpet 
of magic. Enter, if you dare and if 
you can, the incredible world of each 
genie. Hold on to your carpet as 
you swoop, dive, bank and careen  

through always-moving diamond-shaped gates. 
Gates that guard each genie's domain. Calculate. 
Plan. Consider. Quickly. Quickly. Your heart is 
racing.Your mind must race ahead. 

Each genie will challenge you with his ancient, 
mystical trials. 

Concentrate. Listen to the tones. Watch the 
colors. Remember. Hone to their sharpest, your 
mental and physical reflexes. Each trial is harder. 

And the time to respond gets shorter. 
The throne awaits, but not forever. 

The gong is sty 	uck, it tolls... 

Available for Commodore 64" 

ACTIVISION 
HOME COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

Activision products are 
distributed in Australia by: 

T'" 	" -4"`•?"'1":"•11.:7•• 
-Kaam 

The Art of Software 
Phone: (02) 212 1411 
P.O. Box 558, Broadway N.S.W. 2007 
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PROJECTS 

Fatten up your Mac 
Soldering iron and pliers at the ready, David Burns presents a step-by-step guide 
to expanding the Macintosh — four times the memory for a third of the price. 

When Apple produced the first Mac-
intosh computers, the new 256k RAM 
chips were not widely available. So, 
rather than be late into the marketplace, 
the company fitted 64k memories as a 
temporary measure. Although promoted 
as 128k computers, they are, in fact, only 
64k word machines and much of this  

memory is taken up by the Mac's own 
software. Users of programs such as 
MacWrite and MacPaint soon became 
aware of the limitations of this memory 
— a mere seven A4 pages when word 
processing. 

The new, larger memories were 
introduced and the 'Fat-Mac' was born:  

four times the memory and a boon to 
those sick of waiting for the Mac to dump 
to its clattery old disk drive so that they 
could add a bit more text or do another 
doodle. The problem, though, is the cost 
of the upgrade — $1,425. The cost of 
the memories themselves, however, has 
recently fallen rapidly, and the 16 256k 
RAMs needed to 'fatten up' your Mac 
can now be obtained for around $25 
each —a total of less than $400. With 
the other few items required, the whole 
job can be done for well under $450, or a 
third of Apple's price. 

Needless to say, Apple is not keen to 
be done out of sales of its new Fat-Mac 
boards. DIY upgrades will certainly 
invalidate any warranty, but if the 
machine is a year or more old then this 
should be of little consequence. Doing it 
yourself may involve a small risk to the 
computer, but the task is not difficult (if a 
little fiddly) for anyone who is reasonably 
competent with a soldering iron. The 
$900-plus saved will buy a lot of extra 
software or hardware — or a service con-
tract for that matter! 

Requirements 
The main additional components are the 
16 256k dynamic RAM chips. A suitable 
device is the Hitachi HM50256P-15, 
although equivalents are available from 
several sources. Dick Smith Electronics 
stocks these at about $25 each. It's worth 
shopping around as prices differ. Rod 
Irving Electronics, (03) 481 1436, 
advertised them for as little as 
$1 2.50. 

You will also need another IC — I've 
specified the type used by Apple, the 
74F253 — to act as the address multi-
plexer required by the larger RAMs. It's 
important that this device is fast —
Fairchild's FAST or the Texas 
Instruments Advanced Shottky series —
don't use ordinary TTL or low-power 
Shottky. They may work but cannot be 
guaranteed to do so. Other similar multi-
plexer chips could be substituted, but it 
seems reasonable to use the device 
already used by Apple to multiplex the 
other address lines. 

Pads used for extra address decode circuit 

Fig 1 The Macintosh board 
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Fig 2a A diagram of the pad layout 
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PC board pads seen from top of board 
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A8 	A18 	SEL 	SEL 	A17 	Ov 
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+5v 

Fig 2b The circuit required for multiplexing 

PROJECTS 

The only other components required 
are a 47-ohm, %watt resistor, a small 
piece of circuit board (Veroboard will do), 
solder and some solid wire. Necessary 
tools include a good, small soldering iron 
of reasonable capacity (25 watts 
minimum), a small screwdriver, and 
pliers. You'll also need an efficient 
desoldering tool — the chips aren't soc-
keted. A small solder-sucker which costs 
around $8 is ideal, although there are 
several types available. 

Finally, you need a 3/3 2in Allen key 
with a long (six inches or so) handle to 
open the Macintosh. If you can't get a 

long-handled one, it's easy enough to 
make one by cutting the bent end off a 
short one and soldering the resultant key 
into the end of a nut spinner or similar. 
Really, a Torx screwdriver is the right tool 
for the job, but an Allen key will do if you 
are careful. 

Memories 
Dynamic RAMs generally have multi-
plexed address lines to save on pin con-
nections and hence package size. With 
the original 64k RAMs 16 address lines 
are needed, but the 1 6-pin package only 

allows for eight address connections: 
AO-A7. Consequently, the address is 
loaded in two 'chunks'. 

Firstly, half of the microprocessor's 1 6 
low-order address lines are switched to 
the memories' AO-A7 pins, and a signal 
called RAS (row address strobe) is 
activated. Next, the other half of the low-
order address lines are switched in, and a 
signal called CAS (column address 
strobe) is activated. This is achieved in 
the 	Macintosh using 7 4F2 5 3 mul- 
tiplexer chips. With 2 5 6k RAMs you 
obviously need two more address lines 
but, because of the multiplexing system, 
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HITACHI 

HITACHI PERSONAL COMPUTER 
MODEL S1, 	/10 

• HIGH SPEED C.P.U., 68609E 
• VERSATILE COLOUR GRAPHICS FUNCTION 
• 1M BYTE ADDRESSABLE MEMORY AREA 
• NEW HITACHI LSI TECHNOLOGY 
• HIGH RELIABILITY 
• PRICES FROM $995.00 

Dist by ILC Systems 
Ph (02) 920 1361 
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Figs 3a-3c The position of the five Allen screws which hold on the back of the Macintosh 

PROJECTS 

Fig 4 The front and back separated 

only one more pin is required; this is pin 
1 which is unused on the 64k device. 

On the Mac board, all the pin 1 s of the 
memory chips are connected and taken 
to a row of pads on the printed circuit 
next to the microprocessor chip shown 
in Fig 1. I've called this signal 'RAM A8' 
in Fig 2a. This pad is next to the one 
marked '+5 volts', and on the 'thin' Mac 
these two pads are connected; they will 
have to be disconnected. The other pads 
in this set of seven are: 0 volts (ground); 
Al 7 and Al 8 from the computer 
address bus (these are the two extra 
address lines — for some reason 
Motorola starts counting its addresses at 
Al and not AO); and 'A select' and 'B 
select' (my signal names) which are the 
two multiplex control signals that allow 
you to switch between Al 7 and Al 8, 
and, incidentally, the register which con-
trols the memory refresh. A diagram of 

Fig 5a The removal of the disk drive cable 

 

Fig 5b The power and video connector 
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ANY PRODUCTS NOT LISTED — CALL, CALL, CALL! 
BANKCARD & VISA CARD ACCEPTED 

handling charges $7.50 on all software, boards and accessories. In the unlikely event that our costs change without notice we reserve the right to alter prices. 

The Computer Trader, 3 Bowen Cres., Melbourne 
Telephone: (03) 266 1995 (Reverse charges Interstate/Country) 

i'We Cade Specials 
03) 266 1995 

Ilevevse, 
aaxtes) 

No-one will beat 
us on these 
Hard Disk 
Systems... 
IBM PC "XT" SYSTEM 
System unit with 256K RAM, 10Mb 
internal hard disk, serial and parallel 
ports 360K drive, keyboard and high 
resolution monochorme monitor. 
Competitive Price: 	 $5,250 
OUR PRICE: 	$4,950 

OLIVETTI M24 PC "XT" SYSTEM 
Configured as for IBM above. 
Competitive Price: 	 $5,155 
OUR PRICE: 	$4,850 

NEC APC III SYSTEM 
Configured as for IBM above except for 
640K disc drive. 
Competitive Price: 	 $5,295 
OUR PRICE: 	$4,950 

CALL FOR A QUOTE 
ON ANY SYSTEM 

We can supply Televideo, IBM compatible, 
Apple McIntosh, Hyperion, Sanyo, T.I., DEC, 
Data General 

LOOK AT THIS 
FOR VALUE 

Epson — FX100+ (WP option-call) 	  $ 985 
Epson — LQ 1500 	  $1699 
M.P. Think-jet Serial Printer 	  $ 829 
Brother, C-Itoch, Microline, Silver-reed 	  CALL 
Monitors 
Kaga Taxan Amber or Green 	  $ 275 
Kaga Taxan Vision III Colour 	  $ 699 
Roland MV 1212 Green or Amber Composite 	 $ 385 
Hard Disk Drives 
Tandon 10Mb 	  $1355 
Mitsubishi 20Mb 	  $1750 
Everex 10Mb 	  $1595 
Everex 20Mb 	  $1850 
Tallgrass, Sigma, Sysgen, Tandon or Mitsubishi 	 CALL 
Boards — IBM Compatibles 
AST Megaplus 6 Pack Multifunction 	  $ 645 
Sigma — Maximiser 	  $ 495 
Qubie — Six Pack 	  $ 445 
Persyst 64-640 serial/para. port 	  $ 605 
Hercules Colour 	  $ 325 
Hercules Graphics 
Persyst Colour 	  : 365058 
Hercules Compatible Graphics 	  $ 455 
Accessories & Supplies 
Data Nettcomm PC In-Modem 300, 1200/75 	 $ 735 
64K Memory Upgrade (9 chips) 	  $ 	65 
Disks_ DSDD Nashua 	  $ 	39 
Supertrader Special. Warranty supplied 	  $ 	22 
Other Brands and Sizes 	  CALL 

SEND NO MONEY 
NOW - PAY ON 

RECEIPT OF GOODS! 
MANUFACTURERS' 
WARRANTY ON ALL 

PRODUCTS 

Software 
Word Processing 
• Perfect Writer II 	  $ 265 
• Wordstar 2000+ 	  $ 495 

Multimate 	  $ 455 
Wordstar 2000 	  $ 425 
Wordstar Propak 
	

$ 435 
Wordperfect 	  $ 450 

Spreadsheets/Intergrated Packages 
• Lotus 1-2-3 

Symphony 
Enable 
Framework 	  
Multiplan 	  
Open Access 	  

Desktop Environments and Sundry 
• Homebase (more features than Sidekick , 

Sidekick 	  
Polywindows 
Flight Simulator 	  
Dollars & Sense 	  
Electric Desk 	  
Spotlight 

Communications/Productivity Tools 
• Crosstalk 	  

dTOOLKIT 	  
Smarterm 100 (DEC Emulator) 	 
Smarterm 400 (D.G. Emulator) 	 
Prokey 	  

Database Systems 
• Versaform 	  

• DeSmet C (Symbolic debugger $95.00) .. $ 195.00 
Concurrent CP/M 86 	  $ 255.00 
Microsoft products 	  CALL 
PC-Alien 	  $ 	89.00 
Sideways 	  $ 	79.00 
80-Mate (runs CPM 80 programmes under MS DOS) $ 245.00 
Smark Key 	  $ 69.00 
Norton Utilities 	  $ 145.00 
Copywrite 	  $ 95.00 

Accounting 
Attache (Depends on modules) 	 CALL 
Integrity 	  CALL 
Tally 	  CALL 
Sybiz 	  CALL 
Charter Series (IAL) 	  CALL 
Magnabiz $ 775.00 
Havard Project Manager 

	
$ 595.00 

Vertical Market 
Building/Printing/Hospital & others 	 CALL 

*SUPERTRADER 
SPECIALS 

vUolve 14°4  

Hardware 
Printers 
NEC — P2 Pinwriter 
NEC — P3 Pinwriter 
NEC — Spinwriter 3500 (33cps LQ) 
Epson FX80+ 	  — 

$ 955 
$1255 
$1860 
$ 699 

	  $ 535 
	  $ 685 
	  CALL 

CALL 
$ 285 
$ 695 

$ 89 
$ 89 

	  $ 89 
$ 85 
$ 89 
$ 465 

	  $ 195 

dBASE II 	 
dBASE III 	 
Knowledgeman 	 
Quickcode III 	 

Languages/Utilities 

$ 165 
$ 99 
295.00 
295.00 
185.00 

199.00 
495.00 
665.00 
645.00 
325.00 
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Buy one, get one free. 
Buy two, get two free! 
You can't go past DataParts for the best 
quality disks at the best prices. And now for 
a limited time only you'll get, absolutely 
free, one extra box of disks for every box 
you buy at the recommended retail price. 

But hurry! Only 
while stocks last! 
Limit of 10 bonus 
boxes per customer. 
All come in safe, plastic 
library boxes. Lifetime replacement 
guarantee. 

Ultra-Reliable 
Certified 10096 Error Free! 
Datalife by Verbatim — the top 
name in quality disks and disk storage, 
is now priced way down to clear 
excess stocks. Get in early on these 
Single Sided Double Density boxes of 
10 and save. 

Verbatim SSDD 5'/4" Disks 

$32.95  ($26.95 ex) 

Double Value 
Disc Offer 
Now's the time to 
store up for your future 
disk requirements 
with quality Datalife 
Double Sided 
Double Density disks 
at this super low 
price. 

Verbatim 
DSDD 5'/4" Disks 

$39.95  ($35.95 ex)  

DataParts 
Double Sided Double Density 

Single Sided Double Density $39 
OFFER CLOSES 
AUGUST 12 

HEAD CLEANING KITS 
Here's your chance to pick up a top 
brand head cleaning kit at the lowest 
price on the market. You won't do 
better! 

Verbatim 51/4" Kits 	95 ($9.95 ex) 

Verbatim Inserts  $20.00  ($16.80 ex) 

Quality Disk Drives 
High precision. High quality. High 
durability. You name it, DataParts has 
it. A top range of disk drives ideal for 
use with TRS 80, Microbee, IBM, the 
lot . . . 
• Mitsubishi — DSDD slimline drive. 

— 4851 —$169 ex. 
— DSDD slimline drive. 
— 4853 — 80 track 1 meg 

formatted, $189 ex. 
— 4854 — 80 track 1.6 meg 

formatted, $249 ex. 

• Chinon 

Storage Boxes 
• DX 85 — Stores 100 diskettes 

(with steel lock) 
• DX 65 (with steel lock) 
• DX 50 — 31/2" disks 

NEW EPSON PRINTER 
Amazing LX-80 compact printer 
does 100 cps, NLQ mode, fitted 
standard. 

Special Price 468  ($398 ex) 

Datalife SSDD 31/2" "auto shutter" 
micro disks for use in Microbee, Mac 
and the new school IBMs. Now only . . . 

$68 for a plastic pack of 10 

Add 20% sales tax where applicable. 

DataParts always has the best 
range of disks in store. 
No matter what disk you need, from 
31/2" micros to 8" disks, DataParts always 
guarantee the best quality at the best 
price. Call us now and we'll deliver to your 
door. 

$48 

Unbeatable 
offer. 

$29.95 
$26.95 
$34.50 

Datalife Specials. 
Super Special 3•5 Micro Disks 

A 

1 

c 
E 

6 
4 
2 
2 

d 

C 

C 
1 

• 

A 
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DataParts 
Fully authorised 
IBM dealers 

Excellent quality 
"Apple-type" joystick 
SAVE OVER $20 
Self-centering, mechanically and electrically, 
comes with one metre of cable with $39 
high tensile recoil. Just 

TOP SELLING 
TAXAN PRINTER BUFFER 

Olympia Electronic 
Compact Printer 

If you think these prices are 
competitive, wait until you see what 
we can do with IBM PCs and other 
IBM products. Don't buy any IBM 
gear until you talk to DataParts. 
We've got the works, from complete 
systems to the widest range of IBM 
software and compatible products. 

This super buffer never forgets. It comes 
standard with 64K memory and is 
expandable to 256K. Multi dual printer 
function switch. Copy, pause and reset 
functions. Never to be repeated 
price  $36f,

y  ($299 ex). 
All electronic, touch button, high 
performance, dot matrix printer with 
single sheet or continuous paper feed. 
165 cps (90 cps NLQ) bi-directional, 
Epson and Centronic compatible, with 
optional 2K buffer. 

Olympia NP165 
Only $499  ($439 ex) 

CUT PRICE COMPONENTS 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
• IBM Style Mouse 	 $125 in 
• Multifunctional 	128K,  $399 in 

384K, $499 in 
• 512K Memory Cards 	$360 in 
• Colorgraphics Card 	$299 in 
• Serial/Async comms adaptor $99 in 
• Hard disk controller 	$399 in 
• 64K ramkits 9 x 4164 ram 	$20 in 

Printer cables, from 	$10.00 ex 
4864/4164 RAM 	 $1.68 ex 
6116 	RAM 	 $4.95 ex 
4116 	RAM 	 $1.45 ex 
2764 	EPROM 	$5.95 ex 
27256 	EPROM 	$14.95 ex 
Call us now for our larger order 
discounts. 

VIATEL/COMMODORE 
64 MODEM 
1200 baud, phone included, comms 
software. Now only $298 

MAIL ORDER CENTRE 

LONG NECK 
PAPER HOLDERS 

ONLY $49 
PLUS FREE 
Computer 
Paper Binder 
Set 15" 
and 10" 
change without Prices are subject to 

notice. 

These prices include tax, but only 
while stocks last, so hurry! Order now. 
• Apple-Type Mouse 
• Pal Colour Cards 
• Speech 
• Z-80/CP/M Cards 
• ICE Parallel Printer 
• ICE Serial Printer 
• Drive Card 
• IC Tester Card 

Call direct! Call now! 
11 Edward St, Shepparton, Victoria, 3630. 
Telephone: (058) 21 7155. DataParts FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN 
AUSTRALIA — $6 (or overnight $10) 
This advertisement must be quoted to 
qualify for special price. 

The best computer people in the country. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

IN CASH AND CHEQUES ACCEPTED 

ALBURY: 518 MACAULEY STREET 
BENDIGO: 419 HARGREAVES STREET 
BALLARAT: 307 MAIR STREET 
CAMBERWELL: 519 BURKE ROAD 
SHEPPARTON: 11 EDWARD STREET 
WAGGA: 33 THOMPSON STREET 

(060) 21 8088 
(054) 43 4866 
(053) 31 3399 
(03) 20 7895 

(058) 21 7155 
(069) 21 6466 
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Taxan RGB 
Vision color monitors from 
KAGA electronics display a lot 
more than superb color graphics. 
They also show an uncanny knack 
for incorporating up-to-the-
minute technology at surprisingly 
low costs. 

IIGB Vision Series 
VISION EX 

Ideal for Apple 1 I Plus, Apple I le, 
Apple I lc, Commodore 64, BBC and 
Micro bee. 
• Virtually unlimited colors. 
• Now with full audio capabilities. Also 

suits VCR and Videotex. 
• For better results with all Commodore 

BBC/Electron, Microbee, Tandy, 
Dick Smith computers. 

• Low-cost compact 12" color display 
of outstanding quality. 

• Equipped with smoked filter to reduce 
eye strain. 

• Resolution 380 dots x 262 lines. 

i Special Price 449  ($389 ex) 

Colour your world with 
graphically superior Taxan 
monitors. 

Vision III 
Vision II 

IMPORT SCOOP  
These Hi-resolution green monitors 
from Kaga represent exceptional value 
for money. Get superb results on most 
computers. 

Limited Offer Only $159  ($139 ex) 

Amber Monitors  $169 ($149 ex) 
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• Suitable for the popular Apple and 
Apple-look-alike. 

• 12" color display, capable of 
displaying 2000 characters. 

• Wide range of uses, including 
industrial, commercial and medical 
applications. 

• Equipped with a smoked filter to 
reduce eye strain. 

• Resolution 510 dots x 262 lines. 

Special Price $549  ($499 ex) 

• Ideal for computer graphics, due to 
faithful reproduction of intermediate 
colors. 

• Ideal for high resolution. IBM cable 
option. 

• Resolution 640 dots x 262 lines. 

Special Price $699  ($599 ex) 

Vision IV 
• Super high resolution graphics display 

for CAD and CAM. 
• Resolution 790 dots x 410 lines. 

Call now for special price! 



DataParts 
The best computer people in the country. 
ALBURY: 518 MACAULEY STREET (060) 21 8088 
BENDIGO: 419 HARGREAVES STREET (054) 43 4866 
BALLARAT: 307 MAIR STREET (053) 31 3399 
CAMBERWELL: 519 BURKE ROAD (03) 20 7895 
SHEPPARTON: 11 EDWARD STREET (058) 21 7155 
WAGGA: 33 THOMPSON STREET (069) 21 6466 

MFA DP P009 

nywhere in Australia. 

BX 130 The New Printer 
designed for IBM PCs 

This new addition to the BX series 
offers state of the art features and high 
reliability at a very low cost. 
THE BMC BX 130, at 130 cps, is 
ideally suited to the IBM PC. It has 96 
standard ASC II, semi graphic, 
European characters with GREEK, also 

mathematical and extra symbols for 
IBM PC. 
The number of columns are 40, 80, 
66 or 132 in normal, enlarged, and 

condensed text. Also 48, 96 for "ELITE". 

There's no better way to show off 
your IBM-PC than with the BMC BX 
130 printer from DataParts. 
DataParts Special Introductory 
low price BX 130 $379 

($329 ex) 

BX-130W Extra Width. 
Extra Value. 
• 15" version of the BX-130 
• Versatility with all the latest features 

found on all BX series printers. 

Now Only $550 ($468 ex) 

BX-1000 25% Faster 
• 100 cps. 
• Prints 40, 80, 71 and 142 columns. 
• Bi-directional and logic seeking. 
• Friction and tractor feed paper. 
• Changeable print head — 30 

million characters. 

Special Price $339  ($299 ex) 

Quality printers by BMC. 
BX-80 Personal Printer Incredible Value. No more dots before the eves. 
This exceptional printer has a wide 
variety of text and graphic capabilities 
with loads of different print styles. 
Prints bi-directional in 40, 80, 71 or 142 
columns in normal, double width or 
compressed text. You can also do 
superscript as well as superb graphics 
in character or bit image. • 80 cps. 
• Bi-directional and logic seeking. 
• Friction and tractor feed paper 

(Fanfold and single sheet) 
• Programmable line spacing. 
• Strobe pulse synchronisation 

and TTL Level technology. 
• Extremely reliable and affordable. 

Now only $298  ($268 ex) 

MAIL ORDER CENTRE 
Call direct! Call now! 
11 Edward St, Shepparton, Victoria, 3630. 
Telephone: (058) 21 7155. 

Prices are subject to change without notice. 

FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN 
AUSTRALIA — $6 (or overnight $10) 
This advertisement must be quoted to 
qualify for special price. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
ILN CASH AND CHEQUES ACCEPTED 

Free!  One large carry pack of 
DataParts Quality Word Processor 
paper with every BX-80 and BX-1000. 

EXCLUSIVE 
BONUS OFFER! 

Super Graphix for C64 
Now you can interface C64s with quality 
printers like BMC. 
First release in Australia. 
• 8K buffer • Graphics/text 
• NLQ facility (converts average printer) 

Only $119  Special with BX-80 
$399 the lot 
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PROJECTS 

Fig 6 The board slides from under the machine 

Fig 7 Sucking the solder from the 
same side of the board as the iron 

Fig 8 Heating one side of the board 
and sucking from the other 

Fig 9 Straightening the IC pins 

the pad layout is shown in Fig 2a, and the 
circuit required to do the multiplexing is 
in Fig 2b. Note that the output of the 
74F253 is connected to the RAM A8 

signal via a 47-ohm resistor. This circuit 
can be made up on a small piece of 
Veroboard or home-made printed circuit 
(as mine is) for direct mounting on the 
Mac board. (I suspect that Apple has a 
small hybrid or similar circuit that slots in 
at this point — our upgrade will have to 
be a mor9.  modest affair.) The pad spac-
ing is.0.1ins,and the +5-volt end is iden-
tifieckby a square printed circuit 'land', 
while•all the others are round. It's impor-
tant thhdt pins 3 and 4 of the 74F253 are 
connected to +5 . /olts as shown or the 
circuit will not vork properly. When 
you've made up this small board, you're 
ready to do the rest of the upgrade. 

Making a Fat-Mac 
The best way to approach this job, as is 
often the case, is step-by-step. 

1) Unplug everything — especially 
the mains! Find yourself an uncluttered 

area and get all the tools and parts to 
hand. Read the previous instructions 
thoroughly to make sure you haven't 
forgotten anything. 

2) Remove the reset push-button 
from the lower rear left-hand side of the 
case (looking from the front) by gently 
prising it out. It should come out quite 
easily — whatever you do, don't force it. 
Use as broad-bladed a screwdriver as 
possible so as not to damage the plastic 
case. Take off the battery cover from the 
back of the case and remove the battery 
which powers the real-time clock. 

3) You can now unscrew the five 
Allen screws which hold on the back, all 
of which are at the rear. Two are at the 
bottom corners, one is under the battery 
cover, and two are under the lip which 
forms the carrying handle (that's the 
reason for the long-handled Allen key). 
Figs 3a-3c show these positions. 

4) Now comes the bit which at first 
seems impossible, but is really quite 
simple. The rear of the case slides off to 
give access to the interior. Do not try to 
prise the two apart by sticking a screw-
driver into the gap just behind the front 
of the screen — you'll only ruin the case. 
Simply work out the front by pressing 
the screen surround forward while push-
ing into the battery compartment at the 
rear. It may also help to push gently on 
the mains plug inserted into the rear 
mains inlet, bearing in mind the follow-
ing warning. Above all, don't be too 
forceful — the case will come apart. 
Warning: don't poke your fingers into 
the back of the mains inlet unless the 
Mac has been powered-down for some 
time. Apple has been rather naughty with 
the design, in that some time after the 
computer has been unplugged there is 
sufficient charge remaining on internal 
power supply capacitors to give you an 
unpleasant shock from the mains con-
nector. It's wise to either switch off the 
Mac for some time before doing the 
upgrade or to discharge these capacitors 
(if you know what you're doing) 
through an appropriate resistance. 

5) Eventually the back cover should 
slip off quite easily. Fig 4 shows the two 
parts separated. 

6) Pull out the two connections to the 
main board. Fig 5a shows the removal of 
the disk drive cable and Fig 5b shows the 
power and video connector. There-is also 
a metallised screen which normally sits 
over the rear serial I/O and printer con-
nectors; this may have stayed in the back 
of the rear casing. Put this to one side. 

7) The board should now easily slide 
from under the Mac (Fig 6). 

8) You can now proceed to unsolder 
all the RAM chips shown in Fig 1. There 
are 16 altogether and numbers such as 
MCM6665 or 4164 will be inscribed on 
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IBM Software (sales tax included) 	 Our 

	

R.R.P. 	Price 
Flight Simulator 2.1  	115.00 	85.00 
Hi Tech C Compiler 8088/86 	 300.00 	call 
Human Edge Mind Prober 	69.95 	60.00 
Framework *** 	  1095.00 	799.00 
Lotus 123 IBM/DEC/Wang 	  835.00 	595.00 
Symphony 	  1095.00 	739.00 
Knowledgeman 1.07 *** 	  945.00 	589.00 
Wordcraft+Link 	  950.00 	call 
GEM DRAWIDESK TOP/GEM WRITE 	 280.00 	240.00 
Information Business Manager 	 540.00 	440.00 
Harvard Total Project Manager *** 	 649.00 	535.00 
Open Access IBM/NEC/Wang *** 	 940.00 	699.00 
VTEX Viatel slware IBM/NEC/Wang 	 fr 170.00 	call 
Electric Desk*** 	  499.00 	385.00 
Timeline *** 	  565.00 	455.00 
Spellbinder/Scientific 	  79500 	595.00 
Microsoft Word*** 	  550.00 	399.00 
Side Kick ver.1.5 unprotected  	120.00 	call 
Microsoft Word +Mouse • '• 	 745.00 	559.00 
Crosstalk XVI 	  24900 	169.00 
Mite 	  255.00 	235.00 
dBase III • ** 	  976.00 	695.00 
Borland's Superkey  	call 	call 
Norton Utilities 3.0 	  19900 	149.00 
Ancient Art of War 	6995 	call 
Supercalc 3 ver 2 w/Fast Math 	 675.00 	399.00 
Concurrent PC DOS from DRI 	 555.00 	399.00 
Copywrite 	  125.00 	95.00 
MultiMate 3.3 	  645.00 	465.00 
Samna Plus/Samna III 	  fr 795.00 	fr 635.00 
Sideways  	95.00 	79.00 
Milestone 	  401.00 	299.00 
CopylIPC  	59.95 	55.95 
SmartKey 	  79.95 	69.00 
Turbo Pascal 8087, BCD 	  125.00 	fr. 109.00 
Turbo Tutor/Turbo Graphix Toolbox  	call 	call 
PolyWindows Desk 	  135.00 	call 
Hitcnhikers Guide to Galaxy, Sargon III  	call 	call 
Wordstar 2000+"' 	  795.00 	525.00 
Wordstar Propak 	  575.00 	450.00 
Multiplan 	  330.00 	245.00 
Enable 	  1100.00 	call 
CPA+ 	  795.00 	690.00 
Think Tank 	  349.00 	290.00 
PC Alien  	95.00 	82.00 
Bottomline V 	  365.00 	310.00 
King's Quest  	call 	call 
Starbridge 	  89.00 	79.00 
Noted  	call 	call 
Access Four  	call 	call 
Smart Software 	  1045.00 	call 
Option Ware 	  149.00 	129.00 
Remote 	  239.00 	169.00 
Transporter 	  319.00 	269.00 
Perfect Software 	  359.00 	299.00 
Software not listed: call for best price  	call 	call 
DISKS 
Xidex DSDD  

	
65.00 	45.00 

Datalife Verbatim DSDD  
	

79.95 	47.00 
Sony 3.5 in, DS & SS 	call 	call 
other disks, disk boxes 	call 	call 

HARDWARE 
Kaypro 286i AT compatible: 512 KBI3MB, 2 x 1.2MB 
drives, 8 slots, color graphics, RGB, clock,2 x LPT, 
-1 x RS232, bundled software, micro with the power 
of a mini 
	

$7,990.00 
Kaypro 16 MS-DOS PC-compatible: 3 models 
including Kaypro 2000 lap computer, from 	$3,490.00 
Apricot 4th generation super microcomputer range: 
Apricot PC and XI, Apricot Fl, Apricot Portable 
Point 7 multi-user, Point 32 Network: the most 
complete range of any one brand starts from only 	$2,950.00 
Kaypro 2, 2x, 4, 10: 
WordStarlMailmergelWord PlusIdBase II/CalcStar/ 
DataStarllnfoStar,etc built-in monitor, built-in twin 
disks, from 	 $1990.00 
President 16 PC: runs all IBM software, 512KB, color 
graphics, parallel, serial and game ports, 2x36OKB 
drives, 10MB option, or 
Walkabout portable PC, same specs as above, full 
President's warranty, built-in 9" hi-res monitor, RGB 
outlet, 5 slots, price includes Perfect Software, MS 
DOS, more from 	 $3900.00 

IBM Hardware (sales tax included) 
Qubie 20MB & 10MB hard disks 	fr 1990.00 	fr 1550.00 
Oubie 6PAK,384KB+P+S+C/C +RD 	 999.00 	call 
21MB hard disk for Challanger 	 2999.00 	2499.00 
Computer covers, all types  	60.00 	fr 25.00 
Tekmar Captain 	  750.00 	call 
64KB, 256KB, 8087 chips  	call 	call 
5151 A Keyboards 	  350.00 	255.00 
Data NetComm modem 300, 1200/75 	 848.00 	call 
Texan Kaga monitors  	call 	call 
STB Chauffeur  	call 	call 
Hercules, Graphics Edge, Persyst  	call 	call 
Everex hard disks 	  1990.00 	fr. 1550.00 
Sysgen hard disk & tape  	call 	call 
Twin hit' floppy XT upgrade 	 880.00 	590.00 
Floppy drives 	  650.00 	290.00 
Multifunction cards 	  680.00 	fr. 350.00 
AST Six pak incl. Sidekick  	call 	call 
Hardware not listed:  	call 	call 

PRINTERS (sales tax included) 	R.R.P. 	Price 
Our 

Star Gemini 10xi 	  539.00 	call 
NEC Pinwriter P3IP2 '7 colours* 	 1450.00 	call 
Silver Reed 550 daisy wheel 	 1281.00 	925.00 
KEL 3080 Fontwriter (18 pins, NLQ) 	 1395.00 	550.00 
Toshiba P1340 	  1150.00 	call 
Toshiba P1351 	  2140.00 	call 
Epson U(80 	  599.00 	420.00 
Epson FX-100+NLO 	  1395.00 	1,100.00 
Epson FX-80+ 	  950.00 	725.00 
NEC ELF Spinwriter 	  792.00 	679.00 
NEC Spinwriter 2000, 3500, 8800  	call 	call 
Toshiba P351 288 cps 	call 	call 
Epson RX-100+ 	  805.00 	700.00 
64KBI512KB multi I/O butters  	call 	call 
parallel printer cable  

	
85.00 	call 

Apple Scribe printer 	  535.00 	290.00 
call us for the best price on printers 

MACINTOSH 	 Our 

	

R.R.P. 	Price 
Mac Microsoft File/Word 	 @ 330.00 	@ 265.00 
Fat Mac upgrades 	  1500.00 	695.00 
Mac Quickset 	  170.00 	150.00 
Mac ThinkTank 	  210.00 	160.00 
Mac Microsoft Basic 	  248.00 	199.00 
Mac Fact finder 	  295.00 	225.00 
Mac Multiplan 	  325.00 	255.00 
Mac Quartet 	  320.00 	250.00 
Mac Helix 	  560 00 	425.00 
Mac Excell 	  750.00 	450.00 
Mac Jazz 	  899.00 	call 
Mac Business 	  87500 	call 
Mac Office 	  130.00 	call 
Mac HomePak 	  130.00 	call 
Entrepreneur 	  145.00 	80.00 
Omnis 3 	  730.00 	call 
latest Mac software  	call 	call 

MODEMS & ACOUSTIC COUPLERS 
Data NetComm plug-in IBM modems 	 84800 	cal 
DataSat viatel modem 	  595.00 	555.00 
Autolce smart modem 	  300.00 	cal 
Tulpi modems 	  981.00 	cal 
Data NetComm Smart 2123  	call 	cal 
Data NetComm Smart 1200/2400 	call 	cal 
Volksmodem Smart 1200 	  980.00 	cal 
for more modem bargains call us  	call 	cal 

APPLE 
Ext. 80 col. card 	  220.00 	155.00 
Z-80 for 2C  	call 	call 
Zardax II ProDOS 	  300.00 	200.00 
Zardax I DOS 3.3 	  200.00 	150.00 
Sargon III  	75.95 	64.95 
MegaWorks for your AppleWorks 	 199.00 	159.00 
Print Shop + Graphics Library  	call 	105.00 
Flight Simulator II  	89.95 	80.00 
PFS WritelFile/ReportIGraph 	 @175.00 	@144.00 
Turbo PascallTurbo Toolbox CPIM 	 @125.00 	@109.00 
dBase II with disk tutorial CPIM 	 695.00 	525.00 
Friday CPIM 	  400.00 	320.00 
Bank St. Writer 	  12500 	95.00 
Microsoft Basic Compiler 	  604.00 	480.00 
Wordstar Propak GPM Starcard 	 575.00 	440.00 
Epson printer card 	  130.00 	99.00 
Think Tank 2E  	call 	call 
Data NetComm viatel modem 	 980.00 	call 
Auto Ice viatel modem 	  395.00 	call 
Z-80 card + CPIM 	  300.00 	150.00 
Smart Key 	79.95 	call 
Mind Prober  	69.95 	60.00 
Omnis 	call 	call 

CP/M SOFTWARE 
Hi-Tech C Compiler Z-80 8088/86  	300 
Turbo Pascal+ Turbo Toolbox 3.0 	 225.00 
Nevada languages CP/M 80 	65.00 
Digital Research software  	call 
Microsoft software  	call 
Smart Key CP/M80 

	
79.95 

more CP/M 80 & 86 software  	call 

call 
205.00 

call 
call 
call 
call 
call 

Call 

We 

Order 
DISCWARE, 

for specials 
by phone, 

6th 
are open 9 till 

and sales-tax 
Viatel or send 

floor, 3 Small 
6 (Sat morn. 

exempted prices: (02) 212-6933, Viatel 
cheque or money order to: 

Street, BROADWAY NSW 2007 TLX: AA23509 
by appointment) 

For all products not listed call 
(02) 212-6933, or 212-6552. 

"' demo disks available at cost. please enquire.  
Overnight courier delivery $6.00 on most items .  

All products carry full warranty. We support what we sell. 
All products are latest release versions. 
Software from Arcom Pacific, Imagineering, SCA, 
Microsoft, Digital Research, Sourceware, Software 
Source, Intelligence, MicroPro, Ashton-Tate, Sorcim and 
others. 

Prices correct at the time of printing, subject to change 
without notice. 

MasterCard 

DISCWA (02) 212-6933 
Viatel * 778# 
ICL Bulletin * 444# 

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 

  

Super Specials for this month only: 
IBM: Smart Key/ Print 	90.00 this month only $75.00 	Apple: Mouse Calc 	199.00 this month only $165.00 
Mac: Micro floppy disc 75.00 this month only $50.00 	Type Quick 	 77.00 this month only $65.00 

Viatel Mail to: 
221269330 
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RAPID MAIL 
Australia's No.1 
Ribbon Company 

We import, distribute & wholesale 
only the finest quality quality rapid 
ribbons from the best manufacturers in -
France, Japan, W. Germany & the U.S.A. 
Finest quality, Matrix inkings. 
All products guaranteed qualit 

We carry over $1 million worth of stock -
here's a few examples: 

AMUST SP80 multistrike 	  
AMUST '88 matrix 	  
ADLER DRS250 matrix 	  
APPLE imagewriter matrix 	  
B.M.C. SP80 multistrike 	  
COMMADORE SP80 multistrike 	  
COMMADORE MPS 801 matrix 	  
COMMADORE VIC 1525 matrix 	  
COMMADORE PET 8024 matrix 	  
COMMADORE PET 8023 matrix 	  
COMMADORE PET 8300P matrix 	  
COMMADORER PET 4022 matrix 	  
COPAL 80 matrix 	  
C.ITOH 8510 matrix 	  
CENTRONICS 150 matrix 	  
EPSON MX80-FX80 motrix 	  
EPSON MX100-FX100 matrix 	  
EPSON LQ1500 - ERC13 matrix 	  
LOGITECH FT5000 	  
MANNESMAN TALLY 100-110-120-160 matrix 
MANNESMAN TALLY 130-140-180 matrix 	 
N.E.C. 3500 multistrike reversible 	  
N.E.C. 3500 matrix 	  
N.E.C. pinwriter P1-P2 matrix 	  
N.E.C. Pinwriter P3 matrix 	  
NATIONAL PANASONIC matrix 	  
OKI Microline 80-82-83-90-92-93 
OKI Microline 84 matrix 	 
OKI Microline 8300 matrix 	 

14.75 FORDIGRAPH Executive 77 	  9.75 
18.75 QUME IV-7-9-11 multistrike 	  14.95 
14.75 QUME IV-7-9-11 matrix 	  19.50 
14.75 RADIX 10 matrix 	  21.50 
14.75 RADIX 15 matrix 	  24.50 
14.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80-1-2-3-4-5-6 matrix 	  18.75 
14.45 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80 -6-8 matrix 	  16.75 
12.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80 - D.M.P. 200 	  24.75 
13.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80- D.M.P. 401 multistrike 	 13.75 
14.50 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80- D.M.P. 400 matrix 	  16.75 
12.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80 - daisywriter 2 multistrike 	 13.75 
22.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80- daisywriter 2 matrix 	  16.95 
21.00 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80- D.M.P. 100 	  13.75 
14.75 RADIO SHACK/Tandy TRS 80- D.M.P. 200 	  15.75 
14.50 STAR Gemini 10X twin spool matrix 	  8.75 
12.95 RICOH 1300/1600 multistrike 	  13.75 
18.95 SEIKOSHA line printer 80 	  13.75 
16.75 SEIKOSHA line printer 100 	  15.75 
18.75 SANYO ME108 correctable 	  9.75 
	 21.75 SMITH CORONA D300 matrix 	  16.75 

26.75 SMITH CORONA D200 matrix 	  22.75 
18.75 SILVER REED EX55 multistrike 	  16.95 
19.50 SILVER REED EX55 nylon 	  18.75 
19.75 TOSHIBA P1350-P1340-P1351 matrix 	  16.90 
24.75 TOSHIBA 351 matrix 	  16.90 
18.75 TOSHIBA R203 matrix 	  21.50 

 	8.75 TOSHIBA P1010/P1150 matrix 	  14.75 
12.75 TOSHIBA PA7024E matrix 	  14.75 
24.50 WRITEMAN/INFORUNNER matrix 	  17.85 

Delivery charges: SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, BRISBANE = $3.00. ADELAIDE, DARWIN, PERTH = $5.00. 

ALL 
ORDERS 

PROCESSED 
IMMEDIATELY 
ON RECEIPT 

All major credit cards accepted or send Cheque/Money Order to: 

RAPID RIBBON CO. Pty. Ltd. 
83 Longueville Road, Lane Cove 2066 
Phone: (02) 428-3833 Telex: AA74650 

RAPID RIBBON CO. 
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PROJECTS 

Figs 10a & 10b Care should be taken when lifting the pads 

Fig 11 The cleaned board ready for new RAM chips 

them. Make sure you don't take out any-
thing else — you'll have enough of a job 
getting out the 16 correct ones. You can 
use several techniques to desolder these 
devices. If you're using a desolder gun 
you can try sucking the solder from the 
same side as the iron (Fig 7), or, holding 
the board vertically, you can heat one 
side and suck from the other (Fig 8). If 
you're not interested in the continued 
well-being of the 64k RAMs you're 
removing, then you can simply cut the 
legs off them and remove each pin 

separately. You should also clear the 
seven holes where your extra address 
decode circuit will go. 

The Mac printed circuit board com-
prises four layers, with the two internal 
ones carrying +5 volts and ground. Con-
sequently, there will be a significantly 
greater heat-sinking effect when you're 
trying to desolder the power pins of the 
memories (pins 8 and 1 6), so don't be 
surprised if this is the case and it's harder 
to melt the solder satisfactorily. 
Whatever happens, don't overheat the 

pads too much, and allow 'difficult lands 
to occasionally cool down otherwise they 
will lift from the board. 

9) Fig 9 shows the straightening of 
the IC pins under the board to ensure 
that they are not still soldered to the 
sides of the plated through-holes. 

10) Gently work each old memory 
chip from the board. Don't prise 
against the tracking which runs 
under the chips or you'll damage 
them: lever against the edge of the board 
itself. Some holes may still require a little 
heat to loosen the remains of the solder, 
but don't overdo it. Don't forget, be 
careful when lifting the pads (Figs 1 Oa 
and lob). 

1 1 ) This dismantling and desolder-
ing should take no more than an hour if 
you're familiar with desoldering plated 
through-hole boards, but will take 
perhaps twice that if you're not. Either 
way, take your time. You're saving a lot of 
money, but you won't if you rush the job 
and damage the board. 

1 2) At this stage, it's best to clean the 
board with a flux remover. Not only does 
it look nicer, but it will show up any 
damage you might have done which 
would have otherwise been covered up. 
Don't use any old solvent — you might 
take off the solder resist, the screen-
printed component markings and dis-
solve a few connectors in the process. 
Fig 1 1 shows the cleaned board ready 
for the new RAM chips. 

1 3) You can now insert and solder 
your extra address decode circuit into the 
row of seven holes on the left of the 
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Fig 12a Inserting the extra address decode circuit 

PROJECTS 

Fig 12b Working with a sheet of aluminium foil as a base is ideal 

microprocessor chip (Fig 1 2a). Use wire 
links or pins to make the connection, and 
check the orientation of this circuit. Cut 
the track on the underside of the board 
between the +5 volts (square land) and 
the RAM A8 line next to it — this is 
important. A scalpel or sharp Stanley 
blade is suitable. Now insert the new 
RAM chips (don't put the old ones back 
in!) bearing in mind the usual pre-
cautions for dealing with MOS 
integrated circuits. 

Working with the whole board, the 
packaging of the new chips and yourself 
resting on a sheet of aluminium foil is 
ideal (Fig 1 2b). Before picking up the 

iron, make sure all the RAMs are the 
correct way around — a mistake here 
can prove very expensive. Now solder in 
the whole lot, watching out for solder 
bridges between tracks in particular. 
Again, clean the board with a suitable 
flux remover and check for any obvious 
bridges or missing solder joints. Most 
importantly, make sure that no IC legs 
are folded under the chips instead of 
being inserted in the holes. Fig 1 3 shows 
a completed board. 

1 4) When you're satisfied that all is 
well, you can reassemble the Mac by 
reversing the disassembly procedure. 
Take note of Fig 1 4, and ensure that the 

Software 
Duplication 
Are you wasting yourtime... 
Why waste valuable software 
developmental time duplicating 
and packaging your software 
when you should be developing 
the next generation product. 
Consider the advantages: 
TOP QUALITY: We only use the 
highest quality magnetic media 
for our disks and tape. 
LOW COST: Our prices start at 
$2.38 per disk which includes the 
disk and duplication fee. 
CONFIDENTIALITY: All clients' 
products are safeguarded by a 
written copyright agreement. 
CONVENIENT: We offer label 
printing and affixing as well as 
packaging. 
FORMATS: Most computer disk 
formats can be duplicated 
including Apple, IBM and 
Commodore. 
We are the experts. We make the 
marketing of software easy. 

Data 
Transfer 
Whether you are an end user or a 
software supplier you may need 
to transfer system or data files to 
another computer. 
Consider the possibilities: 
Transfer between similar 
operating systems but with 
different disk formats. For 
example Osborne CP/M to 
Morrow CP/M or IBM PC DOS 
to Apricot MS-DOS. 
Transfer between different 
operating systems. For example 
Osborne CP/M to IBM PC DOS 
or Apple DOS 3.3 to CP/M. 
All the popular disk sizes are 
catered for - 

31/2" - 51/4" - 8". 
For worry free data transfers we 
are the experts.  

INDEPENDENT 
SOFTWARE 
DUPLICATION 

3 Park Ave, Westmead NSW 2145 
Telephone (02) 635 0704 

(02) 633 5944 
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L. 

To: Sperry, Northpoint, 
100 Miller Street, 
North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060. 

Please send me more information 
on the Sperry PC. 

NAME 	  
TITLE 	  
COMPANY 	  
ADDRESS 	  
	 P'CODE 	 

r- SPE R IRY 11 	Advancing with Australia 

JL 
Adrenalin 9718 

Showbusiness! 

If it takes you more than an 
hour to take stock you probably need a 
computer. And you can use it for 
accounting, spread sheets, word 
processing and all those other jobs you 
just can't get around to. Whether it's in 
your own business or running a 
department in someone else's, sooner 
or later you'll need a personal 
computer and what you don't know 
about computers, Sperry does. 

If you're in business for 
yourself a personal computer can help 
you grow and make the growing easier. 
If you're part of a larger organisation 
that big mainframe may not be giving 
you all the help you need. 

The Sperry PC can talk to 
Sperry, IBM, plus many other 
mainframes and let you use the 
company's database information for 
your department's needs. It will also 
run just about every piece of software 
designed for the IBM PC. 

Compared to its major 
competitor, the Sperry PC can run 
50% faster, has clearer graphics and a 
keyboard designed for better comfort 
and ease of operation. You'd probably 
expect the Sperry PC to be more 
expensive, but it isn't; in fact it's 
substantially cheaper. 

If your business is small 
enough or your department busy 
enough maybe it's time to put on your 
own show. 

At the touch of a keyboard your 
business is up in lights right there on 
the screen where you can see it. 

For all you want to know about 
the Sperry PC mail the coupon or call 
your nearest Sperry office: 

New South Wales (2) 887 6777 
Queensland (07) 229 6549 
Victoria (3) 267 4766 
A. CT. (062) 47 5222 
Western Australia (09) 321 4991 
Tasmania (002) 23 3433 
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Fig 13A completed board 

Fig 14 Reassembling the Macintosh 

SPECTRAVIDEO ADD-ONS 
PARALLEL PRINTER 
INTERFACES — 
SP101: Plugs into SV318, 328. 
Accepts Centronics cable. 	$87• 
SP102: Plugs into SV601, 602 
Expander—includes printer 
cable 	 4123* 
48K Parallel Printer Buffer 
with copy facility 	 8330• 

STOP 
PRESS1! 

f rom 
only $4 

per title 

Software Authors...Contact us for 
marketing your SV software. 

COMMODORE ADD-ONS 
80 Columncard for CBM64 
includes word processor $185* 
40/80 Columncard VIC20 8185* 
VIC20 EXTRA MEMORY- 
32K RAM, switchable $130* 
84K RAM, inc RAMDISK $189* 
CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE 
for CBM84 & VIC20 	8110• 
as above inc 16K Buffer 	$135* 
•P&P incl within Australia 

FORREST DATA SERVICES 
(09) 339 5087 

P.O. Box 71, Palmyra W.A. 8157 
• Dealer enquiries welcome • 

PROJECTS 

small tags on the back of the printed cir-
cuit board fit into the slots on the main 
frame. Now push back the disk drive and 
power connectors, making sure they are 
properly seated. Tilt the whole computer 
forward and drop the metallised foil 
screen over the rear connectors. Check 
whether the power supply and video 
board which sit vertically to the right 
(viewed from the rear) are seated in the 
slots down the front of the casing. You 
should now be able to slide on the back 
of the case. Make sure no wires are snag-
ging and, above all, don't force anything. 
The five Allen screws can now be 
replaced along with the battery, its cover 
and the reset switch which simply 
pushes back into position. 

1 5)Plug everything back in — mouse, 
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keyboard, and so on — and switch on. If 
there's no smoke, breathe your first sigh 
of relief. Fat-Mac should now be asking 
for a disk. Put one in and shortly after, 
your new, enlarged Mac should be smil-
ing its usual smile and pinging its usual 
ping. Another sigh of relief. Now check if 
all memory is working; use a program 
that you know uses up a lot of memory. 
For example, if you have MacWrite, load 
some text and copy it continually to see 
how soon the computer fills up. 
Originally, this should have occurred 
after only seven or so A4 pages; now it 
should allow you to go much further. If it 
does, go out and celebrate with some of 
the money you've saved. If it doesn't, it 
means that the microprocessor is not 
'seeing' all the extra RAM. Firstly, check  

your additional circuit; and did you cut 
the track between +5 volts and RAM A8 
properly? If there's no response what-
soever from your Mac, you will have to 
check things a little more closely. Look 
especially at the soldering to the RAMs 
and their orientation. 

The finished product 
Don't be put off by some of the more 
dramatic warnings in this article. With 
patience the whole job should not take 
more than a couple of hours, and with 
care should not unduly threaten the 
health of your Macintosh. Apple and its 
dealers, however, will more than likely 
say that the job is too risky — but then 
they would, wouldn't they? After doing 
three upgrades without problems I'm 
convinced that it isn't too risky, although 
I have to add that APC cannot accept res-
ponsibility for any damage caused by 
following this advice. 

END 



INTRODUCING IBM 
Compatible Hi-Res Monitors 

from OUSE" 
The HR 39 and HR 134 Monochrome Monitors are direct replacements for the IBM Model 5151 Monochrome 

Display. The HR 39 features a GREEN phosphor screen, while the HR 134 art AMBER screen. Both monitors plug 
into the IBM Monochrome Display and Printer Adaptor (or compatible) card.  

The HR31 200 Colour Monitor is a direct replacement for the IBM Colour Display. It plugs into the IBM 
Colour/Graphics Adaptor (or compatible) card. The HR31 200 features 0.31mm dot pitch and a black matrix picture 

tube. This special tube reduces glare and enhances RGB colour to ensure superb picture quality.  
All three monitors include a tilt and swivel base. Use your Qubie' monitor as you would the IBM , it will in no way 

affect the normal use or function of your Personal Computer. 

Technical Data - HR31 200 
CRT Size: 	 14 Diagonal (34cm) 
Tube: 	 Black Matrix 
Sync-H. Scan Frequency: 	15 7kHz 

V. Scan Frequency: 	60Hz 
Signal Type: 	 RGB 1: TTL Level Positive 

Sync H/V TIT. Level Positive 
Display Size (H x V): 	 245mrt x 170mm 
Retrace Time (H x V): 	 0.5Ms x 0 4msec 
Resolution: 	 640 x 200 lines 
Input Terminals: 	 9 pin -D-  type connector 
Dimensions: 	 11-(H) x 15-(W) x 13-(D) 

266(H) x 367(W) x 318(D)mm 
Shipping Weight: 	 15 skg 

Models HR 39 & HR 134 

DEALER ENQUIRIES: QuBIE. 
9/62 Blackshaw Avenue, Mortdale, 2223 - Phone: (02) 579 3322 

America's leading distributor of IBM PC accessories is 
now supplying your IBM dealer locally.. . 

Also available: IBM key boards, multifunction memory boards and modems.  

IBM is a registered trademark of the Intemational Business Machines Corporation 

Technical Data  -  HR 39 & HR 134 
CRT Size: 	 12" Diagonal (29cm) 
Phosphor: 	 HR 39 (Green);  HR 134 (Amber) 
Sync-IL Scan Frequency: 	18.432kHz 

V. Scan Frequency: 	50/60Hz 
Signal Input: 	 Video - T11 Level  Positive 

Sync. H  -  TTL Level Positive 
Sync. V - TTL Level Negative 

Video Response: 	 20MHz 
Display Size (H  x  V): 	 203mm x 135mm 
Display Time (H  x  V): 	 44Ms x 18.99msec 
Resolution: 	 Centre  1,000  lines 

Corner 800  lines 
Display Formats: 	 9  x 14 matrix,  2000 characters in 

80  x 25 format 
Input Terminals: 	 9  pin  "D"  type connector 
Dimensions: 	 10.5-(H)  x 15-(W) x 12-(D) 

257(H) x 367(W) x 294(D)mm 
Shipping Weight: 	 11.36kg 

All models: 290V AC/50Hz 



DOT MATRIX PRINTERS OUR PRICE 
INCLUDING 
SALES TAX 

$2 
$60 
$99 

$15 

$800 

$800 

$600 

9.5" printers 
CPB-80 

PX-120 
Logitek 5002 
P88/2 
ENP 1091 

15" printers 
FT7000 

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS 
JUKI 6100 

S P2000 
Sanyo WD1000 
Uchida DWX305 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Disk mailers 
Printer/computer stands 
Computer stand/ 
inc drawer for keyboard 
Disk cleaning kits 

130 CPS, friction/tractor, features as above except for improved 
print head, IBM graphics in ROM, 2k buffer. Dip switch effects 
altered. 
Same printer, different label. 
120 CPS, friction/tractor, longlife ribbon, exceptional paper 
handling, 1k buffer, downloadable character set, IBM PC 
graphics, near letter quality and proportional modes selectable 
from top switches. 

140 CPS, whisper quiet, brilliant near letter quality and propor-
tional, 2k buffer. Best value on the market for wide dot matrix 
printers. 

18 CPS, 13" paper, diablo wheels, parallel port, IBM ribbons, 2k 
buffer. 
15 CPS, 13" paper, diablo wheels, parallel port, 2k buffer. 

Holds 4 disks in slim safety. 
Buff coloured, coated Steel. DESIGNED FOR 15" PRINTERS. 
Buff coloured, ergonomically designed. 

Special low price offer. Application disk cleaning solution, large 
number of applications. 

CITY 10 KM • MORE SPACE 

• MORE PARKING 

• MORE BARGAINSI 

TO CELEBRATE THE OPENING OF 
OUR NEW SHOP JUST OFF 
NEPEAN HIGHWAY IN 
GARDENVALE 

51/4" 	SS/DD $24.90 
51/4" 	DS/DD $29.90 

POSTAGE $1.50 BOX 

GARDENVALE ROAD 15 MINUTES FROM CITY 

5 MINUTES FROM MOORABBIN 

NORTH ROAD 

MOORABBIN 

MARTIN ST 

ONLY FROM COMPAK AND ONLY UNTIL 1ST SEPTEMBER 1985 

TOP GEAR BOTTOM PRICES 

-OMPAK  ; re.=  
nARDENVALE, MELB 3185 

Telephone: 596 7222 

.11 
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WE'VE 
MOVED 

156  
GARDENVALE MELB 318 

Telephone: 596 722'7 
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COPY 
HOLDER 

WITH 
ADJUSTABLE 

ARM 

$33. $19.50 

LINGO PX120 DOT MATRIX PRINTER 
ALSO SOLD AS P88/2 AND LOGITEK 5002 

120 CPS 
Switch Selectable front panel 

Fast 120 cps for drafts. Quality for final copy. 
Italics, superscript/subscript, graph•ics, 1k 

buffer, 5, 6, 8.5, 10, 12, 17 CPI. Definable 
characters. Special long life ribbon (3 million 

characters rating) 
A brilliant new technology creating a fabulous 

new printer. 

Mode 1 120 CPS 
Mode 2 Near letter quality 
Mode 3 Proportional 

165 CPS! 
NAKAJIMA NP 2200 
* Max speed 165 caps 
* Superb "Near letter 

quality mode" 
* Sound proofed! You 

can use it in a busy 
office or in the middle 
of the night! 

* 2K buffer The quick and the 
quiet one! 	FREIGHT $10.00 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

Holds 85 Disks 





JOIN IN 
AND WIN 

One thousand competitors conniving, backstabbing and stooping 
to the lowest tricks to become ruler of the universe 

(and thousands of dollars richer!) 

From Microtex 666 comes the ultimate battle, Australia's largest 
multi-player game with thousands of dollars in prize money. 

Any user of Viatel, whether you use an adaptor or computer 
(regardless of brand), can participate. 

The Great Galactic Conflict is easy to play, 
highly addictive and because there are almost no rules 

it's easy to learn. You will not profit from good luck; 
only through cunning and inspired strategies will you succeed 

This game will test your tenacity, diplomacy 
and treachery to the limit. 

More details soon ... 
but meanwhile get your Microtex 666 subscription now! 

To order please complete this form: 

1 Name 	  

2 Address 	  

	  Postcode 	  

3 Telephone number 	  

4 	Make/model of micro 	  

5 	❑ Please send more information about Microtex 666 

6 	❑ I wish to register with Microtex 666 for the following twelve months, at a cost of $49.95. 

7 	I enclose ❑ Cheque ❑ Money Order ❑ Credit Card 
Please debit my ❑ Bankcard ❑ Diners Club ❑ American Express account $ 	  
Credit Card Number ❑❑❑ ❑❑ ❑❑❑ 000000 
Expiry Date 	  
Signature 	  
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=OMPAK 
Compak Computer Centre 

 

156 MARTIN STREET, 
GARDENVALE, MELB 318 

Telephone: 596 7222 

 

DON'T CHUCK AWAY YOUR PRINTER JUST CHANGE YOUR CARD 
Plugging the NICEPRINT printer card into your Apple II+ 
or Ile or compatible produces brilliant near letter quality 
results from your present printer. You can also choose from five 
fonts actually built into the card. 

Roman font is smart and good for business correspondence. 
Orator is attractive and legible. 
Gothic is pretty nifty. 
Scrl_pt 	gncat ton penzuftak Zattenz. 
Of.DE ENECI43H is reaIlu impressive. 

Each font can be printed with 5 pitches. 
5, 6, 8.5, 10, 12 and 17cps 

.2_ 	t e emz zma.SLI2.Qn usA.th eveny fir end 

No problems m.i..pc.ag fonts on tne s,,Ime line. 
It works with DOS 3.3, Pascal and CP/M. 

1-1 	2- and asubescrip..b 

UNDERLINE  and BOLD for emphasis. 
Graphics dumps, inversion, rotation buit in 

advutA_ printed 	an MX-SO fir, 0_h. NICEPRINT and 
andax. 
This is what the MX-80 prints l'He with the Niceprint 
features switched off! 
N10EPRINT works with the DT-80, CP-80, PX-80, 
DT-100 series of printers from Shinwa as well as the MX-80, RX-80 
from Epson. Gemini and Star codes are supported. It also improves 
the NP-2200, Olympia NP-165, PX-120, Logitek 5002 and many 
more_ 

TheExecutive 816 
We believe this to be the best value on the market today. 
Twin drives that hold a total of 1.6m/bytes storage. 
A brilliant software package including a fine Word-
processor/Spelling checker, the full IMS accounting package 
of debtors, creditors, stock and general ledger. A data base. 
A club membership system and a project costing system and 
a programme to charge out time spent in a business based 
on different rates for different employees. And to cap it all 
the brilliant Supercalc Spread sheet. 
Only $2,599 including tax. 

Both are truly portable work stations. You can work at your office, at home or even on your 
clients premises. You can carry them in the car or on the plane. And you won't get a hernia. 
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Memorandum  To: 
Serious Computer users 

Date: Aug. '85 
From: Compak 

comp.,„ 

Re: Choosing a C
omputer for accounting purposes 

We know the difference between capital and revenu, open item and balance forward debtors, cash flow and profit. We can talk business as well as bytes. 

If you need to make graphs write text and develop spread sheets from information you put 
in your own data base then your best option may well be an IBM work-alike such as our 
fabulous Logitek PC 1600. 
Many accountants and businesses 

just 
have no need for 

that 
type of sophistication. 

Separate programmes are available for CP/M computers that are of the same 

calibre as 

those for IBM type computers. At a fraction of the price too! Cornpack sells 

computers designed for accountants and businessmen on the move. They are just as good a buy as a work station for your and 

or secretary tool 
Institute of CharterePhilip 

Feldman  Accountants 
(England & Wales) 
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The Logitek PC/XT by Kaga Denshi 
of Japan 

• Significant savings in every configuration 
• Japanese reliability 
• Fanatical quality control 
• Almost total hardware and software compatibility 
• Knowledgable local support by Compak 
• 6 months full guarantee on parts and labour 
• Optional multi-user capability 
Interfaces: Parallel printer, 2 serial, RGB colour, Composite video. 
The Logitek PC 1600 runs all major IBM PC packages such as Symphony, Lotus 123, DB II, DB 
Knowledgeman, Wordstar, Microsoft Word, etc. etc. 
With every computer you also get a free suite of integrated programmes covering debtors, creditors, stock and 
general ledger. The system is designed in Australia for Australian conditions and practices. More than 2000 
installations are already up and running! Come and see it and you will understand why. 
Compak also includes a Word-processor, Data base and Spread sheet all wrapped up in one well designed package 
called the Electric desk. The computer is supplied with PC-DOS 2.1 and FORTH 8.3. 

Package 1 Package 2 Package 3 Package 4 
Memory 512K 512K 512K 512K 

Drives 
5.25" floppy D/sided, 360K 2 2 
Internal hard disk 10 m/byte 
formatted (Teac) 1 1 

Monitor Amber high-res Kaga Vision 3 Amber high-res Kaga Vision 3 
Package prices inc tax $4394 $4963 $6628 

Ill, Framework, 



MAGNABIZ 
THE AWARD WINNING SMALL 

BUSINESS MONEY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE NEEDS OF 
THE SMALL BUSINESS PERSON 

TELLS YOU IN JUST 20 SECONDS 
• How much you owe, to whom and for how long 
• How much is owed to you, by whom and for how long 
• Your profit and loss position, today or any day in the past 
• How much you have spent on any product or service 
In fact, any financial information on just about any aspect of your business. 

MAGNABIZ uses no accountancy jargon — it takes the brains out of the accountant and 
puts them into the computer. 
Written by a business teacher — no previous accounting knowledge is required — even 
beginners can use it! 

WHAT DO RESPECTED REVIEWERS SAY ABOUT IT? 
"There has been a gap in the accounting software market between simple cashbook programs and complex, 
full-blown accounting systems. There's been nothing for the person operating a small business, who just 
wants to keep the books up to date and in order without getting into complicated calculations. MAGNABIZ 
fills that gap very creditably." Judging Panel, Australian Software of the Year Awards. 

"I felt I actually learned something from the manual . . . In fact I'm contemplating buying the system for 
myself." Les Bell, YOUR COMPUTER. 

"MAGNABIZ is in effect a perfect money management system for small and medium-sized businesses." Phil 
Ward's BUSINESS NEWSLETTER. 

"Eric Akroyd set out to produce a program for the businessman which is as easy to use as a vacuum cleaner 
—and as useful to him as a vacuum cleaner is to his wife . . . judging by the MAGNABIZ program I tested — he 
has succeeded." Sue Robinson, the AUSTRALIAN. 

Runs on IBM and IBM compatibles, the NEC APC 111, & specially reduced version on 
Sharp PC5000. 

Recommended retail 
price for full system $775.00 Available at leading computer outlets — dealer 

enquiries welcomed. 
For further information telephone 

MAGNABIZ SYSTEMS 
on 

or cut out the coupon below and send to.. 
	 (02) 412 3470 

1=••=• •Wr 	 ,=•• 	 =.11. 	 YON. 	 MIN=M •••=1 • 	 4• 	 •ININ• 11•• OMNI= 11.• 	IMMM .MX=11 	 •MMIIMM 	 40 

1 
I 	 MAGNABIZ SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 510, Chatswood, N.S.W., 2067 

Please send me further information about MAGNABIZ 
I 	NAME 	  ADDRESS 	  
I 	 TELEPHONE 	 HARDWARE 	  
I 
1 	(MAGNABIZ SYSTEMS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ilehead Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 510, Chatswood, N.S.W., 2067) 
L--- ••••• ele ammo .mil• /. • 4. AD 	OEM =MEP err MIIII - .. 	immb 	as 4.. •••=w 4m. ••• am 41, ••• 	•• 	almm.. 4. 4.1 
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Top of the barrel Software 
at bottom of the barrel prices 
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s, Chemists and Computer Shops 
Rof low 
Computer Software Pty. Ltd. 	 Factory 4, 22 Edelmaler Street, Bayswater 3153, Victor. 

154-158 Beach Street, Frankston, Victoria, 3199 (03) 783 9366 
	

(03) 729 0688 
(Dealer enquiries welcome) 
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CHECKOUT 

Menu number 	 :3 : 
Response number 	:0 : 
Line 	:5 : 
Text 	 •* GENERAL LEDGER MAIN MENU * 

Menu number 	 
Response number 
Line 	 
Column 	 
Text 	 

:3 : 
:1 	: 
:7 : 
:25: 
:1. Print financial reports 

For those who have reached the hair pulling stage, 
and those who suspect that they may not be 
far from it, dTOOLKIT could be the answer 

to many of your problems. 

An example of screen display on dMENU program 

TR Dia GilliZOORIMIPTWOMEI 	)PO Box 21, Lyneham, A.C.T. 2602 : (062) 474460 

dBASE II Users are laughing 
Now they have 
dTOOLKIT 

Containing many dBASE III facilities & more 
• dLIBRARY- OBJECT CODE ROUTINES: 

Arrays, extra 256 Memory Variables, 
dBASE III Data Facilities, Amount in 
Words, DOS Type, Soundex Codes, 
Check Digits, Random Numbers, SQRT, 
Tolower, Capitalize, lsalpha, Encrypton, 
compression...and Many More. 

List 	$55.00 

• dBASIC - FUNCTIONS: 
Process dBASE II Data and Index Files 
using CB80 or CB86 Compiled BASIC. 

List 	$45.00 

• dFIX - UTILITY: 
Fix Corrupted Data Files 

List 	$40.00 

• dMENU - 
- dBASE RUNTIME MENU SYSTEM: 
Maintenance Routines, Menu Hierarchy, 

Security. 	List 	$40.00 

*CP/M-80, CP/M-86, MS-DOS, PC-DOS 
'depending on disk format 

TOTAL PACKAGE $99 

Available from: 
The Computer Trader, 

3 Bowen Crescent, 
MELBOURNE, 3004 
Telephone Orders: • dCRYPT - UTILITY: 

Encrypt and Decrypt Data Files 
List $30.00 	(03) 266-1995 

applause. 
dBASIC enables you to write source 

programs in CBasic compiler code. This 
makes for speedier operation and helps 
to overcome some of the inherent 

limitations of dBASE II. Access to 
facilities such as arrays, longer and more 
numerous variables, and more than two 
files open simultaneously are some of 
the improvements. 

Conclusion 
There is little more to be said about this 
package, as much of its usefulness is in 
the doing. Not being a professional 
dBASE programmer myself, I decided to 
show the package to some colleagues to 
hear their views. One was absolutely 
ecstatic, while the other said he would 
never use it. Not entirely sure who to 
believe I can only say that I found it a 
great help. Had it been around sooner it 
may or rather would have saved me 
many headaches with rescuing files to 
begin with, not to mention creating 
hasty menus. 

dTOOLKIT is an essential extension of 
dBASE, and as it is well documented on 
the disk itself, does not require any great 
amount of reading to use. My version 
was running on PC-DOS, and is also 
available on MS-DOS, CP/M-86 and 
CP/M-80 formats. 

dTOOLKIT costs $99 and is 
available from The Computer 
Trader, 3 Bowen Crescent, 
Melbourne, Victoria 3004. 
Telephone (03) 266 1995. 

AUSTRALIAN SOFTWARE 

DEMONSTRATION AVAILABLE 
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER 
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WRITING..PLANNING..PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT..TIME MANAGEMENT.. 
BRAINSTORMING..PRESENTATIONS.. 

BULLETIN BOARD..FILING..OR 
A HIERARCHICAL SCRATCH PAD FOR 

ORGANISING YOUR IDEAS 

.-61E1MBA GOACCHIEF-6 
FOR THE APPLE II® SERIES 

A RELATIONAL TEXT DATABASE 
WITH EVERY WORD A KEYWORD 



How Manzanita 
turns g's into 
accountants 

Welcome to the world of superior 
business accounting software. The 
Business Accountant produced by 
Manzanita can handle every aspect 
of running your small to medium 
size business. It includes a 
comprehensive General Ledger, 
Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable and Inventory Control 
program which can be run 
separately or as a total integrated 
system. Written specifically for 
Apple Ile, Ile, The Business 
Accountant takes full advantage of 
these sophisticated computers. It is 
easy to learn and to use and will 
provide the control you need to 
improve your bottom line. We hope 
you are convinced that The 
Business Accountant is Superior 
Software, but don't take our word 
for it, ask your dealer for a demo 
TODAY! 

Like Magic. 
Manzanita Apple IIe/He 
Accounting Software 
Distributed through 
the Apple dealer 
network by 

- 
0
'W 

rAlt • 
41110111• 

diiii 	 
B.U.5.I•TA).A•R•E 

\AIIVA DIVISION OF 021 SOFT PTY. LTD 

Call (02) 211 1266 for your nearest dealer 
about a free demonstration. 

WORKS 641 
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Twice is not enough — the third episode in the Ultima story kicks off this month's selection of the best 
games around for the Commodore 64, Atari and Spectrum. Stephen Applebaum is your intrepid fall-guy. 

mostly friendly towns, a party is likely to 
stumble across one of the many 
dungeons dotted over the land. 

For the most part a dungeon is 
depicted as a now-familiar 3D maze. 
Although they are dangerous places, and 
hold death for unwary travellers, the 
dungeons are often a source of help and 
players will have to visit them if they are 
to complete Ultima III. 

The greatest problem facing the 
explorer are the other nasties that 
inhabit the land. Most of these will 
engage you in combat, so you have to 
make sure that all your characters are 
armed with either weapons or magic. 

A battle is depicted by a special com-
bat screen, showing both the player's 
party and their assailants. Skirmishes 
often involve hand-to-hand combat as 
well as spells being thrown back and 
forth. 

If you see that one of your characters is 
going to die, it is best to restore the game 
and go back to your last saved position. 
Although this sounds drastic, it is a good 
idea because when a character is killed, 
the program wipes it from the playing 
disk completely, making you one man 
short. The only way to return the group to 
full strength is to start the game from 
scratch. 

Unfortunately, I can't describe the 
whole of Ultima III as it's such a complex 
adventure. I hope, however, that this 
small taster has been enough to whet 
your appetite for more. 

The witching hour 
GAME: Cauldron 
MACHINE: Commodore 64 
SUPPLIER: Melbourne House 
PRICE: $19.95 

'Hubble, bubble, toil and trouble ... no, 
this isn't Shakespeare Corner, but rather 
a way of introducing Cauldron, an 

For a little 
peace . . . 
GAME: Ultima III: Exodus 
MACHINE: Commodore 64, 

Atari 

Traveller, beware — something stirs in 
the land of Sosaria. The hard-earned 
peace, fought for many moons ago, has 
been shattered by a devouring evil. Once 
more the sound of Orc drums, banished 
from Sosaria with the fall of Mondain and 
Manax, has pierced the calm air, striking 
terror into the hearts of the happy and 
prosperous subjects of Lord British. 

Little is known about the new pro-
tagonist, the only clues are the babblings 
of a fright-stricken old man, an incom-
plete cloth map and the word 'Exodus', 

scrawled in blood on the deck of a wrec-
ked ship. As you are the chosen one, it is 
up to you to make sense of these cryptic 
clues and banish the evil from Sosaria 
forever. 

The quest starts with the player defin-
ing a number of characters who will fight 
for Lord British. Up to 20 individuals can 
be selected from the five races that 
inhabit Sosaria: Human, Elf, Dwarf, 
Bobbit and Fuzzy. 

When all the characters have been 
chosen, they can be divided up into 
groups of four. These 'parties' are far 
more reliable than a single, loner charac-
ter as all the members are able to rely on 
each other, making them collectively 
stronger in battle. 

The land of Sosaria is vast and con-
tains many towns (usually the first stop-
off point) where armour, weapons, food 
and other provisions can be bought, and 
snippets of information gained from 
some of the inhabitants. As well as the 
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impressive new game from Melbourne 
House. 

Cauldron begins outside a pleasant 
little cottage situated in an idyllic forest. 
Everything would be perfect if it were not 
for the bats, ominously flapping about 
above the trees, and the appearance of a 
witch at the cottage's front door. With 
the aid of a joystick the witch can be 
made to take flight on her broomstick 
and, darting through the night sky, 
embark on a quest to become the Hallo-
ween witch-queen. 

The only way our friendly hag can 
become queen is by gathering up six 

ingredients which, when mixed together 
in her cauldron, will defeat the reigning 
Pumpkin king. Unfortunately, all the bits 
and pieces needed to complete the spell 
are scattered throughout several 
underground caverns, all the entrances 
to which are locked. Luckily, the keys to 
open the doors have been dropped and 
are lying around, ready to be plucked by 
the nearest passing witch. 

Unless you are a dab hand with a joy-
stick, you will find Cauldron very difficult 
to master. 

Below ground there are just as many 
hazards. To get to an ingredient our 

heroine must bounce from rock ledge to 
rock ledge, avoiding various flying 
objects which threaten to put an end to 
her dreams of holding a ghoulish 
court. 

Cauldron is one of the few games 
which is graphically on a par with some 
of the better software produced in the 
States. The witch looks impressive, 
zooming across a moonlit sky, while the 
house, complete with thatched roof and 
smoke wafting from its chimney, is a real 
joy to look at. 

Time out 
GAME: World Series Baseball 
MACHINE: Commodore 64, 

Spectrum 
SUPPLIER: ISD 
PRICE: $29.95 cassette 

If you are tired of playing American Foot-
ball and Mr Wimpey leaves a bad taste in 
your mouth, take a look at World Series 
Baseball, a "new' Imagine game based on 
a butch version of rounders. 

WSB is for one or two players and 
should excite even the most weary 
games player. The playing area is dis-
played as a view overlooking a massive 
sports stadium dominated by a large 
video screen. A game starts with each 
team running onto the field and taking up 
their positions, either batting or 
fielding. 

The player taking the part of the 
pitcher (bowler) can pitch a ball in one of 
eight ways, depending on the direction 
of the joystick. For instance, pushing the 
stick forward and pressing the fire but-
ton releases a 'high ball', while the 
opposite produces a low ball. 

Once a player on the opposing team 
has decided to make a run, the fielder can 
try to get him out by throwing the ball to 

one of his team-mates who then touches 
the appropriate base with the ball. Of 
course, a player can also be caught 
out. 

Batting is rather more diffiolt than 
fielding. When a ball is bowled to your 
man, the giant video screen shows an 
enlarged side-on view of the ball flying 
towards the batter. Even with this feature 
I still found myself either swinging the 
bat too early or too late, and generally 
missing the ball. 

A nice feature is the 'crowd pleaser' 
sequence where a line of cheer leaders, 
pom-poms and all, runs onto the pitch 
sporting the colours of the home team. 
After a swift jig they run off to be 
followed by the two teams. 

World Series Baseball is a game which 
should keep most people happy. I was 
disappointed with the unimaginative 
sound effects, but on the whole they 
were compensated for by the unusual 
display. 

Musical construction 
GAME: Rock 'n' Bolt 
MACHINE: Commodore 64 
SUPPLIER: Imagineering 
PRICE: $29.95 

Rock 'n' Bolt is a complex puzzle based 
around a building site. As Louie, a con-
struction man, you have to face the 
challenge of erecting a 100-storey build-
ing. The only way to complete the job in 
quick time and so collect a nice fat 
cheque at the end, is to rush around with 
your blueprints, bolting the monolith 

together, girder by girder. 
A practice mode has been included to 

allow you to take as long as you like. 
Harder levels have set time limits in 

which to complete a floor; any longer and 
Louie goes through a strange process 
of disintegration. 

While fixing the girders together Louie 
can pick up a wage bonus by landing on 
gold bolts, or even gain an extra life by 
touching a green bolt. 

Rock 'n' Bolt is a deceptively simple 
game on the surface. In play the story is 
very different, and it doesn't take long 
before you're sweating with the frustra-
tion of not being able to return to the lift 
to reach the next floor. If frustration leads 
you to give up Rock "n' Bolt, just sit back 
and listen to the great music. It'll soon 
fire your enthusiasm. 
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Tax Exempt 	Tax incl. Tax Exempt 
DBase II 	 $ 555.00 	S 555.00 	DBase III $ 695.00 
Lotus 1-2-3 	 $ 695.00 	S 695.00 	Lotus Symphony $ 845.00 
Wordstar 	 $ 535.00 	S 535.00 	Wordstar Professional $ 695.00 
Electric Desk 	 $ 445.00 	S 445.00 	Supercalc Ill $ 435.00 
Open Access 	 $ 835.00 	S 835.00 	Rbase $ 575.00 

MONITORS 
NEC Colour Monitor 12" RGB/TTL 	 $ 785.00 	S 925.00 	NEC Green/Amber 12" Monitor $ 295.00 
Kaga Green/Amber 12" Monitor 	 $ 280.00 	S 345.00 	Zenith Green/Amber 12" Monitor $ 245.00 
Kaga Green/Amber 12" Monitor TTL HiRes 	$ 295.00 	S 345.00 	Zenith Green/Amber 12" TTL HiRes $ 295.00 
Kaga Denshi RGB Monitor PAL 	 $ 520.00 	S 625.00 	Kaga Denshi RGB Monitor Type 2 610.00 
Kaga Denshi RGB Monitor Type 3 	 $ 784.00 	S 920.00 	Kaga Denshi RGB Monitor Type 4 $ 990.00 
RGB Video Cable Aquarius, IBM etc. 	 $ 	35.00 	40.00 

PRINTERS 
DT100 	 - 80 Column Printer 100cps Friction/Tractor/Graphics $ 395.00 
FT5002 	 - 80 Column Printer 100cps N.L.O., Proportional Friction/Tractor/Graphics $ 485.00 
cxeo 	 - 80 Column Printer 120cps Colour Printer with Apple Interface $ 420.00 
Riteman Plus 	- 80 Column Printer 120clis Graphics $ 520.00 
lineman Blue 	- 80 Column Printer 140cps IBM Compatible $ 642.00 
Star Gemini 10X 	- 80 Column Printer 120cps Friction/Tractor/Graphics $ 395.00 
Star Gemini 15X 	132 Column Printer 120cps Friction/Tractor/Graphics $ 595.00 
N.E.C.P2 	 - N.E.C. Pinwriter P2 Parallel $1195.00 
Printer Cable 	- Printer Cable to suit IBM Compatibles $ 	45.00 

DISKETTES 
SWS60 Diskette Box-60 Disks Cap. 	 $ 	30.00 	S 	36.00 	DX-085 Diskette Box - Capacity 85 $ 	39.60 
Diskettes (Per Box 10) - Valuelife 	 $ 	35.00 	S 	40.00 	Diskettes (Per Box 10) - Datalife/Xidex $ 	39.00 
Diskettes (Box 10) - Valuelife DSDD 	 $ 	47.00 	S 	55.00 

Tax Incl. 
S 695.00 
S 845.00 
S 695.00 

435.00 
S 575.00 

S 345.00 
S 275.00 
S 345.00 
S 735.00 
$1190.00 

S 475.00 
S 590.00 
S 495.00 
S 625.00 
S 760.00 
S 475.00 
S 695.00 
$1435.00 
S 54.00 

$ 48.50 
S 45.00 

WESTERN TECHNOLOGY 
Shop 3 - 2 Clark Terrace, Seaton, South Australia. 5023 Tel. (08) 458-777 
16 BIT PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS 
ASI102 - 	Aquarius PC - 16 Bit Personal Computer 128K. IBM Compatible, Superboard, Dual Drive 

includes Colour or Monochrome Video Board, Disk Controller with Parallel Interface & MSDOS 
ASI601 - 	Aquarius PC - 16 Bit Personal Computer 128K. IBM Compatible, Single Drive 

includes Colour or Monochrome Video Board, Multifunction Board, Disk Controller & MSDOS 
ASI502 - 	Aquarius PC - 16 Bit Personal Computer 256K. IBM Compatible Dual 327K. Drives 

includes Colour or Monochrome Video Board, Multifunction Board, Disk Controller & MSDOS 
ASI504 - 	Aquarius PC 16 Bit Personal Computer 256K. IBM Compatible 327K. Drive & 10 Mbyte. Hard Disk 

includes Colour or Monochrome Video Board, Multifunction Board, HD/Disk Controller & MSDOS 

PERIPHERAL CARDS - IBM COMPATIBLE 
CG8001 - Colour / Graphics Board PAL & RGB output, RS120, Light Pen Interface 
CGP001 - 	Colour / Graphics Board with Printer Port 
CMP001 - Colour / Graphics Board / Monochrome Board with Printer Port 
MGB001 - Monochrome / Graphics Board high resolution, graphic capability, single parallel port 
500541 - Slimline Disk Drive, Double Sided, Double Density 327K. Formatted 
DCB541 - 	Disk Drive Controller Board 
DIB541 - 	Disk Drive Controller Standard with RS232 Port, Parallel Port & Real Time Clock 
HSA712 - 	Miniscribe / Oubie 10 Megabyte Winchester Hard Disk, Slimline 
11011001 - Hard Disk Adaptor, Connects Winchester Drive & CPU, controls maximum two 5.25" hard disks 
HFA001 - 	Hard Disk / Floppy Disk Controller Board 
MFB256 - Multifunction Board with 256K. Ram, RS232 port, parallel port & real time clock 
MFB384 - Multifuriction Board with 384K. Ram, as above, fully populated 
RM512 - 	512K. Ram Expansion Board 
8087 - 	8087 Maths Co-Processor 
RS232C - Serial Board for Telecommunications 

- Serial Board with Real Time Clock 
RS23itir - Serial Board with Printer Port 
PI001 - 	Parallel Printer Interface Board 
GMB001 - Game I/O Board 
JYS612 - 	IBM Compatible Joystick, auto centering switchable 
SPS135 - 	Switching Power Supply - cooling fan built in, 135 Watts 
SPS150 - 	Switching Power Supply - cooling fan built in, 150 Watts 
AKI600 - 	IBM Compatible Keyboard, Detachable, ASCII, rated 50 million Keystrokes, 10 Function Keys etc. 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 

	

Tax Exempt 	Tax incl. 

	

$2095.00 	$2475.00 

	

$1950.00 	$2350.00 

	

$2290.00 	52695.00 

	

$3595.00 	SS995.00 

	

375.00 
	

S 445.00 

	

400.00 
	

S 480.00 

	

455.00 
	

S 550.00 

	

350.00 
	

S 415.00 

	

325.00 
	

S 395.00 

	

135.00 
	

S 189.00 

	

425.00 
	

S 495.00 

	

195.00 
	

51425.00 

	

525.00 
	

S 625.00 

	

545.00 
	

S 650.00 

	

595.00 
	

S 715.00 

	

675.00 
	

S 795.00 

	

695.00 
	

S 790.00 

	

465.00 
	

S 540.00 

	

160.00 
	

S 195.00 

	

185.00 
	

S 205.00 

	

215.00 
	

S 245.00 

	

120.00 
	

S 135.00 

	

80.00 
	

S 96.00 

	

55.00 
	

S 89.00 

	

165.00 
	

S 205.00 

	

195.00 
	

S 235.00 

	

225.00 
	

S 270.00 

TERMS - PAYMENT WITH ORDER - BANKCARD WELCOME 
WARRANTY - NINETY DAYS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE 

Contacts - Mike Greer (08) 458-777 
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ACME SOFTWARE 
FULFILLS ALL YOUR 
COMMUNICATIONS 
REQUIREMENTS IN 

ONE PACKAGE. 
WITH THE 

MICROMODEM III AND 64 TALK 
MICROMODEM III 	 only $299 

• 300/300 and 1200/75 Baud 
• Connects directly to Commodore 64 (or VIC20) RS232 

Adaptor available. 
• Latest LSI design for reliable communications. 
• Australian designed and manufactured. 
• Telecom Approved — Approval No. C85/37/1261 
• FREE Trial subscription to MICROTEX 666 and 

S.T.A.R.S. databases. 

64 TALK 	 $79.95 
• Plug in cartridge for instant and easy use. 
• VIATEL and TERMINAL modes. 
• Download software (including Microtex 666) to tape or 

disk and transfer to other users. 
• Full control over Terminal characteristics including 40 

and 80 column display. 
• Save and load screens from tape or disk 
• Print screens or workspace. Select high resolution or 

ASCII printer routines. 
• Save workspace and environments. 
• And more . . 

ACME 1 SOFTWARE 
• 

AVAILABLE FROM . . . 

N.S.W. Computer Spot Sydney (02) 235 2455 Parramatta (02) 635 6020 
Computer Wave Sydney (02) 29 1631 

Vic. 	High Technology Richmond (03) 429 1966 Brighton (03) 596 6211 
A.C.T. Steves Communications Fyshwick (062) 80 4339 
S.A. 	I.D.N. Computer Systems Mile End (08) 352 7573 

CYBEX Computing 121 Tynte St Nth Adelaide 
W.A. Bruining Headlam Leederville (09) 381 2988 Backgammon Shop City Arcade (09) 321 2932 

Garden City (09) 364 9430 Carousel (09) 458 8846 Waraboona (09) 349 9591 Belmont (09) 478 1115 
Northern Computers Balcatta (09) 344 7120 

ACME SOFTWARE 
PO Box 3, Brighton North, Victoria, 3186. Telephone: (03) 596 6732. 
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SYSTEM WIDE FEATURES UPDATE 
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WORD PROCESSING 1.12DNIE 
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SPREADMEET UPDATE 
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DeAs UPDATE 
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PROGRAMMING 

Adventures in in text 
compression 

RAM limit is constantly a restriction on applications that store substantial text in memory — 
but there are solutions. Here, Peter Finch explores the attraction of text compression. 

Why does the world use eight bits to 
store each character? History, in par- 

th
icular IBM's choice of an 8-bit byte more 
an 20 years ago, has led to an industry 

standard. (Some mainframe and mini 
manufacturers, for example Control Data 

I and DEC, still use 6-bit characters, but 
-nese only provide 64 possibilities and 
..us exclude lowercase letters.) In the 
- ,,o world the ASCII (American Stan-

' :-.•i Code for Information Interchange) 

i, , Lharacter set with its 95 printed charac-
.Lers is the standard, but eight bits pro-
'cies 256 potential variants, 161 of 

— och ASCII does not use. 
Hence the attraction of text compres-

ko. The trouble with most methods 
though, is that they are usually sophis-
ticated algorithms requiring, for 
instance, large memories, disk-based 
dictionaries, or considerable processing 
power. For adventure games, or 
applications that store substantial text in 
memory (for example, word processors), 
users of home micros such as the Com-
modore 64 need something simpler. 
Firstly, they need more text for their 
RAM, so providing good compression 
with a small overhead for the storage of 
the program and any associated 
workspace and data. And secondly, they 
need fast unpacking of the compressed 
text. Fast packing is also advantageous, 
but text tends to be looked at more often 
than it is updated. This is certainly true 
for adventures. 

Program objectives 
INTu. 
	::.f-t.er some thought and experimentation 

-4tti character-counting programs, I 
'Nne up with the following require- 
,,r ts for the text compressing pro- 
=ms,in this article. 

arr-'• 

1 Full ASCII 95-character set 
2 Newline, ASCII code 13. (Some 

machines use a code for carriage return 
followed by a newline code.) Without 
newline, the text would have to have an 
implicit line length and short lines would 
have to be extended on the right up to 
this length, thus wasting those bytes we 
are trying to save. ASCII characters and 
newlines (and no others) are assumed to 
be the only contents of the file. 

3 End-of-text (EOT) marker. Although 
not essential, such a marker is extremely 
useful in any text manipulation. It is 
much easier to have a pointer to text to be 
printed rather than having both pointer 
and length. 

4 Permit some redundant codes so 
that readers can add their own codes: for 
example, maths characters or colour 
control characters. 

5 Programs should be written in 
Basic, which is compact and allows 
readers to modify the program to their 
own needs and writing style. 

6 Minimum code and table over-
heads, especially for the unpacking 
program. 

7 A goal for text compression of 2/3: 
that is, for 20k RAM, you can store 30k 
characters of text. 

I excluded dictionary-based systems 
because of their need for lots of memory 
either in RAM or on disks. Next I inves-
tigated Huffman codes (see the article 
'An introduction to Data Compression' 
by Harold Corbin, Byte, April 1981), a 
compression technique using a variable 
number of bits per character. But the pro-
gramming overhead is significant since 
you have to program with bitstreams, 
which means that the decoding program 
has to examine the input file bit by bit to 
decide whether or not it has looked at  

enough to decode a character. 
Then an article by J Pike (Journal of 

the BCS, vol 24 p324) prompted me to 
look at 4:8-bit representation of charac-
ters. The 4:8 approach allows you to pro-
gram using 1/2bytes, which is easy and 
quick. A statistical analysis of other 
articles showed that the goal of % com-
pression was obtainable. 

The approach 
My basic approach was to use four bits to 
represent blank (or space) and the nine 
most frequently-used characters (in my 
case, 'aeiorstl n', which, with blank, make 
up 70 per cent of my text). All the other 
characters, plus newline and EOT, stay at 
eight bits. 

Fig 1 shows how to interpret a 4:8-bit 
compressed code stream. For codes 0 to 
9, the character is as given. Codes 10 to 
15 give one of six subtables, each giving 
a range of 16 ASCII characters. The 
following four bits state which value in 
the subtable to use, and newline and EOT 
are mapped onto codes 32 and 127. 

I came up with two programs, Pack 
and Unpack, in two different versions to 
match different applications. The file-
oriented versions, printed here, are suit-
able for large amounts of text. The other 
versions, intended for text in RAM such 
as in most adventure games, are simpler 
— just remove the references to the 
files. 

Typically, for the Pack program, input 
will still be from a file but the com-
pressed text will be stored in RAM. For 
the Unpack program, input will come 
from an array in memory. Output will be 
to the screen with a PRINT. 

The Pack program, shown in Fig 2, 
takes a standard text file from disk in 
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The Package 
Cat Computer (Cat X-7500) 
Disk Drive (Cat X-7505/6) 
Disk Controller (Cat X-7510) 
R.F. Modulator (Cat X-7550) 

Usual Cost 

Package price 49 
save over $230! av 

$699.00 
$349.00 
$149.00 
$34.90  

$1231.90 

99 

Packaged Cat 
The Altogether.. . 
Perfect Package! 

There's huge savings on the Packaged Cat! We've put 
it all together, computer, disk drive, etc... Everything you'll need in a 
personal colour computer! Plug it into your TV/Monitor and you're 
in business. Take advantage of this special package offer — you'll 
save over $230! 

The Cat's the only computer at this price to give you 
advanced features, such as: 
• 64K RAM standard 
• Typewriter format with numeric pad and 81 full-stroke keys. 
• 8 programmable function keys 
• Maximum colour graphics resolution — 560 X 192 pixels 
• Inbuilt Centronics, cassette, and joystick ports. PLUS Bus 

interface, cartridge socket and connector for RS-232C serial 
adaptor. 

The Cat has an incredible range of software options. And it's 
also software compatible with most programs for the Apple II series. So 
there's no end to the availability of top quality programs! Take advan-
tage of our special Packaged Cat - Save money! You'll wish you were 
home - so you could get the Cat out of the bag.  

Monitor 
shown 
not 
included 
in package 

New Cat Software 
GHOST BUSTERS. Cat X-7701. Paranormal activity. Laser stream 
throwers. The Temple of Zuul. A zillion ghosts! $39.95 
ULTIMA II. Cat X-7709. Travel through space and time in this master-
piece sequel to Ultima. $79.95 
PRINT SHOP. Cat X-7710. Automatically designs and prints greeting 
cards, stationery and banners. $74.95 
LODE RUNNER. Cat X-7711. Spellbinding action as you recover the 
Bungeling booty. 150 different puzzles & screens! $49.95 

Cheap software limited stock! $19.95 each 
THRESHOLD. Cat X-7703. Space game - pilot the Federation fighter. 
APPLE CIDER SPIDER. Cat X-7705. Perils in the cider factory 
SAMMY LIGHTFOOT. Cat X-7707. Challenge on the trapeze. 
MR. COOL. Cat X-7708. Hot new game - hop to avoid the heat! 

TM 
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PROGRAMMING 

the buffer were half-full on entry, it will 
be on exit. 

Each time around the main loop (lines 
480-590), the program reads in a byte 
and checks to see if it is one of the nine 
letters or a blank that can be compressed 
to four bits. If so, PROCOUT4 is called. 
Otherwise, if the character is legal (a 
newline ASCUU 13 or in range 32-126), 

PROCOUT8 is called. This loop ter-
minates when the end-of-text in the 
input file is reached, when the special 
end-of-text code of 127 is written to the 
output file. 

The Unpack program is shown in Fig 
3. Since it is intended to be short, it is 
written in a compact style with short 
names and only RE M s at the start of the 

4 bit code Immediate character ASCII char in range 

	

0 	Blank 

	

1 	 a 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

	

10 
	

32- 47 

	

11 
	

48- 63 

	

12 
	

64- 79 

	

13 
	

80- 95 

	

14 
	

96-111 

	

15 
	

112-127 

Fig 1 Interpreting a 4:8-bit compression code stream 

format and compresses it to 
another disk file. 

It uses the following variables: 
AV%(126-97), a vector containing an 
integer value for ASCII characters from 
97-126. This allows a rapid check of 
these characters (mainly the lowercase 
letters) to see which have a four-bit code: 
A non-zero value gives this code; C%, the 
byte from the input file; A%, the code 
from AV% if the character C% is in the 
range 97-126; IC% and OC%, counters 
of input and output bytes; OB%, a byte-
sized buffer to prepare a byte for output; 
-)BE, a Boolean flag, true if output byte 
offer OB% is empty; T$, name of file; 

CR%, contains the subtable index, and 
CL%, contains the subtable number. 

Looking at Fig 2 in more detail, lines 
260-290 initialise the scalar variables, 
310-380 set the values in vector AV%, 
'rid 390-450 open the input and output 

after requesting their names. 
two procedures PROCOUT4 and 

PROCOUT8 output a 4-bit character or 
't character respectively. The first will 

/rite a byte to the output file if the 
output buffer is already half-full, 
PROCOUT8 always outputs a byte, but if 
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PROGRAMMING 
listing, so that these can easily be 
deleted. Without the REMs, it uses about 
270 bytes. 

The variables are as follows: A%, 
Boolean flag saying whether four bits are 
available for decoding, or if another byte 
must be read in; E%, Boolean flag — true 
if at end of input text; 1 %, integer hold-
ing the current four bits being decoded; 
C%, integer holding the byte just read in; 
and R%, integer holding the right-hand 
four bits of C%. 

Lines 100 to 130 initialise Boolean 
variables, and open the input and 
output files. 

The function FNB returns the next four 
bits to be decoded. Each second time 
that it is called it reads in a character, 
under the control of the variable A% 
which is flip-flopping between true and 
false (line 250). 

Each time around, the main loop (140-
210) makes a call to FNB (line 1 59) and 
if this value is less than or equal to nine, it 
directly outputs the relevant character. 
Otherwise it calls FNB again to get the 
value in the subtable and calculates the 
ASCII value to be output (line 170). Line 
180 checks for the end-of-text code and 
line 190 for the end-of-line. Line 200 
outputs the ASCII character, and the loop 
continues until the end of the text is 
found. 

Repeated characters 
The algorithm in Fig 1 reduces all these 

blanks to four bits, except those on the 
end of a line which are truncated. Further 
compression can be achieved by 
introducing a special code to represent 
multiple consecutive blanks. Some spare 
codes exist. Those 8-bit codes corres-
ponding to the 4-bit letters are not used: 
for example, the letter 'a' has the 4-bit 
representation 1, hence its ASCII value 
97, in the subtable with the range of 
values 96 to 111, is spare. This could be 
used to represent a 'repeated blank' 
code, and the following four bits would 
be a count of how many blanks had been 
compressed; thus 12 bits (four for sub-
table + four for position in subtable + 
four for blank count) could replace 16 
blanks, or even more depending on the 
compression rule used. The Pack pro-
gram would now have to count the 
blanks and if there were more than three, 
then this repeated blank character would 
be used. Similarly, any repeated charac-
ter can be copied but an extra byte would 
be needed to state which character was 
being repeated, so the effective gain is 
lower. 

The disadvantage of this sophistica-
tion is that the Pack and Unpack pro-
grams become longer, which may cancel 
out the benefit of having better text 
compression. 

Simlified alphabets 
One way to get an improvement in text 
compression without complicated cod- 

ing is to cut down the character set used. 
For a particular application, for example 
an adventure game, it may be sufficient 
to use a 76-character set, made up of 26 
upper-and 26 lower-case letters, 10 
digits, blank, EOT, and 12 special charac-
ters. Then only four subtables, giving 4 x 
16 = 64 characters are needed, with 
blank and 11 characters being short-
ened to four bits. The gain here is fairly 
small. With my texts, I would expect my 
compression to improve from 66 per 
cent to 63.5 per cent. 

The Sphinx adventure from Acornsoft 
begins with the following text: 

'You are on the top of a mountain. In 
the distance a small building can be 
seen. All around you is dense forest. A 
road leads north. There are exits to the 
north, south, east and west.' 

The Pack program reduces this text 
from 183 to 117 bytes. Admittedly this 
is a simple text without many special 
characters or capital letters, but it is typi-
cal adventure game text and does give a 
compression of better than 64 per cent. 
The RAM version of the Unpack program 
expands and prints this to the screen in 
1.6 seconds. 

10 
20 
30 
-10 
50 

REM 
REM. 
REM 
REM 
REM 

Program 	 Pack 
Author 	 P. M. Finch 
Version 	1.5 	July 	1984 
PROGRAM SUBJECT TO COPYRIGHT 

60 REM Object o+ program 	Tex 	Compressien 
70 REM 
80 REM Coding rules 
90 REM ist 	4 	Bits: 
100 REM O. 	9: 	Space and 9 Common Chara( t er 5 ( aeiorstln) 
110 REM 2nd 4 Bits: 
1 	 0 REM 10..15: 	6 	sub 	Lables 	6,4 	c:) 	h 
1 REM 
110 REM order 	0 	1 	Li 	5 
150 kEM code 	10 	11 	12 	1 	14 	15 
160 REM hex 	I 	Et 	C 
170 REM from 	32  48 64 80 96 112 
180 REM 
190 REM to 	47 	63 	79 	95 	1.:1. 1 	127 

200 REM 
210 REM SubTable is Given by 	(Char-32) 	DIV 16 
2:20 REM ocft 	is this 	10 
230 REM N.B. 	32 is used 	•+ or 	newli'le and 	127 i 	)r. 	en Li 	c.) 
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Please send me all the information you have 
on the remarkable 1212 Modem. 

Name 	  

Position 	  

'Iblephone 	  

Company Name 	  

Address 	  

P/code 	  

Fill in this coupon and send it to CASE 
Communication Systems Ltd. 

L- 

Why don't you answer us back and ask 
for all the information on this remarkable 
money saving product? We'll send you 
all the details and no nonsense. 

CASE 
Case Communication Systems Ltd. 
1-3 Rodborough Road, 
Frenchs Forest, NSW, 2065. 
Sidney (02) 451 6655 
Melbourne (03) 5297644 
Brisbane (07) 391 8288 

If you want to talk to a 
computer talk to Case 

THE CASE V22 MODEM. 
Rings up, answers back 
and won't take any nonsense 

The CASE 1212 is the first of a new 
breed of Intelligent Modems. It 
incorporates in one amazingly compact 
unit a 1200 bps Full Duplex Dial-up 
Modem with Error Correction plus 
Integral Auto-Dial and Auto-Answer 
facilities. And you can get all these 
features for little more than the price 
of a dumb modem. 

If you're communicating over the dial-
up network the 1212 enables you to do 
so more effectively and efficiently. The 
Automatic Error Correction features 
prevent link errors causing data loss or 
corruption; ensuring only clean data is 
handled by your computer system. 

The Auto-Dial and Auto-Answer facilities 
allow you to set up calls, transmit and 
clear-down completely under computer 
control, at any time of day or night 
without requiring manual intervention. 
Now you can cut your communication 
costs by using off-peak tariff rates. 

Multiplexers, Modems, Data Concentrators, Error Correctors, 
Auto Diallers, 'Iblex Interfaces, Data and Message Switching 
Systems, Ibrrninals and Printers. 

AD 6495 
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PROGRAMMING  

240 REM 
250 REM Initialisation 
260 IC%=0 	' 	Input Counter 
270 OC%=0 	' Output Counter 
280 OB%=0 	' 	Output byte buffer 
290 OBE%=1 	' 	One 	(true) 	if output buffer is empty 
300 DIM AV%(126-97) 
310 FOR I%=97 TO 122 
320 READ C$ 
330 IF C$<>"" THEN AV%(I%-97)=VAL(C$) 
340 NEXT I% 
350 REM This DATA statement permits flexible redefinition' 
360 REM of the set of 4 bit characters 
370 REM 	a bcde fghi 	jkl 	mn o pqr s t uvwxyz 
380 DATA 1„„2„„3„,8„9,4„,5,6,7,„„„0 
390 REM 	Open files 
400 INPUT 	"Name of 	input text 	(Default.is A.TXT)",T$ 
410 IF T$="" 	THEN T$="a.txt" 
420 OPEN T$ FOR INPUT AS 1 
430 INPUT "Name of output text 	(Default 	is P.TXT)",-' 
440 IF T$="" THEN T$="p.txt" 
450 OPEN T$ FOR OUTPUT AS 2 
460 ' 
470 REM main loop 
480 ' 
490 C$=INPUT$(1,1) 
500 IF EOF(1) 	THEN GOTO 590 
505 C%=ASC(C$) 
510 IC%=IC%.4-1 
520 IF C%<33 THEN 570 
530 IF C%<97 THEN GOSUB 790 : GOTO 590 
540 A%=AV%(C%-97) 
550 IF A%=0 THEN GOSUB 790 ELSE GOSUB 690 
560 GOTO 590 
570 IF C%=32 THEN A%-0: GOSUB b90: GOTO 590 
580 IF C%=13 THEN C%=32:60SUB 790 ELSE PRINT "Ignore input Char "C"/.. 
590 IF NOT EOF(1) 	THEN GOTO 480 
600 REM 	End of Text - Finish off 
610 C% 	127 
620 GOSUB 790 
630 CLOSE 
640 PRINT "Input and Output Counters";IC%:0C% 
650 PRINT 	"Compression 	is 	":OC% / 	IC%100; 	"%" 
660 END 
670 ' 
680 REM This procedure called to output a 4 bit character 
690 REM Known as PROCOUT4 
700 IF OBE% THEN OB%=A%*16 : 	OBE%=0 t RETURN 
710 REM full 	byte ready to be sent 
720 OB%=0B%• .4- A% 
730 PRINT#2,CHR$(0B%); 
740 OBE%=1 
750 OC%=0C%-1-1 
760 RETURN 
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LASERJET 
FOR QUALITY 

Spellbinder/Scientific uses the full 
power of the H.P. LaserJet printer to 
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of exam papers, technical 
documents, letters, manuals... 
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FOR PROOFS 
Fast draft copies at the same size 

as LaserJet 'Top Copy'. And 
the quality isvery useable 

for many applications. 

Kind regards, 

Arthur S. Binder 
Technical Editor 

Spellbinder/Scientific is available for IBM PC 
(and true compatibles), and HP 150 touchscreen. 
Scientific printers: Epson MX, FX series, 
Itoh 8510, Sante< 700, HP LaserJet and (soon) 
Toshiba P13,0 series. 

P.O. Box 311 
BONDI JUNCTION 

NSW 2022 
(02) 389 6388 
TELEX 176752 
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TEAC Floppy 
Disk Drives 
From the Exclusive Australian 
Distributors at Unbeatable Prices 

FD-55 Series 	 Starting at $142 plus tax 
51/4" Floppy Disk Drives 

FD-35 Series 
31/2" Micro Floppy 
Disk Drives 

C
Electrical 
Equipment 

'Limited 
Measurement & Control Division 
Unit C, 8 Lyon Park Road, 
North Ryde, NSW 2113 
Phone (02) 888 9000 Telex 22692 
Melbourne (03) 429 1122, Adelaide (08) 272 3588 
Perth (09) 275 6655, Brisbane (07) 44 4801 EEL 4.85 

TEAC 

MODEL CAPACITY CONFIGURATION 

FD-35A 250 Kbytes Single sided 40 track 

FD-35B 500 Kbytes Double sided 80 track 

FD-35F 1Mbyte Double sided 160 track 

FD-55A 250 Kbytes Single sided 40 track 

FD-55B 500 Kbytes Double sided 80 track 

FD-55E 500 Kbytes Single sided 80 track 

FD-55F 1Mbyte Double sided 160 track 

FD-55G 1.6 Mbyte Double sided 160 track 

*FD-55GF 
Hi-density 	1.6 Mbyte 
Normal density 	1 Mbyte 

'Switchable between high and normal density. 

Double sided 154 track 
Double sided 160 track 

The big 
software package 

with the small 
price tag. 

Information •••••..... 
Business Manager 
is a complete 
accounting package 
suitable for most businesses and 
compatible with 8 and 16 bit micro 
computers (all those with CP/M or 
MSDOS available). 

Totally developed in Australia, 
Information Business Manager 
performs the following accounting 
functions 

• Accounts Receivable 
• Accounts Payable 
• Stock Control 
• Order Entry/Invoicing 
• General Ledger 

Available at leading computer outlets 
New dealer enquiries welcome 

• ReaIEstataeisSoystOthemer  
• Insurance Brokers System 

available
1rogrammes 

• Software written • written to your 
specifications 

 

Information Unlimited 
specialists in cost effective business solutions 

2 Prospect Hill Road,Camberwell Vic. 3124 
Telephone (03)813 3022 813 3077 

AAwo3  

Modules for 
- membership 
- accounting 
- word processing 

TOTAL SYSTEM 
Hardware & Software 

from $3995 
Software modules also 

available seperately 

Select from leading brands 
IBM, AWA Corona, Sanyo, 
NEC, T.I., Epson and others. 

&Ware: 
(07) 892 4318 (07) 892 4121 
FREEPOST 2 
P.O. Box 50 Yeronga, QId. 4104 
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DitotitimmA 
THE COMPUTERIZED CHURCH RECORD SYSTEM 
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE FOR YOUR CHURCH 

TM NITS .nc 

Specialising in software for Christian Service 



Direct connect. Plugs into User Port of your 64 and draws its power from there. 
(Adaptors for other computers available). Includes 3 months sub to STARS 
encyclopedia and 6 weeks sub to MICRO 666 (Commodore database). Cartridge 
software $79. 

SEN DATA direct connect modem 300+1200/75... $299 
Connects directly to your phone socket and has its own handset. Plugs staight into 
your 64 and does not need connecting cables. Software included FREE! 

IMINIOIMEMEMEMIN 
FLASH! '85 with built-in ON/OFF switch 	 $175 INTERCEPTOR SUPABASIC 	  $35 
FLASH! SX64 version 	  $175 SPEED BASIC 
NUMERIC KEYPAD 64/VIC-20 	  $99 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER LISTER 	  $199 
SMITH CORONA daisy wheel Printer 	  $495 
INTERFACES for 64/128/VIC 	 12 itinerant from 349 
RS232 OE LUXE INTERFACE 	  399 
MSD Single Drive.all metal 240 volt 	  $499 
MSO Double Drive, the best 240 volt 	 $1295 
SKAI newest, with in-built power 	  $399 

Disk/Tape $29 
ULTRA BASIC 64 	  Disk/Tape $65 
TURBO EXTENDED BASIC 	  Tape 549 
SIMON'S BASIC 	  S69 
BLITZ! Fastest Compiler of all 	  599 
COMMODORE'S PETSPEED 	  589 
6502 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT CASSETTE 	 $29 
CODE-PRO 64 	  589 
SPRITEMASTER 	  335 

We normally have about a dozen different printers. 
15 or so word processors, 20 or more spreadsheets 
and databases and about the same number of 
accounting systems, but have room to list only 
some of the more popular here. 
Ring (03) 700 2451 at any time for more details. 
IIMMLEIMEIMI=M11=1 	11011MEIMIE 
STARTER KIT for programmers 	  Disk $25 PRINTER GRAPHICS UTILITY 	 Disk/Tape $25 
10 Great programs. including word processor, mailing list, basic 64 DOCTOR 	  345 
programming primer, 6502 intro. sound and sprites. 	1541 PHYSICAL EXAM 	  $85 
TRAINING KIT how to write programs.. Disk/Workbook $29 RABBIT 'busts copy protect, loads tape fast) 	 $85 
How to get the most from your keyboard, how to use your disk ARROW (C64/VIC-201 faster still 	  $85 
drive effectively, how to write your first BASIC program. 	EPYX FASTLOAD Cartridge (3+ faster) 	  $49 
32 PROGRAMS 	  Disk/Book $25 AUTOLOAD/DIRECTORY Cartridge 	  $39 
The hook alone retails for 529.95! 32 useful programs already EDUMATE LIGHT PEN Best, says RUN 	  $49 
on disk to save you the chore of punching them in. Book also EDUMATE w/. Peripheral Vision 	  979 
gives you exercises in how to change them. A vitel follow on to BANNER MACHINE makes long printouts 	 Disk $89 
the above or to Commodore's introduction To Basic. 	PRINT SHOP cards, logos, letterheads, etc 	 Disk $65 
ALL THREE OF THE ABOVE 	  $69 P/SHOP LIBRARY Hundreds of designs 	  $49 
COMMODORES INTRO TO BASIC.. )2 Tapes 8 Book) $29 TATTS 40 or how to win a million 	  $85 
EDUCATION 1 	  (Disk or Tape) $25 ANIMAL PEDIGREE US Kennel Club approved 	 $13585  

IVAN BERG EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE HSC.. Tape $29 ASTROLOGY PROGRAM (also IBM/Apple) 	 $85 
EDUCATION 2 	  (Tape or Disk) $25 GENEALOGY PROGRAM 664 names 	

 $ 

C64 EDUCATION TAPES (All 113 for 3200) 	 $15 VOICE MASTER synthesises your own voice 	 $99 
COMMODORE TYPE RIGHT 	  Disk 329 SUPER VOICE MASTER with voice recognition 	 
ION TYPING TUTOR Australian Produced 	 II/T $25 CURRAH SPEECH 64 two tones 	 $$169 90  
TYPE ATTACK Learn to type while playing 	 Disk $39 COMPUTER MECHANIC log + car maint. guide 	 S19 
TYPING TUTOR/WORD INVADERS (111C-20) 	 539 MIND PROBER (also IBM, Apple Macintosh 9691_ 649 
SARGON CHESS 3 (IBM 575) 	  Disk $49 CASSETTE INTERFACE and DUPLICATOR 	 $79 
SARGON CHESS 2 Plays at seven levels...0339. T 535 RAECO SCREEN DUMP 	  $59 
COLOSSUS CHESS 2.0 	 Disk 539, Tape  535  PAINTMASTFR/W+G graphics i/face 	  $99 
GRANDMASTER 	  Disk S39 64 K MEMORY EXPANSION for 64 and VIC 20.... $299 
EPROM Cartridge Case 	  $39 PAGEMATE Text holder 	  939 
IMIIMIMMIMME11 11 
GENERAL LEDGER TOTL's newest compiled 	 $89 
TIME/MONEY MANAGER 	  $69 
TOTL Time Management rated 4 stars .... (VIC 5451 929 
TOIL Home Accounting 	  $69 
CONTINENTAL Home Accounts 	  579 
ABRACALC HOME MANAGER + SPREADSHEET 	 $37 
PERSONAL ACCOUNTANT 	  S34 
CASH CONTROLLER 	  $24 
EXPENSE MANAGER 	  $19 
dialog TRANSACT book keeping system 	  545 
dialog INVOSTAT invoices and statements 	 $45 
dialog STOCK-AID stock control inventory 	 545 

IBM COMPATIBLES 
DISKETTE SAFE, lockable, 100 capacity 	  $29 
COMPUCOVER Plastic protective cover 	  $29 
MAE 64 Macro/Assember 	  $85 
VIC-TREE for programmers 	 VIC $99, C64 $149 
X-REF 64 	  Disk $49 
FORTH 64 	  $99 
PASCAL 64 	  $99 
01 ASSEMBLER 	  $22 
PROGRAMMERS AID 	  T $29 D $32 
MACHINE CODE TUTOR 	 2 Tapes 8 Bek $49 
ZEUS Assember 119 commands) 	  $35 
C64 MOTHERBOARD (w/-reset). 3-way $85. 5-way $189 
SYNTHY 64 Companion Albums 	  $19 
VIC-20 4-way motherboard 	  $89 

TOTLWRITER (incl d/base, mail etc.) 	  $99 
dialog OFM DATABASE 	  $45 TOIL TEXT Enhanced. Best word proc. of all. ...... $59 
dialog DATABASE + MAIL LABEL 	  $49 TOIL SPELLER works with EasyScript, Bank Street... $45 
TOIL DATABASE "RUN" says Best Buy 	  $99 FLEET Fast, 40, 80, cols 	  $135 
SUPERBASE 64 July '85 version 	  $169 HESWRITER 	  Cartridge $55 
SUPERBASE STEPPING STONES 	  $29 INSTA WRITER 	  Cartridge $39 
TOTL MAILING LIST/LABEL 	  Disk/Tape $45 SOFTSMITH 	  $49 
THE MAILER 	  Disk $49 EASYSCRIPT 64 	  $09 
EASY MAIL by Commodore 	  $69 OMNIWRITER/OMNISPELL 	  $95 
CHARTIST Stocks 8 Shares prints graphs 	 $149 QUICK BROWN FOX 	 $99 
CHARTPAK 64 	  599 TOIL KEYWORD CROSS REFERENCE 	 $45 

Tape $39 LETTER WRITER 	  Tape $22. Disk $25 

	

$85 HOME DIARY 	  Tape $22, Oink $25 
$55 

COMPUTER STOCKS AND BONDS 	 
COMMODORE'S EASY CRC 	  
HES TIME/MONEY MANAGER 	  AD PREPARED 10/7/85 

AUTOCALC 64 spreadsheet 	 Disk $59, Tape $55 
Suitable for any application involving extensive manipulation of data and formulae, 
from financial planning to investment analysis, from market research to sales 
forecasting, from scientific or engineering calculations to technical analysis. Copes 
easily with trigonometrical functions, paranthesis and Boolean logic as well as 
totalling and averaging and accepts complex conditional statements. You can 
choose column width or number of rows, numerical format, etc. to suit your purpose. 
2,000 cells. Full replicate facility. Data can be SAVEd or printed out. Comprehensive 
instructions plus practical demonstration program. Easily best value-for-money. 

All these programs, written for the IBM Pc and XT, have 
been tested in the versions we sell to run on Commodore's 
new PC-10 and PC-20. They should also run on all other 
IBM compatibles, since they are the latest editions with all 
the early bugs removed. Because we've just opened this 
division, you can be sure that what you buy is brand new 
stock and not tired old programs that have been sitting for 
a year or more on a dealer's shelves, and we can get really 
good prices because our supplies come from the same 
sources we already use for the large quantities of other 
Commodore software we sell. 
BUSINESS MANAGER 	 $540 
Over 1000 already in use throughout Australia. Fully 
integrated, ready to use accounting system. Includes 
stock control/inventory, Accounts Receivable and Payable 
and General Ledger. Menu driven and easy to use. OTHER 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE: Pay Roll, Real Estate, Property 
Management, Insurance Brokers etc. 
COMPLETE POINT OF SALE SYSTEM 
Operates a cash drawer, keeps track of your stock, laybys, 
COD, controls debtors, provides sales analysis, profit 
margins by product, department and/or branch. Prints 
receipts, statements, etc. at the time of the transaction. 
316 XT IBM COMPATIBLE 256K ... $2950 
512K with dual 360K drives, RGB, composite and mono 
output, all the standard features PLUS $2,250 of 
VISICORP software FREE! Buy this powerful IBM XT 
workalike and get VISIWORD, VISISPELL, VISICALC, 
VISITREND, VISIDEX, VISIPLOT and MS. DOS free! 

TO ORDER, SIMPLY PHONE 

J Chambers Computer Supplies (03) 700 2451„c885  48-52 Monkhouse Drive, Endeavour Hills, Melbourne, 3802. 
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COMMODORE HEAVEN 
No games but everything else stocked at discount 
prices. We directly import 100 different lines and also 
deal with all the usual warehouses. Let us show you how 
your 64 can become a powerful business machine. 

1200/1200 and VIATEL acoustic coupler 	 $199 
With RS232 interface and software for Commodore, BBC, Amstrad or Spectrum 
included, Telecom approved both here and UK. 

AUTO DIAL, AUTO ANSWER MODEM 300 baud .... $199 
With VIP terminal (usually $99 from Commodore) included FREE! Not Viatel. Full half 
duplex. Plugs into User Port of your C64, C128 or VIC 20 and draws its power from 
there. Direct connect to the phone service. This and Compute's Gazette program 
lets you run your own Bulletin Board. 300 baud. 

300/300 and 1200/15 modem ACME 	$299 

TAIHAHO Commodore/Apple DRIVES 	 $495 
Top quality all metal disk drives that will run BOTH Apple and Commodore disks. 
Complete with all plugs and 20-line parallel cables to connect to all plugs to your 
C64 or C128. Switches let you choose Device No.8 or 9 and Normal, Write Protect or 
Override Write Protect. Single drive can be expanded to double by purchase of 
additional drive for $355. Complete with regulated 240 volt 50Hz power supply. 
SINGLE DRIVE, with power supply, cables and interface for C64 	 $495 
DOUBLE DRIVE, with power supply, cables and interface for C64 	$850 

OLYMPIA NLQ 160 cps 	  $599 
EPSON NLQ PRINTER with Commodore i/face . 	$475 
GEMINI workalike PRINTER (proportional lettering). $399 
All the features of the famous Gemini PLUS lots more graphics and proportional 
spacing. It's 1,100 words per minute but actually almost 7% slower than the Gemini 
(which now sells for $150 more). Both Commodore and IBM graphics. 

BUSICALC 1 .559 .Busicalc 2 S75. .Busicalc 3. .399 
MAGPIE famous British database, now for C64 	 599 

64 ACCOUNTING PACKAGE ...... .... 	. 	$159 . 
TOTL's newest lightning fast machine language version (new in day 1985).  includes 
stock control and printing of invoices and statements. Dates, postcodes, etc. select-
able for Australia or US. All programs load from a master menu. Balance-forward sys-
tem. Invoices allow both taxable and non-taxable items and screen prompts and 
printed output headings can be customized to fit any business. This and the Taihaho 
disk drive make your 64 a powerful business machine available. 

SOFTWARE DESIGN ACCOUNTS . ... 	. $125 
Software Design Inc. Will do all the books of a business.  and.  Print.  reportsp . 	but not 
update inventory. Excellent review in COMPUTEPs Gazette (November 1984). 



PROGRAMMING 

770 ' 
780 REM This procedure is called to output a 8 bit character 
790 REM Known as PROCOUT8 
800 OC%=0C%+1 
810 REM Set C% left and c% right 
820 CL%= 	(C% 4i 	16) 	+ 8 
830 CR%= C% AND 15 
840 IF OBE THEN RRINT#2,CHRS(CLA*14+CR%); 	: RETURN 
050 REM output buffer is half 	full 
260 OB%=0B% + CL% 
870 PRINT#2,CHRS(08%); 
330 OB%=CR%*14 
890 REM flush buffer 	if. 	out 
900 IF C%=127 THEN PRINT42,CHR$(U: 
910 RETURN 

10 REM Program 	UnPack 
20 REM Author 	P.M.Finch 
30 REM Version 1.5 	July 1984 
40 REM PROGRAM SUBJECT TO COPYRIGHT 
50 REM 
60 REM Object of program : Expansion of Compressed text 
70 REM 
100 A%=1 
110 OPEN np.txt" FOR INPUT AS 1 
120 OPEN "e.txt" FOR OUTPUT AS 2 
130 I%=0 	' 
140 ' Top of Loop 
150 	GOGUb 240 : I%=B% 
140 	IF 1%<=9 "THEN PRINT42,ASC(MID$(" aeiorFAAnn.I%+1,11):: GOTO 210 
170 	GOSUP 240 : 0%=(I%-8)*16+B% 
ISO 	IF 0%>126 THEN E%=1 : GOTO 210 
190 	IF 0'4=32 THEN OY.=13 
200 	PRiNIff2,CHRI:(0%); 
210 	IF E%,',>1 THEN GOTO 140 
220 CLOSE 
230 END 
240 ' Function named FNB 
250 IF A%=1 THEN A%=0 ELSE A%=1 
240 IF A% THEN B%-=-R% ELSE C%=ASC(INPUT$(1,1)): R%=C% AND 15::e%=C% ',1 'IL 
270 RETURN 

If you are about to purchase a COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE to access Telecom's Viatel Videotex Service, our solu-
tion will untie your PC and also save you heaps of $$$$$$$'s at the same time. 

DATA SAT's V2123 Viatel package is Telecom authorised not only for the IBM PC but all MS-Dos machines including: 

The TELE-PC, TANDY's 1000, The IBM PC, SPERRY's PC & OLIVETTI's M24. 
AUTO ANSWER & AUTO DISCONNECT FUNCTIONS AT 300 bps ARE STANDARD 

FULL COLOR EMULATION USING THE STANDARD IBM color board 

The package comes complete with: • Intelligent color MS-Dos software • Microprocessor controlled modem • Premium 
push button telephone 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY.- $596.00 rrp incl tax 
For more information call — 	SYDNEY: (02) 525 6688 MELBOURNE: (03) 529 3899 	PERTH: (09) 328 6522 
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Version Price 
Z80 CP/M $250.00 
MS-DOS 2.xx $300.00 
CP/M-86 $300.00 
Z80 and 8086 $475.00 
Manual only $ 25.00 
Delivery $ 	8.00 

0AL/st 

AUSTRALIAN 
SOFT\cVARE 
DIVISION 

Execution Compilation Program 
Compiler 	Time 	Time 	Size 

HI-TECH C 14 105 4500 
Lattice C 17 111 14000 

= 

The leading edge of Software Technology 

111 ~-11-ECIE1 C 
An Australian developed C Compiler that runs rings 

around the opposition. 

Features: 
• Compiles Full V7 C — including 

enums and structure operations 
• Produces fast, compact code —

outperforms all competitors. 
• Complete I/O library 
• Source for libraries included — no 

royalties 
• Easy to use — one command 

compiles, assembles and links 
• Powerful debugging tool included 
• Command line I/O redirection 
• FAST floating point 
• Locally developed and supported 
• Supports ROM-based software 
• Includes MACRO assembler, linker 

and librarian 

There are many C compilers now available for the 
Z80 and 8086 (or 8088) processors; the quality 
ranges from terrible to quite good, and not all 
are available for both processors. Now there is a 
wholly Australian-developed compiler which 
outperforms all the others in all areas. HI-TECH 
C produces smaller, faster code than any other 
compiler for these processors, has a better user 
interface and provides features which are 
optional extras with the others. Furthermore, HI-
TECH C delivers what we promise; although 
there is no such thing as bug-free software, we 
do not release unreliable products. 

This is a solid production-quality compiler now 
being used by government departments, major 
Australian companies and many small companies 
and individuals. It is available for the Z80 and 
8086/8088 processors, running under CP/M-80, 
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (or PC-DOS). 

Whether you are a commercial software developer 
or a hobbyist wanting to learn the most popular 
small-system language today, HI-TECH C can 
provide the answers to your needs. 

Z80 BENCHMARK (2Mhz Z80) 

Program: Primes (Eratosthene's sieve) 

Compiler 
Execution 

Time 
Compilation 

Time 
Program 

Size 

HI-TECH C 40 100 4153 
Whitesmiths 60 420 15745 
C/80 63 140 3584 
Aztec 78 144 9168 

8086 BENCHMARK (IBM PC under MS-DOS) 

Program: Eight Queens 

PO BOX 103, ALDERLEY, 4051, QLD. 
PHONE: (07) 38 3852 

Also available: 8085 and 6809 cross-assemblers 
	 Bulletin Board (07) 38 6872 
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The proliferation of personal computers 
in homes and offices over the last few 
years is the direct consequence of the 
never-ending search for increased pro-
ductivity and improved communication 
by people around the world. 

Although many facilities exist today 
that help the user type a letter, calculate a 
cheque or obtain a list of groceries, few 
possibilities exist to enhance com-
munications needs. Mail has been the 
'basic means of communication of 
millions for more than a century. The tie-
in of mail and the personal computer 
would seem a natural evolution, but alas 
that is not the case. 

Electronic mail companies do exist 
today; their service is a highly needed 
one and, in most cases, efficient. 
However, for most users electronic mail 
is something that resembles a mailbox. 
User A sends a letter to user B who, upon 
looking at his 'electronic' mailbox, reads 
the contents of the letter. Users do not 
know what actually takes place and how 
the letter goes from one place to another 
in the mailbox. All they have to do is dial a 

Operation Menu 

1 = Send Message 
2 = Get Message 
3 = List Users 
4 = Exit 
5 = System Setup 
6 = Display Data Base 

Enter Action? 

Fig 1 The operation menu 

	LCOMMUNKATIONS  

Return 
to sender 

A mystique prevails over the exact workings of 
an electronic mailbox. Peter Vekinis presents his own 

mail database program which thoroughly illustrates 
the procedures involved. 

number, connect the personal computer 
to a remote computer system and send 
the letter after signing on. It seems that 
some kind of mystique prevails over 
the operation. 

The program in Fig 3 illustrates in a 
pedagogigal way how an electronic mail 
program works. Although the program is 
mainly intended for illustrative purposes 
it can be used for on-site mail, and is 
designed in a way that permits easy 
expansion. 

In use 
Type the program into an appropriate 
computer (an IBM PC is ideal).When the 
program starts it asks for the date, and a 
menu appears from which the user is 
asked to select a function. The menu 
accepts various entries, each corres-
ponding to a unique action as shown in 
Fig 1. Since this is the first time the pro-
gram is run, press the '5' key, followed 
by the Enter (RETURN) key. This takes 
you to the system set-up code which will 
set up the required files used by the 
program. 

Enter the password 'peter' as in Fig 3, 
or the password you have chosen, and 
the program will ask you for the number 
of sectors which indicates the maximum 
number of lines (each up to 80 charac-
ters long) the mail database can contain 
at any time. Type 100 and press 
RETURN. Then type in the name that you 
would like to call the mail database, and 
the system file will be initialised as 
shown by an appropriate message on the 
screen. 

The program will then initialise the 
actual mail data file in a specific way 
called the 'sector availability sequence' 
(SAS), as well as keeping you informed 
of the sector being initialised. 

The user list or directory is set up next, 
which requires you to enter the mail sys-
tem users' names. You can enter a name 
up to 30 characters long, although only 
the first four are significant. When the 
names are entered, enter the name 'END' 
which signifies the end of the user list; a 
maximum of 20 names may be entered. 
The program has now finished the 
initialisation of the required files and you 
are taken back to the main menu. 

To send a message, press the '1' key 
followed by RETURN and the program 
will ask you for the name of the message 
which may have up to 30 characters of 
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text. The screen will be cleared and the 
program will wait for your message 
entry. The message is normally com-
posed of lines which are terminated by 
the RETURN key, as on a typewriter. 
When the message is finished, the 
sequence "[@@@]" must be typed, 
which tells the program that the 
message entry is finished. 

The user name must then be entered, 
which is a name that corresponds to one 
of the names entered in the user direc-
tory. At this point the program will return 
to the main menu and wait for another 
command. 

To see the message on the user list, 
press the '3' key followed by RETURN 
and the user list will be shown. You will 
notice that the 'Cnt=' field of the line dis-
playing the user's name selected shows  

the number '1', which means that one 
message is actually tagged to that user. 
Also, the Total cnt=' entry also has '1' as 
this is the first message. 	• 

To read the message, press '2' after 
returning to the main menu: this takes 
you to the program part that reads 
messages for each user. Assuming that 
you are the target user, enter the user 
name used as the target name in the 
send operation, and the system will try to 
find the message. If you have entered the 
correct name, the system will ask you 
whether you want the message printed 
on a printer, at which point reply 'n' 
followed by RETU RN. The last line on the 
screen (that is, the 25th line) will 
show the message name, while the 
message will be shown on screen. If the 
message exceeds 18 lines , the RETURN  

key must be pressed to continue the dis 
play. When the process is finished, the 
system will ask you whether you would 
like to accept the message or not. If you 
enter 'Y' the system will update the files, 
so for all practical purposes the message 
has been deleted (in reality it has not, as 
will be shown). Subsequent display of 
the user list will have a zero in the current 
count field although the total count field 
will contain a '1'. 

If you enter anything but 'Y', the pro-
gram returns to the main menu and the 
message remains in the system for 
further examination. Additional mes-
sages to the same user will be run con-
secutively, while messages for other 
users will "be allocated accordingly. 

Although one main file is used for the 
actual message information, the system 
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Stop your project running away with you 

no matter what 
hat Everyone is a project manager. 

Whether it's planning a sales campaign, planning 
to get organised or just planning to go on 
holiday. 

SuperProject helps you control your time, your 
money and your resources. SuperProject naturally 
integrates with SuperCalc3, and why not? They're 
both from Sorcim/IUS, famous for its micro 

computer software. 

ou wear Project management software 
previously required expensive 
and complex mainframes. 
Now, with SuperProject, it's 
available on your IBM Personal Computer (XT, AT or close 
compatible). 

SuperProject is colourful, easy-to-learn, and is a very 
effective management tool . . . for any manager in every 
business. 

SuperProject incorporates detailed charts, customised 
calendars and screens, all with sharp bright colours. Easy-to-
understand symbols clearly show the activities which are 
critical and the ones you can safely slip. 

To learn more about 
SuperProject, fill in the coupon 
below and we'll let you in on the 

mysteries of PERT Charts, GANTT Charts, milestones and 
nine-day fortnights. 

Or call your local computer dealer to arrange a demonstration. 

arampaci 
■ master distributor■  

SuperProject is available for the IBM PC, XT, AT or close 
compatible, running DOS 2.0, 2.1 or 3.0. Minimum require-
ment is two floppy disks. 256K memory will typically solve 200 
tasks, 640K will typically handle 1600 tasks. 

@c) 

Please send me details about SuperProject. Name 	  

Address 
Post to: FREEPOST 2, ARCOM PACIFIC, P.O. Box 13, Clayfield, Q. 4011 

SuperProject FPM 



Fig 3 Program which illustrates how an electronic mail program works 

REP1 
3. REM * 
4. REM $ 
50 REM 
SO REM 	 
70 REM * 
BO REM * 
90 REM * 
100 REM 
110 REM * 
120 REM * 

$$ Al 

IBM PC Electronic mail executive 

Coll= $ '4% * * =*:*1:7: **** * ***** ***********: 
* 

Micro Business Products 	 A 
43 ave. De L'Observatoire 	 A 
1180 Brussels, Belgium 	 A 
Tel : 02/ 375 3709 	 A 

A 
130 REM 	 
140 KEY OFF 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 COLOR 8,1 
270 PRINT" 	Operation Menu" 
280 LOCATE 13,25 
290 PRINT"1 . Send Message" 
300 LOCATE 14,25 
310 PRINT"2 - Get Message" 
320 LOCATE 15,25 
330 PRINT"3 - List Users" 
340 LOCATE 16,25 
350 PRINT,* - System Setup" 
360 LOCATE 17,25:PRINT.5 	Exit.  
370 LOCATE 23,70:PRINT TIME* 
380 LOCATE 22,25:INPUT"Enter Action";A 
390 COLOR 7,1:0N A GOTO 410,950,1520,1670,1530 
400 IF A < 	OR A7 4 THEN 230 
410 REM the send message code function 
420 CLS 
430 1K.1 
440 CN3.CV11PERCENTIO 
450 IF CN3.(CVICTOTSECC) THEN CLS:LOCATE 15,30.PRIN 
4GOTO 230 
460 LOCATE 10,10 
470 INPUT"Enter message name please.;PNAM$ 
480 FREST.CVI(FRESTRSY 
490 GET 03,FREST 
500 TEMP.FREST 
510 CLS:LOCATE 25,1:PRINT"Enter the text with CR at 
o end.  
520 LINE INPUT TES* 
530 LSET PNAMES.PNAM$ 
540 FREX.CVICRECNO40 
550 IF TEX11..[BBB).  THEN 640 
560 GET 03,FREST 
570 LSET PNAMES.PNAM$ 
580 CN3'CN3*1 
590 IF CN3.(CVI(TOTSECII)) THEN CLS:LOCATE 15,20:PRIN 
ore.:GOSUB 2380:GOTO 640 
600 LSET TEXTS.TEX$ 
610 PUT413,FREST 

620 FREST.CVI(NEXTP$) 
630 GOTO 520 
640 CLS 
650 HH,111.MKI$(FREX) 
660 LSET FRESTRS.NEXTP$ 
670 GET 113,CV10414,110 
680 (SET NEXTPS.MK1$(0) 
690 LSE!' DATELal.DA2$ 
700 FLIT 03,CVIOAH.110 
710 LOCATE 15,30 
720 INPUT" Send to ?";USE$ 

REM The following opens the three files 
GOSUB 2400 
CLS 
LOCATE 10,20 

DA211.DATEtsLOCATE 14,30:PRINT 
Package" 

the date and show it 
PRINT" IBM PC Electronic mail 

LOCATE 25,70:PRINT TIMES 
GOSUB 2380 
CLS 
GET 111,1 	'get the'unemile from the disk.  
LOCATE 10,30 	thestartup menu 

'show the menu with 
'highlight made and 

'check the input 
'if it is ok, then 
'check to see thet 

T"Data Base Full":GOSUB 2380 

'there isspace in the 
'data base to store 
'new messages and ask 
'for the message name. 
'get the first free 

each line end. Enter caaa) t 

record, and store it 
at the sector. Also 
store the message 
name. If the string 
indicates end of input 
then exit, else ensure 
that there.is space on 

T.  Data Base Full - Force st 

'the data base. 
'store the text and read 

'the next free sector 
'which is pointed to by 
'a field in the current 
'record and loop. 

'use the next pointer as the new first 
'available sector while ensure that 
'the next sector field of the current 
'sector is set to zero. Update the date 
'and store the data. 

'ask for the user name and look for 

COMMUNICATIONS 

System Me 'SYSTEM.SYS' 

Database name 

(8 bytes) 

Date created 

(8 bytes) 

Date last used 

(8 bytes) 

First free 
sector 
number 

(3 bytes) 

Last free 
sector 
number 

(3 bytes) 

Sectors 
used 

(6 bytes) 

Total 
sectors 

(4 bytes) 

User directory entry 'USF_R usr 
User name 

(30 bytes) 

Date created 

(8 bytes) 

Count of 
current 
messages 

(3 bytes) 

Count of 
total messages 

(5 bytes) 

First sector 
pointer 

(3 bytes) 

Last sector 
pointer 

(3 bytes) 

Usage flag 

(2 bytes) 

Mall database 'AMILDAr typical sector (record) 
Previous 
sector 
pointer 

(3 bytes) 

Message name 

(30 bytes) 

Text data — line 

(80 bytes) 

Actual 
record 
pointer 

(3 bytes) 

Next 
sector 
pointer 

(3 bytes) 

Fig 2 The SYSTEM.SYS, USERLIST and MAIL.DAT files 

always keeps track of the relation of the 
messages to the respective target users 
using pointers. 

Database design 
The correct allocation of the messages 
and user directory pointers relies upon 
the contents of the three files used by the 
program. These files, whose structures 
are shown in Fig 2, are called the 
'SYSTEM.SYS', the "USERLIST' and 
the 'MAIL.DAT". 

The SYSTEM.SYS file is used to store 
the name of the mail database, the date 
of creation and the date of last use, the 
count of total sectors available for 
messages, the count of sectors used, 
and two pointers which give the number 
of the first and last available sector. In 
order to understand what the pointers 
do, it is better to know what the 
MAIL.DAT is made of. 

When the program is used to initialise 
the database and the user is asked to 
enter the number of sectors required for 
storage of messages, it creates what I 
call the 'sector availability sequence' 
(SAS) which is a way of tying sectors 
together so that they point to each other. 
The MAIL.DAT part of Fig 2 shows what 
a sector looks like as used for message 
storage. The first three bytes contain a 
pointer that points to the previous sector 
number if any or zero, if this is the first 
sector of the SAS or of a message. 

The next 30 bytes are used to store the 
name of the message. Following that is 
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LOG ITEC FT- 
Print Rate 

Line Feed Speed 
Print Direction 

Input Buffer 
Character set 

Font Registraction 
Character Structure 

Character Size 

Characters per line 

Paper Feed 
Paper Width 

FF5002 OUT INSTANT BESTSELLER... with NLQ 
NLQ means Near Letter Quality, almost the same as a Daisywheel. Seeing is believ-
ing with this printer. Also: 120 CPS, Epson MX80 compatible, IBM matrix and 
graphics compatible, 1.6K buffer, proportional spacing, 10 pitch, 12 pitch, fabric or 
carbon ribbons. 

Copies 
Interface 

Ink Ribbon 
Head Service Life 

OPTIONS 
R-500 Ribbon $14.90 
RS-232 Interface $109 
with X/on-X/off 
ETX/ACK 

LOGITEC FT-5100 
iltoott  

Now a Heavy Duty 180 cps printer from 
Logitec, with NLQ! 
You will have to see this printer to believe 
it. Friction/tractor, 180 cps, graphics, logic only $795 inc. 
seeking, Near Letter Quality (NLQ), and 
much more . . . 	 $699 ex.  

BENSON Computers Pty. Ltd. 
169 Victoria Parade, Fitzroy, Vic 3065 

Enquiries (03) 417 6999. Order Toll Free (008) 33 4854 
MAIL ORDER • PHONE ORDER • CALL-IN 

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR OUR OTHER SPECIALS AND ORDERING DETAILS 

LOGITEC FT-5002 WITH NLQ only $469 inc $425 ex 
5002 FEATURES 
120 cps (59 LPM) 
100 msec 
Bi-directional with logic seeking 
1 KB 
Standard Mode 

96 ASCII characters with descenders 
11 semi graphics, 8 international characters 
Italic characters 

IBM-PC Matrix Printer Mode 
96 ASCII characters with descenders 
64 block characters, 9 international 

characters. 
IBM-PC Graphic Printer Mode 

Additional ASCII contain European, Graphic, 
selected characters, math and extra 
symbols. 

Up to 40 characters 
9 x 9 
Ordinary characters 	1.99(W) x 2.24(H) mm 
Superscript/ 

subscript characters 	1.9(W) x 1.36(H) mm 
Ordinary (pica/elite) 80/96 
Double width elongated (pica/elite) 40/48 
Compressed (pica/elite) 132/1 58 
Compressed and elongated (pica/elite) 66/79 
Superscript, subscript (pica/elite) 80/96 
Friction feed, Sprocket feed 
Fanfold 	4-10 inches 
Cut sheet 4-9 inches 
3 max. 
Standard Centronics-style 8 bit parallel 
Optional RS232C with 2K buffer 

(X/ON-X/OFF and ETX/ACK protocol) 
Cassette (Service life: 3 mil characters) 
Over 100 mil characters 

FT-5100 FEATURES 
Print modes: 	 Draft, Near Letter Quality-Pica (10 c pi), compressed, Near 

Letter Quality-Elte (12 cpi), Proportional Spacing Near 
Letter Quality 

Character sets: 	 96 ASCII characters, 96 Italic ACSII characters, 32 Inter-
national characters (11 countries), 64 Block Graphics, 132 
IBM-PC® special characters 

Dot configuration: 	3/254 inch (0.3 mm) dot diameter 
Draft (PICA) 	 NLQ 

Dot alignment 	 9 x 9 	 12 x 18 
(Hor. x Ver.) 
Dot pitch (Hor.) Viz," (0.21 mm) 	Viso" (0.16 mm) 

(Ver.) 	Vn" (0.35 mm) 	V,.." (0.18 mm) 
Character size 

Ordinary characters: 0.078(W) x 0.095(H) in. (1.99 x 2.42 mm) 
Superscript/subscript 
characters: 	 0.078(W) x 0.053(H) in. (1.99 x 1.36 mm) 

Number of characters per 
line (per inch (25.4 mm)): Pica (Draft, NLQ) 	80 cpl (10 cpi) 

Elite (Draft, NLQ) 	96 cpl (12 cpi) 
Compressed 	 137 pct (17 cpi) 
Pica elongated 	 40 cpl (5 cpi) 
Elite elongated 	 48 cpl (6 cpi) 
Compressed elongated 	68 cpl (8.5 cpi) 

Printing speed: 	 Draft-Pica 	 180 cps 
Draft-Elite 	 180 cps 
Near Letter Quality 	33 cps 

Printing direction: 	Text printing- 	 Bi-directional 
Bit Image printing: 	Single direction (left to right) 

New line time: 	 Approx. 100 msec [with 1/6 inch (4.2 mm) line feeding] 
Paper teed: 	 Tractor feed (with fanfold paper) 

Friction feed (with single sheet) 
Paper used: 	 Fanfold paper Width: 4-10 inches (102-254 mm) 

Thickness (paper weight in kg): 34-55 kg 
Single sheet Width: 4-9 inches (102-229 mm) 

Height: 5-14.3 inches (127-363 mm) 
Thickness (paper weight in kg): 34-70 kg 
(only 1 sheet) 

Paper thickness: 	1/100 in (0.25 mm) maximum 
Copies: 	 Original and two copies 
Storage environment: 	-4°F (-20°C) to 140°F (60°C) temperature, 10-90% 

humidity 
Operating environment: 41°F (5°C) to 104°F (40°C) temperature, 20-80% 

humidity 
Head service life: 	100 million characters with draft character printing 
Ribbon: 	 Cassette seamless fabric ribbon 

Service life: 	Approx. 3 million characters with draft 
character printing 

Dimensions: 	 16.8(W) x 13.8(D) x 5.4(H) in. (427 x 350 x 137 mm) 
Weight: 	 19.6 lbs (8.9 kg) 
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Operates most popular printers 
from your Commodore 64 
XETEC graphic interface: $115 inc 

• Total compatibility! 	• 29 page instruction book. 
• Performs Commodore's test / demo printer test faultlessly. 
• 2.K buffer • 7 printing modes • 22 additional commands. 
• Set device number with switch or software. 
• list with graphic symbols OR mnemonics OR ASCII. 
• Hi-res screen dump software. 

014,S,11.1ti, 	 i If 11.1'.. 

, bonkcord MasterCard 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

BENSON Computers Pty. Ltd. 
169 Victoria Parade, Fitzroy, Vic 3065 

Enquiries (03) 417 6999. Order Toll Free (008) 33 4854 
MAIL ORDER • PHONE ORDER • CALL-IN 

Back up & Stay up! 
Back up Commodore 
with the new ISEPIC 

Commodore stays up and 
running with SKAI-64 

(pronounced Icepick). This revolutionary 
hardware/software combination allows 
you to bypass (Commodore-64) any disk 
protection scheme. Now you can back up all 
your precious Commodore 64 software! 
The ISEPIC saves the protected program as 
it runs in the 64's memory which then 
becomes accessible for complete inspection 
and alteration. ISEPIC can automatically 
create a compact, auto-booting, fast-loading 
file which is completely unprotected and self-
contained. Comes complete and ready to 
run, just plug into expansion port. 
• Programs load faster than originals 
• Eliminates drive "knock" due to 

protection schemes 
• Place multiple programs on a 

single 
diskette 

The superior `Skai-64' disk drive runs fast, 
runs cool, runs more reliably and is easy to use! 

No need to worry about head re-alignments 
and overheating which plague other Comm. 

64-drives, ours is guaranteed. Contained 
in a metal casing which reduces RF 

radiation and has externally mounted 
device address switches. 

• Over 2000 programs 
successfully tested 

• Upgradeable 
• 10-day money back 

guarantee 
• 6 months warranty 
• Compact & easy to use 
• Long & $349 reliable 

drive-life 
 

* Purchase these two products together and you 
will receive a box of Logitec floppy diskettes! $149 Benson Comput i,r, 

• LOWEST PRICES 
• FAST DELIVERY 

First Floor 
169 Victoria Parade, 
Fitzroy, Vic 3065 

Open: 
10-6 Weekdays 
9-1 Saturday 

Phone SUE to order 
on our free STD line 

     

     

Ittca. 

,00 , 
• • 

    

     

   

• 

 

     

(03) 417 6999 008 33 4854 
MAIL ORDERS • Send Cheque/Postal Order, or Bankcard 
details. PHONE ORDERS to above numbers. 

6 MONTHS WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS 
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Precision manufactured, 
accurate and efficient. 

Matsunaga automatic voltage 
regulators offer rapid voltage 
correction with zero waveform 

distortion. The units are of 
robust, but compact and 

lightweight construction and 
are ideal for applications where 
constant voltage is important. 

Where specific line interference 
problems occur, Electromark 
will supplement the voltage 

regulator with filters selected 
for the particular problem. 

Models — SVC, 350 NA 
500 NA, 1000 NA 

Input Voltage --180V to 260VAC 

Output Voltage —110V to 240V 
± 3% (simultaneous output) 

Single phase 50-60 Hz 

Prices 350 VA = $155 
400 VA = $191 

1000 VA = $282 
(plus Sales Tax if applicable) 

Quantity discounts available 

ELECTROMARK PTY. LTD. 

43 Anderson Road, 
(PO Box 184) 

Mortdale, NSW 2223 

(02) 570-7287 

COMMUNICATIONS 
730 RE-1 
740 GET $2 RE 
750 IF LEFTSCUSES,4)=LEFTS(USERS,4) 
760 IF EOF(2) THEN 1550 

770 RE.REf1:80TO 740 
:00 rUNII..LVIWWW.) 
790 IF PONT1<>0 THEN 
10100TO 810 
800 LSET POINSwPOKISiTEHP) 
810 L8FT POINTE4w1M1JI1 
820 CNwCVI1TOTCNT111 
830 CN.CN.1.1 
840 LSET TOTCNTS.MKI111(CN) 
850 CN1wCVICCNT$1 
860 CNI.CN1+1 
870 LSET CNTS.MK11111CNI, 
880 PUT e2.RE 
890 REM 
900 LSET PERCENTS.MK111(CN31 
910 PUT 411,1 
920 GOTO 230 
930 REM 
940 REM 	The following 
950 GET $1.1 
960 CLS 
971' LOCATE 10,10 
980 CN4.CV107ERCENTS/ 
990 INPUT" Enter user 
1000 CLS:RE',-1 
1010 GET M2 RE 
1020 IF LEFTSCUSES,4).LEFTS(USER11,4) 
1030 IF EOF(2) THEN 

1040 RE-RE*l:GOTO 1010 
1050 PO.CV11P011.401F 
OTO 230 
1060 GE7 03,PG 
1070 P02. 70 
1080 CLS 
1090 LIN-3 
1100 CLS1LOCATE 15,20:INPUT"Use 
VC=1 ELSE VC-0 

1110 GET $3,10 
1120 LOCATE 25,10;PRINT"Message 

1130 IF E0F13/ 	THEN 
0 
1140 NEX.CV11NEXTP$1 
1150 IF VC.1 THEN LPRINT 
1160 LOCATE LIN.IsPRINT 
1170 CN4.CN4-1 
1180 IF NEX-0 THEN 

1190 PO.CVI(NEXTPS) 
1200 L1N=LIN.1 
1210 IF LIN.18 THEN 

1220 GOTO 1110 
1230 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
1240 INPUT" Accept 
1250 IF VES<>"Y" THEN 30  
1260 GETM2RE 
1270 LSET POINS.MK1S10: 
1280 LSET POINTE$-MKI$(0) 
1290 CN3.CVI1CNTS) 
1300 CN3.CN3-1 
1310 LSET CNTS.MKI5:CN3/ 
1320 PUT $2,RE 
1330 FR.CVI1FRENDS, 
1340 LSET FRENDS-411<It(P0) 
1350 GET 43 FR 
1360 LSET NEXTPS=MKI$(P02) 
1370 PJS.RECNO$ 
1380 PUT113,FR 
1390 GET 01D 
1400 LSET NEXJPS.MKI1110/ 
1410 PUTM3,P0 
1420 GET 43,P02 
1430 LSET PREVS.PJ$ 
1440 PUT03,P02 
1450 GET $3,CVI(FRESTRS) 
1460 LSET PREVS.MKI11(0) 
1470 PUTIO3,CVICFRESTRIO 

'it 	in 	the user 	list. 

THEN 780 	'if the first 4 letters match 
'then continue else show message 

'if the user already has a message 
8E1A13,CVI(POINTES ) iLSET NEXTPlOwMR111(TERP/tPUT *3,CVI(POINIE 

'on the list then pot the sector that 
'is the last sector and update the next 
'sector number field. The messages are 
'now linked. Update the list pointers 
'and the total sector counter. 

'also update the counter of messages 
'for the user and store it In the 
'directory entry. 

code performs the get 	g• function. 

'Get the number of sectors used 
name please";USE$ 	'arid the user name 

	

THEN 1050 	'If 	the first 4 letters match 
1580 	 'then continue, 	else show error 

P0=0 THEN CLS:LOCATE 15,301PRINT"No messages":GOSUS 2380:G 

'get the sector pointed to by 
'the user directory entry and 
'ask the user whether printed 
'output is needed for Iprint. 

the printer 70 or N/"IADRS:CLS:IF ADR11."V" THEN 

'Get the first sector and 
name - ";PNAME$ 'show the message name on screen 

LOCATE 15,30:PRINT"no more - end of disk":GOSUB 2380,GOTO 23 

'Get the next sector by fol- 
TEXTS 	 'lowing the list pointers until 

TEXTS 	 'it is zero which means the end 
'of the message. 

PRINTsPRINT:PRINT" 	  
":PRINT"All 	done":GOTO 	1230 

'If the message is more than 
PRINT:PRIN0PRINT:INPUT"Continue 7";CNUS:CLS:LIN.3:G0TO 1110 

'18 lines, 	then wait for key 
'input to continue. 	When the 

the message (V or N)";YES 	'message is finished, 	ask to 
CLS:LOCATE 15,25:PRINT"Message retained":GOSU8 2380:GOTO 2 

'accept 	it or not. 	If 	yes, 	then 
'update the user -  directory 
'pointers to zero and decrease 
'the current message counter. 

'Update the sector pointers so 
'that the sectors freed end up 
'at the end of 	the availability 
'list. 

- 
'Zero the last sector's next 
'sector pointer and update 
'the sector counters of the 
'system file as well as the 
'number of the first 
'sector available as pointed 
'to by the system file. 

Done"IGOSUB 2380 

LOCATE 15,301PRINT"No such usier"11308UB 2380,GOTO 710 
GOTO 640 	 'If the Veer name is not there. show 
INC1.1 230 ELSE LOCATE 	15,30sPRINT"No such wiled, 	name.:50bUb 1313 

'show error message 
15,30:PRINT"No such user"iGUSUR 238018070 230 

GOTO 1040 
such user name i End of file"sGOSUB 238010070 230 

Directory" 
Show the user directory as long as the 

PRINT,PRINT.INPUT" Ok 7.ASIGOTO 230 	'flag is not FF 
";USERS;. Cnt.",CVI1CNT401. Total 	,nl.m"ICVILTOTCNT110 

here to setup the system which starts by entering a 
'password 

THEN 1710 ELSE 230 
EL 
ELSE 

initialisation - all 	previous data deleted" 
of records 7°110 	 Enter the number of 

'sectors to be used 
AS DATEI$ , B AS DATEL41,3 AS FRESTR11,3 A8 FREND10,6 AS P 

system name 	(less than B chars";NA$ 

'Enter 	the current 	date and set 	the 
'total 	sectors to the count entered 
'and 	the free sector 	pointer 	to the 
'first 	sector 	of 	the availability 
'list. 	Set 	the sector 	used cunter 
'to zero and the last date t0 the 
'current date and update tie file. 

'Initialize 	the mail 	data base by 
AS FNAME5,80 AS TEXT:11,3 AS KbUNUis,.$ AS NeXtels 

'setting the message name to the string 
'not-used and the message area to 
'dots. The ensure that each sector 

	

Nat used yet 	  

'has its sector number on it, • pointer 
'to the previous sector and a pointer 
'to the nest sector. 04 course the 

1480 LSET PERCENTS.MKIS(CN4) 
1490 PUTM1,1 
1500 CLS:LOCATE 15,30sPRINT"A11 
1510 GOTO 230 
1520 GOTO 1610 
1530 CLSICLOSE 
1540 END 
1550 IF RE>20 THEN 
1560 IF RE<20 THEN 
1570 IF USES"EWO" 
0:0070 710 
1580 IF RE>20 THEN LOCATE 
1590 IF RE:20 THEN 
1600 LOCATE 15,30:PRINT.No 
1610 K.1 
1620 CLS:LOCATE 2,30:PRINT"User 
1630 GET$21‹ 
1640 IF FL IS="FF" THEN 
1650 PRINT"User name 
1660 Kali,liGOTO 1630 
1670 CLS 	'Come 
1680 LOCATE 15,30 
1690 INPUT" Enter Password 
1700 	IF ADF111."oeter" 
1710 REM systeMs 	initialisation 
1720 CLOSE 
1730 CLS:LOCATE 	15,20.PRINT"System 
1740 LOCATE 20,20:INPUT"Number 
1750 OPEN 	 ,11"system.sys" 
1760 FIELD/11,8 Ah SYSTE$,111 
ERCENTS,4 AS TOTSECS 
1770 REM 
1780 LOCATE 21,20 
1790 INPUT"Please enter 
1800 LSET SYSTE8.41A4 
1810 LOCATE 22.20 
1820 LSET 	DATEIS.DA2S 
1830 LSET TOTSECSaMfl$(,J) 
1840 LSET FRESTRS.MK1$11) 
1850 LSET PERCENTSMK1$(0) 
1860 LSET FRENDS=M1•111(kJ) 
1870 LSE1 	DATELS,.DAS 
1880 PUT 41,1 
1890 CLS 
1900 LOCATE 15,30 
1910 PR1NT"System initialized" 
1920 ELOSEM1 
1930 OPEN"r".401."mail.dat.  
1940 FIELI11,3 AS PREVS,30 
1950 REC.1 
1960 CLS 
1970 CNT=0 
1980 LSET PNAME11."Not-used" 
1990 LSET TEXTS." 

2000 LSET PREViimMKI4(CNT) 
2010 LSET RECNO$eMKI$(REC) 
2020 LSET NEXT1711.MKIS(RECf1) 

COMPUTER 
POWER SUPPLY 

PROBLEMS? 
Have you considered 

the Matsunaga 
stabilised A C 
power supply? 
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OSBORNE'S 
CUTE LITTLE 

VIXENTM 

MORE POWERFUL 
THAN ALL OTHER 

PORTABLES! 

THE NEW OSBORNE 

VIXEN" 
All you need in one neat 

little package. Working with VIXEN 
is like working with a much bigger computer, 

except that you can take VIXEN anywhere. 
Try bringing an IBM-PC home, or putting a 

Macintosh under your seat on the plane. 

ENTER THE VIXEN! Small enough to 
take anywhere — powerful enough to do the job right. 
Features like an 18 cm Amber screen, 80 column x 24 

lines display, full-size type keyboard, 2 x 400K disk 
drives that allow storage around 200 type pages/disk, 

and faster than ever before response time. 

And the VIXEN comes with FREE productivity software for business, 
Wordstar III Word Processing, Electronic spreadsheets, SuperCalc 2, 

Graphics, and a host of tools for custom programming & games. 

So — if you liked computers before  — 
you'll love VIXEN! 

Just $2950 
Available at Osborne dealers Australia-wide. 
Call now for the name of your nearest dealer. 

 

MSBORNE 

 

93 YORK ST., SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 

 

With the famous Osborne 6 months full warranty 	(02) 290-1122 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
2030 PUTIII,REC 	 'first sector has a previous pointer 
2040 RECmREC.1 	 'of zero and the last sector has • 
2050 CNT-CNT+l 	 'next sector pointer of zero. 
2060 IF RECm1(.1 THEN 2090 
2070 LOCATE 15,15:PRINT.Initialising data  	stand-by \\ Record nom";REC 
2080 ROTO 2000 
2090 LSET PREVfmMKISCCNT/:LSET RECNOSmMKISCREC, 
2100 LSET NEXTPlimMK1$(0):PUTIII,REC:CLS 
2110 LOCATE 15,30iPRINT"Data area initialization finished" 
2120 PRINT 
2130 CLOSE M1 
2140 REM user list 	 'After initializing the data area, the 
2150 OPEN "r" N1 	 'user list is done. The mime is entered 
2160 FIELDM1,30 S USER *,8 AS DATEIN$,3 AS CNT11,3 AS POIN$,5 AS TOTCNTS,3 AS POI 
NTE*,2 AS FL1S 
2170 CLS 	 'and the pointers are updated as 
2180 PRINT 	 'required. All the pointers are set 
2190 DF-1 	 'to zero and the flag is set to 0 which 
2200 C-I 	 'denotes the entry is valid. If the 
2210 LOCATE 10,.30:PRINT"User list initialization" 	'name is the string 
2220 LOCATE 20,10:INPUT"Enter user name or 'END' to exit.:NA$ 
2230 LSET USERSmNA$ 	 'END then the user listing is done. 
2240 LSET FLIS-"00" 
2250 LSET DATEINSmDA2S 	 'A maximum of 20 users are allowed. 
2260 LSET TOTCNT$-MKI$(0) 	 'aLL THE POINTERS are reset and the 
2270 LSET POINfimMKI$(0) 	 'process continues until the string 
2280 LSET POINTE$mMV141(0) 	 'END is typed in which in fact 
2290 LSET CNTS-MX111(0) 	 'becomes the last entry with the flag 
2300 IF NAfm"END.  THEN LSET FLIIIIm"FF":PUTMI,C:GOTO 2350 'set to FF. 
2310 IF C,'19 THEN LOCATE 24,30:PRINT.Too many users":GOSUS 2380:CLOSE MliRETURN 
2320 PUTN1,C 
2330 C=C-ti 
2340 CLS:GOTO 2210 
2350 CLOSE 411 
2360 CLS:LOCATE 15,30:PRINT.User directory done.:GOSUB 2380 
2370 CHEml:GOTO 150 
2380 FOR Dtseml TO 1500:NEXT DLV 	 'The delay routine waits a few 
2390 RETURN 	 'seconds before continuing 
2400 OPEN "r".$11."systom.sys" 	 'TI,' Elie definitions 
2410 FIELD *1,0 AS SYSIES,8 AS DATEI*, 3 O..i DATEL, 3 fig PRESIk*,3 AS FREME4,o A 
S PERCENTS,4 AS 101- SEC$ 
2420 OPEN "r",412,"userlist.  
2430 FIELD *2,30 AS USER*, 8 AS DATEIN$, 3 AS ENTS,3 AS POINS,5 AS 101UNIS, 3 AS 

POINTE*, 2 AS FL1$ 
2440 OPEN .r",413,"mail.dat" 

A 2450 FIELD *3,3 S PREYS, 30 AS PNAMES, BO AS TEXT*, 3 AS RECNUS,3 AS NEXTP$ 
,'460 RETURN 

the actual text, one line at a time. This is 
followed by a three-byte field containing 
the number of the actual sector, and 
another three-byte field that contains the 
next sector number if any or zero, if this is 
the last sectior of the SAS or the last sec-
tor of the message. 

Upon initialisation the pointers are 
sequential, starting from 1 up to the 
number specified. As no sectors are 
used (that is, no messages sent),the first 
free sector pointer of file SYSTEM.SYS 
as shown at the top of Fig 2 contains 1, 
while the last free sector field contains 
100, this being the last sector number. 
Also, the total sectors used field is zero, 
while the total sectors available field is 
100. 

At this point, the system points to the 
part of the MAIL.DAT file that can be 
used for storing messages. As no 
messages have been entered, all the data 
file sectors are available for text storage. 

System file 
Name Date 

created 
Date 
last 
used 

First 
free 
sector 

Last 
free 
sector 

Sectors 
used 

Total 
sectors 

Mailbase ' , 10 11 9 11 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sedtor 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

Peter 1 1 1 5 0 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sector 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

John 1 1 6 9 0 

f 
Mailfile 

Message 
- - I N 

Text 

1011110 (  01112 1 1 2 1 3 21314 314 15 41510 0 6 7 6 7 8 71 819 8 9 1 0 0 10 11 

0  8 E '.22gomo G. 	cc c z 

Fig 4 The mail database with two users 
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COMPUTER-SOFTWARE-PRINTER 
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OF SOFTWARE FREE 
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IBM Selectric Style Keyboard 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
The user directories are initialised by 
entering the user's name and setting a 
usage flag to 00 instead of FF. You will 
notice that the user directories contain 
additional pointers as well as counters; 
these are all set to zero during 
initialisation. 

Let's assume that we have a database 
with a maximum of 11 sectors (as 
defined upon initialisation), and that one 
message containing five lines has been 
sent to a user called 'peter' and another 
message, four lines long, has been sent 
to user 'john'. The situation is shown in 
Fig 4. 

The bottom part shows a schematic 
view of the MAI L.DAT file with sectors 
and their pointers with the necessary 
numbers. The first sector's 'previous 
sector pointer' has a zero in it, meaning 
that this is the first sector in the message 
or list. Sector five has a 'next sector poin- 

ter' filled with zero, meaning the end of 
the message. As this message was sent 
to user 'peter', the first sector pointer 
field in the directory of 'peter' contains 
the number 1, denoting sector 1 and the 
first sector of the message. The last sec-
tor of this message is five and is shown 
as such in the directory. The same is 
used for the second message, except 
that it is four lines or sectors long and 
that it belongs to user 'john'. 

The main file SYSTEM.SYS has the 
first free sector pointing to sector 10 
while the. last available sector points to 
sector 11: that is, there are two free 
sectors in the database. 

How are all these pointers used? 
When the user wants to read a message 
allocated in directory 'peter', the system 
will read the first sector pointed to by the 
directory entry, that is '1', and shows it 
onscreen. The 'next sector pointer' is 

used to get the next sector until it con-
tains a zero which denotes the end of the 
message. If the reader of the message 
decides to accept it, the pointers are 
updated as shown in Fig 5. 

The directory entry for the user 'peter' 
is set to unused by setting the flag to FF'. 
The current counter is reset while the 
pointers are set to zero since no 
messages are in the database for the 
user now. The available sector count in 
the SYSTEM.SYS file is increased by the 
number of sectors contained in the 
message just read (that is, increased by 
five) while the first free sector pointer 
still points to sector 10 as before. 
However, as the program puts the sec-
tors of the last read message to the 'end' 
of the SAS, the last free sector pointer 
now points to sector 5. Notice that in 
order to keep the SAS continuous, the 
pointers have been updated accordingly 

System file 
Name Date Date First Last 	'Sectors Total 

created last 
used 

free 
sector 

free 
sector 

used sectors 

Mailbase 0 5 4 11 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sector 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

Peter 0 1 0 0 FF 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sector 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

John _ 6 9 0 

 

qp06, 06,
00 

Mail file 

 

Message 
Text 

11 	1 	2 1 2 3 213 4 3 4 5 4 5 0 0 . 6 7 6 17 18 7 819 81910 
, 

0110111_1011111 

o 	.2 
5ogEVo 

g z ,_cc cz 

Fig 5 The mail database after one user has read and accepted a message 
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TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THE PERFECT 

SOFTWARE BONUS 
OFFER NOW! 

Priced from $2950 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
with the 'next sector pointer'of sector 1 1 
showing 1 and the 'previous sector poin-
ter' of sector one displaying 11. The 
message for user 'john' is not touched 
during this updating operation. 

If 'john' decides to read the message 
as well, the pointers are further updated 
as shown in Fig 6. All the sectors are 
available, although the sequence for 
using the sectors in new messages 
changes. 

Although the extensive use of pointers 
makes the program difficult to track, its 
versatility and secure database arrange-
ment compensates for the difference. 
The data in the database may not only be 
messages, but any other form of data 
that must be allocated to a specific user 

or keys. Also, the use of SAS in the 
database is an efficient means of allocat-
ing sectors for data, as well as ensuring 
that deleted or accepted data, in the case 
of the mail program, is still on disk. 

Conclusion 
The program does not contain any 
software to drive a machine's com-
munications ports, as it is mainly inten-
ded to illustrate the techniques involved 
when dealing with electronic mail 
database design. Such software may be 
placed instead of the code used to get 
the text from the console as well as the 
code used to display the text. Addition-
ally, better password protection and 
accounting code may be implemented 

for user versatility. 
Many of the techniques shown in this 

program, especially in the case of the 
pointer handling, may be used in other 
forms of database types. Writing pro-
grams with pointers is not easy due to 
the large number of variables processed, 
however, the use of pointers in such 
applications permits extreme flexibility 
as well as additional protection in case of 
faults. This protection alone is worth the 
trouble — there is no worse error in a 
database than unexplained data loss. 

Program notes: the listing in Fig 3 is 
for the IBM PC Basic but can easily 
be modified to run on other 
machines. The program uses random 
files which are available with most 
versions of Microsoft Basic. Please 
note that the LOCATE command is 
used on the IBM PC to place the cur-
sor at the required row and column. 

END 

Although many facilities exist today to help 
the user type a letter .. . or obtain a list of groceries, 

few possibilities exist to enhance 
communications needs' 

System file 

Name Date 
created 

Date 
last 
used 

First 
free 
sector 

Last 
free 
sector 

Sectors 
used 

Mailbase 7,96. 7,9,, 
°Yst 

10 9 0 11 
0 	0 st
606 	60 C9 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sector 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

Peter 0 1 0 0 FF 

User 
name 

Date 
created 

Current 
MSG 
count 

Total 
MSG 
count 

First 
sector 
pointer 

Last 
sector 
pointer 

Flag 

John 0 1 0 0 FF 

Mail file 
Message 

Text 

11 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 8 7 8 9 8 9 0 0 10 11 10 11 1 

in 
1) o 2 1:3  ,._ .0 	2 

. 5 o g E 7(  o 
E u 0 z 0 mu 
0._c cc c z  

Fig 6 The mail database after both messages have been retrieved 
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TJ'S WORKSHOP 

 

Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and software tips for 
popular micros. If you have a favourite tip to pass on, send it to 
'TJ's Workshop', 2nd floor, 215 Clarence Street, Sydney 2000. 

Please keep your contributions as concise as possible. 
We will pay S10—$25 for any tips we publish. 

APC can accept no responsibility for damage caused by using 
these tips, and readers should be advised that any hardware 

modifications may render the maker's guarantee invalid. 

UCSD PASCAL 
PROCEDURES 
Pascal assumes that writing 
onto a VDU will follow the 
same pattern as writing to a 
line printer. While an 
equivalent of such com-
mands in Basic as the 
MTX's CSR (X,Y) or the 
PRINT AT (X,Y) of some 
other micro is rarely essen-
tial, it is occasionally useful 
and cannot be implemented 
using Pascal's field-width 
parameter. 

COMMODORE 
DISK 
DIRECTORY 
Here is a tape and listing of 
a disk directory subroutine 

UCSD Pascal provides a 
GOTOXY (X,Y=INTEGER) 
procedure. This procedure 
will GOTOXY (X,Y) for any 
micro which uses the stan-
dard ASCII teleprinter con-
trol codes for VDU 
formatting. (CHR (26) (ASCII 
'SUB') homes the cursor to 
the start of the current page, 
and CHR (25) (ASCII 'EM') 
advances the print cursor 
one position without printing 
a space. 

BH 

for a Commodore 64, which 
allows the user to read a 
disk directory without 
destroying a program in 
memory. 

To add it to programs, 
type it in and save it as a 
separate program as usual. 

Now load the program it is  

to be added to (ensure this 
contains line numbers below 
60000). Type in direct 
mode: 
POKE 43, PEEK(45)-2 
POKE 44, PEEK (46) 
NEW 
LOAD "NAME OF DISC 
ROUTINE",8 

UNROLLING 
LOOPS IN 
BASIC 
What is the fastest way, in 
Basic, of summing the N 
elements of a one-
dimensional array X? I sus-
pect most programmers 
would opt for the simple, 
tight loop embodied in line 
510 of the accompanying 
program. There is, however, 
a faster method, based on 
the idea of 'unrolling' a loop. 
This technique consists of 
replicating the contents of 
the loop one or more times 
and making the appropriate 
adjustments to the loop 
counter. The aim is to 
decrease the overall  

POKE 43,1 
POKE 44,8 

Remember to press 
RETURN after each state-
ment. The routine and your 
program will now be 
merged. 
IL 

execution time of the loop 
by reducing the overheads 
of incrementing the loop 
variable, testing for the end 
of the loop, and branching 
back to the start of the loop. 

Line 630 of the program 
contains a loop unrolled to a 
depth of three. Other moduli 
are possible, and some 
experimentation is required 
to find the most suitable 
value of M for a particular 
application and a given com-
puter. If a higher value of M 
is to be used, extra terms 
should be added in line 630 
so that each time through 
the loop, M consecutive 
terms of the array X are 
summed. 

Line 620 is a clean-up 
loop which deals with any 
elements remaining after the 
N elements of X have been 
divided into groups of three. 

PROCEDURE GOTO:'::Y 	Y: INTEGER) ; 

(Places print position/cursor at) 
(Cartesian coordinates supplied.) 
(Note that error-trapping should) 
(be outside this PROCEDURE, so 
(that alternate text windows, 
(screen modes,etc.may be handled) 
(Assumes that micro uses ASCII ) 
(contol characters as VDU format) 
[commands. 

VAR A: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 

IF (X>=0) AND (Y>=0) THEN 
BEGIN 

WRITE (CHR (6)) 
FOR 	; =1 TO Y DO WRITELN; 
FOR A: =1 TO X DO WRITE (C:HR (25) 

END 
END; 

60000 OPEN1.8,0:CLOSEI:IEST=-1/8THEN60200 
60010 OPEN1,8,0,"$0" 
60020 GET101,ACBS 
60030 GETtil,A$,B$ 
60040 GETC,RS,B$ 
60050 M=0 
60055 RS="M" 
60060 IFF4K)""14ENM=NSC:(A$) 
60070 IFB$<>""THENM=M+RW(BS)4V56 
60080 PRINT"2"MIDVSTRVM),2);THB(.1);"R" 
60090 GE111,8VIESIK>OTHEN60160 
60100 IFEW>CHRS(34)THEN60090.  
60105 GE141,14:IFBSO1HR$(34)1-1ENPRINTRs+Bi 00T060105 
60110 GET$11,WIF14=CHRS(3?)THEN60110 
60120 PRINTTIRE(27);;M$="" 
60130 MS=M$4-8$:DET401,WIFIW)""THEN60130 
60140 PRINT"2".LEFTVMS.3) 
60150 IFST=OTHEN60030 
60160 PR1NT"NLDX8 FREE":CUISEI 
60170 END 
60200 PRINT",IDENIE NOT PRESENT" 
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Paper Tamer 
PRINTER 
STANDS 
2 MODELS 
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a 
e_ 
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- DATA MODEMS 

- LINE ISOLATION UNITS 
Stand Alone or built into your equipment 

- LINE ISOLATION XFORMERS 

PTI — Suits all Matrix Printers using 210mm (81/4 ") 
A4 paper. 

PT2 — Suits all 136 col. Matrix Printers using 380mm 
(15") wide paper. 

• "Paper Tamer" saves space and restores order to your desk 
top micro-centre. • Neatly stores up to 900 sheets con-
tinuous paper under the printer. • Allows perfect input 
paper feed and collects out-put efficiently in special tray. • 
Manufactured from sturdy white colour coated steel rod. 
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NEW in Australia NOW available direct from Supplier 
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MOBILE COMPUTER DESK 
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Save S20 when you order a Budget Desk and Paper Tamer. 
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N 
Time for standard 
method (Jiffies) Speed-up ratio 

10 5 1.2 
15 7 1.0 
25 12 .917 
100 45 .844 
500 221 .855 
1000 439 .838 

Fig 1 

10 REM UNROLLING LOOPS 
15 REM IN, PET BASIC, 
20 REM EXAMPLE. SUMMING Xcl, 	 , :N, 
30 REM BY, NICK. HIGHAM 
40 
100 REM VARIABLES RRE 'FASTER' THAN CONSTANTS: 
105 M=3.P=1:Q=2 
110 INPUT N 
120 DIM X<N)IFORI=1TON.X<I)=IINEXT 
130 
200 T.TI.GOSUB500.71.TI—T.PRIATTI,S 
210 T.T1,00SUB600.1-2=TI—TIPRINTT2,S 
220 PRINT.SPEED—UP RATIO:"T2/T1.END 
230 
500 REM STANDARD METHOD 
505 S=0 
510 FORI=1TONIS=S+X(I):NEXT 
520 RETURN 
530 
600 REM UNROLLED LOOP MODULUS M.3 
605 S=0 
610 R.N—INT(N/M)MM 
620 IF R>0 THENFORI.ITORIS=S+X(I)INEXT 
630 IF R<N THENFORI=R*ITONSTEPM.S=S+X(I) 	P) X I+0):NEXT 
640 RETURN 

READY. 

Assembler listing 
#400 PHA :TXA: (Preserve registers) 

PHA: TYA: PHA 
#405 LDA £#00 (Load accumulator with zero) 
#407 STA#0274 (Store Acc ()#0274) 
#409 PLA: TAY: PLA: (Re-instate registers) 

TAX: PLA 
#40E JMP#ECO3 (Jump to interrupt handler) 

TJ'S WORKSHOP 
The table in Fig 1 gives 
some timings obtained on 
the Commodore PET using 
the listed program. The 
unrolled loop provides a use-
ful speed increase for N 
greater than about 10, 
although it is marginally 
slower than the standard 
method for smaller N due to 

BBC BREAKS 
The effects of the BREAK 
key and CTRL BREAK can 
be easily harnessed using 
the *FX247 command; this 
redirects the Break vector to 
a user's own routine. Certain 
protocols must be observed, 
and the operating system 
has to be allowed to reset 
variables. 

The OS checks the break 
vector twice, and it is best to 
intercept the vector the 
second time. During the first 
check, the OS enters with 
carry clear and the second 
with carry set. To tell the OS 
the address of the user's 
routine, *X248 and *FX249 
are used (low byte, high byte 
respectively). The demon-
stration program shows the 

its start-up overhead. I 
would expect similar speed 
increases to be obtained for 
the other popular micros. 

This technique is well 
worth considering if you 
need to squeeze the last 
ounce of performance out of 
your Basic interpreter! 
Nick Higham 

theory in practice. 

10 MODE 7:REM Intercept 
break 

20 FOR PASS=0 TO 3 STEP 3 
30 P%=&C00 
40 [OPT PASS 
50 BCS START /Check if 
second access of the vector 

60 RTS 
70 .START 
80 CLI 	/Re-enable 
interrupts 

90 LDX #&00 	/Print string 
100 .LOOP 	/Onscreen 
110 LDA string,X 
120 JSR &FFE3 
130 INX 
140 CMP #&OD 
150 BNE LOOP 
160 JSR &FFE3 
170 RTS 
180 .string 
190 
200 $P%—"The Soup 
Dragon's dropped a 
Clanger" 

210 P°/0=P%+LEN($P°/0)+1 
220 NEXT PASS 
230 *FX247,76 
240 *FX248,00 
250 *FX249,12 
260 PRINT CHR$(129) 
"PRESS BREAK!!" 

BBC disks may be pro-
tected by setting the direc-
tory option to the 'teletext 
conceal' character. Type in 
PRINT CHR$(8-98);-*".  
[return], then type in *DIR. 
Use the cursor keys to copy 
the invisible character before 
the '*'. When it is copied 
correctly, the copy cursor 
disappears. Now press 
RETURN. Any files saved 
while this directory is set 
will not be visible when the 
directory is set back to nor-
mal. To see the filenames, 
this procedure must be 
repeated — a boot file could 
do it automatically. 

To give simple protection 
in a basic program by hiding 
any important lines using 
CHR$)42) ('*'), make a REM 
statement at the end of the 
lines to be hidden. This REM 
statement should be made 
up of the number of asterisk 

ORIC 
SOFTWARE TIP 
Oric owners probably 
thought they would never 
see another tip in APC. 
Well, this is just to prove 
they were wrong. 

This simple and short 
machine code routine is 
designed to stop the cursor 
flashing. Why you would 
want to do this is arguable, 
but I find it a little distract-
ing and occasionally 
annoying! 

It works by re-vectoring 
the fast interrupt vector 
located at #229 to the start 
of the machine code (in this 
case #400, but the code is 
relocatable to any area in 

characters required to hide 
what goes before it (don't 
forget to include the REM 
itself). 

Now fit into your program 
these lines: 

1 TEST=FALSE:FOR 
X= PAGE TO TOP STEP 1 

2 IF ?X=&F4 THEN 
TEST=TRUE 

3 IF ?X=&OD THE 
TEST=FALSE 

4 IF ?X=42 AND TEST=TRUE 
THEN ?X=&7F 

5 NEXTX 
6 END 

Run the routine with 
GOTO 1 and then DEL. 1.6. 
When the program is listed, 
the REMs will have been 
filled with CHRS(Et7F) (the 
delete character) which will 
cause the characters before 
the REM to be deleted from 
the screen when the pro-
gram is listed (that is, the 
parts of lines that you don't 
want visible). 

It is possible to redefine 
the copy cursor by storing 
the new ASCII code at 
address 8-366. 
S Jamieson 

memory where it is safe 
from being overwritten by 
Basic). 

The code continually 
stores zero at location 
#0274. A ROM-based 
routine uses the timer at 
#0274/#0275 to decide 
how long has elapsed 
between the cursor having 
been flashed on and off. 
When zero is reached, the 
cursor is flashed on. 
Therefore, as this routine 
continually zeros the timer, 
the cursor is permanently 
on. 

Flashing can be restored 
to normal by entering 
POKE#2 2 9, #ECO3 as a 
direct command. 

J Wright 
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worth of computer equipment of your choice 
from  IDA Sift_ 

Askyour dealer for a free colour catalogue. 
And remember, this opportunity is only open 
until the one thousandth Microtex 666 Viatel 

package has been sold. So hurry, send 
the coupon now! 

!WARNING 
This package is supplied by Microtex 666. 

II  Beware, some other videotex packages 
■ fail to provide a Microtex 666 download I 
• facility for programs . . . 	so you won't ■ I 

II  be able to download the hundreds of I 
• Microtex 666 programs. 
ibliMMIP 1111111111111111111111111MENIIIIMMINIMMIIIMIN 

THE MICROTEX  66( 
X 666 

\O" 
' MMP \2-0  

m • 
irYPONT°)e 

,vrvcrotelk 
666 raodffx 

Seskaaa. 
* 	rvexesoovoia\ 1() 

631'ill1045  

• •
# 

THIS AUSTRALIAN 
PRODUCED PACKAGE 
INCLUDES EVERYTHING  
YOU NEED TO ACCESS  
VIATEL AND MICROTEX 666.  
JUST LOOK! 
* TOP QUALITY MODEM 
UNIT * COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE 
* FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO 
MICROTEX 666 * VIATEL 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
* EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO 
MICROTEX CLUB 64 
* PLUS, A CHANCE TO WIN 
$1,000 WORTH OF 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
OF YOUR CHOICE. 
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I I Top quality Modem, 
supplied by Sendata, one 
of Australia's premier 
manufacturers, and 
incorporating State-of-the-
Art LSI technology. This 
proven and reliable unit 
comes complete with: 

* 1200/75 baud rate to access 
Telecom Viatel and Microtex 666.  
AND 300/300 baud rate to 
access the hundreds of other 
bulletin boards and data bases 
throughout Australia, and to 
communicate directly with other 

micro computer users. 
* The unit comes complete with 
push-button handset (with re-dial 
facility) that can be used as your 
second telephone. 
* Connects directly to your 
Commodore 64 user port — no 
RS232 interface required. 
* Modern slimline case, front 
panel controls and LED status 
indicators. 
* Special anti-skate mountings. 

El  Communications Software 
* Available on disk or cassette. 
* Full Videotex terminal 

emulation, including colour and 
special graphics, 7 colour 
display, continuous and 
separated graphics, double 
height characters, background 
colour and character flashing. 
* Microtex 666 download 
capability, with permanent 
storage to disk or cassette. 
* Viatel page storage and 
retrieval. 
* ASCII terminal emulation. 
* Ability to display disk directory 
while in emulator mode. 
* Auto log-on of Viatel ID and 
Password. 

ON111111110111111=11011M1=======1101111====1 	IM=IM==== 

DON'T SETTLE FOR ANYTHING LESS 
=ENNEMINIIMIIMIIII1==1•1111MMEIN====IINIMIIM=MIIM=M1=111MI 

So hurry, send the coupon 
NOW!! 

✓ im 	  
O Please send me more information 
O I wish to order the Microtex 666 Viatel 

Package 
Name .. _- 
Address__ 

Postcode 
Telephone number 	 
Please send me the 0 disk 0 cassette version 
of the Microtex 666 Viatel Package emulation 
program for the Commodore 64. 
My Bankcard number is 	_ _ 
and I authorise you to debit my account 
$399.00 
Expiry Date 	 _Signature 

IL 

1 

J 

IATEL PACKAGE 
SUITS ALL COMMODORE 64's 

JUST LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET 

0 Subscription to 
Microtex 666. The only 
computer enthusiast's 
data base on Viatel. 

Subscriptions normally 
priced at $49.95 but 
included free of charge in 
this package. 
❑ Viatel subscription form. 
O Exclusive access to 

Microtex Club 64. 

L Vti/tCA rVly 
This Modem carries a full 
12 months' Manufacturers' 
warranty on parts and labour. 
AUSTRALIAN MADE 
Proudly produced in Australia. 
Recommended retail price 

$399 incl. tax. 

Clutb 64 
Only the first 1,000 purchasers of the Microtex 666 package will have access to this 
exclusive closed section of free Microtex 666 software .BE EARLY! Later subscribers 
will pay normal download charges where applicable for this software. 
Don't delay, your order must be one of the first one thousand orders received to 
become a member of Club 64 and have a chance to find the mystery $1,0 0 0 
frame. 

DEALERS WANTED 
Share our success 

Viatel is growing beyond all expectations. More dealers are wanted to sell 
this unique package for Viatel access and Telesoftware downloading. 

To be a part of the national distribution of the Microtex 666 Viatel pac-
kage please ring Gerard Kohne on (03) 531 8411, 77 Glenhuntly Road, 
Elwood 3184. 

For dealer list see page 141 
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Why you she 
an Ericsson Pei 

and r 
The Ericsson PC can run 
any Programme that the 
`industry standard' IBM 

can. 100% fully 
compatable or your 
money back. Not all 

so called IBM 
Compatables come 

with that sort of a 
Guarantee. That's a 
good reason to own 

an Ericsson PC over 
any other IBM 

compatable. 
The following 

are some reasons why you 
should invest in Ericsson 

over IBM . . . 

ERICSSON 

PERSONAL 
COM PUTERS 

The 
Completer. IK•85 
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uld invest in 
somal Computer 
of an IBM 

Three year full parts and 
labour Guarantee 
Compare Ericssons three year 
guarantee with IBM's standard three 
month guarantee. Ericssons Swedish 
designers and their demanding expec-
tations for quality construction have 
enabled you to put your mind at rest 
when it comes to reliability. With 
Ericsson there are no expensive main-
tenance contracts, but we don't leave 
you on your own. 

Ericsson have a 'Hotline' 
back up service 
Even though we're supremely confi-
dent of our reliability, none of us can 
afford to take chances. Should you en-
counter any problem the Ericsson hot-
line is your direct link to make sure 
your business remains up and running. 

The unique ergonomical monitor 
arm makes for a more comforta-
ble and efficient workstation 

design is the 
ergonomical arm 
on the monitor that 
allows one to 
adjust it's position 
to suit the operator. 
A unique balancing 
arm that can move 
your monitor closer 
or further, higher or 
lower, more to the 
left or more to the right. 
We're all different sizes so Ericsson 
enables you to decide what's comfort-
able for you - not the computer. 

Training Courses are free with 
your Ericsson PC System 
Even though you may not know how 
to use a Computer you are obviously 
astute enough to know that you will 
need to learn if you are to keep up 
with the pace of todays business 
world. A complete training course is 
included in your package should you 
desire to learn. 

Ericsson has Swedish common 
sense and functionality 
The Swedish have a legendary reputa-
tion for design excellence. People the 
world over have trusted in the reliabili-
ty and safety of cars such as Volvo and 
SAAB. Swedish Furniture and Hi Fideli-
ty Sound equipment have become 
favourites for some of the world's most 
discerning home owners. The Swedish 
designed and built Ericsson PC carries 
on that tradition and pride. 

RING ROB'S COMPUTER 
CENTRE NOW FOR MORE IN-
FORMATION 
For independent advice on the Erics-
son and other fine computers phone 
us on 791 2900 during Business hours 
and Saturday mornings. 

ra‘ipleas 
COMPUTER CENTER 
295 Thomas Street, Dandenong 3175 

Phone C 03D 731 2300 

An example of the 
brilliance in 	r- 



65500 ' 

       

       

65501 	LVAR. - J.W.Jack - 1985. 

65302 DEF FNly(2)=PEEKG0+2364PEEK(K+1) .1y=0 

65503 FOR 1v1=FNly(44677) TO lvs-16 

:1vs=FN1y(44679)-17 

65504 IF PEEK(1y1),0 THEN GOSUD 65508 

65505 NEXT 

65506 lvs=lvh-14 	POKE 44639,1vs-INT(Ivs/256).256 
	

POKE 

44680,INT(lvs/256) 

65507 END 

65508 	Label. 

65509 

65510 IF PEEK(1y1)7128 THEN IvIS=Iy1S+CHRI(PEEK(1y1)-128) 	GOTO 

65511 ELSE ly1$=Iy11.+CHRiT(PEEKTIKI)/: ly1=Iy1+1 	GOTO 65510 

65511 PRINT lyIST 

65512 '- Type 6 Value. 

65513 ly1=Iv1.1 

65514 IF PEEK(1v1)=1 THEN PRINT"V. = ..FNly(IvI*1) 	1=1=1=1.3: 

RETURN 

TJ'S WORKSHOP 
Basic listing 
10 	FOR I=0 TO 17 
20 	READ D$ :D=VAL(""+D) 
30 	POKE#400+1,D 
40 	NEXT I 
50 	DOKE#229,#400 
60 	DATA 48,8A,48,98,48,A9,00,8D,74,02 
70 	DATA 68,A8,68,AA,68,4C,03,EC 

65515 IF PEEK(1y1)=2 THEN PRINT.$ = .:CHR$(34)1 :FOR 

Ivg=FNly(Iv1.2) 	TO 	FNly(1v1+2)1-PEEKTly1+1)-1 	PRINT 

CHRS(PEEKflyg)i.NEXT :PRINT EHRS(34) 	1v1=1v1+PEEK(ly1+1): 

RETURN 

65516 IF PEEK(Iy1)=4 THEN FOR 1yg=1 TO 5:POKE 

Ivs-ilvg.PEEK(Iv1+1yg) :NEXT :PRINT " = .Ily .:1y1=191+6 :RETURN 

65517 ly1=Iy1+2 : PRINT" is a FuNction.. 	RETURN 

65518 ' 

IBM PC # 
REDEFINITION 
Something like "GWBASIC 

LPT INIS" included in an 
autoexec can make spread-
sheet automatic pounding 
considerably more useful. 

W Roberts 

ATARI CLOCK 
This listing is for all Ataris, 
and is a real-time clock 
which is accurate to about 
10 seconds a day. 

When run it provides a 
1 2-hour digital clock in the 
top right-hand corner of the 
screen. 

The program is interrupt-
driven, leaving normal 
operations unaffected, and 
updates the time by looking 
at the Atari's 50Hz clock. 

It is affected by scrolling 
or clearing the screen, but 
will reappear in the same 
place after one second. 
M Maestranzi 

10 	'Epson FX 00/100 printer C. and 0. redefine. For IBM PC or Compatables 
20 ON ERROR BOTO 210 
30 CLI 
40 LOCATE 10,24,PRINT.Printer inisalimation program.. 
BO LOCATE 12,11 
60 FRINT.This redefine. the C eign and the 0 to be the same es the screen.. 
70 READ N 	 • If no WHILE/WHEND then change BO 	110 tot 
O0 WHILE N4>-1 	' IF 6.-1 THEN 3070 120 
90 LPRINT CHRIUN)p 
100 READ N 
110 WEND 	 MOTO SO 
120 ON ERROR 0070 0 
130 LOCATE 20,23 
140 PRINT.Printer inisalization done with.. 
150 SYSTEM ' 	 This could be system, return, stop, or . 
160 	 Move rpm chars. into ram 
170 DATA 27,58,0,0,0 
180 	 Use ram chars. 
190 DATA 27,37,1,0 
200 	 Define 35 as M 
210 DATA 27,36,0,35,35,140,40,40,254,254,40,40,254,254,40,40,0 
220 	 Define 156 as E 
230 DATA 27,38,0,156,156,139,18,18,126,146,18,128,2,128,66,0,0 
240 	 Let chars. 128-159 6 255 be printed 
250 DATA 27,54 
260 	 End of data flag 
270 DATA -1 
280 IF ,ERR=241OR(ERR=22)0R(ERR=271 THEN LOCATE 20,241PRINT.THE PRINTER IS PLAY! 
NO DEAD...BEER 
290 LOCATE 22,26,PRINT"HIT A KEY TO TRY AGAIN.. 
300 RESTORE ' 	 -Start. again! 
310 DEF BED ,POKE 106,0 ' 	 -Empty. the keyboard buffer 
320 IF INKEYS <7..  THEN RESUME 10 ELBE 0010 320 

9000 GRAPHICS el,  "REAL TIRE CLOD,' 17 3Y MAURO MAESTRANZI t2 :7 "TIME IS IN 
HH,MM;SS FORMAT.  
9018 TRAP 9030 
9020 FOR A.1 TO 300IREAD M2POKE A.1535.MtNEXT A 
9030 7  9 "ENTER TIME, ,U8R,1536, 
9080 DATA 162.0.32.199,6.24.42.42.42.42.141.255.6,32.199,6.24.189.255.6.157.240. 
6.232,224.3.240.11.169,513.141.251.2.32 
9078 DATA 208.6.76.2,6.173.49.2.133.205.173,48,2.24.185.63,133.204.144.2.230.205 
.169,0,141.14.212.169.79.141.36.2,169.6 
9080 DATA 111.37.2.169,64.141.14.212.76.0.160.162,0,202.208.253.240.14.162.0.173 
.243,6,105,1.141.243.6 
9090 DATA 201.80,144,96./42.243,6,173.242,6.105.0.141,242,6,201.96.144.35.142.24 
2,6.173.241,6,105,63.141.241.6.201,96 
9100 DATA 144.20.142,241.6,173.240.6,105,0.141,240.6.281.18,144.5,169.1.141.240. 
6,173,221,6.208.41,24,162.2,160.8.109 
9110 DATA 240.6.72.41.15,9,16,145.204,104.136.106.106.106.106.41,15.9.16.145.204 
.136.169,26.145.284.136,202.16,225.200 
9120 DATA 169,0,145.204.76.98,228,142,254.6.32.226.246.174,254.6.142.254.6,32,17 
0.246.41,15.234.174,254,6,96.0.0,0,0,8.0 
9130 DATA 0 

AMSTRAD 
LVAR 
This short utility for the 
AWA Amstrad will print out 
all the variables and their 
current values used in a 
Basic program. Put a break 
point where the bug occurs 

and type GOTO 65500. The 
program should be MERGEd 
in from tape or disk rather 
than loaded in. 

This routine uses a few 
variables of its own which 
should be avoided in your 
Basic program. These are 
LV,LVS, LVL and LVS$. 

J Jack 

VZ-200 
instant colour 
This short machine code 
routine will turn the screen 
the colour you have put in 
the data — instantly!! 

To call the machine code 
routine type X=USR (0) 

Reversed REM 
Labelling subroutines with 
REM statements that 
describe the functions of the 
subroutines is obviously 
helpful to the programmer 
who has trouble remember- 

where needed in your 
program. 

To get different colours 
you change the underlined 
number in the data. 

The numbers for the dif-
ferent colours are: 
0=GREEN 170=BLUE 
85=YELLOW 255=RED 

A Willows 

ing what parts do what 
when designing a long 
program. 

One way to make the sub-
routines stand out in the 
LISTing is to use inverse 
REM statements. But the VZ 
computer will not straight- 

00010 FORI=-28687 TO -28674 
00020 READA:POKEI,A 
00030 NEXT 
00040 DATA33.0.112,17,1,112,1 

,255,7,54,85,237,176,201 
00050 P0KE30862,241:P0KE30863,143 
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"Buying themsBoRNE 
was the best thing 

I ever did .. ." 
"We couldn't have grown at the pace we did and 

stayed viable, if it hadn't been for our Osborne's." 

JIM WARD — Ward Holt Public Relations — Perth 

"Have PC — Will Travel" is now the motto of one of 
the largest Public Relations companies in the 

West, and one of the fastest growing in Australia. 

WORKING WITH THE =XxCUTIV:--- 200 
* Wordprocessing — WORDSTAR 3.3 
* Financial Analysis — SuperCalc 
* Database — Personal Pearl 
* Large 80 Col Amber Screen — inbuilt 
* 2 x Double Density Floppy Drives 
* 128 K RAM * CP/M Plus 
* IBM Selectric-style Keyboard 
* Telecommunications Port 
AND over $1400 worth of 
powerful software FREE! 
With the OSBORNE 6-Month 
Full Warranty. 

All this for only $26950° 
LIMITED OFFER TO JULY 31 

OR UNTIL STOCKS SOLD OUT 

gat 

MSBORNE 
* BEST FOR VALUE * 

* BEST FOR QUALITY * 
* BEST FOR SERVICE * 

Available Australia-wide. Call NOW 
for the name of your nearest dealer. 

OSBORNE AUSTRALIA 
93 York Street, Sydney 2000 
(02) 290-1122 

Hi Ho, Hi Ho! It's off to work they go. Ward Holt staff armed with their OSBORNE", 



oucutr  ioNAL  

OMICRO-EDUCATIONAL PTY LTD 

40 LAMAN ST NEWCASTLE 
ORDER HOTLINE (008)02 5229 STD FREE 

TWO OF OUR TOP-SELLERS 

Clear, rigid, high-impact perspex printer stand. 5mm x 125mm 
high. Holds all 10" printers and is high enough to accommodate 
1500 sheets of tractor paper. Clear your desk and add the right 
professional touch with the Cleardesk Printer Stand. $35. 
COURIER DELIVERY $5. 

DisKs $2  
Top-quality 51/4" s.s. d.d. 5 year warranty disks 
from Control Data or Verbatim (specify which 
you require when ordering). These are the same 
disks you pay $60 a box for! 
We are selling these disks in quantities in the 
hundreds of thousands hence the ridiculously 
low price of $20 per pack of 10 and $22 per 
plastic box of 10. Add $2 per pack delivery (Max 
del charge of $5). 

CLEAR PERSPEX 
PRINTER STAND 

$35 
Ring now for a free 
48 page Computer 
Reference Catalog 

.... 	^r, 
... 	: 
Etitifs 

.... 
...... 

POST THIS ORDER FORM NOW! 
	 ORDER FORM 

Phone Orders: FOR 
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 
RING (008) 02 5229 STD 

by post/courier. Enclosed please find cheque/postal order/Bank/Mastercard # 	  FREE and quote your 

for $ 	 which includes $2 post/$5 courier delivery. 
	 Bankcard or Mastercard 

NAME: 	  ADDRESS: 	  

	  P/CODE: 	  

Regards. 	  
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Ti'S WORKSHOP 
forwardly accept REM 
statements in inverse print 
— such REM lines are not 
entered into the LISTing 
when return key is pressed 
and the SYNTAX ERROR? 
MESSAGE displays. 

This can be simply over-
come by preceding an 
inverse REM statement with 
quotes. 
120 REM"AN EXAMPLE  
end quotes are not needed; 
the underlined characters are 
in inverse form — do not 
inverse the word REM! 

Having suitably named our 
subroutines, wouldn't it be 
great if we could call those 
subroutines by name instead 
of GOSUB a line number? 

The VZ does not imple-
ment procedural calls, but 

we can simulate this desir-
able feature by placing the 
name we have given the 
subroutine immediately after 
the GOSUB number: 
30 GOSUB120"AN 

EXAMPLE" 
and because the name is in 
inverse form here also, it 
stands out clearly in the 
LISTing that this is a call on 
that particular subroutine. In 
the case of a GOSUB you 
must use end quotes also if 
any further statements 
follow the GOSUB on the 
same program line. 

GOTO can be treated in 
the same way — simply give 
a REM name to the block of 
code you GOTO. 

R Quinn 

10 REN'LOOP  
20. 0$=INKE1$ 20$-INKEYS 
30 IFOt.--'L'TI-IENGOSUB60'INSFRT 
40IF A$=":"THENGOSLIB80"TNOFRSE 

=SOUND 20,1 
50 GOTO2OPLOUF  
GORErV_INT 
70 HR1NT'INSERT :SJUN030,2:RETURN 
80 RErVINUFRSF  
90 PRINT"INUFRSF":RETURN 

Sample listing 

.. and this disk tells you how to work the training disk, and 
this disk tells you how to work the disk that tells you how 
to..." 

ESSENTIAL DATA DUPLICATOR 
EDD runs on Apple II. II plus. Ile. Ilc and Apple III (in emulation mode) using one or two disk drives 

EDO allows you to easily and quickly make back up copies of your 
"uncopyable" Apple disks. 
Since EDD has been preset to copy the widest range of copy-protections 
possible, you just simply boot up EDO, put the disk you want to copy 
in one disk drive and a blank disk in the other (EDD will work using 
one drive also) and in about 2 minutes a copy is made. 
Unlike the "copy-cards" which only copy "single load" progams, EDD 
copies the entire disk. 
This would be similar to hooking up two cassette recorders, playing 
from one, and recording to the other. 
We have even included an option so you can check the speed of your 
disk drives because drive speeds running fast or slow can damage disks 
and cause other problems. 
We publish EDD progam lists (information about copy-protected disks) 
every couple of months, which EDD owners can receive. The current 
list is included with the purchase of EDD. 
The bottom line is this; if EDD cant copy it, chances are nothing will. 

Warning: EDO is To order your copy send cheque or money order to 
sold for the sole UTILCO SOFTWARE 83 Hall Street, Bondi Beach. 
purpose of 	NSW 2026 AUSTRALIA. Telephone (02) 30 2105 
making archival 
copies ONLY. 

Order by phone: 

  

Oonkcorci 

  

 

welcome here 

Reader friendly, 
comprehensive.. 

but not 
too serious! 

Peter McWilliams - 
The Personal Computer Book: an 

introduction to computers and how to choose one, 
with a current buying guide. 

The Word Processing Book: 
If you write a letter a day or a 
book a month, this course in 

computer literacy could 
change your life. 

Both *$12.95 
from McPhee Gribble/Penguin 

*Recommended 
Penguin Books Australia Limited (Incorporated in Victoria) 
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Response Office Systems 
156 Little Lonsdale St, Melb 3000 (03) 662 3077 

RAM CARDS 
PART NO DESCRIPTION 

S-128 	SIRIUS RAM CARD 128K 
S-256 	SIRIUS RAM CARD 256K 
S-384 	SIRIUS RAM CARD 384K 
S-512 	SIRIUS RAM CARD 512K 

TAX FREE 

429.00 
582.00 
735.00 
888.00 

TAX PAID 

490.00 
665.00 
840.00 
1014.00 

S-C128 SIRIUS CLOCK CARD 128K 508.00 581.00 
S-C256 SIRIUS CLOCK CARD 256K 672.00 768.00 
S-C384 SIRIUS CLOCK CARD 384K 836.00 955.00 

A-128 APRICOT RAM CARD 128K 383.00 438.00 
A-256 APRICOT RAM CARD 256K 615.00 703.00 
A-512 APRICOT RAM CARD 512K 942.00 1076.00 
A-640 APRICOT RAM CARD 640K 1106.00 1264.00 

1-64 IBM RAM CARD 	64K 313.00 358.00 
1-128 IBM RAM CARD 128K 347.00 396.00 
1-192 IBM RAM CARD 192K 380.00 435.00 
1-256 IBM RAM CARD 256K 414.00 473.00 
1-320 IBM RAM CARD 320K 448.00 512.00 
1-384 IBM RAM CARD 384K 481.00 550.00 
1-448 IBM RAM CARD 448K 515.00 588.00 
1-512 IBM RAM CARD 512K 548.00 627.00 

I-S064 IBM 	64K RAM+SERIAL PORT 398.00 455.00 
I-S128 IBM 128K RAM ' 432.00 493.00 
I-S192 IBM 192K RAM 465.00 532.00 
I-S256 IBM 256K RAM ' 499.00 570.00 

I-M064 IBM 	64K RAM 	SERIAL PORT 495.00 566.00 
I-M128 IBM 128K RAM 	PARALLEL PORT 529.00 604.00 
I-M192 IBM 192K RAM 	CLOCK WITH 562.00 643.00 
I-M256 IBM 256K RAM 	EATERY BACKUP 596.00 681.00 
I-M384 IBM 384K RAM 663.00 758.00 
I-M512 IBM 512K RAM 730.00 835.00 

W-128 WANG RAM CARD 	128K 699.00 799.00 
W-256 WANG RAM CARD 	256K 763.00 872.00 
W-384 WANG RAM CARD 	384K 937.00 1071.00 
W-512 WANG RAM CARD 	512K 1006.00 1150.00 
W-1024 WANG RAM CARD 1024K 1250.00 1429.00 
W-1536 WANG RAM CARD 1536K 1499.00 1714.00 
W-2048 WANG RAM CARD 2048K 1749.00 1999.00 

H-256 HP150 RAM CARD 256K 750.00 900.00 
H-384 HP150 RAM CARD 384K 1050.00 1260.00 

H-M256 HP150 RAM CARD 256K HP-IL & 	1150.00 1380.00 
H-M384 HP150 RAM CARD 384K PARALLEL 1550.00 1860.00 
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Power-base 
Power-base is a hefty data management package which includes facilities for handling complex problems. 

Aimed at the novice user, is it helpful? Kathy Lang finds out. 

Most people who consider using a data 
management or database management 
package already have a manual system 
based on one or more conventional card 
indexes. You may have large numbers of 
clients' names and addresses which you 
wish to store, keep up-to-date and print, 
or you may be processing personnel or 
stock records — there are a thousand 
and one ways in which manual card 
indexes are used, and which are can-
didates for computerisation. Where you 
have a single card index to automate, the 
process should be relatively simple, and 
there are several good, inexpensive pac-
kages on the market, such as Friday! 
which will work well for you. 

Such packages will not, however, 
meet your needs if you have several sets 
of related information. For example, you 
may need to keep files recording the 
names and addresses of all your sup-
pliers, and also information about each 
product you sell. Every supplier supplies 
more than one product, and each pro-
duct is available from more than one sup-
plier. In a manual system you would 
probably have one card index of pro-
ducts, where each contained just the 
name of the supplier of each product, 
together with a second card index giving 
details of each supplier (address, 
delivery charges, credit information, and 
so on). 

In a flat-file system such as Friday!, in 
which different sets of records may not 
be connected together, there is no easy 
way to handle this situation. You could 
have two separate files, and close one 
before you look up the other, which 
would lead to a lot of paper jottings —just 
what you were trying to avoid. Or you 
could store all the information in one file, 
keeping the full information about the 
supplier with every product; a solution 

which would be very wasteful of space 
and liable to error since much informa-
tion would be duplicated. 

Many packages now allow you to 
relate two or more files together in ways 
which would make this application much 
easier to implement. Examples range 
from Pearl at the less expensive end of 
the market, to dBase III and Sensible 
Solution at the upper end. On the whole, 
the more expensive packages have more 

facilities but are harder to use. No one 
package has all the features you really 
need to handle this type of problem, 
while at the same time being really easy 
to use for someone with little experience 
of computers. 

So it was with considerable interest 
that I turned to Power-base, an American 
package which has been available over 
here for a short while, and which has just 
been issued as version 2.1 with the addi-
tion of several features vital to its suc-
cess as a system for handling complex 
data management problems. In addition, 
Power-base appears to be aimed 
squarely at the novice user, using menus 
to give instructions, and with a full set of 
tutorials including example applications; 
the documentation is among the best 
I've seen. 

Power-base uses a technique called 
power-zoom to link sets of records 
together. This allows up to 10 levels of 
linkage to be active at any one time —
there is no overall limit to the number of 
sets of records which can be linked. 
Zooming is permitted both onscreen and 

when printing reports. 
In addition to the range of features you 

would expect from a package at this level 
— screen and batch amendment of infor-
mation, formatted reports, links to a 
variety of other types of file used for 
spreadsheet analysis and word procress-
ing, multiple keys kept up-to-date —
there are some neat and unusual 
features. For example, you can set up the 
system with two printers, and to specify 

which — draft or final quality — should 
be used for reports. Where you need 
your printer available most of the time, 
and must have a letter-quality printer for 
some of your work, the ability also to use 
a cheap and reliable matrix printer for the 
donkey work is very helpful. Not all pack-
ages make it possible to do this without, 
at the very least, switching plugs on the 
back of your computer. 

At present, Power-base is available 
only for the IBM PC and AT (and needs a 
minimum of 256k memory), but there 
are plans to extend its availability. Since it 
does not use fancy graphics features, 
this shouldn't be too difficult. 

Constraints 
The major constraints and functions of 
Power-base are shown in Fig 1. Probably 
the most important concerns indexing, 
which is used to provide fast access to 
individual records, and to determine the 
order in which records are to be dis-
played. Three ways are provided to allow 
the system to look up in one file values 

Power-base appears to be aimed squarely 
at the novice user, using menus to give instructions, 

and with a full set of tutorials ... ' 
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Maximum filesize 
Max record size (ch) 
Max no fields 
Maxfield size 
Max digits 
Max prime key length 
Special disk format? 
File sizefixed? 
Link to ASCII files? 
Data types 
Fixed rec structure? 
Fixed record length 
stored? 
Amend rec structure? 
Link data files? 
No data files open 
No sort fields 
No keys 
Max key length 
(chars,fields) 
Subsidiary indexes 
kept up-to-date? 
Data validation 
Screen formatting 
Unique keys 
Report formatting 
Storecalculated data 
Totals& statistics 
Store selecn criteria 
Combining criteria 
>1 criterion/field? 
Wild code selection? 
Browsing methods 
Interaction methods 
Reference Manual + 
Tutorial Guide+ 
Reference Card+ 
OnLine Help+ 
Hot-line? 

65,534 
1600 
64 
80 
15 
80 
N 
N 
YV 
N,C,D,L,$,R,F 

CO 

UL(10 deep) 
5 
6 

80,80 

UTD 
G 
P 
No 
D 
IN,BA 
S 
N 
A,0 

SW 
AK 
M,C 
**** 
**** 
***** 
*** 
D 

Purpose 

To define edit checks that data entered into a field must meet before Power-base 
will accept it, to enter a Help Message that will be displayed when ADDing-DATA 
or EDITing a field, and to define default values for a field. 

Command Tree 

BUILD-FIELD MOOIFY 
FIELD 

REMOVE 
FIELD REARRANGE ZOOM-LINK INDEX 

1=-= 
II  

TEXT-ONLY USER- 
ENTRY 	LOOKUP 	CALCULATED FUNCTION 

ENTRY- 	TABLE- 
RULES 
	

VALIDATION 

r- 
START- 	REMOVE- 	ENTRY- 
OVER 
	

VALIDATION 
	

RULES 

r 
START- 	TABLE- 
DYER 
	

VALIDATION 

Procedures 

1. Select ENTRY-RULES. 
2. The ENTRY-RULES screen appears. Default values are assigned to some of 

the parameters. Move the cursor to the parameter you want to use, and answer 
the question or enter a value, or a Help Message, if desired. 

3. Select DONE to save the ENTRY-RULES specified and exit, or select TABLE- 
VALIDATION to save the ENTRY-RULES and define a TABLE-VALIDATION. 

Fig 2 A typical page from the Reference Guide 
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which are to be used in another, namely 
the Look-up, Function and Table valida-
tion options. For example, when setting 
up invoices in a stock control/invoicing 
application, you might wish to find the 
price of a product by looking this up in a 
file of product information. The Function 
feature provides the ability to have a field 
whose value depends, not on the value of 
a field in another file, but on the average, 
sum, maximum, minimum or number of 
occurrences of that field across all 
records in the referenced file. 

Table validation allows you to specify 
that only certain values are legitimate for 
a particular field, by referencing another 
file against which to check the value 
entered at the keyboard. In each of these 
cases, the field referenced for checking 
must be indexed, in addition to any fields 
which must be indexed for fast retrieval 
or to determine display order. A max-
imum of six fields in any file may be 
indexed; in complex applications, 
therefore, you might need to split infor- 

mation across files in order to give your-
self sufficient index fields. 

Other data types permitted include 
data, which take the American forms of 
MM/DD/YY or MM/DD/YYYY. In addi-
tion to the ability to look up in one file the 
values of fields to be used in another, you 
can also calculate fields from other fields 
in the same record. 

File creation and 
indexing 
The first step in setting up a Power-base 
data file is to specify the name, size and 
type of each field in the record; at the 
same time, you construct, by paint-a-
screen techniques, the layout to be used 
when each record is displayed. You can 
add help messages for display during 
data entry. Since record definition and 
screen layout are firmly linked, you can-
not have several different 'masks' for a  

file which contains a mixture of confiden-
tial and public information. Nor can you 
avoid the problem by keeping the two 
types of information in separate files and 
zooming between them, since Power-
base provides no constraints against 
unauthorised access except at applica-
tion level. The display of one record may 
not span more than one screen. The 
zoom features do, however, provide an 
alternative solution to the problems of 
screen handling of large files; you would 
split the information between the two 
files, with one display screen for each, 
and a zoom between the two. 

When setting up a field definition, you 
may specify that the field must have a 
value entered, or that the value must be 
unique (in which case the field will 
automatically also be indexed, further 
restricting the number of indexes avail-
able). You may also specify a default 
value fora field, which may be a constant, 
or a repeat of the same field in the pre- 

Fig 1 Features and constraints 
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Read Any Good Minds Lately? 
With the Mind ProberTM you can. It's an ingenious 
new software program from the Human Edgemthat 
lets you read people like a book. And discover 
things about them that most people wouldn't 
dream of telling you. 

All you do is answer a series of questions and 
agree or disagree with a list of adjectives 
describing a specific person. In just a few minutes 
your personal computer can show you their 
strengths, weaknesses, sexual interests, and more. 

The Mind Prober delivers a personality profile on 
your subject that's so accurate, it's frightening. 
You'll know what makes them tick. And that's a 
tremendous advantage in figuring out how to get 
what you want from business. Anyone. In a 
business situation, or a personal situation. 

Pick up the Mind Prober today. And get a piece 
of someone's mind. 

Mind Prober is part of the Human 
Edge Software library which also 
includes The Management 

Edg

Edge, The Negotiation 
Edge,e The Sales EdgeTM 

 

The Communication Edge, Expert Ease"; Expert 
Edge'and Mind over Minor"! 
Cost: Only $69.95 (Commodore $49.95) 

km

Pick up the Mind Prober from your local computer 
dealer today. And get a piece of someone's mind. 

. HUMAN EDGE Software Corp. Pty Ltd 
63 Stead St., Sth Melbourne Vic 3205 
P.O. Box 33 Sth. Melbourne Vic 3205 

• 	PHONE: (03) 690 5014 

Software That Lets You Read People Like A Book. 

IBM • Apple • Macintosh • Commodore 
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vious record, or the system date. 
Fields whose values are obtained by 

being looked up in another file, via the 
Look-up and Function options, may 
either be stored in the target file or 
derived afresh each time. If they are not 
stored, they may not be used to provide 
the zoom link between two files, nor may 
they be indexed or used in criteria for 
selecting records when processing sub-
sets. Calculated fields, which derive from 
fields in the same record, are never 
stored, but neither is their use restricted 
in these ways. 

If you change your mind about the 
structure of a set of records, or wish to 
index on additional fields, you can make 
such changes after data has been 
entered, but to do this Power-base must 
copy the data file to the new format. 

Data input and 
updating 
Records may be entered or amended 
using full-screen editing facilities. When 
editing records which are linked to 
others through a zoom link, you can use 
zoom to move to the linked records and 
edit them, then zoom on or back, with 
nesting up to 10 levels deep. When edit-
ing a set of records with the same charac-
teristics, Power-base allows you to save 
the current record and retrieve the next 
with a single keystroke. Retrieving 
records for updating can either be by 
means of individual indexed fields, or by 
stepping through a set of records. Step-
ping uses the order either of the first key 
field, or of the first key field in the current 
set of selection rules, thus you can effec-
tively retrieve records by any field when 
editing in contrast with those packages 
which permit retrieval for this purpose 
only through the use of key fields. 

In addition to screen updating, Power-
base allows you to update a set of 
records in a batch. You can use this fea-
ture to recalculate the stored values of 
fields obtained via the Look-up or Func-
tion options (these fields normally reflect 
the current value of the Look-up source 
only if they are not stored, to prevent 
such undesirable events as increasing 
prices on the file copy of an invoice which 
has already been issued). You can also 
amend a batch of records in the same 
way, perhaps to increase the price of a 
range of goods by 10 per cent. 

The program also supports 30 
languages for date, currency and decimal 
format. 

Screen display 
Records are displayed for amendment 
using the format set up when the file is 

created; this format may also be used 
when viewing individual records. Sets of 
records may be displayed using the 
Power-base List option, which shows a 
specified set of fields from each record. 
Where the records will fit, using the 
length given for each field in the record 
definition, Power-base will display one 
record per line; otherwise, the records 
are shown with one field on each line. Or 
you may set up a formatted report, and 
have it displayed on the screen. 

Printed reports 
The basic formatted report features pro-
vided by Power-base allow you to have 
either one or two lines for each record, 
with the exact column widths deter-
mined by you if you wish. Where a 
character field will not fit on one line, 
Power-base will automatically wrap it 
round onto the next unless you counter-
mand this. Where zoom links have been 
established, your report may include 
fields from more than one file. A report 
may include headings for the field 
columns, and a header and footer for 
each page. You can sort on up to five 
fields and have sub-totals printed when 
they change, as well as grand totals at the 
end. You can also specify, as an alterna-
tive, that each field in each record should 
be printed on a new line, or you can use 
the user-defined mailing label generator. 
Any report may be printed and displayed 
onscreen, or stored in a disk file. Report 
definitions may be saved for subsequent 
re-use and amendment. 

Selection & sorting 
When retrieving Power-base records for 
editing or inclusion in a list or report, you 
can set up a group of tests which must be 
passed in order for a record to be ret-
rieved. These tests may be set up either 
by entering them in a pro forma record 
on the screen, or by entering a command 
line containing the necessary tests and 
combinations spelled out. Where you 
wish to include comparison of fields 
(rather than just testing fields against 
constant values), the latter method must 
be used. 

The usual range of arithmetic 
operators are provided (less than, greater 
than, and so on), plus concatenation; for 
character fields, you can select using 
wild codes for both individual characters 
and for groups of characters. Tests may 
be combined with AND and OR, so you 
can specify that all must be passed, or 
any combinations. Selection criteria can-
not be saved except when set up for a 
report, when they are saved with the 
report definition. You may, however, 
either use the current set of criteria or 

revert to the set most recently used. 
Power-base orders records in one of 

two ways. In reports, you can specify that 
the records be sorted on up to five fields, 
one within another. When Power-base 
stores records, they are indexed on the 
keys you specified when the file was 
created, and individual records may be 
retrieved for screen display in order on 
any one of these (keys may be a con-
catenation of several fields). 

Calculation 
Calculations are provided on entry and 
on update; you can also specify that 
results of calculations should be printed 
in reports. All calculations may use the 
usual arithmetic operators, with brackets 
to alter the order of evaluation if 
necessary. 

Multiple files 
I described earlier the Power-base 
features for extracting information from 
one file for use or storage in another, 
using the Look-up and Function options. 
The main method of relating files in 
Power-base uses the zoom features, 
which allow you to move among files by 
zooming along pre-established links. For 
example, if you had set up a system of 
files to deal with the supplier-product 
application referred to at the beginning, 
you would establish in the product 
record a field containing a supplier iden-
tifier, which would allow you to zoom 
from a product record to the record of 
one of its suppliers. Once there, you can 
step through all the records of suppliers 
of that product, then zoom back to the 
product record. Fields used for zoom 
links need not be indexed, but this does 
speed them up. 

When working online you can zoom 
around your database at will, wherever 
the links allow you to go, constrained 
only by the limit of 10 consecutive 
zooms without unzooming. 

In reports, however, there is a restric-
tion: you can specify reporting on fields 
in the initial file, then zoom to another 
linked to it, and then on to another if such 
links exist. But you cannot unzoom to the 
initial record, and zoom again down 
another zoom path. Zooming also pro-
vides the only way of reporting on several 
files in the same report, so links must be 
established if only for this purpose. 

Tailoring 
Power-base provides a limited degree of 
tailoring for individual applications 
beyond the basic database facilities. You 
can set up menus to give access to 
individual files by creating a one-record 
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(02) 212 1622 POSTWARE (02) 212 1592 

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 
Super Specials for this month only: 

Open Access 	 $995.00 This month only $625.00 	Apple Bank St. Writer $105.00 This month only $82.00 
Mack Multiplan . 	 $325.00 This month only $255.00 	Mack Dollars + Sense $180.00 This month only $130.00 

"Our prices speak for themselves." 

IBM S/Ware R.R.P. 
Electric Desk 	  499.99 
Knowledgeman 	  945.00 
Sidekick 	  99.00 
Friday 	  425.00 
Dbase II 	  631.00 
Dbase III 	  976.00 
Microsoft + Spell word 	 595.00 
Milestone 	  425.00 
Lotus 1-2-3 	  835.00 
Multimate 3.3 incl. Brit. Dict. . 695.00 
Open Access 	  995.00 
Word Perfect 	  625.00 
Wordstar 	  415.00,  
Wordstar 2000 	  645.00 
Wordstar Prof 	  645.00 
Polywindows 	  125.00 
80-Mate/Term 	  295.00 
Turbo Pascal + Turbo TB 	 240.00 
Typequick 	  79.00 
Symphony 	  1095.00 
Crosstalk 	  245.00 
Framework 	  1095.00 
Supercalc 3 	  496.00 
Dollars + Sense 	  99.00 
Clout 	  300.00 
RBase 	  630.00 
Infostar 	  595.00 
Quickcode III 	  405.00 
PFS File Graph Report 	 195.00 
Sideways 	  95 00 
Concurrent cp/m 	  315.00 
Flight Simulator 	  99.00 
Microsoft Word + House 	 745.00 
Time Line 	  585.00 
Enable 	  1100.00 
Smartkey 	  79.95 
Tourbo Pascal 	  125.00 
Tourbo T/Box/Graphics 	 99.00 
PC Alien 	  95.00 
Spellbinder/Scientific 	 795.00 
For Software Not Listed 

IBM Hardware 
Paradise 64k/384k 5 pack card 	. . . 615.00 
Paradise Serial printer port 	 184.00 
Paradise clock/256k 	 578.00 
Paradise Modular graphics card 	. . . 797.00 
Paradise Mouse 	  250.00 
Hercules Graphics Card 	 445.00 
Qubie 10mb hard D.D 	 2250.00 
Qubie 20mb hard D.D 	 2750.00 
Ast Megapak 256k 	  919.00 
Qubie Monitors Gr + Amb 	 395.00 
Hercules, Graphics Edge, Persist . . . 	CALL 
Hardware Not Listed 

Our 
Price 

335.00 
590.00 
80.00 

325.00 
455.00 
695.00 
495.00 
329.00 
589.00 
439.00 
636.00 
425.00 
349.00 
420.00 
420.00 
107.00 
257.00 
199.00 
72.00 

739.00 
165.00 
812.00 
415.00 

79.00 
229.00 
519.00 
355.00 
329.00 
165.00 
79.00 

270.00 
79.00 

559.00 
455.00 
845.00 
59.95 

109.00 
85.00 
82.00 

592.00 
CALL 

425.00 
159.00 
478.00 
627.00 
220.00 
375.00 

1500.00 
2250.00 

742.00 
289.00 
- CALL 

CALL 

Apple 
Printshop 	  74.95 
Bank St. Speller 	  105.00 
Bank St. Writer 	  104.95 
Megaworks 	  179.00 
Wordstar 	  395.00 
I nfostar 	  595.00 
Milestone 	  295.00 
Friday 	  400.00 
PFS File/Write/Report/Graph . . . 	 195.00 
PFS School Record 	  195.00 
Dollars + Sense 	  164.00 
Zardax II Pro 	  300.00 
DBase II cp/m 	  599.00 
Sensible Speller 	  213.00 
Zork I/11 	  @54.95 
Turbo Pascal + Toolbox 	 219.00 
Sam Speech Synthesiser 	 210.00 
Wizardry 	  79.95 
Ultima II 	  79.95 
Sorcerer 	  74.95 
Sargon III 	  75.95 
Auto Ice Printer Interface Card 	130.00 
RS232 Serial Card 	  99.00 
Microsoft Z80 Card 	  769.00 
Supercalc Card 	  249.00 
Microgenera Hard Disc Drives 	 CALL 
Extended 80.Col Card + 64kb . . . 199.00 
Microsoft Z80 Softcard II 	 769.00 
Zardax II Pro DOS 	  300.00 
Zardax I DOS 3.3 	  200.00 
For rest of available 

hardware and software 	 CALL 

Discs 
Nashua Professional SSDD 	49.95 

	
37.00 

Nashua Professional DSDD 	 79.95 
	

44.50 
Nashua 8" DSDD 	 92.00 

	
59.60 

Memorex SSDD 	 49.95 
	

37.00 
Memorex DSDD 	 80.00 

	
44.99 

31/2 " Microfloppies SSDD 	95.00 
	

65.00 
Xidex 	  49.95 

	
CALL 

Modems 
Sendata 300AA 	  410.00 

	
299.00 

Sendata 700AC 	  319.00 
	

165.00 
Apple Auto Ice modem 	 399.00 

	
CALL 

Avtec Modems 	  CALL 
	

CALL 
Tulpi Modems 	  CALL 

	
CALL 

Datacraft Custom made Modems  	CALL 
	

CALL 
PC In/Modem 	  848.00 

	
679.00 

Viatel Modems 	  CALL 
	

CALL 
For the best price on 

any modem in Australia 
	 CALL 

CP/M Software 
Turbo Toolbox + Pascal 	 260.00 199.00 
Nevada Languages 	 65.00 	53.00 
Access Manager 	  595.00 442.00 
Supercalc 	  320.00 255.00 
Infostar 	  595.00 410.00 
Display Manager 	  750.00 588.00 
CP/M + (3) unconfigured 	 488.00 436.00 
Concurrent cp/m 	  465.00 399.00 
Modem 86 	  199.00 160.00 

MACINTOSH SOFTWARE 
Filevision 	  275.00 	170.00 
Dollars and Sense 	  175.00 148.00 

DB Master 
Keystroke 	 859.00 699.00 

360.00 280.00 
	  210.00 159.00 Think Tank 
	  435.00 385.00 MacVision 

Word (Microsoft) 	  325.00 285.00 
Multiplan 	  325.00 285.00 
File 	  325.00 285.00 
Excell 	  750.00 595.00 
Entrepeneur 	  145.00 	85.00 
Logo 	  235.00 199.00 
Jazz 	  899.00 695.00 
M ega merge 	  199.00 175.00 
Megaform 	  315.00 255.00 
Megafiler 	  245.00 215.00 
For latest Mack Software 	 CALL 

Printers 
Epson LX80 	  492.00 	CALL 
RX80 F T+ 	  594.00 	CALL 
RX100 	  840.00 	CALL 
FX100 + 	  1108.00 	CALL 
LQ1500 	  2040.00 1790.00 
Star Radix 10 200cps 	  999.00 799.00 
Star Delta 10 160cps 	  575.00 520.00 
Star Delta 15 160cps 	  850.00 675.00 
Silver Reed 500 	  787.00 559.00 
Silver Reed 550 	  1281.00 894.00 
Silver Reed EB50 	  430.00 340.00 
Silver Reed 770 	  1893.00 1349.00 
NEC P3/P2 	  1450.00 	CALL 
64kb Buffers 	  399.00 280.00 

Hardware 
President 16PC and Walkabout 

	 CALL 
Apricot 4 Generation Super)Micro 
NEC Apc III 
Olivetti M24 

	 CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

For Best Price Call Now 

64.95 
89.00 
89.00 

155.00 
320.00 
395.00 
240.00 
298.00 
165.00 
155.00 
138.00 
245.00 
475.00 
185.00 
49.95 

199.00 
65.00 
67.95 
67.95 
64.95 
64.95 
85.00 
79.00 

569.00 
198.00 

CALL 
99.00 

569.00 
240.00 
169.00 

All products carry full warranty. We support what we sell. All 
products are latest release versions. Software from Arcom Pacific. 
lmagineering, SCA, Microsoft, Digital Research, Sourceware, 
Software Source, MicroPro, Ashton-Tate, Sorcim and others. 
Prices have risen due to fall in A$ exchange rate. Should they be  

reduced since the printing of this ad, we'll pass it on. Please do not 
hesitate to call us to confirm the latest prices, and we will do our 
best to beat any genuine price quoted by our competitors. 
For all products not listed call (02) 212 1822 or 212 1592. 

All prices are subject to change without notice. 

Call for specials and sales-tax exempted prices: (02) 212 1622 
Order by phone, or send cheque or money order to: 
POSTWAR E, 3rd Floor, 405-411 Sussex Street, 
Sydney 2000. Tlx: 70208 CAMPEX 



HAWS Weather 
Station 

Monitor the weather with your 
Commodore 64. 

Using Vaisala technology to measure air 
pressure, temperature and humidity. Your 
Commodore 64 will record, analyse, graph 
and printout your data. 
Excellent for the classroom or home. 

$199 ex. tax 
Dealer enquiries welcome. 

Mail order from sole Australian distributor. 

     

CYBEX 
COMPUTING 
121 Tynte Street 
North Adelaide 
South Australia 5006 
(08) 267 5855 
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EDUCT ION, d 	,N, 

  

POSSIBLY THE WORLD'S 

CHEAPEST 
XT COMPATIBLE 

site 	~e 
Whittl], 

$2695.00 
incl tax 

• XT Type Mainboard 
• 8 Expansion Slots 
• 256K RAM 
• 10M Hard Disk 
• Single 360k Chinon DSDD Disk Drive 
• Cherry (German) Keyboard 
• Colour Graphics or Monographics Display Card 
• Serial and Parallel Ports 
• 3 Month Warranty 

(---- 	• Fully IBM Compatible 
• Complete after sales support 

NYEESIesE 
THE INNOVATIVE PROFESSIONALS 

21 Drummond Place 
Carlton Victoria 
PH (03) 663 6966 

Near Letter Quality 
High Speed Dot Matrix Printer 

FAX 120 

• 120 Characters 
per second 

• 80 columns 
• Bi directional printing 
• Compatible IBM PC Graphics 
• Centronics interface 

optional RS232 (serial) $460 incl tax 
Represented in Australia by 

(
Electrical 

Limi ted
uipment 

Measurement & Control Division 

Unit C, 8 Lyon Park Road, 
North Ryde, NSW 2113 
Tel: (02) 888 9000 Telex: AA22692 
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REPAIRS 
QUALIFIED ENGINEERS & TECHNICIANS 

— : WORK GUARANTEED : — 
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS 

• APPLE (ALL MODELS) 
• TAN DY 
• COMMODORE 
• IBM 
• COMPATIBLES 
• ETC 

— PRINTERS- 
- DISK DRIVES - 

- I.F. CARDS — 
SPECIAL CABLES MADE 

REGULAR SERVICE AVAILABLE 
WORK DONE ON PREMISES 

870 401 7 
MEGATRON COMPUTER INDUSTRIES PTY LTD 

192 MT DANDENONG ROAD 
RINGWOOD EAST 3134 VICTORIA 

Melbourne (03) 429 1122 Adelaide (08) 272 3588 
Brisbane (07) 44 4801 Perth (09) 275 6655 
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file, each of whose fields zooms to a real 
file. There is also a simple testing feature 
which allows you to use the concatena-
tion operator to determine whether, say, 
to print a debit or a credit message 
against a balance. 

A number of Applications Templates is 
available and will be released by Paxus in 
early August. 

As it provides only a true/false test, 
this facility gives a very limited choice of 
action. There are no command language 
features, of the kind available in dBase or 
Sensible Solution, to allow you to store 
sets of actions and initiate them with a 
single keystroke through a menu option, 
and to choose different paths through 
these options according to flexible tests 
of the kind found in programming 
languages such as Basic. 

Security & 
housekeeping 
Password protection is available at 
application level. Power-base allows you 
to copy data files or file descriptions, and 
to delete data files within the current 
directory. You can change directories 
within power-base, and the package 
automatically creates a separate sub-
directory for each application under the 
directory in which the package is stored. 
(Normally this is called PB, but you can 
specify otherwise.) 

All Power-base files in a single applica-
tion must be in the same directory. There 
are provisions for accessing files from 
separate directories when importing or 
exporting files. 

Links with outside 
Power-base allows an unusually wide 
range of formats for files which are to be 
imported into the package or written out 
from it. The permitted formats include 

the usual comma-delimited format for 
mailmerge, the DIF-  format used by 
many spreadsheets, the SYLK format 
used by Multiplan, the dBase II file for-
mat, and others. Such flexibility should 
enable you to pass information in and out 
of Power-base more easily than with 
most packages — even now there are 
many data management packages which 
cannot easily be linked with spread-
sheets. 

User image 
For people who like using menus, 
Power-base is easy to use and provides 
its options in a sensible way. For exam-
ple, at all times the options which could 
potentially be available are shown on the 
bottom of the screen, with those actually 
available brighter than those not at pre-
sent applicable (for instance, because no 
zoom links apply to this file). 

The currently chosen option is 
highlighted; options may be chosen 
either by moving this highlighting (with 
function keys or with the cursor), or by 
entering the first letter or two of the 
option name. 

Function keys are used consistently: 
for example, F1 always means "done', 
while the ESCape key can be used to 
abandon the current task. Another help-
ful provision for the error-prone is the 
START OVER option, provided during 
editing to allow you to abandon the 
changes made to the current record and 
refresh it with the filed version. 

Some of the options are not very 
helpfully named: for example, EDIT-
SCAN is the option for scanning data 
records and amending them, while EDIT-
SELECTION allows you to enter or edit 
criteria (not choose which records to 
edit, as I at first thought). Such mistakes 
are actually not easy to make, since 
Power-base provides very good 
signposting of the menu options. 

Benchmarks 
BM1 	Time to add one new record 	 Inst 
BM2 Time to select record by primary key 	 Inst 
BM3 Time to select record by secondary key 	 Inst 
BM4 Time to access 20 records from 1000 sequentially 	2secs/rec 

on three-character field (same field as in BM2 key) 
BM5 Time to access record using wild code 	 Inst 
BM6 Time to index 1000 records on three-character field 30m12secs 
BM7 Time to sort 1000 records on five-character field 	4m45secs 
BM8 Time to calculate on one field per record and 	5m1 7secs 

store result in record 
BM9 Time to total three fields over 1000 records 	7m43secs 
Bm10 Time to add one new field to each of 1000 records 	30m37secs 
Time to import a file of 1000 records: 13m28secs 
Notes: NT=Not tested NP=Not possible +=including scrolling 
Benchmarks recorded on an IBM PC/XT(H) 
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DEALERS LIST 

VICTORIA 
Gametronics 

6/177 Toorak Road 
South Yarra 3142 (03) 241 3031 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
The Computer Spot 

Shop C4 MLC Centre Castlereagh Street 
Sydney 2000 (02) 235 2455 

The Computer Spot 
Shop 2 IA Greenway Arcade 222 Church Street 

Parramatta 2150 (02) 635 6115 

John Egan 
I Carrington Street 
Lismore NSW 2480 

WEST AUSTRALIA 
Great Southern Communications 

80 Austral Terrace 
Katanning Perth 6317 (098) 21 1442 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 
Action Computer and Electronics 

Upstairs, Corporation Building 
PO Box 1296 Nhulunbuy 

Gove NT 5797 
(089) 872 754 (4.30-5.30pm) 

(089) 872 558 All other times 

QUEENSLAND 
Active Computers 

Cat and Fiddle Arcade Flinder Mall 
Townsville Qld 4810 (077) 723 793 

Burleigh Business Systems 
36 Dunlin Drive 

Burleigh Waters Qld 4220 (075) 35 8387 

Chandlers 
43 Adelaide Street 

Brisbane Qld 4000 (07) 221 7822 

Chandlers 
37 Sydney Street 

Mackay Qld 4740 (079) 51 3066 

Clemens M Computers 
Tropical Arcade 4 Shields Street 

Cairns QId 4870 (070) 53 5855 

Computer Business Aids 
61 Aerodrome Road 

Maroochydore Qld 4558 (071) 43 5849 

Downs Home Computing 
Shop 5, Toowoomba Inn Arcade 

Margaret Street 
Toowoomba Qld 4350 (076) 38 5001 

Gumtree Computers 
I4A Brisbane Street 

Ipswich Qld 4305 (07) 202 3866 

Scarborough Fair Computer Centre 
5 Scarborough Fair Scarborough Street 

South Port Qld 4215 (075) 32 5133 

Sundown Computer Centre 
Suite 6 The Medical & Professional Centre 

Kippering Village 
Kippering Qld 4020 (07) 283 2233 

Software 80 Computers 
105 Milton Road 

Milton QId 4064 (07) 369 6888 

The Computer House 
52 Queen Street 

Brisbane 4000 (07) 221 9892 

Two Tone Electronics 
86 Torquay Road 

Pialba Qld 4655 (071) 28 3271 

QUEENSLAND AGENT 
Computronics 

PO Box 520 
Sunnybank QId 4109 (07) 273 3398 
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SCREENTEST 

Documentation 
The Power-base documentation is 
among the best I've seen. There is a good 
'road map' to guide you through the loca-
tion of the various menu options. The 
Reference Summary is a pocket card 
which includes not only a list of every 
menu option, but also various other 
items. 

There are two manuals: the Tutorial 
Guide takes you through all the main 
Power-base features, using a set of 
example applications which come with 
the package, and also through setting up 
an application using several related sets 
of records. The Reference Manual 
includes an overview for people who 
already know a bit about data manage-
ment, and a set of notes on 'advanced 
topics' (using particular aspects of 
Power-base which are more suited to 
experienced users), as well as a 
reference guide to each command. 
These are set out in a helpful and consis-
tent manner. Fig 2 shows a typical page 
from the Reference Guide. 

Conclusion 
The developers of Power-base have 
made a valiant attempt to provide corn- 

plex features for data management in a 
way that novice users can understand. 
On the whole they may have succeeded. 
although I fear that the sheer size 
(unavoidable for a package with such 
features) of both the package and the 
manual may put some off. 

There are, of course, a few criticisms. 
The reporting features are still not as 
powerful as one would like, in particular 
the lack of a letter-writing feature, while 

the almost total absence of control 
features would prevent one from recom-
mending Power-base as a system 
developer's tool. 

Nevertheless, if you are relatively new 
to computing and a flat-file package is 
insufficiently powerful, you should find 
Power-base well worth a close look. Even 
for more experienced users, there is 
plenty of power there. 

Summary 
Supplier 	Paxus Commercial Systems (incorporating Interactive 

Applications and Framework Information Systems) 
Telephone 	(02) 920 1377 
System 	IBM PC and compatibles 
Version 	2.1 
reviewed 
Type 
	F. N 

Features 
	

Top View compatible. Database management system allowing 
links among many files, up to 10 links active at once. Max six 
keys per file, kept up-to-date. Batch updating, reasonable 
reporting, excellent links to other file types: for example, 
spreadsheet (DIF and 1-2-3). 

Drawbacks 	Re-indexing tedious. Reporting not very powerful — no letter 
writer, limits on file linkage. No control structures. 

Ease of use Good: menu-driven, all options always shown. No extra online 
help, but usually self-evident. Manuals excellent. 

NORTH STAR'S DIMENSION 
THE IBM-COMPATIBLE MULTI-USER SYSTEM 

THAT'S ENGINEERED FOR GROWING BUSINESSES 

When you stop and think about it, personal computers really 
have no business being in a growing business. 
Because PCs are expensive to add. difficult to network and can 
test both your patience and your wallet. 
But now there's Dimension from North Star. 
Dimension is a multi-user comput6r system that can support 
up to 12 work stations, each having more processing power 

NorthShor 
The brightest alternative to PCs.' 

than a stand alone PC. And new users can be added whenever 
you want for less than half the cost of adding PCs. 
Regardless of how many users your Dimension has, they'll be 
able to share software, data and expensive peripherals from 
the moment you plug the system in. Because Dimension has 
advanced networking capabilities built right in, unlike local 
area networks. This makes Dimension extremely fast. 
While Dimension won't burden you with a PCs limitations, 
you'll still be able to use the most popular PC software. 
Because Dimension is compatible with all the best selling 
programs for the IBM PC XT. 
So before you decide on a PC you'll probably outgrow, take a 
closer look at Dimension. Call us now for your free data sheet. 

MELBOURNE 
TEL. 
(03) 544 4233 

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS DISTRIBUTED BY 

NEW DIMENSION COMPUTERS PTY LTD 
Suite 9/417 Ferntree Gully Rd, Mt. Waverley 3149, Vic. 

BRISBANE 
C.P.A. PTY. LTD. 

(07) 352 5788 
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The tiny portable computer you see below can 
do everything the average desktop can do. And more. 

Meet the EPSON® PX-8. 
We believe this is the first real computer you 

could call a "portable': 
As you can see, it's smaller than a transportable 

and considerably lighter - weighing 2.3 kg. Yet at the same 
time, it has a massive 64K RAM (expandable to 184K), a 
full 80-character Liquid Crystal Display and an excellent 
full-sized keyboard. 

Normally you'd expect to find those specifica-
tions on a desktop computer. 

But there's more. The EPSON PX-8 has 
inbuilt business software for word processing, graphics, 
speadsheet, communications and many more custom 
programmes on simple plug-in ROM units. It also uses 
an extended version of Microsoft Basic and a CP/M* 
operating system - which means you have access to one 
of the world's largest software bases. 

As well, the EPSON PX-8 can be used as a low 
cost, space saving, intelligent terminal that can be plugged 
directly into a mainframe or any high performance micro-
computer like the EPSON QX-10. 

And then it has features which you will never 
find on a desktop. Rechargeable NiCad batteries (with 
built-in back-up batteries to preserve data with a trickle 
of current until you resume operation). An inbuilt micro-
cassette recorder for data storage while you're on the 
move. In fact, everything you would require for complete 
portability. The EPSON PX-8 and screen folds into a 
book-sized package that easily fits inside your briefcase. 

PERIPHERALS. The EPSON PX-8 is more 
than just the first portable that performs like a desktop. 

A complete range of portable peripherals has 
been designed to go with it. 

There is a 3.5" battery-operated floppy disk 
unit with 360K formatted capacity. (There is also a 
standard 5.25" mains-driven version.) 

There is a battery-operated Acoustic Coupler 
which allows you to use any phone - even the one in 
your car - as a direct communication line to your office 
or national data base. 

There are 60K and 120K battery-operated 
RAM packs which can be permanently added to the 
PX-8, greatly enhancing its memory capacity, without 
sacrificing its portability. 

There is also the EPSON P40 compact 
thermal printer which operates on NiCad batteries, as 
well as a complete range of dot matrix printers. 

Personal computing has just taken a great 
leap forward. Although the EPSON PX-8 was designed 
from the ground up as a portable computer, it's going to 
make a lot of desktops look like dinosaurs. 

And at only $1,300** you could very easily 
make it your secret of success. 

EPSON AUSTRALIA. Unit 3,17 Rodborough 
Road, Frenchs Forest, NSW 452 5222. Suite 30, 
101 Wickham Terrace, Brisbane, QLD 832 5400. Level 3, 
541 Blackburn Road, Waverley Square, Mount Waverley, 

VIC 
5436455***  EPSON AUSTRALIA 

PTY LTD 

The Secret of Success. 
•CPJM is a trademark of Digital Research Inc...Recommended In price not inclusive of sales tax8"Victorian office open from8810. 8 Registered trademark of Epson Corporation. 

  

  

  

L 
HIDDEN IN THIS PICTURE IS A DESKTOP COMPUTER 

EYS 0023 
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COMPUTER MEDIA 
TRANSCRIPTION/COPYING 
• Software duplication, copying and formatting for 

virtually all popular computers including the 
IBM-PC. 

• Downloading 8" CP/M formats to over 90 51/4" 
CP/M formats. 

• Conversion and downloading from CP/M to 
MS-DOS/PC-DOS. 

• Apple DOS 2.0/Apple to MS-DOS/PC-DOS. 
• Rapid turn around. 
• Data/Text file conversion: CP/M to MS-DOS/PC-

DOS. 
• Reasonable charges. 

SOFTWARE AUTHORS/DEVELOPERS 
& DEALERS 
At last a computer that lets you read/write/format 
virtually all soft-sectored CP/M formats, whether 
single or double density, single or double sided, 31/2", 
5" or 8", 48 TPI or 135 TPI. 
INCLUDES:• Z80A at MHz. 
• 2 serial ports for printer/modem/& terminal. 
• 1 51/4" DSDD 77 track 96 TPI drive. 
• 2 51/4" DSDD 80 track 96 TPI drive. 
• 1 8" DSDD 77 track drive. 
• CP/M 2.2 & all disk format conversion software and 

utilities. 
• We have now the 31/2" drives also as an option. 
And now available with the 16 bit Attached Processor 

including: • 8086 processor at 6MHz. 
• 256 to 768K expandable RAM. 

upgrade, giving access to MS-DOS 2.11 and CP/M-86 as 
well as CP/M 2.2. 

SPECIAL IBM PC 
(AND COMPATIBLES) UTILITIES 
• Operating System Converters. 

• CP/M 80 to MS-DOS/PC-DOS — runs CP/M 2.2 
software under MS-DOS. 

• CP/M 86 to MS-DOS/PC-DOS — runs CP/M 86 
software under MS-DOS. 

• MS-DOS PC-DOS to CP/M-86 — as above in reverse. 
• Data/Text File Conversion. 
• Transcription Utility: Copy, Format, Read/Write dozens 

of different formats in your PC. 
• Hardware/software for IBM PC to read/write APPLE-

DOS, APPLE CP/M forms. 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS. 
Specializing in moderate cost systems tailored to your 
requirements, dedicated word processor or a particular 
field, e.g. Hotel/Motel, Restaurant, Real Estate, 
Stock/Station Agent, Newsagent, Insurance, Medical, 
Legal, etc. etc. We are more concerned with efficiency 
and performance, than "badges" on machines, or 
popular hype. Satisfying your needs best is the only way 
our survival is assured in this field, so give us a call to 
discuss YOUR needs. 

Commercial and Professional Microsystems, 9th Floor 505 
St. Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004. Tel: (03) 267 7829. 

>113X-401 
>IPX-8088 

"mud to be the better IBM compatible" 
• 4 out of 5 OTHER computers will FAIL our quality control TEST. 
• All our dealers/customers are 100,/a satisfied. 
• Our Assets — Our customers are all satisfied. 
• IPX-401 & IPX-8088 computer family has every feature you need and more. 
• [Hi-res graphics-standard, color, mono, composite mono-standard]. 

IPX-401 & IPX-8088 BEST PRICE/QUALITY/PERFORMANCE 
Do you sell systems? (Hard and Software) 

Phone for specialized small business tailor made system 

IPEX COMPUTERS (W'SALE) 
NSW: 
(02) 639 9170 

70 Stephenson Street, Richmond, Vic, 3121. 
Telephone: (03) 429 1288 (6 lines) 

IBM PC is a registered trade mark of International Business Machines. 

ACT: 
(062) 805 493 

Each computer carries 18 mths warranty at customer's premises or office * 	 • METROPOLITAN 
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PROGRAMS_ 
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Nick Walker selects the best of readers' programs — for 
details on submitting your own, see the end of this section. 

In APC June I published a Commodore 
64 utility to make disk access com-
mands friendly. This month's utility, 
Turbo-DOS, makes the disk drive 
operate six to seven times faster. Recen-
tly the turbo-load programs for cassettes 
have led to Commodore 64 cassettes 
loading quicker than disks, but Turbo-
DOS redresses the balance and will even 
work with some commercial software. 
As an example of the power of this pro-
gram I loaded a small Basic program 
using the normal method which took 26 
seconds — using Turbo-DOS, it took 
under four seconds. 

The utility theme is continued this 

month with Spectrum Speech, a pro-
gram that will take any sound presented 
to the ear socket (that is, from a micro-
phone or cassette) and digitise it. The 
sound can then be edited in memory if 
required and played back through the 
Spectrum's speaker. Don't expect 
too much when playing voice back: the 
best effects come from other sounds. 
Other utilities this month include a 
professional-quality 	communications 
program for the Epson HX-20 and a pro-
gram compressor written in Microsoft 
Basic. 

For the BBC, there is a game called 
Revenge of the Flying Bunnies — despite 

its title it is a very good game. And there's 
a couple of very useful utilities from 
Kevin Riordan for Commodore 64 
owners as well as one for the Apple II 
from Paul Rule. 

Games 

Scientific/mathematic 

r 

	
Business 

Toolkit/utilities 

Educational/Computer 
Aided Learning 

Commodore 64 
Turbo-DOS 
by Kietil Nass 

riCROTEK 
	666  	 

Still keying in programs? Forget it! 
This program is available for 
telesoftware downloading on 
Microtex 666 (page *66614#.) 

It's pretty sickening being the proud 
owner of a 1541 disk drive and discover-
ing that the new fast loader cassettes can 
load a program faster than the disk drive. 
This program redresses the balance, 
allowing the 1541 to operate up to 
seven times faster. 

The listing creates a machine code file 
containing Turbo-DOS. Type in the list-
ing as shown and save it, then type RUN; 
any errors in the data statements will be 
detected by the checksums within the 
program. After correcting all errors, the 
program will generate the machine code 

program called TURBO-LOAD 64 on 
disk. Whenever you want to use Turbo-
DOS just insert the disk, type LOAD 
-TURBOLOAD 64-, 8 and then RUN. All 
further disk access will be at the new 
high speed. That's all you need to know 
to use the program, but for those who are 
interested the following explains how 
the program works. 

The program fools the disk into think-
ing it's an RS232 device instead of a 
3600 baud serial device. As with most 
RS232 devices the baud rate is then 
user-selectable, and in Turbo-DOS is 

selected to operate at 15200 baud (it 
can be taken to 19600 baud, but at this 
rate load errors start to creep in). The fast 
load system will work on any program 
that uses the normal LOAD vectors, and 
unlike most toolkit programs this one 
uses no user memory. After initialisation 
the program puts itself under the kernal 
at $C000 to $ D000. This leaves the nor-
mal 38911 Basic bytes free and a 4k 
block at $C000-$ D000, giving plenty of 
room for any extras. 
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PROGRAMS 

TURBOLOHD 684 ..- THE FRET LORDINO 0.3S 

REQUIREMENTS 	A COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER WITH A 1041 DISK DRIVE CONNECTED 
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL THAT 'REM'S CAN BE OMITTED WHEN TYPINO IT IN. 

'111 WREN= 
28 DATA11,8.192.7.158.51.50.51.56.0.8,8,32.47,243,169,226,162,248,133,167,-219 • 
38 DATA134.168,169.8.162.3.133.169,134.178,169,8,32.12.237.169.111,32.185,149 
40 DATR237.169.77.32,221,237.169,40.32.221,237,109.87,32,221,237.168.8.165,...188 

• 58 DATA169.32421,237,165,170.32.221.237.169,38.32,221.237,177.167.32.221.218 
60 DATA237.200.192,30.144,246,32,254.237,24,165.167.105.38,133.167.144.3.-186 
78 DATA230.168,24,165.169.166.170.185.38.133.169,144.2.230,178,224.5.144....144 

• 80 DATA173.281.8.144.169.169.8,32.12.237.169,111.32.185,237.169.77.32.221..-74 
90 DWA237.169.45,32,221,237.169.69.32.221.237,169.139.32.221.237.169.4,88 
180 DATA32.221,237.169,11,141,17.288,32.251.237,234.234.76.46.248.169.11P4 

• 110 DATA141.8.221.44.8,221.16.251.169,3.141.8.221,162.5,282.234,288,252,162.93 
120 DMIT14.173.8,221,42,42.182,176.186.182.176.234,282.288.242,165.176.73.-.148 • 
130 DATA255.96,32.82.239.281.255,248,248.168.8.169.11.141,8.221.44,8.221,..55 

• 148 DATA16,251.169.3.141.0,221.162.7,282.288.253.173,0.221.42.42,182.176,-85 
150 DATA186.182.176.234.234.173.8.221.42.42.182.176,186.182,176,234,234.173....73 • 
160 DRTA0e221.42442.182.176.106.182.176.234,234.173.8.221.42.42.102.176.186.-249 
178 DATA182, 176.165.176.73,255,153,166451,288,208.188.96.120.169.1,133.167,231 

• 188 DATA168.253,32.124,239.192.255.248,64,162,2,165,167.24842,162.4.173.166...244 
198 DATA251.288.7.238,167.251.173.167.251,44,169.8.133,168.189.166,251.145...162 
200 DATA174,238.174,288,2,230,175,232,228.168.288,240,162,8,134.167.173.166.-255 • 210 DRTR251,288.198.169.53,133.1.169,27.141.17,288,169,64.133,144.24.96.169...78 
220 DRTA53.133.1.169.27,141,17,288.234,169,29.56,96,160.8.185.66.248.153.-89 
230 DATA48,1.288,192.31.288,243.32,218.239.76,48.1.234.8.72.169.8,168.89.223 

• 240 DAT00.160.288,288.258.201,128.248,4,169.55.133,1.166.174.164,175.184.-228 
250 DATA40.88, 96.221.16.173,248.34.173.161.2.74.176,258,173,1,221,41,253,129 
260 DRTRI41.1.221.173,1.221.41.4.240,249,169,144.24.76.59.239.173,161,2.41....76 

• 270 DATA18.248.243.24.96,173.151,2.172.156.2,204,155,2.248.11,41,247,141,..14 
280 DRTR151,2.177,247,238,156.2,96,9.8,141.151,2,169,0,96,72,173.161.2,240,..245 • 
290 DFITA17.173,161,2,41.3.288.249,169.16.141,13.221,169.8,141.161.2,184,96,39 
308 DMTM165.0.41,6.281.2.248.3.76.158.253,234.189,5,133.9.162,98.134.75.162..14 

• 310 DATA8 , 169.82.133.36.32.86.245.80.254.184.173,1,28,197,36.248.9,198,75,218 • 
320 DRTA208,239.169,18.76.185.249,80,254.184,173,1,28,149.37.232.224.7.208.-73 
330 DATA243.32.151.244.165.22.69,23.69.24,69.25,69.26.240.7.199.9.208.192.37 

• 340 DATA76.30, 244.165 ,24.197.6.240.3,76,11.244.133,34.169.6.133.49,76,68,-184 
350 DRTH4.165, 18 , 166.19.133,22,134,23,165,6.133,24,165/7,133.25,169.0,69,-44 
360 DAT822 , 69.23.69.24,69,25.133.26,32.52.249.162.90.32.86,245,160J0,80J254,110 

• 370 DRTA184.173.1 , 28.217,36,0,240,6.202,208,237,76,01,245.200,192,8,208,234,-216 
380 IINTR32.86.245.80,254,184.173,1,28,145.48.280.208.245,160.186.80.254,184/..233 
390 081.8173.1.28,153.0.1.200.208.244,32,224.240.165.56,197,71,240,3,76,246,-6 

• 400 DATR244.32.233,245,197.58.240,3,76,2,245,160.0,169.85.32,82,4,185.0,6,250 
410 DRTR133.119.44.0/24,16.251,169,16.141,0.24.44.0,24,40,251,162,0,130,102,-.170 
420 11878119.42.42.102.119.42.42.141,0,24.138,102.119.42.42.102,119,42,42.141 

• 
430 DATR141.0.24,138.102.119.42.42,102,119.42,42,141,0,24,138J102.119A42,-199 
440 DRTR42.102.119.42.42.141.0.24,/62.2,202,208.253.169,15.141.0,24.288,208,48 • 
450 DATRI73.234.234o234.234.234.234,234,173,13.28,9.8,14/,0,28.173,0,6.200,..45 
460 DRTR3.76 , 158.253.197.24.208.249,133.6,173.1.6.133,7.76.181.3.133.1194-11 

• 470 DRT844 , 0 , 24.16 , 01.169.16.141.0,24,44.0.24,48.251.162o4.169,0,102,119,...72 • 
480 DATH42.42.102.119.42.42.141.0,24,202,208.240,234.234,234,234A234.234,48 
490 DRTA169, 15.141 , 0.24.96,96,133,0,88.165,0.48,252,120,96,1201234,234,234,-217 

• 500 DATR234.234.234.165 , 24 , 141.0.6,133,6,165.25,141.1.6.133.7,1159,4.133,120.33 
510 DATRI69.226.32.130.4,201,2.144,51.160,0.132,120,164,120J105,210,254,240,-249 
520 DRT818.88 , 32.118.214.120.169,226,32•130,4,201,2o144.26,230J1-20a68,231o9 

• 530 DHT8169,192.32.130.4.169.226.32.130,4.201.2.144,8.169.255,32T62.4,76.-13 
540 DATH34.235.173.0.6.240,248,197,24.240.196.173.0,6,133.6.173,1.6.133.7.-183 
550 DRTH76,160.4,234.234,234.234.160,0.185.25.244,153,48,1/200.192.31.208,-63 

• 560 DRT8245.76.48,1.169.0.168.89.0,160.200.208.250.201.128,240,7.169.55.133.-243 
570 DRTR1.76.1.245.76.48.244.160.0.177.187.201,36,240,242,169.1,133.167,169,-13 
580 DATR0.133,144,165.167,32.12.237,169.111.32,185.237,165,144,16,11.230.-142 

• 590 DATHI67.165.167.201.16.208.230,76.187,238,165.167.201,8.240,239,160.0.19 
600 DNTRI05.122.244.240.6.32.210.255.200,208.245.32.225.255.208.25/.238.234,-62 • 
610 DRTA234.234 , 234.76.187,238,234.13.89,79,85,32,72.65,86,69,32,77,79.82.-249 
620 DRTR69.32.84.72.65,78,32,49.32,68.69,86.73,67.69,32.79,78.45.76.73,78.-I26 

• 625 DRTA69,13,0,-82 
630 DRTR0.0.0.120.169.55,133.1.160.0.132.3.169.160.133.4.177,3.145,3.230.-5 
640 DRT83, 208.248.230.4.208.244,169,229.141,214.253.169,76,141.114.254.141.-230 

• 650 DHT8249, 244.169 , 188.141.115.254.169,254,141.116.254,169,9,141.250.244.-35 
660 DAT8169.244,141,291,244/ 169.18.133.3.169.10.133,4,169,226,133,5,169,248,-78 
670 DATR133.6, 177.13 , 145,5,200,208.249,230,4,230,6,165.6,201o250,208,239.169.-/8 

• 680 DATAI6 , 162.8, 133.3.134,4,169,187.162,238,133.5.134,6,177o3.145.5,200,-232 
690 DRTR208 , 249, 230, 4.230.6.165.6.201.240.208,239.185.67.13,153,95.228.200,-III 
700 DRT8192 , 80.208.245.160, 0.185.12,12,153,9.244,200,192,148.208,245,169.-102 

• 710 DAT853.133.1.76 , 248.252.234.234.0,32,66.89.84.69.83.32.70.82,69.69.13.-197 • 
720 DRTA0, 0.0.0.0.0.0.147,67,66,77,32,83,85,80,69.82,32,68,79.83.13,79.46,.-I64 
730 DRTR83.32.49 , 46 , 48 , 13.40,67,41,32,49.57,56,52,32.72,69,76,77,83.77,65,-I92 

• 
740 DATR78.32, 83 , 79.78.84.87.65.82.69.32.67.79.82.80.46.13.0.129,72.32,0...-81 
750 IIHT80, 0.0.0.0.0 , 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.49.54.53,44,49.55.54,44,48.55.51.44,50,-138 • 
760 DAT853.53.44.48.57.32.32.32.32.32.42.80.82.71,32.32,0,223.13.1,0.32,32,-.31 
770 DATH32.34.70.65.83.84.46.83.80.69.67,73,65.76.34,32.32,32,32,32.80o82.-3 

• 780 DATH71.32.32.0.255, 13.6.0,32,32,32,34.72,69,76.77,83,77,65,78,32,84,85,-57 
790 DRTR82.66.79.68.73.34.32.80.82,71.32.32.0.29,14.241,0.66.76.79,67,75,..98 
800 DATA83, 32o70/82 , 69.69J46, 32,32,32,32A32o32,32,32,32.32,32•32.32o0,0.0,-99 

• 810 D87844.55.-99,-999 
820 G0SUB960 
830 00SUB1270 

• 840 GOSUBI160 
850 REMIZIENKINIIMIIIIIIIENEIMMIKERNMEGIMIIIIIRINSIMINIIIE01122:1100511NIN ZI 

• 

64.P.W"-PRINTNI,CHR*(1);CHR$(8); 860 RESTORE , OPEN1.8.3,"01 , TURBOLORD 
870 PRINT"NOW OENERNTING THE TURBOLORD FILE" 

• 880 READR , IFFKOGOT0900 • 
890 PRINTE,CNRS(H);:001.0880 
900 IFF10-99900T0880 

• 910 PR I NT*1 : CLOSE1 , SRVE "11 ' TURBO. GEN" , 8 • 
920 GOSUB1420 
930 REMMIMISSIIMMINSWIIIEBOINNI0102191111171MRSINOMMIN UI 

64" . 8 
MO 1:113111:11111111M11111101142121111MOS 

• 940 LORD" TURBOLORD 
950 REM: INIIIMOOMMINIMIglara VISIMINIMINIIIIIMINIM 
960 PRINT" ..7 	***TURBOLOND GENERHTOR***" 

• 970 ALLCHECK=0 , FORLINE.01.079 
980 CHECK.0 
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READY. 

990 RERDITEKKIFITEMC000701030 
CHECKACHECK+ITEM ,CODEAGODE+1 
ALLCHECK=ALLCHECK+SUM+CHECK 
00T0990 
SUM=RBS(ITEM) , IFSUM=999THENRETURN 
IFSUMCXCHECK FIND255)00T01090 
PRINTICANNMEMRERDINO DKR FROM LINE".PEEK<63)+256*PEEK(64) 
NEXT LINE 
IF ALLCHECK0197778000T01140 
RETURN 
PRINT"APDATR ERROR IN LINE • ";PEEK(63)+256*PEEK(64) 
FRINT"GENERATED CHECKSUM 	".CHRND255 	• 
PRINT"SHOULD HAVE BEEN 	".SUM 
ERSA"L,"+STRS(PEEK(63)+256i0FEEK(64))+CHRS(13)+"RUN".FORIAITOLEN(ERS) 
POKE6304.1.H3C(MIDVERS,1.1)) ,NET:POKE198.LEWERK).END 
PRIHT"UNRECOVERABLE ERROR. CHECK YOUR DAM- 	STATEMENTS CAREFULLY" END 
REMIXIILEM10110i1N0111KaiMilKlbnixiaiatinta:14102110111101DAN011415001111.11M11111111010•0111:7 
OPEN0.6.0,"*0,1 8.141x" 
FORT=IT06, GETW8.Xt , NEXT 
GETIO6.W.IFii<>".UCT01180 
OET#8,Xt;OETK0.ks 
OET*8.kAT:OETtis.Ys 
k0LEN(X4) , IFXTHENK0ASCOW 
Y.LEN(YS) , IFYTHENY.A6C(Y10 
L.X+Y*256.IFL)10THENPRINT"YOU HRVE"L" BLOCKS FREE ON THE D1SK" , RETURM 
PRINT"NUT SUFFICIENT SPACE ON YOUR DISK" 
INPUT"INSERT ANOTHER DISK FIND HIT 'RETURN'".XS:OOTO830 
REmalskilianumicaufwmaiwuiscrwommaimifiumilmgdancafturmaimmumummilmMaln 
OPEN19.8,13.-I" 
INPUT*15,ENAFEN=UTHENCLO$E15 , RETURN 
IFEN021THENPRINT"YOU HAVE R FAULTY DISK INSERTED"G0T01250 
PRINT"YOUR DISK IS NOT FORMIITTED" 
PRINT"DO YOU WANT ME TO FORMNT IT (Y/N)".P0KE198.0 
GETASAFAWN"OkAS,Y"GOT01340 
00T01320 . • 
IFRSA"N"GOT01250 
1NPUT"nENTER NEW DISK NAME".NAMES;IFLEN(NANES))16GUT01350 
INPUT"ENTER NSW IDACODE"1113:1FLENi1DS)>20001360 
PRINTO15,"NEWO."4-NANE1+","+IDI'CLOSElt 
FOR1.170100PEN15.0.15."I" 
INPUT1115,EN , IFENCiOTHENPRINT"YOU HAVE A FAULTY DISK" 00T01298 
CLOSE15:NEXT, ,k6TURN 
REMIXXXIMIA4001=W4211MlipmfaMmilMaglOalabilmedMiMmilgasOKOMINANMAMMOMMIKU/ 
PRiNT"110 YOU WART TO PROTECT THE TURKOLOAD 	FILE (WU> 3"4.0KEI9u.0 
GETIOAFFax"N'ORAWY"GOT01450 
GOT01420 
IFHS="N"THENRETURN 
FORHD=628701006 ,READDH ,FOKERD.WNEXT 
FS="TURDOLOAD 64" 
POKE679,1:FORI ,,ITOLEN(FS), POKE683+1.ASC(MIDS(F5.I,1))11EXT 
POKE700.0:0PCN15.3,15 OPEN2,6,2."10":7.18:S=1 
PRINT415.."01"12.0,T.S:8Y5028 H.PEEK(252) 1 1FHOOT01530 	• 
T.PEEK(681) S.PEEK(682) , IFTOOT01500 
PRINT"THE FILE 13 NOT ON THE DISK":PRINT"UNRECOVERABLE EkkOkR. TRY AGAIN" .E 

IF(AAND64)THENPRINT"THE FILE IS ALREADY LOCKED." ,STUP 
P0PEEK(235):PRINTN15,"U1".2.0.T.S:PRINT*15."8-P".2.P:PRINT112,CHRCROR64). 
PRINT*11,"B-P 2 0",PRINT1115."U2".2,0:T.S 
PRINT"THE FILE IS NOW PROPERLY LOCKED" RETURN 
RENISJaVagai:emmitVgiaMaclitilatailaisaCalanimatio2RAMNICallaUdIMANIMMINImMilinl 
REPan,AIII:01:7i4xo,64:44=CaaaAVaimivxMztiammiiimmlinaimmudAmNmalochrderiiwaSxmin 

pRTH169.,o,141.16137.;,2n.162.2,32.198,2St,.32 
Difrk22d.25b.141169.2,32,220,255,141,170,2,230.25:3 
D.FIT9230.25.3222291,15,252,165,253.133.255.32.220 
DAT0255.32.226.253.230.253,230,253.160.0.32,728,255 
DATA230.213,153:169,2,200.24.192.16,144.242,160.242 
LAT832.2::6.255,230,253,165,144,240,3.141.168.2,200 
DRTR206.241.165.252,206.7.173.168.2.203,22,240.191 
LIATA165,140.240.3,32.199,3,173,167,2.240.3.32 
DHT8175.3.173,166.2,240.171,32,204.255.96.160.0 
DATH185.172,2,240,6,217.109.2.206,7.200,208,243 
IWIT8238.168,2,96.169,0,13I1,292 
DATH6,160.0,185.189,2,240,6,32.210.295,200,208 
DATA245,165,252.41.64,240.10.169.144.32.210.255.169.60.32.210.255.169 
DATH13.32.210.255,165.144.32.210.255.96 

1000 
1010 
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PROGRAMS 

Spectrum Speech 
by Philip Kirkpatrick 

This program will take any outside sound 
(including speech) and record it into the 
Spectrum's memory. Once in memory, 
the sound can be speeded up and 
rearranged as required by the user. 

To use this program, type in the first 
listing and save to cassette with the com-
mand SAVE "speech" LINE 3. Then type 
CLEAR 32767:NEW and type in the 
second listing with the command SAVE 
"se" CODE 65279,100. 

To run the program type CLEAR 

32767:NEW:LOAD " " ; the program 
will automatically load the machine code. 
After loading you will be presented with 
a menu of eight different options: 
1) Sample sound — this will allow you 
to record any sound entered via the ear 
port into the Spectrum memory. 
2) Change parameters — allows you to 
lengthen, shorten or change the speed of 
the recording in memory. 
3) Play sound. 
4) Save sound — saves the sound in 

memory to tape. 
5) Load sound — loads previously 
stored sound. 
6) Name sound — adds a single letter 
label to sound. 
7) Program sequence — allows you to 
create a sequence from previously 
defined labels. 
8) Run sequence — executes the 
sequence created. 
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PROGRAMS 

• LIST • 
1 REM *** PUTLIC SPEECH rC)1985 * 
2 REM *** DV *. KIRKPATRICK ****** 

• 3 PRINT AT 	10,a;IIRIOHT 	:;FLASH 	1;"Coda 	is Loading" • 
5 LOAD ""CODS 
S DIM FI, 50):DIM E(50):DIM B(50):LET r=0 

• 7 LET SS."" • 
8 LET S=32768:LET F=65024:LET P=8 
CLS 

• !0 PRINT AT 0,10;"Public 	Speech" • 
.,-., PRINT AT 0,10:OVER 	1;" 	";REM 	13 UNDERLINE CHARS 
30 PRINT AT 2.0rOPTIOMS•--" 

• 40 PRINT AT 4,0;"1....Sample Sound" 0 
50 PRINT AT 6,0;"2 	 Change Parameter:" 
60 PRINT AT 8.0; "3.... F'iay Sound" 

• 70 PRINT AT 	10,0;"4.... Sane Sound" • 
30 PRINT AT 	12,0;"5....Load Sound" 
85 PRINT AT 	14,0;"6.%..Name.Sound" 

• 87 PRINT AT 16,0;"7....Program Sequence" • 
88 PRINT AT 18,0;"8....Run Sequence" 
90 LET AS=INKEYS 

• 100 IF A$="1" THEN CLS:00SUD 1000:CLS:GOTO 10 • 
110 -IF AS="2" THEN CLS:00SUD 1500:CLS:GOTO 10 
120 IF AS="3" THEN CLS:GOSUD 2000:CLS:GOTO 10 • 130 IF AS="4" THEN CLS:GOSUD 2500:CLS:GOTO 10 • 
140 IF A$="5" THEN CLS:GOSUD 3000:CLS:OOTO 10 
150 IF AS="6" THEN CLS:GOSUD 35001CLS:GOTO 10 

• 160 IF AS="7" THEN CLS:00SUB 3600:CLS:GOTO 10 • 
170 IF A$="8" THEN CLS:00SUB 3650:CLS:00TO 10 
160 GOTO SO  

• 1000 INRUT"Pres ENTER to Sample ";LINE AS • 
1010 RANDOMIZE USR 65280 
1020 RETURN 

• 1500 PRINT AT 0,8; "Alterations Menu" • 
1510 PRINT AT 0.8:OVER 1;" 	":REM 16 UNDERLINE CHARS 
1520 PRINT AT 2,0;"OPTIONS-" 

• 1530 PRINT AT 4,0;"1....Change Start Address" • 
1540 PRINT AT 6,0;"2....Change Last Address" 
1550 PRINT AT 8,0;"3....Change Speed" 

• 1560 LET AS=INKEY$ • 
1570 IF AS="1" THEN CLS:GOSUB 1620:CLS:C:OTO 1500 

• 1580 IF A$="2" THEN CLS:005U11 1680:CLS$COTO 1500 
IF A$="3" THEN CLS:GOSAJD 4740:CLS:(.0TO 1500 •1590 • 

1600 IF AS=CHR$ 13 THEN RETURN 

• 1610 GOTO 1560 
1620 PRINT AT 0,0;"Current Start Addres s  

• 
1630 INPUT"ENTER New Start Address ";S 

• 
1640 IF S>=F OR 5<32768 THEN GOTO 1620 	, 
1650 LET H=INT (S/256):LET L=S-(H*256) • 
1660 POKE 65310,L:POKE 65311,H 

• 1670 RETURN 
1680 PRINT AT 0,0;"Current Last Address 	"1F • 
1690 INPUT"ENTER New Last Address ";F 

• 1700 LET N=INT(F/256) 
1710 IF N>254 OR N<128 THEN GOTO 1690 • 
1720 POKE 65335,N 

• 1730 RETURN 
1740 PRINT AT 0,01"Current Speed ";P • 

1750 INPUT"ENTER New Speed ";P 
• 1760 IF P<1 OR P>15 THEN GOTO 1750 

1770 POKE 65313,P • 

1780 RETURN 
0 2000 INPUT"Press ENTER for Sound ";LINE. Al • 2010 RANDOMIZE USR 65308 

2020 IF INKES=EHR$ 13 THEN RETURN 
• 2030 GOTO 2010 	' 

• •2500 INPUT"ENTER Name of File ";SINE N$ 
2502 IF 1,1$="" THEN GOTO 2500  

• 2510 SAVE NS CODE 32767,22512' 
2520 RETURN • 

3000 INPUT"ENTER Name of File ";LINE Nt 
• 3002 IF N$="" THEN OOTO 3000 • 3010 LOAD NS CODE 

3020 RETURN  
• 3500 LET C=C+1:IF C150 THEN PRIM" fJ1(,,1 	”Dia)OnOry 	F 	1".PF0.1 	0:91 N 0 

3505 PRINT AT 10,8;"Press Lette 	Name" 
3510 PAUSE O: LET AS=INKEYS 	 - 

• 3515 IF AS="/" THEN 00TO 3505 
3520 PRINT AT 21,6;A$;"= Name 	Sound" • 
3530 LET FS(C)=AS:LET E(C)=F:LF'-  e(C)=5 

• 3540 RANDOMIZE UCR 65308 
3550 RETURN • 

3600 PRINT AT 0,0;"Program-":81. 
• 3601 	INPUT"Re-Program? ";LINE E$ • 3602 IF ES="" OR ES="n" THEN RE' 	, 

3603 INPUT"ENTER Pause Length Req. 	";M 

• 3605 IF M<1 OR M>20 THEN GOTO ",0),-  • 
3610 PRINT AT 10,0;"Program Sequ,,.- 
3615 LET SS="" 

• 3620 INPUT LINE SS 
3625 IF SS="" THEN GOTO 3620 

• 

3630 RETURN 

• 3650 IF SS="" THEN RETURN • 
3655 FOR L=1 TO LEN SS 
3660 IF 84(L)="/" THEN PAUSE ''NEXT L 

• 3670 FOR K=1 TO LEN FS • 
3680 IF FS(K)=SS(L) THEN GOTO 3710 
3690 NEXT K . 

• 2700 GOTO 3750 • 
3710 POKE 65311,INT (8(K)/256) 
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100 'HX-Modow V3.1 1985 BY J.W 
110 CLS PRINT -  HANG ON A SECOND' 
120 MEMSET BHEA8.81.24 
130 FOR I=6HA40 TO 6HEA6.READ A.POKE I,A.NEXT 
140 TITLE "SetModew 
150 EXEC&HA40 AWDELETE 1-999 .CHR1(13).'EXECIIHOFFD".CHR$113/ 
160 A.VARPTR(As) POKEI1H916,6HFE.POKEBH917,PEEK(A.1).POKE6H918,PEEKIA.21 
170 ENO 
180 DATA 206,1.60,60,238,2,140,255.255,39,5,24,56,24.32.243,56,204,186,65,237,0 
190 DATA 204,10,92.237,2,57.1S6,65,255.255.10,116,72,88,45,77,111,100,101, 109  
200 DATA 32,32,86,51,46,49,32,87.89,0.206,14,77,198,7,166,0,167,703.90,38,248 
210 DATA 206,14,84,189,255,94.206,14,86,189,255,94.134,255,183,14,55,183,14,57  
220 DATA 183.14,59,183,14,58,79.183,14,56,204,253,40.189,255,136,134,1,189,255  
230 DATA 133,254,255,220.204,1,4,189,255,130,189.255,157.37.93,39,94,189,255 
240 DATA 154,129,254.38.19,192,241,37.83.193,10,36,79,88.206,11.114,58.238,0  
250 DATA 173,0.32,68,246,14,57,39,34,129,13,39,30.129,32,44,26,129.8,39,7,54  
260 DATA 189,255,79,50,32,44,246,14,55,39,3,189,255,79,134,127,189.255,1113,32 
270 DATA 29,189,255,118.246.14.55,39,5,54,189,255,79,50,129,13,38.12,246,14,56  
280 DATA 39,7,134,10,32,230,126,14,43,254,255,216,236,0,39,148,189,255,121,246 
290 DATA 14,59,39,34,129,127,46,136,45,4,134,S.32,24.129.127,39,57,44,52,129,32 
300 DATA 44,14,129,7,39.31.45.42,129,13,46,38,129.11,39,29,54,189,255.79,50,246 
310 DATA 14,58,38,3.126.10,179,129,13,38,17,134,10,32,235,204,10,2.189,255,100 
320 DATA 32,5,134,10.189,255,79,126,10,179.134,8,32,215,11,141,11,152,11,163.13 
330 DATA 137,14,43,11.174,11,195,11,206,11.217,14,43,76,198,1,189.255,100,57,182 
340 DATA 14,55,67,183,14,55,132.15,32,238,182,14,56,67,183,14,56,132,15,32,227  
350 DATA 182.14,57.67,183.14,57,132.15,32,216,182,2,128,133.1,39,7,122,2,128 
360 DATA 134,0,32,202,124.2,128,134,15.32,195,182,14,58,67,183,14,58.132,15,32 
370 DATA 184.182,14.59,67,183,14,59.132,15,32.173,1913,0,189.255,73,198,19,206 
380 DATA 14.91,189,255,73,198,10,206,14,111,189,255.73.198,10,206,14.122,189 
390 DATA 255.73.79,183,14,73,183,14,71,183,14,70,189.13.67,189,13,47,252,1,44  
400 DATA 253,14,64,179,4,254,253,14,62,134.21,189,255.118.204,160,0.253,14,68 
410 DATA 189,13,12,182.14,75,39,3,126,12,181,182,14,74,129,1,38,122,189,12,254  
420 DATA 182,14.74,183,14,71,109,12.254,182,14,74,187,14.71,76.38,113,182.14,71 
430 DATA 176,14.70,38,3,126,12,231,74,38,99,79.183,14,72.198,128,247.14,76,254  
440 DATA 14.62,255.14,60.189,12,254,1132,14,74,254,14,60,167,0,8,188 14,64,44,67 
450 DATA 255,14,60,187,14,72,183,14,72,122,14,76,38,225,141,124,182,14,74,177 
460 DATA 14,72,38,43,182,14,70,76,183,14,70,189,13,47,79,183,14,73,189,13,67 
470 DATA 254,14,60,255,14,62,134,6,189,255,118,126,12,23,129.4,38,8,134,6.189 
480 DATA 255.118,126,12,197,182,14,73,76,183,14,73,54,189,13,67,50,129,10,45,12 
490 DATA 198,0,189,255,73,204,10,2,189,255,100,57,141,3,126,12,18,189,12.241 
500 DATA 204,5,0.253,14.68,141,29,182,14,75,39,240,57,141,237,134,6,189,255,118 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

PROGRAMS 

• 
• 
• 

3715 LET W-PEEK 65311 
3720 POKE 65310,O(K)-(W*256) 
3730 POKE 65335, INT 	(E(K)/256) 
3740 RANDOMIZE USR 65303 
3750 NEXT L 
3760 LET F=PEEK 65335*256 
3770 LET E=W*256+PEEK 65310 
3780 RETURN 

• 
• 
• 

• 10 FOR a=65280 TO 65339 • 
20 READ v:POKE a,v 

• 30 
40 

NEXT a 
DATA 243,33,0,128,6,8,219,254,203,119,32,2,203,254,203,62,16,244,203, • 

14,35,124,254,254,32,234,251,201,243,33,0,128,6,8,203,70,40,4,62,0,2110  

• 	254,62,255,211,254,203,6,16,240,203,6,35,124,254,254,32,230,251,201 • 

HX-Modem is a communications pro-
gram for the Epson HX-20, allowing you 
to use the HX-20 as a smart terminal. For 
transfer of files it employs the Ward 
Christensen (or XModem) protocol. This 
protocol is very popular among CP/M 
systems, so you can not only transfer 
files from HX-20 to HX-20 but also to 
CP/M machines (including the Epson 
PX-8 and QX-10). 

When you run the program the ter-
minal machine code section will load into 
memory as a file called HX-Modem, and 
some Basic will be left called SetModem. 
Select HX-Modem from the menu to 
enter terminal mode or SetModem to 
configure communication conditions. 
HX-Modem 

Epson HX-20 
HX-Modem 

by Wico Ypma 

In this mode the PF-keys have the follow-
ing functions: 
PF-1 — local Echo ON/OFF 
PF-2 — automatic LF after CR during 

transmission ON/OFF 
PF-3 — filter during transmission ON/ 

OFF 
PF-4 — send the file in the RAM file 

area 
PF-5 — return to MENU 
PF-6 — disable left-right scrolling ON/ 

OFF 
PF-7 — automatic LF after CR during 

receive ON/OFF 
PF-8 — filter during receive ON/OFF 
PF-9 — receive a file in the RAM file 

area 
PF-0 — return to MENU 

The filter function filters out non-ASCII 
symbols and control codes, and converts 
the delete (ASCII B) into the more 
general (ASCII 127) code. 
SetModem 
The SetModem section of the program 
has three options: 
1) Allows you to change the RS232 
handshaking conditions and the amount 
of memory reserved for the screen file 
and file buffer. 
2) Handles saving and loading of text to 
tape in text or ASCII-Basic format. 
3) Loads a text or ASCII-Basic file from 
tape and stores it in the file buffer ready 
for transmission. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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PROGRAMS 

• 510 DATA 126.12.23,254.255.216.236.0.39,5,189.255.121.32,244,57.204,16,0.253,14 • 520 DATA 68.189.255.157.36.3.126.255,37,127,I4,75.254,255.216,236,0,38.18.198 
530 DATA 25,90.46.253.254,14.68,9.255.14.68,38.235,115.14.75.57,189.255,121,183 

• 
540 DATA 14,74,57,182, 14,70,22.79,206.14.135,189.255.40,214.6.206.14.133,189 
550 DATA 255,73,57.182.14,73.22.79.206.14,142.189.255,40,198,6,206.14.140,189 0 
560 DATA 255,73,57.198,0.189.255,73.198.19,206,14,147,189,255.73.198.10.206,14 
570 DATA 	111.189. 255,73.198,10.206,14,122,189,255.73,127,14,73.189,13.67,252.1 

• 580 DATA 44,1 79,4,254.253, 1 4.62,206.14,66.227,0.253.14,64,134.1,183,14,70,189 • 

590 DATA 	13.47.254.14.62.134,1,189.255,118.182,14.70,189.255,118,67,189,255.118 
600 DATA 	198,128,247, 1 4.76,79,183,14,72,166.0,189.255,118,187,14.72.183.14,72,8 

• 610 DATA 122,14,76.38.239,182,14,72,189.255,118,60,204.160.0.253,14,68,189,13 • 
620 DATA 	12.182,14,74.129,6.39,22.56.189.12.214.124.14.73,182,14,73,54,189.13 
630 DATA 67.50.129.10,45.170.126,12,197.56,255.14.62,124.14.70.188,14.64,44,14 

• 640 DATA 182,14,70,189.13,47,127.14.73,189.13,67.32,141.134,4,189.255.118.189 0 
650 DATA 	12.254,182,14,74,129.6,38.3.126.12,197,124,14,73.189.13,67,189,12,214 
660 DATA 	182.14,73,129.10.45.222.126.12.197.189,255.127,79.189.255.133,56.126 

• 670 DATA 255.37.57,255,0.255.0.255.78.128.67.0.66.240.2.240.14.214.7.29.70,0,6 
680 DATA 0.0.132,34,135.79.23.14,167,132,34.135.0.23.14,167.0.0.32.32,72.88,45 • 

690 DATA 	77.111.100.101,109.32.82.101.99,101.105.118,101,0,1.32.32.83.69.67.84 

• 
700 DATA 79, 82.58.0.2.32.32.69.82,82.79,82.83.58.9,1.48,48.48.40.48,9,2.48.48 
710 DATA 48.48,48.0.0.32.32.72.88.45.77.111 ,100.101.109.12.83.101,110.100.32.32 • 
720 DATA 32 
1000 'SetModem FOR HX-Modem V-3.1:29/04/85:8Y J.W.YPMA 

• 1010 WIDTH 21,20,1:POKE&H27C.0:0N ERROR GOTO 1540 • 
1020 CLS:PRINT-= 	Set-Modem V3.1 	." 
1030 PRINT"1 SET CONDITIONS":PRINT"2 SAVE/LOAD FILE":PRINT"3 MENU"; 

• 1040 A=VAL(INPUT$(1)):ON A GOTO 1060,2000,1050:GOT0 1040 
• 

1050 EXECIIHDFFD 
1060 CLS:F=PEEK(6H4FE)=256=PEEK(11H4FF) 
1070 PRINT"AVAILABLE MEMORY FOR":PRINTUSING"FILES : 41;111 Bytes ,F 

•• 1080 PRINT:PRINT"1:0.K. 	2:CHANGE"; 
1090 KS=INPUTS(D:IF 10=-1 -  THEN 1110 
1100 CLS:PRINT"REQUIRED MEMORY FOR":INPUT"FILES :",F:CLEAR 200,F:GOT01060 

• 1110 CLS:PRINT"AVAILABLE MEMORY FOR" • 
1120 M=PEEK(614136).256=PEEK(611137)-6HEA5 
1130 COL=PEEK(IHE50)=1:LIN=PEEKOIHE51)+1 

• 1140 PRINTUSING"SCREEN: 	AAA COLUMNS";COL:PRINTUSING- 	PSI LINES-;LIN • 
1150 PRINT- I:0.K. 	2:CHANGE"; 
1160 Xf.INPUTS(0;IF ICS=-1 -  THEN 1210 ELSE IF Ktc>"2" THEN PRINTK$:GOTO 1160 

• 1170 CLS:PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF":INPUT"COLUMNS 	- 	-.COL:INPUT-LINES 	: 	",LIN 
1180 POKE 6.14E50, (COL-1):POKE&HE51. (LIN-1) • 

1190 M=11HEA6=LINe(COL*1):MEMSET M 

• 
1200 GOTO 1110 
1210 CLS:PRINT-= 	Set-Modem V31 	." • 

1220 A=PEEK(BHAA0):B=PEEK(IHAA1) 

• 
1230 PRINT"WORDLENGTH: 	";B AND &HOF;"BIT" 
1240 PRINTUSING-BIT RATE 	: 	RIM BPS":2- ((B AND 61/F0)/16-1)=150 • 

1250 PRINT-STOP BITS : 	";A AND 6H03;"BIT" 
1260 CD=A AND 4:PRINT"CD 	: 	'';:IF CD THEN PRINT"NO CHECK" ELSE PRINT" 	CHECK" 

• 1270 RTS=A AND 8:PRINT"RTS 	: 	";:IF RTS THEN PRINT" ON" ELSE PRINT"OFF" • 
1280 CTS=A AND 32:PRINT"CTS 	: 	";:IF CTS THEN PRINT"NO CHECK" ELSE PRINT" 	CHECK" 
1290 DSR=A AND 16:PRINT"DSR 	: 	"::IF DSR THEN PRINT-NO CHECK" ELSE PRINT" 	CHECK" 

• 1300 PAR=14 AND 1114C0)/64:PRINT"PARITY 	: 	"; 
• 1310 IF PAR=0 THEN PRINT" 	EVEN" ELSE IF PAR=1 THEN PRINT" 	ODD" ELSE PRINT-NO CHECK" 

1320 PRINT;PRINT"10.K. 	2:CHANGE"; 
• 1330 KS=INPUT$(1):1F K$="1" THEN 1000 

1340 IF K94 "2" THEN PRINTK$;:GOTO 1330 

• 1350 CLS:PRINT"WORDLENGTH-:PRINT-1: 	7 BIT":PRINT"2: 	8 BIT"
1360 WS=INPUTS(D:IF We="1" THEN WL=7 ELSE IF lif."2" THEN WL=8 ELSE 1350 • 1370 CLS:PRINT"BIT RATE":PRINT-1: 	300 	4: 	2400":PRINT-2: 	600 	5: 	4800":PRINT"3: 	1200"; 
1380 BR=VAL(INPUT*(1)):IF (312c1 OR 812,5 THEN 1370 ELSE BR=BR4.1 
1390 POKE &HAAI, (BR=16•WL) 

• 1400 CLS:PRINT"STOP BITS":PRINT"1: 	1 	BIT":PRINT"2: 	2 BIT" • 
1410 SS=INPUT$(1):IF Sf="1-  THEN SO=1 ELSE IF S$=-2-  THEN SB=2 ELSE 1400 
1420 CLS:PRINT"CARRIER DETECT":PRINT"1: CHECK":PRINT"2: NO CHECK" 

• 1430 Tf=INPUTS(1):IF T9=-1 -  THEN CD=0 ELSE IF Tf="2" THEN CD=1 ELSE 1420 • 
1440 CLS: PRINT"REOUEST TO SEND":PRINT"l: 	ON":PRINT"2: 	OFF" 
1450 RS=INPUT$(1):1F Rf="1" THEN RTS=1 ELSE IF Rf="2" THEN RST=0 ELSE 1440 

• 1460 CLS:PRINT"CLEAR TO SEND":PRINT"1: 	CHECK":PRINT"2: 	NO CHECK - 
• 1470 CS=INPUTS(1):IF Cf="1" THEN CTS=0 ELSE IF CS="2" THEN CTS=1 ELSE 1480 

1480 CLS:PRINT"DATA SET READY-:PRINT"1: 	CHECK":PRINT"2: 	NO CHECK" 
• 1490 10$=INPUT$(1):IF 08="1" THEN DSR=0 ELSE IF Df="2" THEN DSR=1 ELSE 1460 

1500 CLS:PRINT"PARITY CHECK":PRINT-1: 	EVEN":PRINT"2: 	ODD - :PRINT"3: 	NONE": • 
1510 PS=INPUT$(1):/F PS="1" THEN P=0 ELSE IF PS="2" THEN P=1 ELSE P=2 

• 
1520 POKE&HAAO, (S13.4=CD=8=RTS.161.DSR.32=CTS.641.P) 
1530 GOT01210  
1540 CLS:11 ERR=7 OR ERR=9 THEN PRINT" 	MEMORY OVERFLOW" ELSE PRINT" 	UNDEFINED ERROR- 
1550 PRINT:PRINT" 	ENTER CR- ;:AS=INPUTS(1):RUN 

• 2000 CLS:PRINT"). 	Set-Modem V3.I 	it":PRINT"I SAVE SCREEN":PRINT"2 SAVE FILE": PPINT"3 LOAD FILE"; • 
2010 A=VAL(INPUT$)1)):ON A GOTO 2020.2100,2190:G0102010 
2020 CLS:PRINT -.• 	SAVE SCREEN 	.." 

• 2030 GOSUB2270:0PEN"0-011,"CASO:".AS..".ASC" 
2040 COL=PEEK(6HE50):LIN=PEEKME51):D=SHEA7 • 

2050 FOR 1.0 TO LIN:Af="" • 2060 	FOR J=0 TO COL 
2070 	Af.AS.CHRSIPEEK(D+J.I.(COL.1)/) 0 
2080 	NEXT J:PRINTAI,A$ 
2090 NEXT 1:CLOSES1:GOT01000 

• 2100 CLS:PRINT" • 	SAVE FILEse":GOSUB 2270 • 
2110 OPEN"0",61."CASO: -.148*".ASC":M=PEEK(11H12C)4)256.PEEK(11H12D) 
2120 M=M-PEEK(11H4FE)=256-PEEK(6H4FF):L=PEEK(IHE3C)).256.PEEK(IH230)-M 

• 2130 POKEE.HE42.(L\256):POKE&HE43, IL MOD256) • 
2140 L=PEEK(&HE42)=256.PEEKMHE43):DEFFIL 1,0:1=0:10=CHRS(13)=CHRS(10):Af="" 
2150 GET/. 	1.1.:AS=A$.18:1=1=1:1F 	1,1_ THEN 2180 

• 2160 IF RIGHT$(19,1)csCHR8(13) 	THEN 2150 ELSE PRINTAI,LEFTS(AS.LEN(AS)-1):Af="" 
2170 GET% L1,18: IF 1$=CHR$(10) 	THEN 1=1+1:G0702150 ELSE GOTO 2150 45 
2180 PRINTIII.A$:CLOSESI:GOT01000 
2190 CLS:PRINT"== 	LOAD FILE 	(.":GOSUB 2270 

• 2200 OPEN- I".$1,"CASEK -+AS="..":DEFFIL 1.0:L=0:CLS:PRINT" 	LOADING "As • 

2210 IF EOF(1) 	THEN 2250 
2220 INPUT41,0$,FOR 1=1 TO LEN(BS) 

• 2230 PUTT. L.MIDSIBS,1.1):L=L=1:NEXT • 

2240 PUTS L,CHRS(13):PUT% L=1,CHR$(10):L=L=2:GOTO 2210 
2250 POKE 6HE42. (L\256):POKE&HE43, IL MO0256):FOR I=L TO L+127:PUT% I,CHRS(0):NEXT 

• 2260 CLOSEV1:50701000 • 
2270 INPUT"FILE NAME:",A$:(16=LEFTS(A$,B) 
2280 PRINT"TAPE-COUNT:"TAPCNT" 

• 
2290 PRINT- IN POSITION? 	(Y/N)"; 

• 
2300 8$=INPUT$(1):IF BS S -Y" AND B$ 8"y" THEN 2280 
2310 RETURN 
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Microsoft Basic Compressor 

by Bjorn Taale Sandberg 
One of the sad consequences of Basic 
being an interpreted language is the 
amount of memory the source code con-
sumes. This often makes it necessary to 
go through the program, removing com-
ments and compressing statements 
from a well-tested bit to make room for 
more. This compressor program takes a 

Basic program stored on disk as an ASCII 
file, removes all comments, and appends 
lines to the end of preceding lines 
wherever possible. The resulting pro-
gram is considerably shorter and 
usually faster. 

Lines referred to in any GOTO, 
GOSUB, RESUME, RESTORE, THEN or 

DELETE statements are not touched. 
Whenever a line consisting entirely of a 
comment cannot be removed because it 
is the destination for a jump, the com-
ment is removed and replaced by 'JTR 
(jump to remark). 

    

• 
• 

10 DIM GT(5000) :TGT7.=0:PASS.1:GOSUB 140 
20 PRINT"Input file opened !" 
30 GOSUB 680 
40 PRINT"Line numbers logged !":PRINT 
50 GOSUB 750 
60 PRINT"Line number, sorted !":PRINT 
70 OPEN"1"011,RFS 
BO OPEN"0",412,0F11 
90 PASS.2 
100 PRINT"Ready for pass 2 -> Compression & comment delet1on.":PRINT 
110 GOSUB 680 
120 PRINT:PRINT"Process complete:":RF$1" ->"OOPS: PRINTS PRINT 
130 END 
140 'JTR 
150 ON ERROR GOTO 250 
160 PRINT:PRINT 
170 INPUT"Input BASIC ASCII file "ORES 
180 IF RES.." THEN END 
190 FILES RFS:ON ERROR GOTO 0 
200 OPEN"1",111,RFS 
210 INPUT"Output BASIC ASCII file "10F$ 
220 IF OFS."" THEN END 
230 OPEN"0",M2,0FS 
240 RETURN 
250 RESUME 260 
260 ON ERROR GOTO 0 
270 PRINT"No such file exist 	 
280 GOTO 150 
290 'JTR 
300 LWS."" 
310 TSVS.IS 
320 IF INSTR(IS,CHR$(54))>0 THEN GOSUB 890:GT(TGT%).VAL(RWS),TGT7.=TGT%f1:1S.TSV$ 
:GOTO 340 
330 IF INSTR(IS,"IF "1>0 THEN GOSUB 890:GT(TGT%).VAL(RWS):TGT%.7077,.1:1S=TSV$ 
340 GOSUB 890 
350 IF VAL(RW$)>0 THEN 380 
360 IF RWS="," THEN 390 
370 LWS.RWS:GOTO 390 
380 IF LW11."THEN" OR LWS."RESTORE" OR LWS="GOTO" OR LWt."GOSUB" OR LW$."RESUME" 
OR LWS="DELETE" THEN GT(TGT7.).VAL(R1411):TGT7.TGT1(.+1 
390 IF If."" THEN RETURN 
400 GOTO 340 
410 'JTR 
420 54-14 :GOSUB 890 :LNR=VAL(RWS):1S.S11:SSIS=RWS:GOSUB 790 
430 IF FEIL% THEN 490 
440 GOSUB 570:IF (VAL(IS)>0) AND (ABS(LOG(VAL(IS).1)4.4342944820-LEN(IS))<4) THE 
N IS.ISO"'JTR" 
450 IF OPS<>"" THEN PRINTS2,0P$ 
460 PRINTO2,IS 
470 OPt."":1$."" 
480 RETURN 
490 GOSUB 890:ESS.RWS 
500 GOSUB 570 
510 IF IS."" THEN RETURN 
520 IF OPS."" THEN OPS.ESSfIS:RETURN 
530 IF LEN(OPS).LEN(IS)>250 THEN 550 
540 OPS.OPS+":"*IS:RETURN 
550 PRINTM2,0PS 
560 OPS.ESSfIS:RETURN 
570 RS... 
580 CS.RIGHTS(IS,1) 
590 RS.CS+RS:IS.LEFTS(1$,LEN(IS)-1) 
600 IF CIO.CHR$(34) THEN IS=IS,RS:RETURN 
610 IF CS."'" THEN 660 
620 IF I$="" THEN IS=WS:RETURN 
630 IF CS<>"M" THEN 580 
640 IF (RIGHTS(I$,3)=" RE") OR (RIGHTs(IS,3J.":RE") THEN IS=LEFTS(1$,LEN(IS)-51: 
RETURN 
650 GOTO 580 
660 IF IS.SPACES(LEN(IS)) THEN IS"":RETURN 
670 RETURN 
680 'JTR 
690 WHILE NOT(E0F(1)):LINE INPUTM1,IS:PRINT IS 
700 	IF PASS.] THEN GOSUB 290 ELSE GOSUB 410 
710 WEND 
720 PRINT"End of input file reached !" 
730 IF PASS=2 AND OPS<>"" THEN PRINT:12,0F, 
740 CLOSEN1:CLOSE*2:RETURN 
750 FOR 01%=0 TO TGT%-1 
760 	FOR Q2%.01%.1 TO TGT% 
770 	IF GT(02%)<GT(Q1%) THEN SWAP GT(01%),GT(027.) 
700 NEXT:NEXT:RETURN 
790 FEIL7,.(0=1) 
800 TP%=TGT%:BU%=0:CU%.(TP%+BU%)02 
810 IF LNR=STICUM THEN RETURN 
820 IF GT(CU%)<LNR THEN 860 
8.30 TP7..CU%:CU%=(TP%+BU%)02 
840 IF TP%-BU%.1 THEN 880 
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rliCROTEX 
	666 

Still keying in programs? Forget itl 
This program is available for 
telesoftware downloading on 
Microtex 666 (page '66614#.) 

• 
• 

850 GOTO 810 
860 Eql%=CU%:CU%=(TP%+BUY.)02 
B70 GOTO 840 
880 IF LNR=GT(CU%) 	OR LNR=GT(BU%) 	OR LNR=GT(TP%) 
TURN 
890 'JIM 
900 Wf=".  
910 IF 	IS="" THEN RWS=.":RETURN 

• 
THEN RETURN ELSE FEIL%=(0=0):RE 

• 
• 920 CS=LEFTS(IS,1) • 

930 	1$=MID4(IS,2) 
940 IF CII=CHRS(34) 	THEN 980 • 950 	IF 	INSTR("P)011*+-/()=),.^0",C$)<>0 THEN 980 • 
960 IF CS." " THEN RWS=WS:RETURN 
970 WS=WIlfCtiGOTO 920 

• 980 IF WS<>"" THEN IS=CS+If:RWS=WS.RETURN 
990 RWS=CS:RETURN • 

This program sets up drivers in a 
sideways RAM to allocate a larger printer 
buffer than that catered for by the BBC's 
operating system. Once installed, the 
program will remain until the RAM is 
erased or the computer is turned off. 

The driver is fully compatible with 
MOS calls in that the buffer may be 
purged-examined and used in the nor-
mal way, and a buffer-full event will also 
be generated (if the event is enabled) 
when appropriate. 

Up to 15.25k may be used as a buffer, 
the exact amount available being de- 

BBC Spooler 
by Mark Clegg 

pendent on the size of the RAM installed. 
The program is configured for the size of 
RAM chip by setting the variable 'RAM-
TOP' on line 90 to the appropriate value 
— &BB for a 2k chip, 8-90 for 4k (that is, 
the high byte of the next address after 
the RAM). 

The installation section of the program 
assumes that the RAM will be located in 
ROM socket 'F', and that any write 
operations to the sideways ROM area 
will automatically select this ROM. The 
code actually placed in the ROM is, 
however, independent of the ROM soc- 

ket used, so modification for use in dif-
ferent sockets should be no great 
problem. 

To produce a working driver for your 
BBC Micro, run the following program 
which assembles the required code 
together with a ROM installation routine. 
The code produced is saved to disk as 
the binary file PSPOOL. The printer 
spooler can then be set up by issuing the 
command "*PSPOOL' (best utilised from 
within a !BOOT file). 

10 REM ............... *********** ******** ******** • 20 REM ***** 	 RAMSPOOL 
30 REM 	  
40 REM ***** A program allocating paged RAM 	 

• 50 
60 

REM 	pace 	to the 	printer 	buffer ***** 
REM ***** A maximum of 	15.5K can be used 	 

70 REM 	  

• 80 
90 ramtop=&88 	REM Amount of r 	available f&8000 (High byte) am 

100 OSBYTE=&FFF4 	OSNEWL=&FFE7 	OSWRCH=&FFEE 
110 FOR pass%=4 TO 7 STEP 3 • 120 P%=&1900 	(3%=&3200 
130 E OPT pass% 
140 .instal LDA &280 \ Check spooler not already installed 

• 150 
160 

CMP £&81 	BRE start 	RTS 	.start 
SEI 

170 LDA E(data DIV 256) 	STA &F9 \ Install spooler in paged RAM 
180 LDA E(data MOD 256) 	STA &F8 	LDV £0 	LDA E&BO 

• 190 STA &FB : STY &FA 
200 .inst13 LDA 	(&F8),Y 	STA 	(&FA),Y 	INC &Fe 	: 	BNE i nstll 	: 	INC &F9 
210 .instll 	INC &FA : 	BNE Inst12 	INC &FB • 220 .inst12 .LDA &FB : CMP £&83 	BNE instI3 
230 LDA &F4 1 PHA : LDA f&F 	STA &F4 	STA &FE30 	JSR boot 
240 PLA : 	STA &F4 	STA &FE30 	LDA E&Ell 	: STA 52E10 	CLI 	RTS 

• 250 .data 
260 I 	P%=&13000 : 	VDU12 	C OPT pass% 
270 

• 280 
290 
\ ***** 	RAMSPOOL 	***** 

300 	 A 	program 	to 	allocate ***** 
310 \ ***** paged 	RAM 	to 	form 	an ***** 

• 320 \ **** 	 extended 	printer buffer ***** 
330 \ ***** up to a maximum of 	15.5K ***** 
340 

• 350 
360 

JMP 0 : JMP sentry 
EQUB 8,81 	\ ROM Type. 

370 EQUB crIght \ Copyright offset pointer. 
380 EQUB &01 \ Version number. 

• 390 EQUS "Ram Spool.  
400 .cright EQUB 500 \ Copyright message. 
410 EQUS 	"(C) 	M.G. 	1984." 

• 420 
430 

EOUB &00 
.hlpmsg \ Printed by 	*HELP' 

440 EQUS "Printer Spooler 	VI.0 	(1.5F)" 
450 EQUB &D:EQUB &A • 460 .sentry CMP E&09 \ Test type of service requested. 
470 BEQ help \ Help expansion 
480 CMP E3 \ or • 490 BED boot \ Auto boot 
500 RTS 
510 .help 	PHA \ Check for specific help. 

• 520 
530 

TVA : PHA 
.helpl 	LDA 	l&F2),Y 	\ 	Is rest of 	command 	line empty 
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rliCROTEX 
	666 

Still keying in programs? Forget it! 
This program is available for 
telesoftware downloading on 
Microtex 666 (page *66614#.) This is an excellent function key/routine 

machine language program for the Com-
modore 64. It is constructed as a series 

FKEY 
by K Riordan 

of Basic DATA statements so no know- 
ledge of machine language or an editor/ 
assembler is required. Full instructions are in the listing. 

• 100 REM ******************************************************************** 
101 REM * 	 * 

• 102 REM * 	 * 
103 REM * 	 FKEY 	 * 
104 REM * 	A FUNCTION KEY ASSIGNMENT PROGRAMMER'S 	* 

• 105 REM * 	 AID FOR COMMODORE 64 	 * 
106 REM * 	(KEVIN RIORDAN 	1985) 	 * 
107 REM * 	 * 
108 REM * 
109 REM ******* ****** ***** **** ******* *************************************** 

• 110 : 
III : 

• 112 
113 

: 
REM THIS USER-FRIENDLY MACHINE-CODE UTILITY ASSIGNS FUNCTIONS TO 

114 REM KEYS FI-F8 AS FOLL01,.E. 

• 115 : 
116 REM Fl = AUTO: PROMPTS USER FOR REQUIRED STARTING LINE NUMBER AND STEP 
117 REM BETWEEN LINE NUMBERS. 	DEFAULT VALUES OF 100 AND 10 MAY 

• 118 REM BE CHOSEN BY <RETURN> R5SPONSE TO EACH PROMPT. 	IF CURRENT 
119 REM AUTO LINE ALREADY EXISTS IN RESIDENT BASIC PROGRAM, FLAG 

• 120 REM OF 	IS SHOWN ON SCREEN. 
121 REM AUTO MAY BE DISENGAGED BY <RETURN>ING A NULL PROGRAM LINE. 
122 REM NO OTHER FKEY FUNCTION IS AVAILABLE WHILE AUTO IS IN OPERATION. 

• 123 
124 REM F2 	RENUM: PROVIDES A FULL BASIC PROGRAM RENUMBERING 

• 
125 
126 

REM 
REM 

FACILITY, PERFORMING NECESSARY ALTERATIONS TO GOTO, GOSUB 
AND IF...THEN REFERENCES TO RENUMBERED LINES. 	PROMPTS AND 

127 REM DEFAULTS ARE IDENTICAL TO AUTO, WITH THE ADDITIONAL 

• 128 REM PROVISION THAT EITHER GLOBAL OR SECTIONAL RENUMBERING MAY 
129 REM BE SPECIFIED. 
130 REM GLOBAL RENUMBERING IS ACHIEVED BY SELECTING DEFAULT VALUES 

• 131 REM (0 AND 63999) FOR THE 	'START AT' AND 	'END AT' PROMPTS: 
132 REM ANY OTHER VALUES GIVEN TO THESE PROMPTS WILL RENUMBER ONLY 

• 133 REM THE SPECIFIED PROGRAM BLOCK, LEAVING ALL PROGRAM LINES IN 
134 REM LEGAL ASCENDING SEQUENCE. 
135 REM THE FEATURE IS 	'SMART' ENOUGH NOT TO PERMIT INTERLEAVING 

• 136 REM OF PROGRAM LINES, ILLEGAL LINE NUMBERING OR AN INCOMPLETE 
137 REM RENUMBERING. 	ANY ACTION BY THE USER WHICH WOULD CAUSE ANY 
138 REM OF THESE DISASTERS FORCES AN EXIT TO BASIC'S ERROR HANDLER, 

• 139 REM LEAVING THE USER'S BASIC PROGRAM INTACT. 
140 : 

• 141 REM F3 = DISASSEMBLE: DISPLAYS A SCREEN OF DISASSEMBLED MACHINE 
142 REM CODE FROM THE ADDRESS GIVEN BY THE USER. 	START ADDRESS MAY 
143 REM BE GIVEN IN EITHER DECIMAL OR HEXADECIMAL PREFIXED BY 	'$'. 

• 144 REM SPACE BAR IS USED TO PAGE AHEAD: ANY OTHER KEY QUITS THE 
145 REM FUNCTION. 

• 146 
147 REM F4 = DUMP: DISPLAYS A SCREEN OF MEMORY IN HEX FORMAT WITH ASCII 
148 REM EQUIVALENTS. 	OPERATION IS SIMILAR TO F3. 

• 149 
150 REM F5 = DEC-HEX: NUMERIC BASE CONVERSION OF ANY VALUE 0-65535 AND 
151 REM $0000-$FFFF. 

• 152 : 
153 REM F6 = DELETE: REMOVES A SPECIFIED BLOCK. OF LINES FROM A RESIDENT 

• 154 
155 

REM 
: 

BASIC PROGRAM. 

156 REM F7 = DIR: ENABLES DISK DIRECTORY INSPECTION WITHOUT DISTURBING 

• 157 REM RESIDENT BASIC PROGRAM. 
158 : 
159 REM F8 = STATUS: DISCOVER WHY THAT LITTLE RED LIGHT IS FLASHING - 

• 160 REM IN IMMEDIATE MODE,  
161 . 
162 : 

• 163 : 
164 REM THE BASIC LOADER LISTED BELOW SWITCHES FKEY ON. 	THE USER MAY 

• 165 REM SUBSEQUENTLY TOGGLE 	DIE UTILITY ON OR OFF BY 'SYS49152'. 
166 
167 

• 168 
169 PRINT"ICLR1[I2DOWN]:9RIGHT1LOADING MACHINE CODE..." 

• 170 
171 

PRINTTA8(11)"(TAKES 90 SECONDS)".FORX=491527052146:READH$:D=0:FORY=1702 
A=ASC(MID$(1-1$,Y,1))-48.D=D*16+A+7*(A>9) 

172 NEXTIPOKEX,ENNEXT:PRINT"ECLRl":SYS491521NEW 

• 173 
174 
175 

• 

PROGRAMS 
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• 176 DATAAD,02,03,49,92,80,02,03,AD,03,03,49,64,80,03,03 4)  

177 DATA60,A5,C6 r85,CC,80,92,02,F0,F7,78,A5,CF,F0,0C r A5 • 
• 178 DATACE,AE,87,02,A0,00,84,CF,20,13,EA,20,84,E5,C9,85 

• 179 DATA90,04,C9,80,90,08,80,77,02,E6,C6,4C,83,A4 rEA rEA • 
180 DATAC9,85,F0,1A,C9,86,F0,1C,C9,87,F0,1E,C9,88,F0,20 

• 
• 181 	DATAC9,89,F0,00,C9,8A,F0,0F,C9,813,F0,11,00,15,4C r57 

182 DATAC2,4C,51,C6,4C,C7,C3,4C,FA,C4,4C,63,C5,4C,43,CB • 
• 

183 DATA4C,BA,C5,4C,18,C6,0D,0D,45,4E,54,45,52,20,45,41 
• 184 DATA43,48,20,50,41,52,41,4D,45,54,45,52,20,49,4E,20 • 

185 OATA54,55,52,4E,00,28,3C,52,45,54,55,52,4E,3E,20,46 • 
• 186 DATA4F,52,20,44,45,46,41,55,4C,54,20,56,41,4C,55,45 

• 187 DATA00,53,48,4F,57,4E,20,49,4E,20,42,52,41,43,413,45 • 
188 DATA54,53,29,2E,00,00,46,49,52,53,54,20,4C,49,4E,45 

• 189 DATA20,23,20,28,31,30,30,29,3F,20,00,00,49,4E 143,52 41)  
190 DATA45,40,45,4E,54,20,28,31,30,29,3F,20,00,013,53,54 • 

• 191 	DATA41,52,54,20,41,54,20,4C,49,4E,45,20,23,20,28,30 

• 192 DATA29,3F,20,20,20,00,00,45,4E,44,20,41,54,20,4C,49 
DATA4E,45,20,23,20,28,36,33,39,39,39,29,3F,20,00,0D 

•
193 

• 194 DATA53,54,41,52,54,20,41,44,44,52,45,53,53,3F,20,00 4' 

195 DATA00,013,3C,53,50,41,43,45,3E,20,54,4F,20,43,4F,4E • 
• 196 DATA54,49,4E,55,45,00,00,013,00,49,4E,54,45,52,4C,45 

• 197 DATA41,56,49,4E,47,20,4F,43,43,55,52,53,00,00,00,23 • 
198 DATA3F,20,00,04,20,54,30,00,80,04,90,03,22,54,33,00 

• 
• 199 DATA80,04,90,04,20,54,33,013,80,04,90,04,20,54,313,00 

200 DATA80,04,90 r00,22,44,33,00,C8,44,00,11,22,44,33,00 • 
• 201 	DATAC8,44,A9,01,22,44,33,00,80,04,90,01,22,44,33,00 
• 202 DATA80,04,90,26,31,87,9A,00,21,81,82,00,00,59,40,91 1  

203 DATA92,86,4A,85,90,2C,29,2C,23,28,24,59,00,58,24,24 • 
• 204 DATA00,1C 78A,1C,23,50,813,1B,A1,90,8A,10,23,913,88,1D 

• 
205 DATRA1,00,29,19,AE,69,A8,19,23,24,53,18,23,24,53,19 • 
206 DATAA1,00,1A,513,5B,A5 r69,24,24,RE,AE,A8,AD,29,00,7C 

t 207 DATA00,15,9C,60,9C,A5,69,29,53,84,13,34,11,A5,69,23 e  
208 DATAA0,08,62,5A,48,26,62,94,88,54,44,C8,54,68,44,E8 • 

• 209 DATA94,00,64,08,84,74,134,28,6E,74,F4,CC,4A,72,F2,A4 

• 210 DATA819,00,AA,A2,A2,74,74,74,72,44,68,82,32,132,00,22 • 
211 	DATA00,1A,1A,26,26,72,72,88,C8,C4,CA,26,48,44,44,A2 

• 212 DATAC8,64,00,0A,00,00,00,FF,F9,0A,64,E8,10,FF,00,00 
• 

213 DATA03,27,FF,89,8A,8D,A7,A9,00,85,02,20,86,C2,A9,68 • 
• 

214 DATA80,02,03,A9,C2,8D,03,03,AE,3C,03,AD,30,03,C9,FA 

• 215 DATA80,3C,86,14,85,15,20,CD,B0,20,13,A6,80,03,A9,20 • 
216 DATA2C,A9,3F,20,02,FF,20,2F,CB,20,60,A5,86,7A,84,78 

• 
• 217 DATA20,73,00,AA,F0,07,A2,FF,86,3A,4C,9F,A4,20,A3,C2 

218 DATA4C,74,A4,A9,11,80,02,03,A9,C0,80,03,03,60,A2,0E 0  
II 219 DATA20,A3,C2,4C,37,A4,A2,07,00,41,C2,90,3C,03,CA,10 

• 220 DATAF7,A5,@2,4A,B0,36,A9,76,A0,CO,20,20,C3,F0,OF,20 • 
221 	DATA48,C3,130,DA,E0,FA,B0,06,8D,3C,03,8E,3D,03,A9,1313 

• 
• 222 DATAA0,C0p20,20,C3,F0,11,20,48,C3,130,C2,05,15,F0,BE 

223 DATAA5,14,813,3E,03,8E,3F,03,24,02,10,30,A9,ED,A0,C0 • 
• 224 DATA20,20,C3,F0,0F,20,48,C3,80,C8,E0,FA,BO,C4,8D,40 

• 225 DATA03,8E,41,03,A9,06,A0,C1 120,20,C3,F0,0F,20,48,C3 1  

226 DATA80,60,E0,FA,B0,AC,80,42,03,8E,43,03,60,85,22,84 • 
• 227 DATA23,A0,00,131,22,F0,06,20,132,FF,C8,D0,F6,A9,00,85 

228 DATA99,20,60,A5,AD,00,02,60,80,00,84,14,84,15,88,84 • 
• 229 DATA7A,A0,01,84,78,20,73,00,C9,24,F0,33,00,05,20,73 

• 230 DATA00,F0,52,38,E9,30,30,53,C9,0A,B0,4F,20,8A,C3,65 
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V 	t 	,' 

• DATAI4,AA,A9,00,65,15,A8,20,8A,C3,20,8A,C3,8A,65,14 •231 
• 

• 232 DATA85,14,98,65,15,85,15,90,05,60,06,14,26,15,60,20 • 
233 DATA73,00,F0,21,38,E9,30,30 r22,C9,0A,90,08,E9,07,30 

• 234 DATA1A,C9,10,80,16,A2,04,06,14,26,15,CA,00,F9,05,14 • 

• 235 DATA85,14,4C r8F,C3,18,A5,14,A6,15,24,38,60,A9,1F,A0 • 
236 DATAC1,20,20,C3,4C,48,C3,20,130,C3,90,03,4C,AE,C2,A9 

• 237 DATA16,48,20,F9,C3,20,C6,C4,85,14,84,15,68,38,E9,01 • 
238 DATAD0,EF,20,EA,C3,F0 r E8,4C,74,A4 r A9,30,A0,C1,20,1E 

• 239 DATRAB,20,E4,FF,FO,FB,C9,20,60,20,71,C4,48,81,14,20 • 

• 240 DATA05,C4,A2 r01,20,13F,C4,C4,FC,C8,90,F1 F A2,03,C0 r04 • 
241 	DATA90,F2,68,A8,139,C1,C1,85,FD,B9,01,C2,85,FE,A9 r00 

• 242 DATAA0,05,06,FE,26,F0,2A,88,00,F8,69,3F,20,02,FF,CA • 
243 DATADO r EC,20,80,C4,A4,FC,A2,06,E0,03,F0,1C,06,FB,90 

• 244 DATA0E,80,134,C1,20,02,FF,BD,BA,C1,F0,03,20,02,FF,CA 41  

• 245 DATADO,E7,60,88,30,E7,20,05,C4,A5,FB,C9,E8,81,14,90 • 
246 DATAF2,20,C9,C4,AA,E8,1:10,01,C8,98,20,05,C4,8A r4C 705 

• 247 DATAC4,20 r EB,C4,20,BD,C4,A1,14,A8,4A,90,09,6A,B0,15 • 
248 DATAC9,A2,F0,11,29,87,4A,AA,B10,63,C1,90,04,4A r4A r4A 

• DATA4A,29,0F,00,04,A0,80,A9,00,AA,BD,A7,C1,85,FB,29 •249 
• 

• 250 DATA03,85,FC,98,29,8F,RA,98,A0,03,E0,8A,F0,013,4A,90 0 
251 	DATA08,4A,4A,09,20,88,00,FA,C8,88,00,F2,60,A2,03,20 

• 252 DATA3F,A9,CA,00,FA,60,38,A5,FC,A4,15 r AA,10,01,88,65 • 

• 253 DATA14,90,01,C8,60,48,4A,4A,4A,4A,20,E0 TC4,68,29,0F • 
•254 DATA09,30,C9,3A,90,02,69,06,4C,02,FF,A6,14,A4,15,20 

• 255 DATA07,AA,20,69,C4,A0,00,4C,3F,AB,20,130,C3,90,03,4C • 
256 DATAAE,C2,A9,16,48,20,EB,C4,84,FE r A5,14,29,07,C5,FE 

• 257 DATAF0,11,A9,20,A6,FE,90,00,02,20,90,C47 E6,FE,00,EA . 

• 258 DATA20,3F,AB,B1,14,48,C9,20,90,04,C9,60r90,02,A9,71 • 
259 DATAA6,FE,90,00,02,E6,FE,68,20,05,C4,E6,14,00,02,E6 

• 260 DATA15,A5 r FE,C9,08,90,09,A2,02,20,BF,C4,130,00,02,20 • 
261 DATAD2 rFF,E8,E0,08,90,F5,68,E9,01,D0,A8,20,EA,C3,F0 

• DATAA1,00,53,A9,5E,A0,C1,20,1E,A9,20,60,A5,38,20,F0 •262 
• 

• 263 OATAFF,CA,18,20,F0,FF,A0,03 r E11,171,C8,C9,20,D0,F9,84 • 
264 DATA02,38,20,F0,FF,A4,02,18,20,F0,FF,A9,3D,20,02,FF 

• 265 DATA20 r3F,AB,A9,24,C0,00,02,08,F0,03,20,132,FF,20,48 • 

• 266 DATAC3,90,04,28,4C,AE,C2,A6,14,A5,15,28,F0,05,20,6A • 
267 DATAC4,90,03,20,CD,B0,4C,74,A4,24,A9,01,A2,89,A0,C5 

• 268 DATA20,BD,FF,A9,08,85,BA,A9,60,85,139,20,135,F3,A5,BA • 
269 DATA20,84,FF,A5,89,20,96,FF,A9,00,85,90,A0,03,84,137 

• 270 DATA20,A5,FF,85,14,20,A5,FF,85 r 15,A4,90,00,27,A4797 • 

• 271 	DATA88,130,E6,20,177,AA,A6,14,A5,15,20,CD,BD,20,3F,AB • 
272 DATA20,A5,FF,A6,90,00,0E,A0,02,RA rF0,02,C9,22,FO,F0 

• 273 DATA20,02,FF,90,EB,20,42,F6,4C,74,A4,20,07,AA,A9,0F • 
274 DATAA2,08,A8,20,BA,FF,A9,00,20,8D,FF,20,CO 3FF,A270F 

• 275 DATA20,C6,FF,20,CF,FF,C9,2C,130,F9,20,CF,FF,C9,2C,F0 . 

• 276 DATA05,20,02,FF,90,F4,A9,0F,20,C3,FF,20 r E7 rFF,4C,74 • 
277 DATAA4,A9,80,85,02,20,66,C2,AD,42,03,CD,40,03,A0,43 

• 278 OATA03,E0,41,03,80,03,4C,AE,C2,20,CC,CA,A0,40,03,AE • 
279 DATA41,03,85,14,86,15,20,13,A6,A0,01,131,5F,F0,55,C8 

• 280 DATAAD,42,@3,01,5F,C8,AD,43,03,F1,5F,90,47,A5,32,85 . 

• 281 	DATA30,A5,31,85,2F,69,03,85,31,90,02,E6,32,A5,37,C5 • 
282 DATA31,A5,38,E5 r32,130,05 r A2 r 10,4C,B0,C2,131,5F,AA,88 

• 283 DATAB1,5F,A0,00,91,2F,8A,C8,91 r2F,C8,AD,3C,03,91,2F • 

• 
284 DATAC8,AD,30,03,91,2F,C9,FR,B0,9C,20,2F,CB,B0,97/ 20 • 
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, 	Ir 

• 285 DATAE5,CA,90,A5,A5,213,C5,31,A5,2E,E5,32,90,03,4C,74 • 
286 ORTAA4,A0,03,81,20,99,3A,03,131,2F,99,3C,03,88,C0,02 

• DATA60,F1,A0,3C,03,C0,40,03,AD,30,03,ED,41,03,130,34 •287 
• 

• 288 DATA20,F2,CA,A0,01,61,5F,D0,03,4C,5E,C7,20,FB,CA,20 • 
289 DATA24,C6,90,4A,A5,14,C0,40,03,A5,15,ED,41,03,B0,14 

• 290 DATA20,19,C13,80,05,20,E5,CA,90,09,A9,47,A0,C1,20,1E • 

• 291 DATAABAC,74,A4 r AD,42,03,AE,43,03,85,14,E6,14,00,01 • 
292 DATAE8,86,15,20,13,A6,A0,01,B1,5F,F0,12,20,FBrCA,20 

• 293 DATA24,C6,90,0A,20,19,CE3,60,171,20,E5,CA,90,E8,20,F2 • 

294 DATACA,A0,01,131,5F,F0,5C,A0 r03,A2,03,C8rE8,E0,59,130 
• 295 DATA42,81,5F,F0,43,10,F4,86,02,20,C7,C9,A6,02,90,EB • 

• 296 DATAC8,20,04,C9,90,E6,84,FE,20,26,CA,B0,03,20,067CB • 
297 DATAA0,04,E8,E0,59,60,1C,A5,14,09,49,C2,A5,15,F9,4E 

• 298 DATAC2,90,03,88,10,EC,A4,FE,B1,5F,C9,2C,00,BE,E8,E0 • 
299 DATA59,90,CD,A2,17,4C,BO,C2,E0,59,60,F7 r A2,5F,20,5C 

• 300 DATACA,90,92,A5,37,C5,31,A5,38,E5,32,C9,02,130,05,A2 • 

• 301 DATA10,4C,B0,C2,A2,01,B572B,95 r5F,B5,31,95,5A,B5,37 • 
302 DATA95,58,CA,10,F1,2@,68,CA,38,A5,31,E5,20,85,49,A5 

• 303 DATA32,E5,2E,85,4A,38,A5,37,E5,49,85,2D,A5,38,E5,4A • 
304 DATA85,2E,A2,01,135,58,95,5F,B5 r37,95,31,65,213,95,41 

• OATACAr10,F1,A2,00,A0,00,131,5F,20,A9,C8,C8,61,5F,D0 •305 • 

• 306 DATA03,4C,B2,C8,20,A9,C8,20,FB,CA,20,2B,CA,80,03,20 • 
307 DATA06,C8,A5,14,20,A9,C8,A5,15,20,A9,C8,A0,03,C8,B1 

• 308 DATA5F,20,A9,C8,48,68,F0,59,10,F4,20,C7,C9,A2,00,90 • 
309 DATRED,C8,20,04,C9,90,E8,84,FE,20,2B,CA,B0,03,20,06 • • 

•310 DATACB,20,6E,CA,A2,00,A0,00,84,4A,C8,84,49,C8,69,62 
• 311 DATA00 r46,49,130,06,E6,49,4A,4A,4A,4A,29,0F,C5,4A,F0 • 

312 DATA07,C6,4A,09,30,20,A9,C8,A5,49,00,E2,88,10,DF,A5 
• 313 DATA4A,F0,EE,A4,FE,B1,5F,C9,2C,00,A4,20,A9,C8,4C,51 • 

• 314 DATAC8,A2,5F,20,5C,CA,4C,13,C8,81,41,E6,41,D0,02,E6 • 
315 DATA42,60,20,A9,C8,20,F2,CA,20,12,CB,A0,01,B1,5F,D0 

• 316 DATA03,4C,BD,C9,C8,B1,5F,C5,14,85,14,C8,81,5F,E5,15 • 
317 DATA90,10,B1,5F,85,15,C8,81,5F,DO,F6,A2,5F,20,5C,CA 

• 318 DATA90,09,A5,41,A6,42,85,5A,86,5B,A5,37,A6,38,85,58 • 

• 319 DATA86,59,20,68,CA,A9,00,A0,00,91,5F,C8,91,5F,A2 , ... • 

320 DATA20,5C,CA,A2,01,B5,58,95,3F,B5,5F,95,5A,B5,213,95 
• 321 	DATA5F,95,41,CA,10,EF,A5,3F,A6,40,85,58,86,59,20,68 • 

322 DATACA,A5,3F,A6,40,85,5A,86,5B,A5,58,A6,59,85,5F,86 
• DATA60,A0,01,131,5F,F0,63,B1,3F,F0,6F,A0,03,131,5F,01 •323 • 

• 324 DATA3F,90,18,00,2C,88,131,5F,D1,3F,901.0F,D0,23,C8,C8 • 
325 DATAB1,5F,DO,F6,A2,5F,20,5C,CA,90,16,A0,FF,C8,B1,5F 

• 326 DATA91,41,C0,03,90,F7,C8,61,5F,91,41,00,F9,A2,5F,D0 • 
327 DATAI4,A0,FF,C8,B1,3F,91,41,C0,03,90,F7,C8,B1,3F,91 

• DATA41,00,F9,A2,3F,20,5C,CA,R2,41,20,5C,CA,A5,5F,C5 •328 • 

• 329 DATA41,A5,60,E5,42,00,9A,4C,16,C9,A5,3F,A6,40,85,5F • 
330 DATA66,60,A5,37,A6,38,85,5A,86,58,A5,41,A6,42,85,3F 

• 331 DATA86,40,20,95,CA,A5,3F,A6,40,85,41,86,42,20,CC,CA • 
332 DATA85,2F,86,30,4C,74,A4,A2,63,00,53,C2,F0,04,CA,10 

• • 
333 DATAF8,18,60,C8,131,5F,C9,20,FO,F9,C9,30,90,1C,C9,3A 

• 334 DATAB0,18,20,12,C6,20,FC,C9,90,03,4C,AE,C2,C8,61,5F • 
335 DATAC9,30,90,04,C9,3A,90,ED,38,60,18,60,85,FC,A5,15 

• 336 DATAC9,19,60,26,06,14,2A,85,15,85,49,A5,14,0A,26,49 1  

• 337 DATAOA,26,49,65,14,85,14,A5,49,65,15,85,15,A5,FC,29 • 
338 DATA0F,65,14,85,14,90,03,E6,15,18,60,A5,20,85,2F,A5 

• 339 DATA2E,85,30,A5,2F,C5,31,A5,30,E5,32,90,01,60,A0,00 • 
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• 340 DATA81,2F,C5,14,00,09,C8,61,2F,C5,15,00,02,18,60,18 • 
• 341 DATAA5,2F,69,04,85,2F,90,013,E6,30,80,07,38,98,75,00 

342 DATA95,00,90,03,F6,01,18,60,20,8F,A3,E6,59,60,A5,14 • 
• 343 DATA85,49,A5,15,85,4A,A2,00,86,62,86,63,86,64,A0,0F 

344 DATA06,49,26,4A,F8,A2,F0,85,65,75,65,95,65,E8,30,F7 • 
• 345 DATA08,88,10,EC,60,38,A5,5F,E5,5A,A8,A5,60,E5,5B,AA • 
• 346 DATACA,98,F0,20,E8,84,22,38,A5,5F,E5,22,85,5F,B0,02 

347 DATAC6,60,38,A5,3F,E5,22,85,3F,B0,02,C6,40,131,5F,91 • 
• 348 DATA3F,C8,00,F9,E6,60,E6,40,E8,00,F2,60,20,33,A5,88 

• 349 DATA91,22,18,A9,02,A6,23,65,22,90,01,E8,85,20,86,2E 
350 DATA85,31,86,32,60,A0,01,81,5F,AA,88,131,5F,85,5F,86 

• 351 DATA60,60,A5,28,85,5F,A5,2C,85,60,60,C8,131,5F,85,14 
352 DATAC8,81,5F,85,15,60,A0,02,81,2F,85,14,C8,81,2F,85 • 
353 DATA15,60,A2,00,86,14,86,15,60,A5,14,CD,3C,03,A5,15 

• 354 DATAE0,30,03,60,AD,3E,03,C5,14,AD,3F,03,E5,15,60,18 
355 DATAAD,3C,03,60,3E,03,813,3C,03,A0,30,03,60,3F,03,80 • • 356 DATA30,03,60,A9,01,85,02,20,86,C2,A0,42,03,C0,40,03 
357 DATAAD,43,03,E0,41,03,80,03,4C,AE,C2,AD,40,03,AE,41 • 
358 DATA03,85,14,86,15,20,13,A6,A5,5F,85,58,A5,60,85,59 
359 DATAAE,42,03,AC,43,03,E8,D0,01,C8,86,14,84,15,20,13 
360 DATAA6,A0,00,81,5F,91,58,E6,5F,00,02,E6,60,E6,58,00 

• 361 DATA02,E6,59,A5,20,C5,5F,A5,2E,E5,60,80,E6,A6,58,A4 

• 362 DATA59,00,01,88,CA,86,20,84,2E,20,59,A6,20,33,A5,4C 
363 DATA74,A4,00 
READY. 

PROGRAMS 

Disk File Inspector 
by K Riordan 

As is typical of Kevin's programs, this 
disk utility is a very useful piece of work. 

As with FKEY above this machine I DATA statements and full instructions 
language program is composed of Basic I are included in the listing. 

    

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

100 REM ***** ****** ********************* ***** ** ************** ********* ***** * 
101 REM * 
102 REM 
103 REM * 	 DISK FILE INSPECTOR 
104 REM * 	(KEVIN RIORDAN 	1985) 
105 REM * 
106 REM * 
107 REM 	  
108 
109 1 
110 . 
III REM THIS PROGRAM DISASSEMBLES OR DUMPS A FILE FROM DISK TO SCREEN 
112 REM 	AND IS CALLED BY 'SYS49152'. 
113 REM 	THE USER IS PROMPTED FOR REQUIRED FORMAT ('P' GIVES FILE 
114 REM 	DISASSEMBLY AND '0' GIVES HEX DUMP WITH ASCII EQUIVALENTS) 
115 REM 	AND FILENAME. 
116 REM 	THE UTILITY IS EXTREMELY USEFUL FOR SCANNING UNKNOWN FILES 
117 REM 	AND COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS. 
118 I 
119 1  
120 
121 PRINT'ECLR3[1200WW[9RIGHT)LOADING MACHINE CODE...* 
122 PRINTTA8(11)*TAKES 40 SECONDS* 
123 FORX=49152T049943:READHS10.01FORY.ITO2 
124 A*ASC(MIDS(HIg,Y,1))-48113=11*16+A+7*(A>9) 
125 NEXT1POKEX,D1NEXT1PRINT'ICLRl'ISYS491521NEW 
126 : 
127 t 
128 1 

129 DATA4C,E1,C0,04,20,54,30,00,80,04,90,03,22,54,33,00 
130 DATA80,04,90,04,20,54,33,00,80,04,90,04,20,54,313,00 
131 DATA80,04,90,00,22,44,33,00,C8,44,00,11,22,44,33,00 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
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PROGRAMS 

• 132 DATAC8,44,A9,01,22,44,33,00,80,04,90,01,22,44,33,00 • 
• 133 DATA80,04,90,26,31,87,9A,00,21,81,82,00,00,59,40,91 • 

134 DATA92,86,4A,85,90,2C,29,2C,23,28,24,59,00,58,24,24 
• 135 DATA00,1C F8A r 1C,23,50,88,18,A1,90,8A,10,23,90,88,10 • 
• 136 DATAA1,00,29,19,AE,69,A8,19,23,24,53,18,23,24,53,19 • 

137 DATAA1,00,1A,513,5B,A5,69,24,24,AE,AE,A8,A0,29,00,7C 
• 138 DATA00,15,9C r6D,9C,A5,69,29,53,84,13,34,11,A5,69,23 • 

139 DATAA0,08,62,5A,48,26 r62,94,88,54,44,C8,54,68,44,E8 
• 140 DATA94,00,134,08,84,74,134,28,6E,74,F4,CC,4A,72,F2,A4 • 

141 DATA8A,00,AA,A2,A2,74,74,74,72,44,68,132,32,82,00,22 
• 142 DATA00,1A,1A,26,26,72,72,88,C8,C4,CA,26,48,44,44,A2 • 
• 143 DATAC8,A9 r EE r AO,C2,20,1E,AB,20,CF,FF,C9,50,F0,04,C9 • 

144 DATA44,D0,F5,48,A9,0C,A0,C3,20,1E,AB,A2,00,20,12,E1 
• 145 DATAC9 f0D,F0,08,90,00,02,E8,E0,10,90 rF1,8A,A2700,A0 • 

146 DATA02,20,BD,FF,A9,01,A2,08,A0,00,20,BA,FF,20,CO 3FF 
• 147 DATAA2,01,20,C6,FF,20,CF,FF,85 r 14,20,CF,FF,85,15,68 • 
• 148 DATAC9,44,F0,18,4C,C5,C1,A6,14,A4,15,20,07,AA,20,68 • 

149 DATAC2,A0,00,4C,3F,AB,A9,07,25,14,130,1E,20,A3,C1,20 
• 150 DATADA,C1,20,37,C1,84,0B,A9,07,25,14,C5,08,F0,0E,A9 • 

• 151 DATA2E,99,00,02,20,C0,C2,C8,00,EB,20,3F,A8,20,CF,FF 
152 DATA48,C9,20,90,04,C9,60,90,02,A9,2E,99,00,02pC8,68 • 

• 153 DATA20,08,C2,A5,90,29,40,00,09,E6,14,170,89,E6,15,4C • 
154 DATA46,C1,C0,08,130,0B,A9,20,99,00,02,20,CO3C2,C8,00 

• 155 DATAF1,A9,FF,08,A2,02,20,C2,C2,BD,00,02,20,02rFF,E8 • 
• 156 DATAE0,08,90,F5,28,00,01,60,A9,01,20,C3,FF,20,E7,FF • 

157 DATA68,68,4C,86,E3,20,DAX1,20,EF,C1,20,C9,C2,85,14 
• 158 DATA84,15,A5,90,29,40,F0,E0,00,DE,20,E1,FF,00,05,68 • 

159 DATA68,4C,B8,C1,A5,CB,C9,40,00 rF0,A9,00,85,C6,60,20 
• 160 DATA37,C1,20,CF,FF,85,3F,A8,4A,90,09,6A,80,15,C9,A2 • 

• 161 DATAF0,11,29,87,4A r AA,B0,03,C0,90,04,4A r4A r4A r4A,29 • 
162 DATA0F,00,04,A0,80,A9,00,AA,80,47,C0,85,F13,29,03,85 

• 163 DATAFC,98,29,8F,AA,98,A0,03,E0,8A,F0 r08,4A,90,08,4A • 
• 164 DATA4A,09,20,88,00,FA,C8,88,D0,F2,48,C4,FC,B0,09,20 • 

165 DATACF,FF,C8,99,3F,00,00,F3,A0100,139,3F,00,20,08,C2 
• 166 DATAA2,01,20,C2,C2,C4,FC,C8,90,F0,A2,03,C0,04,90,F2 • 

167 DATA68,A8,139,61,C0,85,FD,89,A1,C0,85,FE,A9,00,A0,05 
• 168 DATA06,FE,26,F0,2A,88,00,F8,69,3F,20,02,FF,CA r DO,EC • 

• 169 DATA20,CO,C2,A4,FC,A2,06,E0,03,F0,1C,06,FB,90,0E,BD 
DATA54,C0,20,132,FF,B0,5A,CO,F0,03 r20,02,FF,CA,00,E7 

•
170 

• 171 DATA60,88,30,E7,20,08,C2,A5,F8,C9,E8,139,3F,00,90,F1 • 
• 172 DATA20,CC,C2,AA,E8,00,01,C8,98,20,08,C2,8A,4C,08,C2 

173 DATAA2,03,20,3F,AB rCA,00,FA,60,38,A5,FC,A4,15,AA,10 • 
• 174 DATA@1,88,65,14,90,01,C8,60,48,4A,4A,4A,4A,20,E3,C2 • 

175 DATA68,29,0F,09,30,C9,3A,90,02,69,06,4C,02,FF,00,58 
• 176 DATA50,50,52,4F,47,52,41,40,20,4F,52,20,58,44,50,41 • 
• 177 DATA54,41,20,46,4F,52,40,41,54,3F,20,00,00,46,49,4C 

178 DATA45,4E,41,40,45,3F,20,00 • 
• READY. 
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1 REM *************** *********************** 
2 REM * 
3 REM * VANDALDOS BY PAUL RULE 27-APR-85 
4 REM * 
5 REM * FOR APPLE ][ 

	
+, //e, //c 	* 

6 REM * 
7 REM * USE DOS 3.3, FDOS, DIVERSI DOS 
8 REM * 
9 REM * ANY DOS THAT IS SIMILAR TO 3.3 
10 REM * 
11 REM * NOT PRODOS 
12 REM * 
	 * 

13 REM * PROGRAM SIZE = 19K 
14 REM * 
	 SO YOU NEED AT

*  
15 REM * LEAST 48 K OF RAM 
16 REM * 
17 REM *************************************** 

20 DATA 169,3,160,32,32,217,3,176,1,96,169,128,141,64,3,24,96,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,96,1,0,0,0,49,3,0,116,0,0,1,9,17,96,1,0,1,239,216 
1000 PR* 0: IN* 0: CALL 1002 
1010 N - 12 
1020 DIM 09(N) 
1030 HOME : INVERSE 
1040 HTAB 13: PRINT "VANDALDOS.3": NORMAL 
1050 PRINT 
1060 HTAB 2: PRINT "COPYRIGHT RULE-ISTIC SOFTWARE 1985" 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

PROGRAMS 

This cutely named utility is a disk editing 
program for the Apple II which runs 
under DOS 3.3 or any compatible DOS 
such as FDOS or Diversidos. The pro-
gram has twelve smaller programs incor-
porated in it. If you are not sure what the 
program does when you are using it then 
it is a good idea to experiment on a disk 
that contains programs that you don't 
want to keep. After using an option in the 
main menu, you may have to re-load the 
program, as certain routines can over-
write parts of the memory containing the 
program. Do not run the program 
before saving it or before you have 
finished typing it in. Parts of the pro-
gram could be corrupted. 

The TRACK DUMP will display the 
contents of disk tracks to the screen. It 
does not show byte values, but the ASCII 
character equivalent. The Basic routine 
interfaces with a machine language 
routine to print the contents of the buffer 
on the screen. The machine language 
routine was used for speed. You cannot 
alter the contents of a disk with this 
option. 

The SECTOR EDITOR allows you to 
read, edit and write sectors back to the 
disk. This option requires an 80 column 
card as it prints the bytes and ASCII 
characters of a whole sector on one 
screen. To enter a decimal byte, type 'D'. 
To exit from this mode press return when 
asked for next values. To enter text, type 
'T' and you can use the right arrow to 
copy over text or you can type in 
changes. To exit from this mode press 
return. To save a sector back to disk, 
type 'S'. 

The VTOC BIT MAP EDITOR allows 
you to edit the map that tells DOS which 
sectors are free and which are used. Nor-
mally you wouldn't want to alter this 

Vandaldos 
by Paul Rule 

map, but there are still reasons for alter-
ing it. For example: if you had formatted 
track 35 and you wanted to use it under 
DOS you would have to alter the bit map 
to free that track. This option is definitely 
not for people who don't know what 
they're doing. If you wreck the VTOC 
(which stands for Volume Table of Con-
tents) it could make the disk unusable 
until it is initialised again. If you free sec-
tors that are occupied by other programs, 
then the next time you save something 
on that disk, it could overwrite previously 
saved programs. 

ADD 11 SECTORS TO DISK will do 
just that. If you are using standard 3.3, 
FDOS or 48k Diversidos then you can 
free track 2, sectors 5 to 15. These sec-
tors are reserved by DOS but not used. 
Do not use this option on a disk that you 
have used the 'EXTEND CATALOG' 
option on. If you would like to check the 
changes made then use the 'VTOC BIT 
MAP EDITOR' to have a look at the 
map. 

EXTEND CATALOG will allow you to 
have approximately 180 file names, 
instead of 105. This is only of use if you 
are dealing with lots of small files. Do not 
use this option if you have used the 'ADD 
11 SECTORS' option. The extension to 
the catalog is put on track 2, sectors 15 
to 5. 

FDOS MESSAGE CHANGER allows 
you to change the message that FDOS 
displays when you boot the disk. Don't 
use it on disks that don't contain 
FDOS. 

DISK VOLUME MESSAGE CHANGER 
allows you to change the 'DISK 
VOLUME' message displayed when you 
'CATALOG' a disk. You can change it to 
say things like 'FRED'S DISK' or just 
about anything you want. 

DOS COMMAND CHANGER will allow 
you to change the DOS commands in 
memory. You can do things like change 
'CATALOG' to 'AVALOOK' or 'RUN' to 

(like ProDOS) D:''DELETE' to 'KILL', 
'IN IT' to 'DESTROYDISK', the only limit 
is the length of the words and your 
imagination. You can save these changes 
to disk. They are saved as a binary file, so 
the new commands are not permanent. 
After booting the disk the new com-
mands will not work. If you saved them, 
then you can just 'BLOAD' the file and 
they will work again. 

PRODOS MESSAGE CHANGER 
allows you to change the message Pro-
DOS displays on booting. 

PRODOS STARTUP PROGRAM 
NAME CHANGER allows you to change 
the name of the 'STARTUP' program 
name used by ProDOS. Unlike 3.3, the 
'booting system' under ProDOS must be 
called 'STARTUP'. This program allows 
you to have any name you like. 

CPM MESSAGE CHANGER is like the 
ProDOS message changer, except that 
it's for CP/M. It allows you to change the 
message that CP/M disks display on 
booting. (The message that says what 
version you are using). An 80 column 
card is required for this option, and don't 
forget, you have to use return and CTRL-
J for a new line under CP/M. 

TYPEWRITER allows you to use your 
printer like a typewriter. Most printers 
usually only print the contents of their 
buffer after a carriage return or a back-
space. What this program does is to get a 
keypress from the user, then print that 
character, a backspace, then a space. The 
printer should print each character as 
you type it. 
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• 1070 	PRINT 
1080 	HTAB 2: PRINT "THE BEST USER-UNFRIENDLY SOFTWARE" 

• 

1090 	PRINT : 	PRINT : HTAB 20: 	PRINT "[USE <- -> & RETURN]" 
1100 	PRINT 

• • 1110 011 	- "TRACK DUMP" 
1120 0$ 2 	.• "SECTOR EDITOR" 
1130 0$ 3 	"VTOC BIT MAP EDITOR" 

• 1140 0$(4 	- "ADD 11 SECTORS TO DISK" • 
1150 0$(5 	- "EXTEND CATALOG" 
1160 0$(6) - "FDOS MESSAGE CHANGER" 
1170 0$(7) - "DISK VOLUME MESSAGE CHANGER" 

• 1180 0$(8) - "DOS COMMAND CHANGER" • 

1190 0$(9) - "PRODOS MESSAGE CHANGER" 

• 
1200 0$(19 . "PRODOS STARTUP PROGRAM NAME CHANGER" 
1210 0$(11 	- "CPM MESSAGE CHANGER" • 
1220 09(12) - "TYPEWRITER" 
1230 	FOR 0 - 1 TO N 

• 1240 	VTAB 0 + 8 0 
1250 	PRINT 0$(0) 
1260 	NEXT 0 

• 1270 0 - 1:00 - 1 0 
1280 	VTAB 00 + 8: PRINT 0$(00) 
1290 	VTAB 0 + 8: 	INVERSE : PRINT 0$(0): NORMAL 
1300 	POKE 	- 16368,0: 	WAIT 	- 16384,128:0$ 	CHR$ 	( 	PEEK ( 	- 16384) - 128) 

• 1310 	IF 0$ - 	CHR$ (21) THEN 00 - 0:0 - 0 + 1: 	IF 0 > N THEN 0 - 1 • 
1320 	IF 0$ - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 00 	0:0 - 0 - 1: 	IF 0 < 1 THEN 0 - N 
1330 	IF 0$ - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	GET 0$: PRINT : ON 0 GOTO 2000,3000,4000,5000 

• ,6000,7000,8000,9000,10000,11000,12000,13000 • 
1340 	GOTO 1280 
1999 	REM 

• 
---- TRACK DUMP ---- • 

2000 	CLEAR : HOME 
2010 	INPUT "START TRACK 7";ST 

• 2020 	INPUT "END TRACK 7";ET • 
2030 SL .. 6:DR - 1 
2040 BUFFER 	24576 

• 2050 G$ - 	CHR$ (7) • 
2060 	FOR A 	768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A 
2080 	DATA 162 0,189,0,96,168,192,4,208,2,169,174,192,132,208,2,169,174,32,237 
,253,224,255,232,208,232,96 e 2090 	FOR A - 0 TO 26: 	READ B: 	POKE 16384 + A,B: 	NEXT • 

2100 	POKE 801,SLOT * 16 
2110 	POKE 802,DRIVE 

• 2120 	POKE 803,0 • 
2130 	POKE 809,BUFFER / 256 
2140 	POKE 808,BUFF - 	PEEK (809) * 256 

• 2150 	POKE 815,SLOT * 16 • 
2160 	POKE 816,DRIVE 
2170 	REM PEEK HERE 

• 
2180 	REM 

• 

PRINT IT 

• • 
2190 	POKE 	- 16368,0 
2200 	VTAB 20 

• 2210 	FOR TR 	ST TO ET • 
2220 	FOR SE - 0 TO 15 
2230 	POKE 804,TR 	 — 

• 2240 	POKE 805,SE 
2250 	CALL 768 • 

2260 	PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "TRACK "TR" SECTOR "SE: PRINT 
: 	PRINT : 	PRINT : 	PRINT 

• 2270 • 
 2280 	IF

CALL 
 PEEK
16384  

( - 16384) 	> 128 THEN 	POKE 	- 16368,0: WAIT 	- 16384,128: 
POKE 	- 16368,0 

• 2290 	NEXT SE,TR • 
2998 	END 
2999 	REM 

• 
---- SECTOR EDITOR ---- 

• 

3000 	CLEAR 
3001 	HOME : PRINT "USE 80 COLUMN CARD": FOR R - 1 TO 2000: NEXT 

• 3002 	PR# 3: CALL 1002 • 
3005 SLOT - 6 
3010 DRIVE - 1 

0  3015 	REM 	THIS WILL LOOK SILLY WITHOUT AN 80 COLUMN CARD • 

3020 	HOME : PRINT 	CHR$ (12 ) 
• 3025 	PRINT 	TAB( 16)" 	 " • 

3030 	FOR SP - 1 TO 28 STEP 2 
3035 	PRINT 	TAB( 28)"APPLE ] ( 	SECTOR EDITOR" 
3040 	PRINT 	TAB( 	28)"FOR 3.3& FDOS" 

0  3045 	FOR SP 	1 TO 28 STEP 2 • 

3050 	PRINT 	TAB( 28)"(c) RULE-ISTIC SOFTWARE" 
3055 	PRINT 	TAB( 	16)" 	 .  

• 3060 	HTAB 28: 	INPUT "DRIVE (1/2) 	7";DR$: 	IF DR$ - "2" THEN DRIVE - 2 
3065 	HTAB 28: 	INPUT "PRINTER (Y/N) 7";PR$ 

0 

3070 	PRINT : 	HTAB 28: 	INPUT "DECIMAL OR HEX (D/H) 	7";T$: 	IF T$ - "H" THEN 

• 3075 11$ .. "0123456789ABCDEF" 
3080 Y 	2 
3085 BUFFER - 30000 

• 3090 G$ - 	CHR$ (7) • 
3095 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: 	READ 8: 	POKE A,B: 	NEXT A 
3105 	POKE 801,SLOT * 16 

• 
3110 	POKE 802,DRIVE 
3115 	POKE 803,0 

• 

3120 	POKE 809,BUFFER / 256 
3125 	POKE 808,BUFF - 	PEEK (809) * 256 • • 3130 	POKE 815,SLOT * 16 
3135 	POKE 816,DRIVE 
3140 	REM PEEK HERE 

• 3145 	VTAB 20: 	HTAB 30: 	PRINT "TRACK NUMBER (0-34) ":: 	INPUT AN$: 	IF ANS • 

- "" THEN 	END 

• 
3150 TRACK - 	INT ( VAL (AN$)) 
3155 	VTAB 20: HTAB 30: 	PRINT "SECTOR (0-15) 	";: 	INPUT AN$: 	IF AN$ • • 

.. "" THEN 	PRINT 0$: GOTO 3145 
3160 SECT .. 	INT ( VAL (AN$)) 

• 
3165 	IF CS 	0 THEN 	HOME : 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12) • 
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3170 CS - 1 
• 3175 POKE 804,TRACK • 

3180 POKE 805,SECTOR 
3185 POKE 812,1 

• 3190 POKE 832,0: CALL 768: ON 	PEEK (832) > 127 GOTO 3445:Q = 1 • 
3195 P = 0 
3200 REM 

• PRINT IT • 

• 3205 VTAB 1 • 
3210 IF PRS = "Y" OR PR$ - "y" THEN 	PR# 1 
3215 PRINT "0123456789ABCDEF 	0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	A 	B 

• C D 	E 	F" • 
3220 IF PR$ < 	> "Y" THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37) 
3225 PRINT " 	  

• 3230 IF PR$ < 	> "Y" THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37) • 

3235 ZZ 	0 
3240 HTAB 1 

• 3245 FOR S - 1 TO 16 • 
3250 FOR A - (S - 1) * 16 TO (S * 16) - 1 
3255 8 - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A).  

• 3260 IF B < 32 THEN B - 46 • 
3265 IF B > 127 AND B < 160 THEN B - 46 
3270 IF B - 127 OR B . 255 THEN 	IF PR$ - "Y" THEN B 	B - 1 

• 3275 PRINT 	CHR$ (B); • 3280 IF 	PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN 3360 
3285 IF 	PEEK ( 	- 16384) 	> 127 THEN 3360 
3290 NEXT A 

• 3295 FL 	0 • 
3300 PRINT 	BIDE 	(H$,S,1); 
3305 FOR A .- (S - 1) * 16 TO (S * 16) - 1 

• 3310 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) • 
3315 IF H THEN 	GOSUB 3735: GOTO 3325 
3320 PO$ - 	STR$ (B) 
3325 IF 	LEN (PO) < 3 THEN PO$ - " " + POS:GOTO 3325 

• 3330 PRINT PO$;: 	IF FL < 15 THEN 	PRINT " "; • 
3335 FL - FL + 1: 	IF FL > 	- 15 THEN FL 	0 
3340 IF 	PEEK ( - 16384) > 127 THEN 3360 

• 3345 NEXT • 
3350 PRINT : HTAB 1: IF PRS < 	> "Y" THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37) 
3355 NEXT S 
3360 PRINT 

• 3365 VTAB 20 •  
3370 HTAB 1 
3375 PRINT "TRACK-";TR;" SECTOR=";SECT;" 2": VTAB 	PEEK (37) 

• 3380 IF PR§ - "Y" OR PR$ = "y" THEN 	PR# 3: CALL 1002 • 
3385 GET A$ 
3390 PRINT 

• 3395 IF AS 	"T" THEN 	VTAB Y: PRINT : GOTO 3505 • 
3400 IF A$ 	"D" THEN 3600 
3405 IF A$ - "S" THEN 	GOSUB 3660 

• 3410 IF AS - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 3140 • 3415 IF AN$ 	CHR$ (8) THEN SE - SE - 1: ON SE > 	- 0 GOTO 3I75:5E - 15: 
TR - TR - 1: ON TR > 	- 0 GOTO 3175:TR .. 34: GOTO 3175 
3420 IF ANS - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 3140 

• 3425 IF ANS - 	CHR$ (21) THEN SE - SE + 1: ON SE < 16 GOTO 3175:SE - 0:TR • 

= TR + 1: ON TR < 35 GOTO 3175:TR 	0: GOTO 3175 
3430 IF ANS < 	> 	CHR$ (27) THEN 	PRINT G$;: GOTO 3365 

• 3435 GOTO 3145 • 
3440 END 
3445 REM ERROR HANDLING 

• 3450 POKE 832,0: 	HOME : 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12) • 3455 IF 	PEEK (813) - 64 THEN 	PRINT "DRIVE ERROR";G$: GOTO 3470 
3460 IF 	PEEK (813) - 128 THEN 	PRINT "READ ERROR";GS: GOTO 3470 
3465 PRINT "DISK-ERROR ERROR";GS 

• 3470 GET TAS: GOTO 3145 • 
3475 PRINT 
3480 PRINT "THE END" 

0 3485 END • 
3490 REM 

• 
EDITING 

• 
3495 REM 
3500 REM 

• 3505 VTAB Y • 3510 PRINT 
3515 GET A$ 
3520 IF A$ 	CHR$ (13) THEN 3360 

• 3525 IF AS - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	IF X > 0 THEN X - X - 1: PRINT : VTAB Y + 1: • 
FOR C - ((Y - 2) * 16) + X TO X:: GOSUB 3715: NEXT :P - P - 1 
3530 IF A$ 	CHR$ (21) THEN 	VTAB Y + 1: FOR C - ((V - 2) * 16) + X TO X: 

• GOSUB 3715: 	NEXT 	:X - X + 1:P .. P + 1 • 
3535 IF X > 15 THEN X - 0: 	IF Y < 17 THEN Y - Y + 1: PRINT : VTAB Y 
3540 IF X < 0 THEN X - 15: 	IF Y > 2 THEN Y - Y - 1 

• 3545 IF A$ - 	CHR$ (8) OR AS - 	CHR$ (21) THEN 3515 
• 3550 GET A$ 

3555 IF AS 	CHR$ (27) OR AS - 	CHR$ (13) THEN X 	0:Y - 2:P .. 0: GOTO 3495 
• 3560 

3565 
IF A$ 	CHR$ (8) OR AS - 	CHR$ (21) THEN 3515 
IF P > 255 THEN 3495 • 

3570 X - X + 1: 	IF X > 16 THEN X - I: 	IF Y < 17 THEN Y - Y + I: 	PRINT 
3575 PRINT AS; 

• 3580 POKE BUFFER + P, ASC (AS) 0 
3585 P = P + 1 
3590 GOTO 3550 

• 3595 REM 
• 

• 
DECIMAL ENTRY 

• 

3600 VTAB 20: HTAB 20 
• 3605 INPUT "ENTER COLUMN (0-15), ROW (0-15) 71";RS,C$ • 3610 IF R$ - "" AND CS 	"" THEN 3205 

3615 R - 	VAL (12$):C - 	VAL (C$) 
• 3620 

3625 
IF R < 0 OR R > 15 OR C < 0 OR C > 15 THEN 3605 
VTAB 20: HTAB 30 •  

3630 INPUT "ENTER DECIMAL NUMBER (0-255) 7";V 
3635 IF V < 0 OR V > 255 THEN 3625 

• 3640 P - (C * 16) + R • 
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• • 

3645 	POKE BUFFER + P,V 
3650 	GOTO 3600 

• 3655 	REM • 

WRITE TRACK/SECTOR 
3660 	VTAB 20 

• 3665 	INPUT "WRITE TO TRACK V.:TR • 
3670 	VTAB 20 
3675 	INPUT " 	SECTOR 7";SE 

• 3680 	POKE 804,TR • 
3685 	POKE 805,SE 
3690 	POKE 812,2 

• 3695 	CALL 768 
3700 	POKE 812,1 • 

3705 	RETURN 
3710 	REM 

• PRINT • 

3715 B 	PEEK (BU + C) 
3720 	IF B < 32 OR B > 127 AND B < 160 THEN B 	46 

• 3725 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); • 
3730 	RETURN 
3735 	REM 

• PRINT •HEX 
• 

3740 HZ - B / 16 
• 3745 L% 	B - H% * 16 • 

3750 	IF HZ > 9 THEN H% .. H% + 7 
3755 	IF LX > 9 THEN LX 	LX + 7 

• 3760 PO$ - 	CHR$ (H% + 176) + 	CHR$ (LX + 176) 
3765 	RETURN 

• 

3998 	END 

• 
3999 	REM 

• 

• ---- VTOC BIT MAP EDITOR --- 0 
4000 	CLEAR 
4002 	POKE 216,0: ONERR 	GOTO 4665 

• 
4005 TR .. 17 
4010 	HOME : HTAB 11: INVERSE • 

4015 	PRINT "VTOC BIT MAP EDITOR": PRINT : PRINT 
4020 	NORMAL 

• 4025 	PRINT "COPYRIGHT (C) RULE-ISTIC SOFTWARE 1985" • 
4030 	PRINT : PRINT "USE" 
4035 	INVERSE 

• 4040 	HTAB 8: PRINT "I • 

4045 	HTAB 5: PRINT "J";: NORMAL : PRINT " 	+ 	":: 	INVERSE : PRINT "K 

• HTAB 8: PRINT "M": NORMAL •4050 
• 

4055 	PRINT " 	TO MOVE CURSOR" 
4060 	PRINT : PRINT "S 	SAVE BIT MAP" 

• 4065 	PRINT • 
4070 	PRINT "CTRL-R .. RE-READ BIT MAP" 
4075 	PRINT 

• 4080 	PRINT "P 	RE-PRINT MAP (TO CHECK IF CORRUPT)" 0 
4085 	PRINT 
4090 	PRINT "T 	TOGGLE WHOLE TRACK" 

• 4095 	PRINT 
4100 	PRINT "RETURN 	TOGGLE SECTOR" • 

4105 	REM 0-25 
4110 	DATA 00000000,00000001,00000010,00000011,00000100,00000101,00000110, 

• 00000111,00001000,00001001,00001010,00001011,00001100,00001101,00001110, • 
00001111,00010000,00010001,00010010,00010011,00010100,00010101,00010110, 
00010111,00011000,00011001 

• 4115 	REM 26-50 • 
4120 	DATA 00011010,00011011,00011100,00011101,00011110,00011111 00100000, 
00100001,00100010,00100011,00100100,00100101,00100110,00100111  , 06101000, 

• 
00101001,00101010,00101011,00101100,00101101,00101110,00101111,00110000, 
00110001,00110010 • 

4125 	REM 51-75 
4130 	DATA 00110011,00110100,00110101,00110110,00110111,00111000,00111001, 

• 00111010,00111011,00111100,00111101,00111110,00111111,01000000,01000001, • 
01000010,01000011,01000100,01000101,01000110,01000111,01001000,01001001, 
01001010,01001011 

• 4135 	REM 76-100 • 
4140 	DATA 01001100,01001101,01001110,01001111,01010000,01010001,01010010, 
01010011,01010100,01010101,01010110,01010111,01011000,01011001,01011010, 
01011011,01011100,01011101,01011110,01011111,01100000,01100001,01100010, 

• •01100011,01100100 	 •  
4145 	REM 101-125 
4150 	DATA 01100101,01100110,01100111,01101000,01101001,01101010,01101011, 

• 01101100,01101101,01101110,01101111,01110000,01110001,01110010,01110011, • 
01110100,01110101,01110110,01110111,01111000,01111001,01111010,01111011, 
01111100,01111101 
4155 	REM 	 . 

• 
-150

,01111111,10000000,10000001,10000010,10000011,10000100, 4160 	DATA 01111110
126 • 

 
10000101,10000110.10000111,10001000,10001001,10001010,10001011,10001100, 
10001101,10001110,10001111,10010000,10010001,10010010,10010011,10010100, 

• 10010101,10010110 • 
4165 	REM 151-175 
4170 	DATA 10010111,10011000,10011001,10011010,10011011,10011100 10011101, 

• 10011110,10011111,10100000,10100001,10100010,10100011,10100100,16100101, • 
10100110,10100111,10101000,10101001,10101010,10101011,10101100,10101101, 
10101110,10101111 
4175 	REM 176-200 • • 4180 	DATA 10110000,10110001,10110010,10110011,10110100,10110101,10110110, 
10110111,10111000,10111001,10111010,10111011,10111100,10111101,10111110, 
10111111,11000000,11000001,11000010,11000011,11000100,11000101,11000110, • • 11000111,11001000 
4185 	REM 201-225 
4190 	DATA 11001001,11001010,11001011,11001100,11001101,11001110,11001111, 

• 11010000,11010001,11010010,11010011,11010100,11010101,11010110,11010111, • 
11011000,11011001,11011010,11011011,11011100,11011101,11011110,11011111, 
11100000,11100001 
4195 	REM 226T0252 • • 4200 	DATA 11100010,11100011,11100100,11100101,11100110,11100111,11101000, 
11101001,11101010,11101011,11101100,11101101,11101110,11101111,11110000, 
11110001,11110010,11110011,11110100,11110101,11110110,11110111,11111000, 

• 11111001,11111010 • 
4205 	REM 253-255 
4210 	DATA 11111011,11111100,11111101,11111110,11111111 

• 4215 	REM • 
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4220 	DIM B$(256) 
4225 	DIM X(36,17) 
4227 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A 

• 4228 	FOR A = 0 TO 26: READ B: NEXT • 
4230 	FOR A = 0 TO 255: 	READ B$(A): NEXT 
4235 BUFFER = Una 30000 

• 4240 HT - 3 • 
4255 	VTAB 23 
4260 	FLASH 

• 4265 	INPUT "ENTER TRACK OF VTOC (RETURN FOR 17) 7";A$ • 
4270 	IF A$ < 	> "" THEN TR = 	VAL (A$) 
4275 	NORMAL 
4280 	POKE 809,BU / 256 

• 4285 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 • 
4290 	POKE 804,TR: REM 	TRACK 
4295 	POKE 805,0: REM SECTOR 

• 4300 	POKE 812,1 • 
4305 	CALL 768: 	IF 	PEEK (832) > 127 THEN 	PRINT "ERROR": POKE 832,0: END 
4310 	HOME 

• 4315 	VTAB 2 • 
• 4320 FR - 0:HT = 3 

4325 	PRINT " 	0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF0123" 
• 4330 	PRINT " 	0 	 1 	 2 	 3 	E" • 

4335 	PRINT " 	012345678901234567890123456789012345" 
4340 	FOR A - 0 TO 15 
4345 	HTAB 1: VTAB A + 5: PRINT A 

• 4350 	NEXT • 
4355 	REM 
BIG LOOP TO READ BUFFER & DEFINE TRACKS 

• 4360 	FOR A .. 56 TO 55 + (36 * 4) STEP 4 • 
4365 B = 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 

• 4370 T$ - "":T$ = B$(8) 
4375 B = 	PEEK (BUFFER + A + 1) • 
4380 T$ = T$ + B$(B) 
4385 	REM 

• PRINT MAP • 

4390 	FOR C = 16 TO 1 STEP 	-1 
• 4395 	VTAB (21 - C): HTAB HT • 

4400 P$ - 	M1D$ 	(T$,C,1) 
4405 	IF P$ . "0" THEN 	INVERSE : PRINT " ": NORMAL 

• 4410 	IF P$ - "1" THEN 	PRINT " ":FR - FR + 1 
4415 X(HT - 3,16 - C) = 	VAL (P$) • 
4420 	NEXT C 

• 4425 	REM 
4430 HT .. HT + 1 • 
4435 	NEXT A 
4440 	VTAB 23: PRINT FR" FREE SECTORS 

• 4445 CH = 3:CV = 5:A - 56 • 
4450 	VTAB CV: HTAB CH 
4455 	GET A$ 

• 4460 	IF A$ = "J" AND CH > 3 THEN CH - CH - 1:A = A - 4 • 
4465 	IF A$ - "K" AND CH < 38 THEN CH = CH + 1:A = A + 4 
4470 	IF A$ = "I" AND CV > 5 THEN CV 	CV - 1 

• 4475 	IF A$ - "M" AND CV < 20 THEN CV - CV + 1 
4480 	IF A$ = 	CHR$ (27) THEN 	VTAB 23: END • 
4485 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (13) THEN AL = AL + 1: GOTO 4580 

• 4490 	IF A$ - "S" THEN 	POKE 812,2: CALL 768 
4495 	IF A$ = 	CHR$ (18) THEN 	POKE 812,1: VTAB 2: HTAB 1: CALL 768: GOTO 4320 • 
4500 	IF AS = "T" THEN 	GOSUB 4680 
4505 	IF A$ - "P" THEN 	VTAB 23: HTAB 20: FLASH : PRINT "REPRINTING": NORMAL 

• : GOTO 4315 • 
4510 	GOTO 4450 
4515 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 

• 4520 T$ - "":T$ - B$(B) 
4525 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A + 1) • 
4530 T$ = T$ + B$(B) 
4535 T$ - 	LEFT$ (T$,CV - 3) + "1" + 	RIGHT§ (T5,16 - CV) 

• 4540 	FOR D - 0 TO 255 • 
4545 	IF 	RIGHT$ (T$,8) .. B$(D) THEN 	POKE BU + A,D 
4550 	NEXT D 

• 4555 	FOR D - 0 TO 255 • 
4560 	IF 	LEFTS ( .11,8) - B$(D) THEN 	POKE BU + 1,D 
4565 	NEXT D 
4570 HT - 3 

• 4575 	GOTO 4360 • 
4580 X(CH - 3,CV - 5) - 	NOT X(CH - 3,CV - 5) 
4585 	HTAB CH: VTAB CV 

• 4590 	IF X(CH - 3,CV - 5) - 0 THEN 	INVERSE : PRINT " ": NORMAL • 
4595 	IF X(CH - 3,CV - 5) = 1 THEN 	PRINT " " 
4600 T$ ... "":T1$ 	"" 
4605 	FOR 8 = 15 TO 8 STEP 	- 1:T$ - T$ + 	STR$ (X(CH - 3,R)): NEXT • 
4610 	FOR R - 7 TO 0 STEP 	- 1:T1$ - T1$ + 	STR$ (X(CH - 3,R)): NEXT 
4615 A - (CH - 3) * 4 

 FOR Ll = 0 TO 255: 	IF T$ - B$(L1) THEN V .. Ll 
46200• 	 NEXT 

FOR L2 - 0 TO 255: IF T1$ = B$(L2) THEN W - L2 

•

4630 
4635 	NEXT 

• 4640 A - ((CH - 3) * 4) + 56 • 
4645 	POKE BUFFER + A + 1,W 
4650 	POKE BUFFER + A,V 

• 4655 HT - 3 
4660 	GOTO 4456 • 
4665 	IF 	PEEK (222) - 0 THEN 	VTAB 23: PRINT "SAVE (Y/N)":: GET A$: 	IF AS 

• = "Y" THEN 	POKE 812,2: CALL 768: 	RUN 
4670 	IF 	PEEK (222) = 77 THEN MEM - 	FRE (0): 	RESUME • 
4675 	VTAB 23: PRINT "ERROR " PEEK (222): GOTO 4450 
4680 	REM 

• TRACK • 
4685 	IF 	PEEK (BU + A + 1) - 0 AND 	PEEK (BU + A) - 0 THEN 4710 
4690 	POKE BU + A + 1,0 

• 4695 	POKE BU + A,0 • 
4700 	FOR RP - 0 TO 15: HTAB CH: VTAB RP + 5: 	INVERSE : PRINT " ": NEXT 
: NORMAL 

• 4705 	RETURN • 
4710 	POKE BU + A + 1,255 
4715 	POKE EU + A,255 

• / 4720 	FOR RP -, 0 TO 15: 	HTAB CH: 	VT,,B RP + 5: 	PRINT " ": 	NEXT 
4725 	RETURN 

• 

4998 	END 
4999 	REM 

• ---- ADD 11 SECTORS TO DISK --- - • 
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11111.111111111"1411""Iril l 

5000 	CLEAR 
• 5005 BUFFER - 29000 • 

5010 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: READ 13: POKE A,B: NEXT A 
5030 	HOME : 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 

• 5040 	INVERSE : PRINT "DISK SPACE ADDER BY PAUL RULE.(FOR 3.3)": NORMAL 
• 

5050 	PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WILL GIVE YOU AN EXTRA 11 	SECTORS 

ON YOUR DISK." 

• 5060 	PRINT "THIS PROGRAM FREES THE SECTORS FROM 	TRACK 2,SECTOR 5 TO TRACK 
2,SECTOR 15 	(THE ONES RESE,VED BY DOS BUT NOT USED. • 
5070 	VTAB 22 
5080 	FLASH 

• 5090 	INPUT "INSERT DISK TO BE EXTENDED & PRESS RET";A$ • 
5100 	POKE 809,BU / 256 
5110 	NORMAL 

• 5120 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 
• 5130 	POKE 804,17: 	REM TRACK 

5140 	POKE 805,0: REM SECTOR 
5150 	POKE 812,1 

• 5160 	CALL 768: IF 	PEEK (832) > 127 THEN 	PRINT "ERROR": POKE 832,0: END 0 

5170 	POKE BUFFER + 64,255 
5180 	POKE BUFFER + 65,224 

• 5190 	POKE 812,2 • 
5200 	CALL 768 
5998 	END 

• 
5999 	REM 
---- CATALOG EXTENDER ---- 

• 

6000 	CLEAR 

• 6005 BUFFER - 29000 
6010 REED • 1 

• 

6020 WRITE - 2 
6030 	FOR A • 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A 

• 6050 	POKE 809,BU / 256 • 
6060 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 
6070 	HOME : PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 

• 6080 	INVERSE : PRINT "CATALOG EXTENDER BY PAUL RULE.(FOR 3.3)": NORMAL 
6090 	PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "THIS PROGRAM EXTENDS CATALOG LENGTH FROM105 FILES 

• 

TO 182. (FOR LOTS OF LITTLE 	FILES)" 
6100 	PRINT "THE EXTENSION IS ADDED ONTO TRACK 2 FROMSECTOR 15 TO SECTOR 5. 

• (THE PART DOS 	RESERVES BUT DOESN'T USE) • 
6110 	FLASH : VTAB 22: PRINT "INSERT DISK TO BE EXTENDED & PRESS SPACE";: 
NORMAL : WAIT 	- 16384,160 

• 6120 	REM • 
CHANGE TRACK 17,SECTOR 1 

6130 TRACK - 17 
• 6140 SECTOR - 1 • 

6150 COMMUND - REED 
6160 	GOSUB 6410 

• 6170 	POKE BUFFER + 1,2 • 
6180 	POKE BUFFER + 2,15 
6190 COMMUND 	WRITE 

• 6200 	GOSUB 6410 • 
6210 	REM 

CHANGE TR 2,SECS (15-6) 

• 6220 TRACK • 2 • 
6230 	FOR SECTOR - 15 TO 6 STEP 	- 1 
6240 COMMUND - REED 

• 6250 	GOSUB 6410 • 
6260 	POKE BUFFER + 1,2 
6270 	POKE BUFFER + 2,SECTOR - 1 
6280 COMMUND - WRITE 

• COSUB 6410 •  •6290 
6300 	NEXT SECTOR 
6310 	REM 

• NULL ENTRY TR 2,SE 5 	(END OF CATALOG) • 

6320 SECTOR - 5 

• 6330 COMMUND - REED 
6340 	COSUB 6410 • 

6350 	POKE BUFFER + 1,0 
6360 	POKE BUFFER + 2,0 

• 6370 COMMUND - WRITE • 
6380 	COSUB 6410 
6390 	END 

• 6400 	REM • 
RWTS SUBROUTINE 

• 6410 	POKE 804,TRACK 
6420 	POKE 805,SECTOR • 

6430 	POKE 812,COMMUND 
6440 	CALL 768: 	IF 	PEEK (832) > 127 THEN 	PRINT 	CHR$ (7)"ERROR": 	END 

• 6450 	RETURN • 
6998 	END 
6999 	REM 

• ---- FDOS MESSAGE CHANGER ---- • 

7000 	CLEAR 
7005 BUFFER - 29000 

• 7010 	FOR A • 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A • 
7030 	POKE 809,BU / 256 
7040 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 

• 7050 	POKE 804,0: REM TRACK • 
7060 	POKE 805,0: REM SECTOR 
7070 	CALL 768 
7080 	HOME : PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 0  7090 	INVERSE : PRINT "FDOS MESSAGE CHANGER": NORMAL • 
7100 	PRINT : 	PRINT "CURRENT MESSAGE IS..." 
7110 	PRINT 

• 7120 	FOR A - 94 TO 94 + 42 • 
7130 B 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
7140 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 

• 7150 	NEXT A • 
7160 	INPUT "FLASHING/NORMAL/INVERSE 7";C$ 
7170 	IF CS • "F" THEN CT - 0 
7180 	IF C$ - "N" THEN CT - 128 

• 7190 	IF C$ - "I" THEN CT - 	- 64 • 
7200 	PRINT : PRINT "ENTER NEW MESSAGE (42 CHARACTERS)" 
7210 	PRINT : 	PRINT " 	 ; 

• 7220 	HTAB 1: VTAB 	PEEK (37): 	POKE 1403,0 • 
7230 	GET A$ 
7240 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	PRINT A$;:N • N - 1: GOTO 7230 

• 7250 	IF A$ - " " AND CT - 	- 64 THEN A$ - 	CHR$ (96) 
7260 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 32 THEN 	INVERSE : 	PRINT 	CHR$ 	( ASC (As) + 64);: 	NORMAL • 
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• : GOTO 7290 0 
7270 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT - 	- 64 THEN AS - 	CURS ( ASC (A$) + 64) 
7280 	PRINT A$; 

• 7290 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	POKE BU + 94 + N, ASC (0) + 128: 	GOTO 7310 
7300 	POKE BU + 94 + N, ASC (.4$) + CT • 
7310 N - N + 1: 	IF N < 42 THEN 7230 

• 7320 	PRINT : 	PRINT 
7330 	FOR A ... 94 TO 94 . 42 • 
7340 B .. 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
7350 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 

• 7360 	NEXT A • 7370 	PRINT : 	INPUT "OKAY (Y/N) ?";0$: 	IF OS < 	> "Y" THEN N - 0: GOTO 7200 
7380 	POKE 804,0: REM 	TRACK 

• 7390 	POKE 805,0: REM 	SECTOR 
7400 	POKE 812,2 • 
7410 	CALL 768 
7420 	END 

• 7430 	PRINT "ERROR" • 
7998 	END 
7999 	REM 

• 
---- DISK VOLUME MESSAGE CHANGER ---- • 

8000 	CLEAR 

• 8005 TR - 2:SE - 3 
8010 N - 11 •  
8020 LO - 109 

• 8030 BUFFER - 29000 
8040 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A • 
8060 	HOME : 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 
8070 	INVERSE : PRINT "DISK VOLUME MESSAGE CHANGER": NORMAL 

• 8080 	PRINT : 	INPUT "3.3 OR FDOS (3/F) 7";D$ • 
8090 	IF DS = "3" THEN SE a 2:LO - 175 
8100 	POKE 809,BU / 256 

• 8110 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 
8120 	POKE 804,TR: REM 	TRACK • 
8130 	POKE 805,SE: 	REM 	SECTOR 
8140 	CALL 768 

• 8150 	INPUT "FLASHING/INVERSE/NORMAL ?";C$ • 
8160 	IF C$ - "F" THEN CT - 0 
8170 	IF C$ - "I" THEN CT .. 	- 64 

• 8180 	IF C$ a "N" OR C$ .. "" THEN CT ... 128 
8190 	PRINT : 	PRINT "CURRENT MESSAGE IS..." • 
8200 	PRINT 

• 8210 	FOR A - LO + 11 TO LO STEP 	- 1 
8220 B -. 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) • 
8230 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 
8240 	NEXT A 

• 8250 	PRINT : PRINT "ENTER NEW MESSAGE (12 CHARACTERS)" 0 
8260 	PRINT : PRINT " 
8270 	HTAB 1: VTAB 	PEEK (37): 	POKE 1403,0 

• 8280 	GET A$ 
8290 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	PRINT AS::N - N + 1: GOTO 8280 • 

8300 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 32 THEN 	INVERSE : PRINT 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64);: NORMAL 

• : GOTO 8340 
8310 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT .. 	- 64 THEN AS 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64) • 
8320 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT 	0 THEN AS - 	CURS ( ASC (A$) + 64) 
8330 	PRINT A$; 

• 8340 	IF AS - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	POKE BU + LO + N,141: GOTO 8360 • 
8350 	POKE BU + LO + N, ASC (A$) + CT 
8360 N - N - 1: 	IF N > 	- 1 THEN 8280 

• 8370 	PRINT : 	PRINT • 
8380 	FOR A - LO + 11 TO LO STEP 	- 1 
8390 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 

• 8400 	PRIN 	CHR$ (B); 
8410 	NEXTTA  • 
8420 	PRINT : 	INPUT "OKAY (Y/N) 7";0$: 	IF 0$ < 	> "Y" THEN N - 11: GOTO 8250 
8430 	POKE 804,TR: REM 	TRACK 

• 8440 	POKE 805,SE: REM 	SECTOR • 8450 	POKE 812,2 
8460 	CALL 768 

• 8470 	END 
8480 	PRINT "ERROR" •  
8998 	END 

• 8999 	REM 
----DOS COMMAND CHANGER ---- • 

9000 	CLEAR 
• 9005 	HOME 

9010 	INVERSE : PRINT "THE CURRENT DOS COMMANDS": NORMAL : PRINT • 
9030 	DIM B$(30) 

• 9032 B$(1) 	"INIT":13$(2) 	"LOAD": B$(3) - "SAVE":B$(4) 	.. "RUN":11$(5) 	- "CHAIN" 
:B$(6) 	- "DELETE":13$(7) - "LOCK":13$(8) a "UNLOCK":13$(9) 	- "CLOSE":11$(10) - • 
"READ.:B$(11) - "EXEC":13$(12) 	"WRITE":B$(13) .. "POSITION":B$(14) - "OPEN" 
:14(15) - "APPEND" 

• 9034 B$(16) - "RENAME":B$(17) .. "CATALOG":B$(18) -'"MON":13$(19) - "NOMON" • 
:B$(20) - "PRe:B$(21) - "INe:B$(22) -. "MAXFILES":B$(23) - "FP":13$(24) - "INT" 
:B$(25) - "BSAVE": B$(26) - "BLOAD":B$(27) - "BRUN":B$(28) - "VERIFY' 

• 9050 D - 1: 	DIM A$(30) 
9060 A - 43140:E - 43271 •  
9070 	PRINT B$(1)"-"; 
9080 	FOR B - A TO E 

• 9090 C - 	PEEK (B) • 
9100 	PRINT 	CHRS 	(C)::A$(D) - AS(D) + 	CHR$ 	(,C).  
9110 	IF C > 	128 TEIEN D - D + 1: 	PRINT 	;134(D) - 	; 

• 9120 	IF D - 29 THEN 9140 
9130 	NEXT • 

9140 G - A 
9150 	PRINT 

• • 
/8PP7 HO 	1 T 0 PRINT 6$0,1  lb "A$0)" "j: 	INPUT A$: 	IF AS < 	> "" THEN A$(D) - AS 

• 9180 	PRINT G - A + 	LEN (A$(D))"/131 "; 
9190 	FOR F - G TO G + 	LEN (AS(D)) - 1 • 
9200 M =, M + 1 

• 
9210 	POKE F, 	ASC ( MID$ (AS(D),M,1)) 
9220 	NEXT F 0 
9230 	IF 	ASC ( MID$ (WD),M,1)) < 128 THEN 	POKE F - 1, ASC ( M1D$ (A$(D),M,1 
)) + 128: GOTO 9250 

• 9240 	POKE F - 1, ASC ( MUDS 	(A$(D),M,1)) • 
9250 M 	0:G .. G + 	LEN (AS(D)) 
9260 	IF G > E + 1 THEN 	PRINT "TABLE FULL": FOR R - 1 TO 3000: NEXT 

• 
: 	RUN 

NEXT D •  •9270 
9280 	PRINT : 	PRINT "SAVE AS BINARY FILE 7";: GET A$: 	IF A$ - "Y" THEN 	INPUT 
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• "NAME 7";A$: PRINT 	CHR$ (4)A$(25)A$",A"A",L442" 0 
9998 	END 
9999 	REM 

• ---- PRODOS MESSAGE CHANGER ---- • 
10000 	CLEAR 
10005 	HOME : PRINT "INSERT PRODOS DISK";: GET A$ 
10010 BUFFER - 29000 

• 10020 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A •  
10040 	POKE 809,EJ / 256 
10050 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) "- 256 

• 10060 	POKE 804,1: REM 	TRACK • 
10070 	POKE 805,11: REM 	SECTOR 
10080 	CALL 768 

• 10090 	HOME : PRINT 	CHR$ (12) • 
10100 	INVERSE : PRINT "PRODOS MESSSAGE CHANGER" 
10110 	NORMAL 
10120 	PRINT 

• 10130 	VTAB 10: HTAB 15 • 

10140 	FOR A = 146 TO 146 + 7 
10150 B = 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 

• 10160 	IF B < 64 THEN 	INVERSE • 

10170 	IF B > 	= 64 AND B < 128 THEN 	FLASH 
10180 	IF B > 	- 128 THEN 	NORMAL 

• 10190 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); • 
10200 	NORMAL 
10210 	NEXT A 

• 
10220 	VTAB 12: HTAB 7 
10230 	FOR A = 146 + 8 TO 146 + 7 + 23 • 

10240 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) ,  
10250 	PRINT 	CHR$ (8); 

• 10260 	NEXT A • 
10270 	VTAB 14: HTAB 12 
10280 	FOR A = 146 + 8 + 23 TO 146 + 8 + 23 + 13 

• 10300 0 B PRINT 
= 	

PEECHRK ($ (
BUF

8)
FER;  + A) • 

10310 	NEXT A 
10320 	VTAB 24: HTAB 1 

• 10330 	FOR A = 146 + 8 + 23 + 13 + 1 TO 146 + 8 + 23 + 14 + 38 • 
10340 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
10350 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 

• 10360 	NEXT A • 
1037Q 	VTAB 3: HTAB 1 
10380 	INPUT "FLASHING/NORMAL/INVERSE 7";C$ 
10390 	IF C$ - "" THEN CT = 128 • • 10400 	IF C$ - "F" THEN CT = 0 
10410 	IF C$ = "N" THEN CT - 128 
10420 	IF C$ = "I" THEN CT = 	- 64 

• 10430 	PRINT "SAVE (Y/N) 7";: GET S$: 	IF S$ - "Y" THEN 10600 • 
10440 	VTAB 10: HTAB 15 
10450 	GET A$ 

• 10460 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	PRINT A$;:N .. N - 1: GOTO 10450 • 
10470 	IF A$ = 	CHR$ (21) THEN 	HTAB 	PEEK (36) + 2: GOTO 10540 
10480 	IF A$ - " " AND CT - 	- 64 THEN A; - 	CHR$ (96) 
10490 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 32 THEN 	INVERSE : PRINT 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64);: 
NORMAL : GOTO 10520 • 

10500 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT - 	- 64 THEN A$ - 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64) 
10510 	PRINT AS; 

• 10520 	IF A$ - 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	POKE BU + 94 + N, ASC (A$) + 128: GOTO 10570 • 
10530 	POKE BU + 146 + N, ASC (A$) + CT 
10540 	IF N - 7 THEN 	VTAB 12: HTAB 7 

• 10550 	IF N = 30 THEN 	VTAB 14: HTAB 12 • 
10560 	IF N - 44 THEN 	VTAB 24: HTAB 1 
10570 N = N + 1: IF N < 84 THEN 10450 
10580 N = 0 

• GOTO 10090 •  •10590 
10600 	POKE 804,1 
10610 	POKE 805,11 

• 10620 	POKE 812,2 • 
10630 	CALL 768 
10640PID 

• 10650 	PRINT "ERROR" • 
10998 	END 
10999 	REM 

• ---- PRODOS STARTUP NAME CHANGER ---- • 
11000 	CLEAR 
11005 BUFFER - 29000 

• 11010 	FOR A - 768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A • 
11030 	POKE 809,BU / 256 
11040 	POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 

• 11050 	POKE 804,4 
11060 	POKE 805,2 • 

11070 	CALL 768 
11080 	HOME : PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 

• 11090 	INVERSE : PRINT "PRODOS STARTUP PROGRAM NAME": NORMAL • 
11100 	PRINT : PRINT "CURRENT NAME IS.." 
11110 	PRINT 

• 11120 	FOR A = 230 TO 237 • 
11130 B = 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
11140 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 
11150 	NEXT A 

• 11160 	PRINT • 
11170 CT - 0 
11180 	PRINT : PRINT "ENTER NEW NAME" 

• 11190 	PRINT : 	PRINT " 	.. 
11200 	HTAB 1: POKE 1403,0 
11210 	GET A$ 
11220 	IF A$ = 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	PRINT A$;:N - N - 1: GOTO 11210 • • 11230 	IF A$ - " " AND CT = 	- 64 THEN A$ - 	CHR$ (96) 
11240 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 32 THEN 	INVERSE : PRINT 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64);: 
NORMAL : GOTO 11270 • • 11250 	IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT - 	- 64 THEN A$ = 	CHR$ ( ASC (A$) + 64) 
11260 	PRINT AS; 
11270 	IF A$ = 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	POKE BU + 94 + N, ASC (A$) + 128: GOTO 11290 

• 11280 	POKE BU + 230 + N, ASC (A$) + CT • 
11290 N - N + 1: IF N < 7 THEN 11210 
11300 	PRINT : PRINT 

• 11310 	FOR A - 230 TO 237 
11320 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 

• 

11330 	PRINT 	CHR$ (B); 
11340 	NEXT A • • 11350 	PRINT : INPUT "OKAY (Y/N) 7";O$: 	IF 0$ < 	> "Y" THEN N - 0: GOTO 11180 
11360 	POKE 804,4 
11370 	POKE 805,2 .. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

11380 
11390 
11400 
11410 
11998 
11999 

POKE 812,2 
CALL 768 
END 
PRINT "ERROR" 
END 
REM 

CPM MESSAGE CHANGER ---- 

12000 CLEAR 
12005 S6 - 7:88 - 183:LE 	70 
12010 BUFFER - 29000 
12020 FOR A 	768 TO 820: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT A 
12040 POKE 809,BU / 256 
12050 POKE 808,BU - 	PEEK (809) * 256 
12060 POKE 804,2: 	REM 	TRACK 
12070 POKE 805,S6: REM 	SECTOR 
12080 HOME : PRINT "USE 80 COLUMN CARD" 
12090 PR# 3: 	CALL 1002: 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12); 
12100 PRINT "56K CPM OR 60K CPM (5/6) ?";: GET C$ 
12110 IF C$ - "5" THEN S6 = 9: 	POKE 805,S6:BB 	115:LE - 57 
12120 CALL 768 
12130 HOME 	PRINT 	CHR$ (12) 
12140 INVERSE : PRINT "CPM MESSAGE CHANGER" 
12150 NORMAL 
12160 PRINT : PRINT "CURRENT MESSAGE IS..." 
12170 PRINT 
12180 FOR A - BB TO BB + LE 
12190 B - 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
12200 IF B 	13 THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37): 	PRINT : GOTO 12220 
12210 PRINT 	CHR$ 	(B); 
12220 NEXT A 
12230 CT 	0 
12240 PRINT : PRINT "ENTER NEW MESSAGE ("LE" CHARACTERS)" 
12250 GET A$ 
12260 IF A$ - 	CHR$ (8) THEN 	PRINT A$;:N - N - 1: GOTO 12250 
12270 IF 	ASC (A$) < 64 AND CT - 	- 64 THEN A$ - 	CHR$ ( ASC (AS) + 64) 
12280 PRINT AS; 
12290 IF A$ = 	CHR$ (13) THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37) 	1: PRINT 
12300 POKE BU + BB + N, ASC (A$) 
12310 N 	N + 1: 	IF N < LE + 1 THEN 12250 
12320 PRINT : 	PRINT 
12330 FOR A - BB TO BB + LE 
12340 B 	PEEK (BUFFER + A) 
12350 IF B - 13 THEN 	VTAB 	PEEK (37) - 1: 	PRINT : GOTO 12360 
12360 PRINT 	CHR$ 	(B); 
12370 NEXT A 
12380 PRINT 	: 	INPUT "OKAY (Y/N) ?";0$: 	IF 0$ < 	3 "Y" THEN N 	0: GOTO 12240 
12390 POKE 804,2: REM 	TRACK 
12400 POKE 805,56: REM 	SECTOR 
12410 POKE 812,2 
12420 CALL 768 
12430 END 
12440 PRINT "ERROR" 
12998 END 
12999 REM 

---- TYPEWRITER ---- 

13000 CLEAR 
13005 HOME 
13010 PRINT "PR#1": PRINT 
13020 V - 1 
13030 GET A$ 
13040 IF A$ - CHR$ (13) THEN PRINT :V - PEEK (37) + 1:B$ 
13050 B$ 	B$ + A$ 
13060 PRINT A$ CHR$ (8)" "; 
13070 PR# 0 
13080 VTAB V: HTAB 1: PRINT B$; 
13090 PR# 1 
13100 GOTO 13030 

GOTO 13030 

PROGRAMS 

APC is interested in programs written in any of the major programming languages for all home 
and small business micros. When submitting programs please include a cassette 

or disk version of your program, brief but comprehensive documentation, 
and a listing on plain white paper — typed if you have no printer. 

Please ensure that the software itself, the documentation and the listing are all marked 
with your name, address, program title, machine (along with any minimum requirements) 

and — if possible — a daytime phone number. 
All programs should be fully debugged and your own original, unpublished work. 

We prefer to receive programs with a maximum 80-column width printed in emphasised typeface. 
Please keep a copy of everything, 

Programs are paid for at the rate of S20 per page of published listing. 
Send your contributions to APC programs, 77 Glenhuntly Road, Elwood, Victoria 3184. 
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Below is a complete list of User Groups known to us in Australia and New Zealand. 
User Groups' Secretaries are asked to provide us with alterations, additions and corrections 

as promptly as possible to avoid a longer than necessary delay before publication. 
During the next four months these changes will be published 

and the next complete listing will appear in the December 1985 issue of APC. 

NAME OF GROUP: 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
A.P.F. User Group 

Apple User Group 

Ausborne User Group 

Australian Unix User Group 

Australasian ZX User Group 

Bathurst Computer Group 

Broken Hill MicroBee User 
Group 

B.U.G. 

CATERING FOR: 

A.P.F. 

Apple 

Osborne 

Unix 

Sinclair Computers — ZX80, 
ZX81 and Spectrum 

General 

MEETINGS: 

2nd Monday of each month at the 
Sydney Grammar School Science 
Auditorium, College Street, City at 
6.30pm. 
Every 3rd Wednesday of the 
month at 6.30pm at the North 
Sydney Council Chambers, 200 
Miller Street. 

Meets at West Bathurst Public 
School at 7.30pm on every 2nd 
Friday during school term. 

1st Tuesday of each month at 
8.00pm 

VIC-20 chapter meets 1st 
Tuesday of every month. C-64 
and PET chapter meets 4th Tues-
day of every month. 

CONTACT: 

Norm Mc Mahon 
288 Kissing Point Road, 
Turramurra, 2074 
(02) 44 2645 

Apple User Group 
PO Box 505 
Bankstown 2200 

Ian Stretton Napier 
Box C530 Clarence Street, 
Sydney 2000 

Chris Campbell 
PO Box 324, 
Pymble 2073 
(02) 449 4400 

Send S.A.S.E. to: 
PO Box 397, 
Dapto 2530 
(042) 61 5451 

Liz Haddon 
Secretary 
10 Uralla Circuit 
Kelso 2795 

Peter Cotter 
533 Radium Street, 
Broken Hill 2880 
(080) 88 1621 (AH) 

Wayne Herring 
Secretary 
Bay Users Group 
PO Box 308 
Nelson Bay 2135 

Tony Lee 
President 
NSW CCII User Group 
52 Cowan Road 
St Ives 2075 

Geoff Rayner 
PO Box 115, 
Mayfield 2304 

A Bendeli 
99 Bradfield Road 
Lindfield 
(02) 46 1976 

MicroBee 

Commodore 

Compucolor User Group 	Compucolor 

Compu-tech Computer Club 	Commodore VIC 20, C-64 
and PET 

Excalibur 64 User Group 	Excalibur 64 
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NAME OF GROUP: CATERING FOR: MEETINGS: CONTACT: 

USER GROUPS INDEX 

Commbdore VIC 20, C16, C64, 
Plus/4, C128 

Great Western User Group 	General 

Griffith Computer Association 	General 

Gosford Commodore Computer 
Users (GOSCOM) 

Hunter User Group 

Illawarra Apple Core 

Illawarra Super 80 User Group 

Lismore C-64 User Group 

Macarthur Computer Users 
Association 

MicroBee User Group 

NEC User Group of NSW 

NSW Peach User Club 

Southern Districts Commodore 
User Group 

Spellbinder User Group 

Sydney Apple User Group 

Sydney Forth Group 

General 

Apple computer 

Super 80 

Commodore 64 

General 

MicroBee 

NEC 

Hitachi Peach 

Commodore 

Spellbinder WP 

Apple 

General 

Meetings are held every third 
Wednesday of the month at 7.30 
pm at the Library of East Gosford 
Public School, East Gosford. 

Meetings are held on the 1st 
Tuesday of every month at 
8.00pm. 

Meets at University of Newcastle, 
Room W308 Education Building 
on the 2nd Wednesday of each 
month at 7.30pm. 

Meets on the 4th Monday of each 
month at Holy Spirit College, 
Bond Street, Bellambi at 8pm. 
Meets on the 1st Monday of each 
month at 5.30pm at 86 Market 
Street, Wollongong 

Meets on the 2nd Wednesday of 
each month at Kadina High 
School Library, commencing at 
7pm. 

Meets on the 1st Monday of each 
month at the Airds High School 
Library, Briar Road, Campbell-
town, 7.30pm. 

Meets on the 2nd Tuesday of 
each month at the Crows Nest 
Club, Hayberry Street, Crows 
Nest at 7.30pm. 

Meets on the 2nd and 4th 
Monday of each month at 
7.30pm in Room G12, Physics 
Building, University of Newcastle. 

Monthly meetings are held on the 
1st Saturday of each month. 
Contact them for location details 

Meets on the 1st and 3rd Wed-
nesday of every month. 

Meets at the Sydney Grammar 
School Science Auditorium on the 
2nd Monday of each month at 
6.30pm 
Meets at Room LG19, John 
Goodsell Commerce Building, 
University of NSW on 2nd Friday 
of each month at 7pm 

Rob Jackson 
C/- GOSCOM 
PO Box 86, 
Umina 2257 

Great Western User Group 
PO Box 210 
Wentworthville 2145 
(02) 631 2066 

Ron Gauci 
Secretary 
Griffith Computer Association 
PO Box 425 
Griffith 2680 

Secretary, 
PO Box 39, 
Broadmeadow 2292 

Bob Williams (042) 96 6115 

PO Box 1775, 
Wollongong 2500 

John Grimmond 
Secretary 
Richmond Hill Road 
Wollongbar via Lismore 
(066) 24 2320 

J Napier 
23 Athel Tree Crescent 
Bradbury 2560 

Eric Eulenstein 
202 Kooba Street, 
Albury 2640 
(060) 25 1601 

Hon. Secretary 
NEC User Group 
PO Box 568 
Milsons Point 2061 
PO Box 293, 
Hamilton 2303 or 
Anthony Bliss (049) 67 2433 
Tony Nicholson (049) 52 6017 

Daniel Soussi 
37 Mooramie Street, 
Kensington 2033 

A Toms 
President 
3 Lucille Crescent 
Casula 2170 

Kath Hanson 
PO Box 171 
Matraville 2036 
(02) 694 1523 

Frank Revill (047) 36 448 

Peter Tregeagle 
10 Binda Avenue, 
Yowie Bay 2228 
(02) 524 7490 (AH) 

Newcastle Microcomputer Club 	General 
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NAME OF GROUP: 

Sydney MicroBee User Group 

System 80/TRS-80 and Color 
Computer User Group 

T.I.S.H.U.G. 

Texas Instruments User Group 

The Blue Mountain Computer 
Club 

The Central Coast Apple 
User Group 

Tuggerah Lakes Computer 
User Group 

Western Sydney PC and 
Compatible User Group 

Wollongong Computer Club 

CATERING FOR: 

MicroBee 

System 80/TRS-80 and Color 
Computer 

Texas Instruments TI-99/4 and 
other 16 bit TMS 9900-based 
personal computers 
Texas Instruments 

General 

Apple and Apple compatible 

General 

PC and compatibles 

General 

MEETINGS: 

Meets on the 3rd Saturday of 
each month at the McMahons 
Point Community Centre, Blues 
Point Road, North Sydney from 
1pm to 5pm, and the 1st Tuesday 
of each month at the Auburn Girls 
High School, Braemar Street, 
Auburn from 7pm to 9pm. 

Meetings are held on the 1st 
Saturday of each month at St 
John's Hall, Victoria Street, 
Darlinghurst. 

Meetings are held at Springwood 
Civic Centre on the 2nd and 4th 
Friday of each month at 7.30pm 

Meetings are held on the 1st 
Tuesday of each month at the 
Niagara Park Public School from 
7.30pm. 

Meets at the Old Primary School 
Wyong, (cnr Alison Road and Ran-
kin Street), on every 2nd 
Thursday at 6.30pm. 

Meetings are held on the 3rd Sun-
day of each month at 27 Cosgrove 
Crescent, Kingswood 2750 

• 

CONTACT: 

President/Editor 
Colin Tringham 
S.M.U.G. 
PO Box C233 
Clarence Street 
Sydney 2001 

Jim Fisher 
37 Fairburn Avenue 
West Pennant Hills 
Sydney 2120 

John Robinson 
PO Box 149, 
Pennant Hills 2120 

Shane Anderson 
Editor 
TISHUG 
PO Box 595 
Marrackville 2204 

Eric Lindsay 
6 Hillcrest Avenue, 
Faulconhridge 
(047) 51 2258 (AH) 

662 The Entrance Road 
Warmbernal 2260 

F James 
125 Woolana Avenue 
Budgewoi 2262 

Ben Sharif 
(047) 36 4825 

P.O. Box 397 
Dapto 2530 
(042) 61 5451 

VICTORIA 
Apple User Society 
of Melbourne 

BBC User Group 

Compucolor User Group 

Forth Interest Group 

Geelong Commodore 
Computer Club 

Apple 

BBC 

Compucolor 

Forth 

Commodore 

Meetings are held on the first 
Saturday of each month at the 
Burwood Regional Community 
Education Centre, Burwood 
Highway, Melbourne. 
Meets on the 3rd Sunday of each 
month at the Second Brighton 
Scout Hall, 44 Whyte Street, 
Brighton. 
Meets on the 2nd Wednesday of 
each month at the Surrey Hills 
Neighbourhood Centre, 157 
Union Road, Surrey Hills, Victoria 
at 8.00pm. 

Meets on the 1st Friday of each 
month at 8pm. Contact secretary 
for details 

Graham Willis 
AUSOM 
PO Box 43 
Forest Hills 3131 

Bruce Leister 
(03) 391 6002 (AH) 
or Gary Cooper 
(03) 546 8544 (BH) 

CUVIC 
PO Box 420 
Camberwell 3124 

Lance Collins, 
PO Box 103, 
Camberwell 3124 
(03) 29 2600 

D Gerrard 
Geelong Commodore 
Computer Club 
C/- 15 Jacaranda Place 
Belmont 
Geelong 3216 
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NAME OF GROUP: 

Lap Computer User Group 

Melbourne Atari Computer 
Enthusiasts Group 

Melb PC User Group 

CATERING FOR: 

All lap computers 

Atari 

IBM and compatibles 

MEETINGS: 

Usually held at the Rotunda at 
Monash University on the 2nd 
Sunday of each month at 12pm 

CONTACT: 

The Secretary 
Lap Computer User Group 
Box 2884DD GPO 
Melbourne 3001 

M.AC.E. Secretary, 
PO Box 340, 
Rosanna 3084 
Stephen Wagen 
C/- Pannell Kerr Forster 
14th Floor 
500 Bourke Street 
Melbourne 3000 

Melbourne VIC 20 User Group 	VIC-20 

NEC Portable User Group 

NM Micro User Group 

Osborne User Group 

Otrona Attache User Group 

Peninsula User Group 

RCA VIP, ETI 660, Dream 6800 
or Comx 35 Micros 

Seymour-Pucka Computer Club 

Sorcerer Computer Users 
(Australia) 

Spectravideo User Group 

Teach-80 Group 

The Color Computer Club 

The Eastern Suburbs Eighty 	TRS-80/System 80 
User Group 

TI-99/4 Users Group 
	

TI-99/4 
Melbourne 

Meetings are held on the 4th 
Wednesday of every month at Box 
Hill TAFE Building No 4, 465 
Elgar Road at 7.30pm 

Meetings are held on the 2nd 
Wednesday of each month at 
Myers Computer Centre, Lons-
dale Street, Melbourne, 7.30pm. 

Monthly 

Meets at 16 Orwill Street, 
Frankston on the 2nd Tuesday of 
each month at 7.30pm. 

Meets on the 1st Sunday of each 
month at Burwood Teachers 
College, 2pm. 

Meets at the Waverley Centre, 
Miller Street, Mt Waverley. 

Meets on the 1st Friday of each 
month at Geelong College at 
8pm 

Meets on the 4th Wednesday of 
each month at the Junior Science 
Lab, Kingswood College, 355 
Station Street, Box Hill, Victoria 

Meets monthly at Victoria 
College, Burwood 

John Ruddock 
PO Box 252 
Northcote 3070 

D Green 
(03) 611 3380 (BH) 

Mr R Prewett 
Convenor, NM MUG 
Box 2830 AA 
GPO Melbourne 3001 

Osborne User Group 
PO Box 169 
Camberwell 3124 

David Broadbent 
Chairman 
(03) 528 2792 

M.G. Thompson 
(03) 772 2674 

Frank Rees 
27 King Street, 
Boort 3537 
Garry Sutton 
25 Malaya Road 
Puckapunyal 3662 
(057) 93 1091 

Public Relations Officer 
GPO Box 2402 
Melbourne 3001 
Mitch Raitt 
68 Grassy Flat Road 
Diamond Creek 
Victoria 3098 
(03) 438 2687 

G Behrendorff 
Secretary 
(03) 232 4569 

Andrew Gay 
3 Quamby Avenue, 
North Geelong 3215 
(052) 78 3424 
Cameron McKern 
ESEUG 
8 Chestnut Street 
Surrey Hills 3127 
(03) 288 1713 (AH) 

Wayne Worladge 
123 Ashburn Grove, 
Ashburton 3147 
(03) 25 1832 

NEC 8201A 

Interested staff members of 
National Mutual in the Melbourne 
head office using any computer. 

Osborne 

Otrona Attache 

General 

RCA VIP, ETI 660, Dream 6800, 
Comx 35 

General 

Sorcerer 

Spectravideo 

General 

TRS-80 Color Computer 
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General 

Apple 

General 

QUEENSLAND 
Adventure Club 

Apple-Q Brisbane User Group 

Australian Computer 
Education Association 

Meets every 3rd Sunday of the 
month at Hooper Education Cen-
tre, Kuran Street, Wavell Heights 
8.30am — 4.30pm 

CONTACT: 

Eddie Tsui, Secretary 
PO Box 1231, 
Canberra City 2601 
Chris Groenhout 
25 Kerferd Street, 
Watson 2602 
(062) 41 2316 
Dennis Riley 
President 
(062) 31 5621 (AH) 
Frank Ellis 
Secretary 
(062) 65 4934 

Rob Judd 
31 Altree Crescent, 
Phillip 2605 
ACTARI 
PO Box El 1 2 
Old Canberra 
ACT 2600 
M.J. Cottee 
33 Crawford Crescent, 
Flynn 261 5 
(62) 58 8822 

Commodore User Group (ACT) 
PO Box 599 
Belconnen 
ACT 2616 
Ken Kerrison 
5 Beltana Road 
Pialligo ACT 2609 
(63) 73 7743 
Frank Nugent 
28 Kingston Street 
Evatt 2617 
(062) 58 4591 
Registrar, MICSIG, 
PO Box E237, 
Old Canberra ACT 2600 

Mal Smith 
PO Box 173 
Belconnen 2616 
(062) 54 1614 

AZUA 
19 Godfrey Street, 
Campbell 2601 

Ms Christine Ogden 
37 Samford Road 
Leichhardt, Ipswich 
Queensland 4305 
David Bourne 
PO Box 721, 
South Brisbane 4101 

Guy Coppens, 
ACEA 
PO Box 4075 
(07) 379 9365 

NAME OF GROUP: 
	

CATERING FOR: 
	

MEETINGS: 

A.C.T. 
ACT Apple 	 Apple 	 Meets on the 2nd Thursday of 

each month 

ACT VIC 20 User Association 	VIC 20 
	

Meets each month. Details avail- 
able from Association 

Adam User Group 
	

Coleco Vision Adam 
	 Meetings are held on the 1st 

Monday of each month at 
7.30pm at 53 Chirnside Circuit, 
Kambah, Canberra. 

ASUG 
	

Sirius (Victor 9000) 

Atari User Group of Canberra 	Atari 	 Meetings are held on the 1st 
Monday of each month at 8pm. 
1st Floor, Building A, Canberra 
TAFE College, Reid. 

Canberra Micro-80 Users Group TRS-80, System 80 and any other Meets on the 3rd Monday of each 
Z80 based microcomputers 	month in the large lecture theatre 

of Building J, Canberra Technical 
College, Constitution Avenue, 
Reid at 7.30pm 

Commodore User Group 
	

Commodore 
	 Meets on the 1st Monday of each 

month at Melba High School and 
on the 3rd Monday each month at 
the Woden Town Centre Library. 

Compucolor User Group 
	

Compucolor 

Excalibur 64 User Group 
	Excalibur 64 

MICSIG 
	

General 
	

Meetings held on 2nd Tuesday of 
each month at the Oliphant Build-
ing, Australian National Univer-
sity at 7.45pm. 

NEC User Group of Canberra 	NEC 
	

Meets on the 1st Tuesday of each 
month at the Main Conference 
Room, CSIRO Headquarters, 
Limestone Avenue, Canberra at 
7.30pm. 

The Australian ZX Users 	ZX80, ZX81 and ZX Spectrum 
Association 	 Microcomputers 
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NAME OF GROUP: 

Commodore Computer Users 
Group (Townsville) 

Commodore Computer Users 
Group Queensland 

Compucolor User Group 

Cranium Computers 

Medfly User Group 

Ohio $uperboard User Group 

Osborne Users Group 

Peach Computer Users Group 
Queensland 

PC 1500/PC 2 Club 

S.C.C.U.G. 

Sinclair Computer Club 

Southport Commodore 
Computer User Group 

T.I.B.U.G. 

Townsville MicroBee User 
Group 

The Brisbane Southside 
Spectravideo User Group 

TRS-80/System 80 
Computer Group 

CATERING FOR: 

Commodore 

Commodore 

Compucolor 

General 

Medfly 

Ohio Scientific Microcomputers 

Osborne 

All MB6890 users 

PC 1500 and PC 2 users 

Commodore 

Sinclair Spectrum 

Commodore 

TI 99/4 users 

MicroBee 

MEETINGS: 

Meetings are held at 7.30pm on 
the 1st Wednesday of every 
month (except January) at the 
computer room of Ignatius Park 
College, Ross River Road. 

Meetings are held on the 1st 
Tuesday of the month at 7.30pm 
at Milton State Primary School, 
Bayswater Road, Milton 

Meets on the 2nd Saturday of 
each month at 1 pm. 

Meets every 4th Tuesday at 
7.30pm, 	Taringa 	Primary 
School, Brisbane 

Every Monday night at 7pm (ex 
school holidays), Labrador State 
School, Turpin Road, Labrador 

Meets every 3rd Sunday of each 
month, 2.00pm at Everton Park 
State High School, Brisbane. 

Meets weekly at the Labrador 
State Primary School, Turpin 
Road, Labrador. 

Meets 1st Friday every month 

Meets at 7.30pm on the 2nd 
Monday of each month at Town Et 
Country Computers, CTL Centre, 
Anne Street, Aitkenvale 

Meetings are held every 3rd Tues-
day of each month at the Wood-
ridge Primary School, Wembley 
Road, Woodridge, at 7.30pm. 

Meets on the 1st Sunday of each 
month, 2pm, at Lindum Hall, Lin-
dum Road, Lindum. 

CONTACT: 

A Moore 
Secretary 
1 Paxton Street 
Townsville 4810 
(077) 72 6454 

John Egan 
PO Box 274, 
Springwood 4127 
(07) 287 2705 

Ray Halliday 
325 Enoggera Road 
Newmarket 4051 
(07) 356 4236 

Chris Lucey 
34 Lawless Street, 
Blackwater 4717 
Medfly User Group 
120 Highgate Street 
Coopers Plain 4108 

Ed Richardson 
146 York Street, 
Nundah 4012 

Glen McBride 
(07) 371 4243 (AH) 
(07) 377 2763 (BH) 

Leo Burke (07) 356 6080 
or Brian Williams 
19 Patrick Street, 
Norman Park 

Mark Tischler 
PO Box 3, 
Wavell Heights, 
Brisbane 4012 

Bill Fitzpatrick 
5/19 Huth Street, 
Labrador 421 5 
(075) 32 0061 
Mrs V Lewis 
Secretary 
37 Samford Road 
Leichhardt Ipswich 
Queensland 4305 

Bill Fitzpatrick 
President/Editor 
(075) 32 0061, or 
John Smith 
Treasurer 
(075) 58 2929 
R Saunders 
PO Box 57, 
Aspley 4034 

John Johnson 
(077) 79 5628 (AH) 

Mrs L Parker 
Secretary 
25 Primrose Street 
Woodridge 
Queensland 4114 
(07) 208 5951 

W Allen 
Secretary 
16 Laver Street 
Macgregor 4109 
(07) 343 5771 

Spectravideo 

TRS-80/System 80 
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USER GROUPS INDEX 
NAME OF GROUP: 
	

CATERING FOR: 
	

MEETINGS: 
	

CONTACT: 

User Group for the TRS-80 Model 
I and III, MC-10, COCO, System 
80, Apple and Commodore 64 

TRS-80 Model I and III, MC-10, 
COCO, System 80, Apple and 
Commodore 64 

Chris Lucey 
34 Lawless Street 
Blackwater 
Queensland 4717 
(079) 82 6146 

MicroBee Users Group of South 	MicroBee 
Australia 

Commodore User Group 
PO Box 427 
North Adelaide 

Brian O'Sullivan 
PO Box 86 
Torensville 5031 
(08) 352 3296 
Terry Mulvaney 
31 Charmouth Street 
Elizabeth West 5113 
(08) 255 7123 
Ralph Engler 
Kaypro User Group 
16/34 John Street 
Payneham SA 5070 

Brian Uren 
GPO Box 767, 
Adelaide 5001 
(08) 260 5038 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Commodore User Group 

Compucolor User Group 

Excalibur 64 

Kaypro User Group 

Commodore 

Compucolor 

Excalibur 

Kaypro 

Meets on the 2nd Tuesday of 
each month at the Royal Caledo-
nian Hall, 379 King William Street 
at 7.30pm. 

Sorcerer User Group of 
South Australia 

IBM PC SA User Group 

SA Foundation for 
Computer Literacy 

SA Microprocessor Group 

TRS-80 User Group 

Adelaide Atari Computer Club 

Sorcerer 

All 8088 users are welcome 

Caters for children aged from six 
years of age with special 
emphasis on the needs of han-
dicapped, educably disabled and 
socially disadvantaged children. 

General 

Meetings are held on the 2nd 
Wednesday of every month at 
Adelaide University in the Eric 
Russel room of the Lower 
Napier Building 

Meets on the first Thursday of 
each month at the location adver-
tised in the newsletter 

Meetings are held on the 2nd 
Friday of each month at the 
Adelaide Archery Club Rooms, 
Cnr Bundeys and War Memorial 
Drive, North Adelaide. 

Meets at Gilles Street Primary 
School on 1st Monday of each 
month (2nd if 1st is on a public 
holiday) 

Don Ide 
14 Scott Road, 
Newton 5074 

Don Richards 
P.O. Box 68, 
Walkerville 5081 
(08) 261 9590 

SA Foundation for 
Computer Literacy 
PO Box 210 
Norwood SA 5067 

Secretary 
(08) 79 3445 

R.G. Stevenson 
36 Stuart Street, 
Adelaide 5000 
(08) 51 5241 (BH) 
(08) 337 6682 (AH) 

N Pearce 
PO Box 333, 
Norwood 5067 

TRS-80 

Atari 

Beebnet Inc 

Hitachi User Group 

BBC Et Econet users 

Hitachi 

PO Box 262 
Kingswood 5062 
Geoff Drury 
27 Creslin Terrace, 
Camden Park 5038 
(08) 295 2778 (AH) 
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NAME OF GROUP: 	CATERING FOR: 

TASMANIA 
Devonport Computer Interest 	General 
Group 

SVI-MSX Australasian 	Spectravideo/MSX 
User Group 

Tandy Hobart User Group 

Tasbeeb 

Tasmanian Apple User Club 

Tasmanian TI 99/4A 

Tasmanian Computer Group 

All Tandy Computers 

BBC 

Apple 

Texas Instruments 

General 

TI 99/4 User Group 
	

TI 99/4 users 

USER GROUPS INDEX 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 
NT Computer Club 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Compucolor User Group 

Excalibur 64 User Group 

The Australian QL User 
Association 

Osborne User Group (OSWEST) 

Compucolor 

Excalibur 64 

Sinclair QL 

Osborne and other machines run-
ning CP/M 

MEETINGS: 

Meets 4th Thursday of each 
month. Contact group for 
location details 

Meets on the 1st Monday of each 
month, 8pm at the Elizabeth Mat-
riculation College, D Block 
(entrance off Warwick Street) 
Hobart. 
Meetings are held on the 3rd 
Tuesday of each month at 75 
Murray Street, Hobart, commenc-
ing at 8.1 5pm. 

Meets on the 3rd Sunday of each 
month commencing at 2pm at the 
University of Tasmania in Room 
373. 

Meets 1st Tuesday of each 
month. Contact group for 
location details 

Monthly meetings at the Univer-
sity of Tasmania, room 373, on 
every 3rd Sunday 

1st Wednesday of each month 
at 8pm. 

Meetings are held on the first and 
third Wednesday of each month 
at the Palmyra Recreation Centre 
(first Wednesday), Subiaco 
Exhibition Hall (third Wednes-
day). Meetings are held at 
7.30pm. 

CONTACT: 

John Stevenson 
RSD 422, 
Sheffield 7306 
(004) 92 3237 

SVI-MSX Australasian 
User Group 
PO Box 191 
Launceston South 
Tasmania 7249 

Kristen Rees 
Secretary 
GPO Box 1271N 
Hobart Tasmania 
(002) 72 1426 

John Hannon 
PO Box 25 
North Hobart 
Tasmania 7000 
(002) 34 2704 
Ray Williams 
Secretary 
TAVC 
PO Box 188 
North Hobart 7008 

L Lonergan 
Secretary/Treasurer 
7 Tarana Road 
Blackman's Bay 7152 
(002) 29 4009 

Allan Appleby 
17 Ninabah Street, 
Howrah 7018 
(002) 30 2386 (BH) 

Rex C. Shepherd 
1 Benboyd Court, 
Rokeby 7019 

Ian Diss 
NT Computer Club 
349 McMillans Road 
Anula NT 5793 
(089) 27 9208 

John Newman 
WAIT Computer Centre 
Kent Street 
Sth Bentley 6102 

Jim Barbas 
(09) 342 3625 (AH) 
(09) 325 4409 (BH) 

Graeme Ashford 
Secretary 
12 St Michael Terrace 
Mount Pleasant 6153 

The Secretary 
Oswest 
PO Box 199 
Mundaring 6554 

Commodore 64, VIC 20 and other Meetings are held at Wulagi 
machines 	 Primary School on the 1st and 3rd 

Thursday of each month at 
7.30pm. 
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STOP HERE! 
USE COMMANDGLEN 

IN 
1985 

COMMODORE 
Commodore Family Pack 
Commodore 64 
Commodore SX64 
1541 Disk Drive 
803 Printer 
1701 Colour Monitor 
Plus more! 

430.00 
385.00 

1250.00 
380.00 
370.00 
430.00 

OLYMPIA NP165 
Fast 165 CPS 

NLQ mode selectable 
by software or switch 

Big 2K Buffer 
$650.00 RRP 

MEMOREX 
SSSD 5.25 inch 
SSDD 5.25 inch 
DSDD 5.25 inch 
SSSD 8 inch 
SSDD 8 inch 
DSDD 8 inch 
3.5 inch 

28.00 
32.00 
42.00 
45.00 
50.00 
55.00 
65.00 

STORAGE BOXES PAPER MISCELLANEOUS 
DX60 5.25 inch lockable 22.00 9.5 x 11 60 gsm 2000 sheets 35.00 Monitor amber/sound 
DX85"5.25 inch lockable 28.00 9.5 x 11 70 gsm 2500 sheets 50.00 35 mhz 190.00 
5.25/8 inch library boxes 6.00 True A4 70 gsm 2500 sheets 55.00 Xetec Interface for 

15 x 11 BMO 2500 sheets 	35.00 Commodores to suit most 
Plus multiform carbon incl. 
and carbon less 

parallel printers 
Smart Cable Instant 

110.00 

RS232 Connection 140.00 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 
Data Cartridges 	from 40.00 
Printer Cables parallel or 
serial custom built 	from 30.00 
Modem to suit 
Commodore 64 
Cicada 300C 	 190.00 Thomson Colour Monitor/TV 14 inch 

Remote control RGB/Pal input 

.$450•00 
DEALER ENQUIRIES 

WELCOME 

  

36 Campbell Drive, Wahroonga 2076. 
Ph: 487 3224 

FREE DELIVERY IN SYDNEY 
METROPOLITAN AREA FOR ORDERS 

EXCEEDING $350 
Phone 7 days a week or mail orders to the above address 

Also Distributors for 
MEMOREX - DISKETTES/TAPES 

OLYMPIA 	- PRINTERS 
COMMODORE 

SNAP APART. - PAPER SUPPLIES 
ADVANCE - PRINTER RIBBONS 

IMAGINEERING - SOFTWARE SUPPLIES 
"All prices include sales tax 
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USER GROUPS INDEX 

NAME OF GROUP: 
	

CATERING FOR: 
	

MEETINGS: 
	

CONTACT: 

Texas Instruments User Group Texas Instruments 
(Perth) (T.I.U.P.) 

Meets on the 3rd Saturday of Secretary 
each month. 	 T.I.U.P. 

PO Box 246 
Mt Lawley 
WA 6050 

NEW ZEALAND 

ACES (Auckland Computer 
Education Society): C/- Direc-
tor, Computer Centre, Secon-
dary Teachers College, Private 
Bag, Symonds Street, Auckland. 
Meets 3rd Thursday, Teachers 
College, Epsom Avenue, 
Auckland. 

ATARI Microcomputer 
Users Group: Ian Mason, 25 
Manutara Avenue, Forrest Hill. 
Telephone: 46 7347 (H). 
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday, Wes-
tern Suburbs Radio Club, Gt 
North Road, New Lynn. 

Compucolor User Group: Ron 
Strain, 19 Warwick Street, 
Wilton, Wellington. 

EPSON HX20 Users 
Group: C W Nighy. Telephone: 
774 268. Meetings: 1st Wed-
nesday, 231 Khyber Pass 
Road, Auckland. 

HP41C Users Group (AK): Grant 
Buchanan. Telephone: 79 
0328 (W). Meetings: 3rd Wed-
nesday, Centre Computers, 
Great South Road, Epsom. 

NZ TRS-80 Microcomputer 
Club: Olaf Skarsholt, 203a 
Godley 	Road, 	Titirangi. 
Telephone: (09) 817 8698 (H). 
Meets 1st Tuesday, OSNZ Hall, 
107 Hillsborough Road, Mt 
Roskill. 

OSI Users Group (AK): Ken 
Hartley, 77 Boundary Road, 
Blockhouse Bay. Meets 3rd 
Tuesday at the VHF Clubrooms, 
Hazel Avenue, Mt Roskill. 

Christchurch '80 Users Group: 
Brendon Thompson, PO Box 
4118, Christchurch. Tele-
phone: (03) 37 0381 (A.H.). 

Nelson Commodore Users 
Group: Peter Archer, PO Box 
860, Nelson, NZ. Telephone: 
(054) 79 362. 

NZ PC 1500 User group: Allan 
Thomas, PO Box 155, Napier, 
NZ. 

Taranaki Microcomputer Society: 
Keith Smith, PO Box 7003, 
Bellblock, New Plymouth, NZ. 
Telephone: Waitata 8556. 

NZ Microcomputer Club Inc: 
P.O. Box 6210, Auckland. Mon-
thly meetings the 1st Wednes-
day of each month at 7.30pm at 
the OSNZ Hall, 107 Hills-
borough Road, Mt Roskill. 

OSI/BBC User Group Inc. Gary 
Plumpton, 15 Reiman Street, 
New Lynn, Auckland, New 
Zealand. 

The following User Groups 
are part of the NZ Micro Club, 
all meetings start at 7.30pm. 

APPLE Users Group: Ross 
Bryon. Telephone: 76 1670 
(H). Meetings: 3rd Tuesday 
each month at the OSNZ Hall, 
107 Hillsborough Road, Mt 
Roskill. 

BBC Users Group: Dave Fielder. 
Telephone: 77 0630 Extn 518 
(W). Meetings: 2nd Wednesday 
at the VHF Clubrooms, Hazel 
Avenue, Mt Roskill. 

BUSINESS Users Group: Cathy 
Arrow. Telephone 49 1012 (H). 
Meetings: 4th Tuesday each 
month. Even months at the VHF 
Clubrooms, Hazel Avenue, Mt 
Roskill. Visits to business com-
puter establishments are 
arranged for odd months. 

CP/M Users Group: Kerry 
Koppert. Telephone: 69 5355 
(H). Meetings: 1st Wednesday 
9pm (after the Club meetings) 
each month at the OSNZ Hall, 
107 Hillsborough Road, Mt 
Roskill. 

IBM PC Users Group: Terry 
Bowden. Telephone: 45 2639 
(H), 77 8910 (W). Meetings 
3rd Thursday each month at the 
OSNZ Hall, 107 Hillsborough 
Road, Mt Roskill. 

NZ COMMODORE Users Group 
(AK): John Walker. Telephone 
833 9589, P.O. Box 5223, 
Auckland. Meetings: 3rd Wed-
nesday each month at the 
Remuera Primary School Hall, 
Dromorne Road, Remuera. 

NZ Microcomputer Club Inc: 
Selwyn Arrow (Chairman). 
Telephone: 49 1012, P.O. Box 
6210, Auckland, (See above for 
full details). 

NZ OSBORNE Users Group 
(MZOG): Brian Jones. Tele-
phone: 65 9738 (H). Meetings: 
1st Thursday each month at 20 
Kingsley Street, Grey Lynn. 

POCKET COMPUTER Users 
Group: Peter Taylor, 14 Gollan 
Road, Mt Wellington, Auckland 
6. Telephone: 57 6618 (H). 

SINCLAIR Users Group: Doug 
Farmer. Telephone 56 7589 
(H). Meetings: 4th Wednesday 
at the VHF Clubrooms, Hazel 
Avenue, Mt Roskill. 

SORCERER Users Group (NZ): 
Selwyn Arrow. Telephone: 49 
1012 (H). Meets 1pm at Satur-
day Micro Workshop (see 
above). 

SORD Users Group (NZ): 
Graeme Hall, 5 Brouder Place, 
Manurewa. Telephone: 266 
8133 (H). 

TI 99/4A Users Group: Ray 
Tucker. Telephone: 56 8155 
(H). 

ToMorrow Users Group: Chris 
Cotton. Telephone: 78 9153. 
Meetings: 3rd Thursday, 20 
Kingsley Street, Grey Lynn. BYO 
floppy disk. 

WIZZARD Users Group: 
Richard McFadgen, 11 Hilling 
Street, Titirangi. Telephone: 
817 8219 (H). 

1802 Users Group: Brian 
Conquer. Telephone: 69 5669 
(H). 

2650 Users Group: Trevor 
Sheffield. Telephone: 67 
6591 (H). 

68xx(x) Users Group: John 
Kucernak. Telephone: 60 
6935 (H). 

All the above use the Micro 
Club's postal address. 
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STATUS 
— For those requiring statistical routines 

on the Apple II series of computers. 
This versatile package performs the 

following functions: 
• Trend analysis 	• Descriptive statistics 
• Multiple regression • Analysis of variance 
• Contingency tables • Control charts 
• Nonparametric test • Covariance 
• Calculates/plots histograms • Test statistics 
• Regression lines with scatterplot 
• Eliminates the need for tables 
• Interfaces with DIF and ASCII files 
• Handles lists of up to twenty variables 
Requires 48K ram and two disk drives. 
Price: (For software including back-up disk and 

operations manual) 

$248 Plus $5 P&P 
Order by writing to: 

RAM SUPPLY 
FREEPOST NO 34APC 

PO BOX 950 PARRAMATTA. NSW. 2150 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

READER / LABEL PRINTER - & WANDS 

ASP Microcomputers (03) 5000628 

JUST RELEASED 
SPEEDIT 

MORE THAN A PROGRAM 
ITS AN EDUCATION 

• Simplifies Basic 
Programming 

• Creates bug-free 
Programmes 

• Cuts Development Time 
• Improves Programming 

Productivity 

Create Basic Programmes 
on your IBM PC or 

compatible, quickly, simply 
and efficiently. Speedit 
eliminates the use of line 
numbers, Gotos, and the 
obscurities of traditional 

Basic programming. 
Simple flowcharts translate 

directly into Basic. 
So if you're writing 

a programme in Basic, 
Speedit to perfection. 
Minimum requirements 

—IBM PC or clone, 
192k RAM, DOS 

MICROSHARE SYSTEMS PTY LTD 
PO Box 169, Milsons Point, NSW 2061 

Telephone: (047) 588 005 
Please rush me: SPEEDIT system ❑ $79.95 
❑ Demonstration Version $19.95 
(Prices include Tax) 
Name 	  
Address 	  
	  Postcode 	  
My Cheque/Money Order for $ 	  is 
enclosed. 
Limited stocks at this price. Special concession for schools, 
universities and technical colleges. 
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Amstrad 664 
Amstrad's latest offering, the CPC 664 has arrived. Andrew Farrell checks it out. 

I have a fascination with new computers. 
They are a little like an unexplored land 
waiting to be discovered. Most machines 
reveal their true character soon after you 
turn them on. Their exact capabilities 
become obvious, limitations start to sur-
face, and you get some feel for what is at 
your fingertips. 

In writing this review I found myself 
somewhat confused at first. Unlike many 
other beasts, the Amstrad was a very 
mysterious device. I found myself 
unsure as to what was beneath the 
sturdy dark grey case that seemed to be 
acting like a home computer with the 
occasional hint of CP/M version 2.2 
poking its head here and there. 

A little old with the new. This version 
of CP/M was running on a 3in disk drive. 
However, to all intents and purposes, I 
don't entirely agree that it is such a good 
thing. Most software for CP/M is on 
51/4 in disks, that will not, despite my best 
efforts, fit into that three inch drive. 

So, it appears that many of the advan-
tages of CP/M compatibility and range of 
titles, is lost in a simple format problem. 
An RS232 interface is available, and as a 
result many programs will eventually 
appear on the 3in format. However, this 
could be viewed as a drawback for the 
time being. 

Despite all that, I'm assured a vast 
range of software is being produced for 
the CPC 664. There are also many pro-
grams already available which have been 
developed over the past year, when the 
664's older cousin, the 464, was new or 
the micro scene. Most of these programs 
will work on the 664, despite a few 
minor differences in the amount of 
memory available and the hardware 
configuration. 

Hardware 
With that cleared up, let's ignore CP/M 
for a moment and see just what the 
Amstrad really has to offer. The unit 

comes complete with a green or colour 
monitor which forms an integral part of 
the hardware setup. The main console 
consists of a keyboard, numeric keypad, 
cursor diamond and built in disk drive. 

All the control keys are highlighted in a 
pleasant light blue, while the rest of the 
keys are light grey. The return key is 
exceptionally large, which makes things 
easy for hunt and peck typists like 
myself. The cursor diamond is very 
similar to that found on many of the 
newer computers such as the MSX 
range. 

Overall, the main unit is quite long, and 
tends to grab more desk room than is 
healthy for such a young computer. I, for 
one, have little enough area on my desk 
as it is without space hungry computers 
wanting more. On the other hand, having 
the drive built in certainly saves time con-
necting cables, looks neater and pro-
bably means the entire system is 
marginally cheaper. 

There are four cables in all to plug in, 

three between the main console and 
monitor and a power cord from the back 
of the monitor that supplies the com-
puter as well. They are all very easy to 
connect, and look neat and tidy once 
set up. 

At the rear of the 664 is an array of 
ports and sockets just below a long row 
of ventilation slots. Working from left to 
right, there's a socket to connect the 
Amstrad to your stereo, a joystick plug, 
cassette port, printer port and expansion 

bus. Further to the right are the two 
power plugs, video socket and last of all a 
disk drive port. All are clearly labelled on 
the unit itself, although occasionally 
receive different names in the manual, 
which could be a little confusing. 

On the right hand side of the unit is the 
power switch and volume control. The 
monitor has izs own separate power but-
ton and the controls to adjust brightness, 
contrast and vertical hold are mounted 
on the front where they are easily 
accessible. 

Basic is contained in ROM on the com- 

puter, so unlike most CP/M machines, 
you don't need to have a disk in the drive 
to power up. Just switch it on and you're 
ready to go. A little over 42k of memory 
is available to program with due to ROM 
overlay techniques employed by many of 
the newer machines. This involves 
switching in and out ROMs as required, 
so that they don't take up any more valu-
able memory space than is possible. On 
some of the latest computers, this means 

that almost all the available RAM is free 
to use. However, some of the Amstrad's 
64k is still unavailable. All together there 
is 32k of Basic ROM and operating sys-
tems. Up to 240 additional ROMs may 
also be switched in and out, all of which 
address the top 32k of memory. 

At the heart of all the action is a Z80A 
processor running at 4MHz. Although 
this chip is now a little long in the tooth, it 
still has a strong following and remains 
as a permanent reminder to us of the 

Overall, the main unit is quite long, 
and tends to grab more desk room than is healthy 

for such a young computer. 

Amstrad informs us in the manual that its version 
of Basic is very fast. After several very simple tests 

it appears that this is indeed true. 
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days when TRS-80's were all the go and 
S100 reined supreme. A 6845 CRT con-
troller looks after the screen display, 
which may be 20, 40 or 80 columns. In 
the area of graphics there are also three 
modes, all corresponding with the 
various column widths available. In nor-
mal mode you may have four colours on a 
screen resolution of 200 x 320 dots. 

Graphics 
Hi-res mode allows two colours on a 
resolution of 200 x 640 dots and last of 
all, multi-colour mode gives 16 colours 
on a 200 x 160 matrix. On a green 
screen the various colours produce 
changes in intensity. 

Colour capabilities on the Amstrad are 
very powerful. The screen addresses its 

own 16k of memory, which is a big space 
saver. In that area you can select from 27 
different colours up to a maximum 
allowed for the mode you are in. 
The border area around the screen is in-
dependent of the screen modes, and 
may be any one of the 27 colours at 
any time. 

The colours you select become known 

CHECKOUT 
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The RGB monitor, disk interface, and printer and user ports are now joined by an external cassette port 

CHECKOUT 

as your palette. It is possible to change 
the selected colours in the palette very 
easily, creating some interesting screen 
effects. Once you get a pretty picture on 
the screen, you can scroll it around using 
the capabilities of the video chip. 

Fuel injected Basic 
Amstrad informs us in the manual that its 
version of Basic is very fast. After several 
very simple tests it appears that this is 
indeed true. However, it is also a very 
comprehensive version of this ever pop-
ular language. In fact, the 664 has an 
even bigger dialect than the 464. 
Additional commands for disk handling 
were the first improvement, others 
include Fill, for painting an area in 
graphics mode, and FRAME, which tests 
the position of the raster beam on the 
monitor enabling smoother graphic dis-
plays to be produced. 

These features are, as expected, not 
compatible with the 464. At this stage 
Amstrad is not planning to provide this 
bigger, brighter Basic to 464 owners 
either, although I'm sure it wouldn't have 
been too much of a problem to do so. 

Basic 1.2, the latest version of 
Amstrad's answer to Microsoft Basic, 
contains a few very strange and yet 
very useful commands. Some of these 
reminded me of the dreaded Sinclair 
Spectrum, although they seem so much 
more useful on a machine such as the 
664 that has a real keyboard. 

COPYCH R$ can be used to copy text 

from one screen position to another, 
CREAL converts a number into a REAL 
number — sounds novel. Another 
interesting one is EVERY. Perhaps you 
want something to happen every so 
many seconds such as a blip. Simply 

include the command EVERY 5,1 
GOSUB 20 and every five fiftieths of a 
second, program control will divert to 
line 20. Other associated keywords are 
AFTER and REMAIN, both of which are 
interrupt based. 

FILL is an exceptionally fast paint com-
mand, GRAPHICS PAPER is used to set 
the background colour and GRAPHICS 
PEN sets the colour. Other related com-
mands include INK, MASK, TAG and 
TAGOFF. Of course you can also DRAW, 
select a MODE, and mix text and 
graphics without any bother. 

IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE is supported, 
along with some powerful error trapping 
commands. These have been extended 
on the 664 to support the disk drive. 
Overall the built in language is more than 
sufficient, and if you do tire of Basic, 
other languages such as Pascal and 
Forth are available. 

Documentation 
Amstrad has written some very informa-
tive manuals for the 664, with one sec-
tion specifically designed for the 
absolute raw beginner. It takes comput-
ing from the ground and procedes to 
explain all a beginner will ever need to 

know in an easy to understand manner. 
All the sorts of questions you might ask 
are answered along with a few that may 
seem ridiculous to the more seasoned 
reader. Nevertheless, a well prepared 
reference section is also included, mak-
ing life easy once you start getting into 
the swing of things. 

The final manuals for the 664 will be a 
single slab of documentation made by 
combining the original 464 manual and 
adding a few necessary extensions with 
regard to some of the new features. This 
should be truly adequate for all types 
of owners. 

AMSDOS or 
CP/M 2.2 
Although the 664 does support a 
cassette unit, it is unlikely that one would 
be used, other than for loading games. 
The disk operating system is the almost 
immortal CP/M, which stands for 
Control Program for Microcomputers. 
The manual claims that this is the stan-
dard disk operating system for 8-bit 
computers. This is not entirely the case, 
although CP/M is truly very popular, or 
perhaps I should say was and is now 
looking like becoming popular again 
thanks to the very inexpensive price that 
it is now available for. 

Version 2.2 is not the latest and 
greatest, in fact Version 3.0 is now the 
more accepted due to many enhance-
ments that have been added. Nonethe-
less, Amstrad's implementation of 
CP/M is good by any standards, and the 
3in drives are fast enough to cope with a 
disk based operating system. 

Unfortunately CP/M runs a lot better 
when you have two disk drives. 
Amstrad's disk system is single sided, 
although the disks are double sided. 

For the moment the 664 is a bit of a border line case 
in my books. At a time when we are awaiting the 
arrival of the powerful new Atari range, and the 
Commodore 128, the Amstrad may be a step 

sideways, rather than a leap forward. 
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The bulging right-hand side now includes an integral 3in disk drive 

Technical specifications 
Processor: 
ROM: 
RAM: 
Mass storage: 
Keyboard: 

I/O: 

Bundled software: 

Z80A running at 4MHz 
32k 
64k 
3in disks, 1 60k per side 
74 key, including keypad/function keys and four 
cursor keys 
Printer port, (Centronics compatible), I/O, expansion 
bus, disk drive port 
CP/M utilities disk, Dr LOGO 

CHECKOUT 

Approximately 160k is stored per side, 
which is less than you normally have 
under CP/M. I would have thought the 
obvious thing to do would be to make 
use of both sides of the disk at once, 
thereby giving a more acceptable 320k 
of disk space. Alternatively the second 
side could have been set up as drive B. 
But this was not to be, so at times you 
have to do much disk swapping, which is 
very irritating as computers are sup-
posed to save time, not waste it. 

Three formats are supported on the 
disk drive, all available under the normal 
CP/M format command. These are Sys-
tem, Data and IBM format. Data format is 
good, because you get a little extra 
space, which is fine if you only intend to 
use AMSDOS. System format is the old  

CP/M standard, while IBM format is IBM 
PC CP/M format — something that I 
didn't know existed. 

AMSDOS is simply all the disk com-
mands available from Basic. These 
include LOAD, RUN, CHAIN, MERGE 
and various file commands such as 
OPENIN and OPENOUT. From what I 
could see, AMSDOS is a midway step 
between Basic and CP/M, as the normal 
CP/M error messages are encountered 
when you goof. At times I had to re-insert 
the CP/M system disk and constantly 
found myself fumbling about the place 
looking for the right disk. 

Incidentally, these were times when I 
would have hoped to be returned to the 
software I was using, rather than being 
tossed back to CP/M. This brings me to  

another question: why are so many com-
panies insisting on relapsing into the 
dark ages by reverting to the use of 
CP/M? Tried and tested it may be, and 
inexpensive after being well and truly 
superseded, but friendly it is not. 

Conclusions 
Overall the Amstrad shows plenty of 
thought in its design, and is a fair attempt 
at being all things to all people. For the 
home hobbyist there is a powerful Basic, 
suppported by equally powerful 
capabilities in the bit mapped graphics 
area. The 20/40/80 column option is 
ideal, making the Amstrad well qualified 
for serious use. 

The operating system is questionable, 
yet acceptable. For what CP/M is it will 
no doubt prove to be a flexible DOS for 
the home user as it has in the past. The 
3in disk drives may not be the way of the 
future, however, they are very fast and 
seem reliable enough. Perhaps a little 
more beefing in the I/O area, such as a 
proper Centronics port and RS232 inter-
face and the Amstrad would be a very 
competitive machine. 

For the moment the 664 is a bit of a 
border line case in my books. At a time 
when we are awaiting the arrival of the 
powerful new Atari range, and the Com-
modore 128, the Amstrad may be a step 
sideways, rather than a leap forward. 
Undoubtedly, there is a gap for it in the 
meantime, as a sort of serious user/ 
hobbyist machine. CP/M will be around 
for a good while yet, despite its age and 
lack of style. Providing that there is a 
good range of software continually made 
available for the Amstrad, you won't be 
left with a lemon. In fact, the 664 can 
pack quite a punch. 

The CPC 664 will come with a choice 
of monitors and will retail from approx-
imately $800 with the green screen, and 
from around $1,000 with the colour 
monitor. Supplies will be available to the 
retail trade in July. 

CZ commodore computer centre 

SERVICE Ali La 144 SALES 

• Prompt repairs by friendly experts 
• Easy Access 
• Plenty of parking 
• Open Saturday mornings 
• Established 1968 

Melociurne's largest 
range of Computers, 
Programs, Printers, Disc Drives, 
Monitors, Plotters, etc. 

(Near Collingwood Football Club) 

xwell 
TELEPHONE: 419 6811 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT IVIC) PTY. LTD. 
162 - 164 NICHOLSON ST. ABBOTSFORD 
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COMMODORE 64 
SPECIALS 

FOR 151 HUTT ST, ADELAIDE 	  ABRAXAS 

Product No.  Product 	 Qty Price Total 

COMMODORE 64 
PHONE FOR SPECIAL NEW PRICE 

LOGITEC FT5002 NLQ 
BARGAIN PRICE $449 INC. TAX $395 EX 
LOWEST PRICE IN AUSTRALIA 

SX64 $1150 
WITH SOFTWARE INC. EASY SCRIPT AND 
THE MANAGER DATABASE PLUS BONUS 

DISK & EASY MAIL 

COMMODORE 803 
PRINTER 
$275 INC TAX 

C64 PRINTER INTERFACE 
CABLE CENTRONICS 

(WITH SOFTWARE) 

$35 

I 	MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
ABRAXAS COMPUTERS PTY 

151 HUTT ST, ADELAIDE 5000 
PHONE ORDERS (08) 223 5133 

I enclose full purchase price (cheque, money order or cash & 
registered —) plus an additional $6 freight 

TYPE OF CARD 	  EXPIRY DATE 	  

CARDHOLDERS SIGNATURE 	  

MR/MRS/MS (PLEASE PRINT) 	  

ADDRESS 	  

Operate most popular printers 

From your COMMODORE 64 
Xetec Interface. The best 
you can get . . . Graphics 

Jnr $110. 
* ALL PRODUCTS SOLD BY 

ABRAXAS CARRY OUR EXCLUSIVE 
6 MONTH GUARANTEE ON PARTS 

AND LABOUR 

Special prices for all schools 

* Delivery within 48 hours of your order. All 
Credit Cards accepted. 

POSTCODE 
WD13 
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PROGRAMMING 

Finding the way 
Tackling algorithmic problems with your micro can be fun — Marcus Jeffrey explains 

various methods of defining problems by using a calculation program and mathematical functions. 

Imagine a number of plane figures, each 
made up of five equal-sized squares. 
These are the pentonimoes, 12 of which 
are shown in Fig 1, making up a 6 x 10 
square. Now write a program to find all 
the possible ways of arranging the 
pentonimoes so that they form a 6 x 10 
rectangle. Although writing the program 
may not be too difficult, the computation 
time is likely to be rather high with over 
39916800 possibilities. This can be 
calculated by placing one of the 12 
pieces, then one of the remaining 11, 
andsoon,giving11 x10x9 x8 x7 x6 x 
5 x4 x3 x2 x 1, written as 11! (factorial) 
possible solutions. This ignores the fact 
that each piece may be placed anywhere 
on the board and each may be rotated. 

Problem-solving 
Another problem with similar complexity 
is the Travelling Salesman problem. 
Here, you are asked to plan the optimal 
route for a salesman who must visit a 
number of cities. For example, suppose 
you were given the map in Fig 2, with 
eight cities and the distances between 
them (Fig 3). Find the shortest possible 
route that passes once through all the 
cities and returns to the starting point. 
Obviously, because you have to even-
tually pass through all the cities, you can 
choose any starting point and still be 
sure of the shortest solution. If you now 
continue to measure all the possible 
routes and take the shortest, you're sure 
to get the best route. If you've done this 
fully, you'll have covered 7! (or 5040) 
different routes. 

The program (Fig 4) will do all these 
calculations for you. Rather than having 
reams of output, it only outputs any infor-
mation when it finds a route shorter than 
its previous shortest possible circuit. By 
covering all routes, this ensures that the 
final output is the shortest route. 

Now imagine that there are 100 cities, 
instead of the eight in the example. This 
more likely situation gives 99 possible 
routes, which Fig 5 shows to be quite a 

few possibilities. Even the fastest com-
puters would require days, or perhaps 
weeks, of computation for these larger 
problems. One way of avoiding this 
might be to always consider the nearest 
cities, but you'll soon discover that this 
does not guarantee the best solution. In 
fact, although other algorithms do exist 
for this problem, they are not much bet-
ter than the method we have already 
used. It is thought that no efficient 
algorithms can ever be produced for this 
problem, but no-one has yet been able to 
prove this. 

By working through the travelling 
salesman problem, we have been able to 
speculate that an optimal solution for 'a 
large number of cities' would take 'too 
long' to compute.This is, however, a little 
vague, and we really need a more general 
method for evaluating and comparing 
algorithms. To do this, we imagine that a 
particular algorithm is supplied with 
more and more inputs (cities in the above 
example) and measure the increases be-
tween the execution times. This rate of 
increase can then be used as a measure 
of the efficiency of the algorithm. 

In the case of the travelling salesman 
problem, the route increases for 'n' cities 
can be shown by the function f(n) = (n-
1)!. Thus, 24 routes would have to be 
considered for five cities, 120 routes for 
six cities, and so on. Other problems 
have functions with similar growth rates, 
such as 2 nand n n, all of which can be said 
to have exponential growth rates. Other 
problems, where n doesn't appear as a 
factor of the exponent, are said to have 
polynominal growth rates. Typical exam-
ples of these are 5n, n n, n 3, and soon. If n 
is sufficiently large, any exponential-time 
algorithm will take longer to compute 
than an algorithm with polynomial time. 
In most cases, only .  polynomial-time 
algorithms are considered fast enough to 
implement for general applications. This 
system of classification has the added 
advantage of being independent of the 
machine the algorithm is run on. 

Another problem, closely related to the 

travelling salesman problem, that can 
again only be solved using exponential-
time algorithms, is the Hamiltonian 
Circuit. Consider the graph in Fig 6. The 
problem is to discover a path which 
travels through all the nodes once,finish-
ing at the starting node. In this particular 
case it is very easy: the path 1,2,3,4,5,1 
will do. Now try the slightly more com-
plex case shown in Fig 7. If you finally 
give up, then I must tell you that no such 
circuit exists. This can easily be shown 
by naming the three top nodes of type A, 
and the five bottom nodes of type B. 
Then you'll realise that no node is directly 
connected to a node of the same type, so 
all routes must be of the form A to B, or B 
to A. We need to produce a circuit con-
taining seven routes and finishing at a 
node of the same type as the start node, 
which is impossible. We can easily 
transform the Hamiltonian Circuit pro-
blem into the travelling salesman prob-
lem. Firstly, construct a 'complete 
graph' by connecting each point to every 
other point, then assign a cost to each 
line (the distance between the cities). 
The Hamiltonian Circuit with least cost is 
now the solution. 

Let's consider a very similar problem: 
that of finding a route which traverses 
each line (as opposed to each point) of a 
graph exactly once, known as a Eulerian 
Path. A classic problem of this type is 
that of the Konigsberg Bridges (Fig 8). 
During the 18th century, the (then 
German) city of Konigsberg had a park 
built on the banks of a river. The banks 
were connected to two islands via the 
bridges shown in the diagram. The prob-
lem here is to decide whether or not a 
path exists which will cross all the 
bridges once and only once. The problem 
can be reduced to the graph given in Fig 
9, since the size of the islands and the 
bridges does not really matter. 

Again, the obvious method would be 
to list all the possible routes, starting 
from each of the four locations, and see if 
any of them met the requirement. This 
would be an exponential-time algorithm 
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Fig 2 A map showing the location of eight cities 

Canberra 

454 Dubbo 

943 710 Grafton 

510 515 1225 Hay 

459 440 484 899 Newcastle 

288 412 655 728 171 Sydney 

622 341 309 856 280 451 Tamworth 

243 423 1182 267 698 527 978 	Wagga Wagga 

PROGRAMMING 
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Fig 1 12 pentonimoes 

Fig 3 Mileage chart 

but would be sure of finding a route, if 
one existed. Unlike the previous pro-
blems, however, this one does have a 
polynomial-time solution. Euler was able 
to show that all graphs with the following 
conditions have Eulerian Paths: 
(a) The graph must not be discon-
nected. In other words, it must be poss-
ible to travel from any point on the graph 
to any other point by following the lines 
of the graph. 
(b) Either all graph points must be at the 
junction of an even number of lines, or 
exactly two points must be connected by 
an odd number of lines. 

It is clear that to have a Eulerian Path, it 
must be possible to reach all parts of the 
graph as specified in condition (a). If 
each point has an even number of lines, it 
is possible to use half of them to reach 
the point and the other half to leave it, 
thus forming a path. The exception to 
this is where two nodes have an odd 
number of lines, in which case they must 
be the start and end points. This explains 
why a graph containing a Eulerian Path 
must meet these requirements, but Euler 
was able to go further than this. He was 
able to prove that any graph meeting 
these requirements must have a Eulerian 
Path. 

Consequently, there is no solution to 
the Konigsberg Bridge Problem. 
However, if you were to take any one of 
the bridges away, then the graph meets 
the requirements and you should be able 
to find a path. Try testing the graphs 
given in Fig 10, which are of the com-
mon 'draw without lifting your pen from 
the paper' type. 

The Turing Machine 
In the 1930s a mathematician, AM 
Turing, studied these and many other 
algorithms. His intent was not to solve 
them, but to investigate which problems 
could be solved, and which could not. 
Using an imaginary computing device 
known as the Turing Machine, he was 
able to show that there are some pro-
blems for which no algorithmic solutions 
exist. Other problems, he was able to 
divide into two groups. We have already 
seen these: those for which polynomial-
time algorithms exist; and those which 
can (at present) only be solved by ineffi-
cient exponential-time algorithms. 
However, as we have seen, it is some-
times very difficult to assign a problem to 
one of these groups. 

The hypothetical machine which 
Turing devised is known as a Determinis-
tic Turing Machine. In essence, this can 
be regarded as a single processor. The 
machine, though very simple, was able to 
perform any calculations currently car-
ried out by computers. Any problems 
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BOB'S BIRTHDAY SALE - COMMODORE 64 
$9.95 	Annihilator II Crazy Kong Galleons $19.95 	3D Tune Trek Bug Blaster Hyper Circuit 

Arcadia Cyclones Horace Goes Skiing Bath Time Cosmic Commando Jet Set Willy 
Blue Moon Encounter Johnny Reb BC's Guest for Tites Cosmic Cruiser Paratroopers 
Burger Chase Escape Kaktus Blue Max Cybotron Sk ramble 
Cosmic Capers Escape MCP Killerwatt Booga Boo (The Flea) Fort Apocalypse Space Pilot 
Cracks of Fire Everest Ascent Kong Strikes Back Break Fever Galaxy Airwolf 
Crazy Balloon Forest Land Lord of the Balrogs Brian Jacks Challenge Hunchback II Mystery of Monroe Manor 

SWITCH ON  to the information revolution. 
Use data services like VIATEL, AUSTRALIAN 
BEGINNING ETC. See us for  SPECTRUM, 
QL, COMMODORE 64 

SPECTRUM PLUS UPGRADE 
KITS 
• classy new Keyboard 
• new manual 

‘.,• Reset switch 

C
• 
	

RAMPAGE 
• Japanese components 
• Excellent breakup 

Extended warranty & service contract available ONLY $2200  without hard disk 

PC/XT 	 COMPATIBLE 
• 640K on board 	• Eight expansion slots 	• Serial & parallel parts 
• 10 to 20 mb hard disk 

	
• Battery packed clock/calendar • Call in for demo 

SPECTRUM PLUS 
• 64K • Full size keyboard 
• Huge range software 
- First 20 orders on coupon below will get free 

printer  $399 

SINCLAIR ZX Spectrum 
Great Britain's biggest selling micro computer 
48 K .  $249.00 

BOB'S BIRTHDAY SPECIALS - SPECTRUM 

Gold Mine 	 $ 9.95 Paras 	  $1495 
Speed Duel 	 $14.95 Special 
Apple Jam 	 $ 9.95 Operations 	 $14.95 
Cosmic-Raiders 	 $ 9.95 Planet of Death 	 $14.95 
Invaders 	 $ 9.95 Inca Curse 	 $14.95 
Pitman Seven 	 $ 9.95 Ship of Doom 	 $14.95 
Lunar Jetman 	 $16.95 Espionage Island 	.... $14.95 
Penetrator 	 $16.95 Golden Apple 	 $16.95 
Cookie 	 $16.95 Velnor's Lair 	 $16.95 
Pssst 	  $16.95 Smugglers Cove 	 $16.95 
Galactic Patrol 	 $16.95 Mummy Mummy .... $ 9.95 
Armageddon 	 $14.95 Micro Mouse 	 $ 995 
Cosmic Cruiser 	 $16.95 Beetlemania 	 $ 9.95 
Gulpman 	 $16.95 Grid Patrol 	 $ 9.95 
Flight Simulator 	 $14.95 Dictator 	  $16.95 
Haunted Hedges 	 $ 9.95 Star Trek 3000 	 $16.95 
Confrontation 	 $16.95 Fred 	  $1695 
Johnny Reb 	 $14.95 Gold 	  $ 9.95 
Dreadnoughts 	 $14.95 Embassy Assault .. $14.95 
Red Baron 	 $ 9.95 Jackpot 	  $ 9.95 
Privateer 	 $14.95 Roulette 	  $ 9.95 
Roman Empire 	 $1495 Dominoes 	  $16.95 
Tyrant of Athens 	 $16.95 Monte Carlo 	 $ 9.95 
Warlord 	 $16.95 Fruit Machine 	 $ 995 
Samurai Jumbly 	  $ 9.95 
Warriors 	 $14.95 Derby Day 	 $16.95 

SALE 
PRICE 

3D Ouadracube 	 $14.95 
Snake 	  $ 9.95 
Earth Defence 	 $14.95 
3D Dimension 
Destructors 	 $14.95 
Invasion Force 	 $ 9.95 
Gobbleman 	 $14.95 
Galaxians 	  $ 9.95 
Monkey Bizness 	 $14.95 
Cosmic Debris 	 $14.95 
Invaders 	  $14.95 
Light Cycle 	 $ 9.95 
Panic 	  $14.95 
Maze Death Race 	 $14.95 
Sentinel 	  $14.95 
Deep Space 	 S 9.95 
Avenger 	  $14.95 
Munchman 	 $ 9.95 
Galactians 	 $ 9.95 
Hard Cheese 	 $ 9.95 
Meteoroids 	 $ 995 
3D Tans 	  $ 9.95 
Road Toad 	 $ 995 

$1177 Toorak Road, South Yarra 3142. (03)2413031 
Mail Order/Cheque or any credit card. 
Please send me 
CI your Spectrum catalogue 

	
O your Commodore catalogue 

O your BBC catalogue 
	

O your Electron catalogue 
O your QL catalogue 
	

❑ modem information 

ITEMS 	  

	 $ 	 
Add $8.50 P&P H/ware or &2.50 S/ware: 

Name 	  
Address 	  
	  Phone (03) 241 3031 

QL 	the Sinclair quantum leap 
The Sinclair QL offers an incredible 128K RAM - expandable to 

It uses a 32-bit processor - the advanced Motorola 68008 chip. 
It's supplied complete with a suite of four business programs. 
It has two built-in Microdrives, each offering 100K of storage for 

programs and data. 
It has networking capability, a full-size QWERTY keyboard; its own 

operating system - ODDS - which accommodates multi-tasking. 
It drives colour and monochrome monitors and TV, incorporates 

RS232-C serial interface, accepts joystick cursor control . . 
It allows you to do more than any other micro available today. It 

tackles business routines with confidence. It plays games of 
altogether exceptional sophistication. It makes the most complex 
programs simpler and faster to write or run. And because it's so 
powerful, it's uniquely user-friendly - gentle and helpful with 
beginners, flexible and responsive to advanced programmers. 

In fact, the Sinclair QL matches and surpasses the performance of 
machines costing thousands of dollars. 

Yet it costs only $1095.00 to make the Sinclair quantum leap! 
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Fig 8 The Konigsberg Bridges 

Fig 9 Euler's Problem 

PROGRAMMING 
5 DEFINT A-Z 
10 DIM DISTANCE%(7.7). CITV$17) 
20 ' 
30 ' 	Read Arrav Values 
40 ' 
50 FOR 1=0 TO 7 
60 	FOR 3=0 TO I 
70 	READ MILES 
80 	DISTANCE(I.J) = MILES 
90 	DISTANCE(J.I) = MILES 
100 	NEXT 
105 	NEXT 
110 ' 
120 FOR 1=0 TO 7 
130 	READ CITY$(I) 
140 	NEXT 
150 ' 
160 DATA 0 
170 DATA 454. 	0 
180 DATA 943. 710. 	0 
190 DATA 510. 515. 1225. 	0 
200 DATA 459. 440. 484. 899. 	0 
210 DATA 288. 412. 655. 728. 171. 	0 
220 DATA 622. 341. 309. 856. 280. 451. 	0 
230 DATA 243. 423. 1182.267. 698. 527. 978. 	0 
240 DATA Canberra 	. Dubbo 
250 DATA Grafton 	. Hay 
260 DATA Newcastle 	. Sydney 
270 DATA Tamworth 	. Waoga Wagga 
280 • 
290 ' 	Main Prooram 
300 ' 
310 DIM VISITED(7). FROM(7). MILEAGE(7). NUMBER(7). GOING.T0(7) 
320 BEST.ROUTE=9999 
325 RECURSION.LEVEL=0 
330 FROM(0)=0 : MILEAGE(0)=0 	NUMBER(0).1 	GOSUB 380 
340 END 
350 ' 
360 
370 	Subroutine to visit a location 
380 
390 
400 VISITED(FROM(RECURSION.LEVEL)) = NUMBER(RECURSION.LEVEL) 
410 GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL) = 0 
420 	IF VISITED(GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL)) 	THEN GOTO 430 
421 	FROM(RECURSION.LEVEL51) 	= GOING.TO '(RECURSION.LEVEL) 
422 	MILEAGE(RECURSION.LEVEL+1) = MILEAGE(RECURSION.LEVEL) 

DISTANCE(FROM(RECURSION.LEVEL). GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL)) 
423 
	

NUMBER(RECURSION.LEVEL+1) = NUMBER(RECURSION.LEVEL) 	1 
424 
	

RECURSION. LEVEL = RECURSION.LEVEL 5  1 
425 
	

GOSUB 380 
430 GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL) GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL) 1 
431 
	

IF GOING.TO(RECURSION.LEVEL) •)= 7 THEN GOTO 420 
440 IF NUMBER(RECURSION.LEVEL) = 8 THEN GOSUB 500 
450 VISITED(FROM(RECURSION.LEVEL)) = 0 
460 RECURSION.LEVEL = RECURSION.LEVEL - 1 
470 RETURN 
480 
490 	print subroutine 
500 
505 PRINT.OTV = MILEAGE(RECURSION.LEVEL) • DISTANCE(FROM(RECURSION.LEVEL).0) 
510 IF BEST.ROUTE <= PRINT.OTY THEN RETURN 
515 BEST.ROUTE = PRINT.OTV 
520 PRINT ..== .. -------- ......-.. ---- = - 
530 PRINT .Mileaoe: 	BEST.ROUTE: 	Route is:.  
540 FOR 1=1 TO 8 
550 
	

FOR 3=0 TO 
560 
	

IF VISITED(J)=I THEN PRINT . 	.:CITYS(J) 
570 
	

NEXT 
580 
	

NEXT • 
590 PRINT 
600 RETURN 

Fig 4 The calculation program 

933, 262,  
154, 439, 441, 526, 816, 992. 388, 562. 667. 004, 
907, 159, 682, 643, 816, 214, 685. 929, 638, 952, 
175, 999. 932, 299, 156, 089, 414, 639, 761. 565. 
182, 862, 536, 979, 208, 272, 237, 582, 511, 852. 
109, 168, 640, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000. 000, 000 

Fig 5 99 is a big number .. . 

**It fri,1* *N\ 
Fig 7 Does this graph have a Hamiltonian Circuit? 

Fig 6 A Hamiltonian Circuit graph 

which could be implemented using a 
polynomial-time algorithm on the Deter-
ministic Turing Machine could also be 
computed in polynomial time on a com-
puter. In our classification of algorithms, 
these are said to belong to the class P (for 
Polynomial). 

Turing then devised a slightly different 
machine, known as a Nondeterministic 
Turing Machine. This machine is quite 
'clever' in that if faced with a number of 
possible choices, it will always choose 
the correct one in order to solve the prob-
lem. In some ways, this could be con-
sidered to be a machine with an infinite 
number of parallel processors. When-
ever the machine is faced with a choice, it 
merely gives each possibility to a dif-
ferent processor. In the end, one of the 
processors must find the correct solu-
tion, if one exists. For example, our 
travelling salesman, when he starts, is 
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BEWARE OF CASH DEALERS WHO HAVE 
ONLY BEEN IN BUSINESS A FEW 
MONTHS/WEEKS. COMPUTIQUE HAS 
PROPER OLIVETTI TRAINED TECHNICIANS (our service Dept 
established over 10 years), Support and THE RIGHT PRICE 

The Best Printer — EPSON 

* M24 
• 256kb RAM 
• 360kb Floppy Disc 
• 7 Slot Expansion Board 
408086 8 Mhz Processor 
• 12 inch High Resolution 640 x 400 

Screen — standard 
• Serial and Parallel Ports 

ENABLE — By far the better 
system. 
(A.P.C., May 1985) 
M24 — You want the best in 
the IBM stable? M24 fits this 
category perfectly. 
(Your Computer, April 1985) 

COMPUTIQUE 
Part of a very large fully Aus-
tralian owned publishing and 
computer group. Maintains 
their own service facilities. 
As well as over 36 OLIVETTI 
locations Australia Wide. We 
have Australia covered. 

1511'i asterCard 

Ground Floor, Mirvac Trust Bldg. 
Entrance at: 185 Elizabeth St and 

160 Castlereagh St, SYDNEY 

ALL PRICES INCLUDING SALES TAX. 
FREIGHT PAID WITHIN AUSTRALIA 
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA 
OR NEW ZEALAND. 

• BANKCARD 
• MASTERCARD 
• Telegraphic 

Transfer 
• Bank cheque 
• Finance 
• Cash 

SU ;
POOURRT  OL  VA  Es  FTI Wm  HOENLTMH  N G The Intelligent Alternative — 011Vetgl 

IN RESPONSE 

WE HAVE DECIDED TO 
CONTINUE OUR OUTSTANDING OFFERS.  

The Ultimate Package — enmisigi YOU REALLY SAVE!! 
AT COMPUTIQUE 

AT THE RIGHT PRICE 
OFFER 1 * 	OLIVETTI M24 HARD DISC 

RAM 256 Kb, includes licensed version 	10 MEG. 	
$5693 

MS-DOS and GW BASIC 	WITH ENABLE  
with manuals 	 (installed free) 

OFFER 2 * 	OLIVETTI M24 HARD DISC 

MS-DOS/GW BASIC 	10 MEG. 256 Kb RAM. 	$4984 
as above. 	 (with plenty of other options available) 

OFFER 3 * 	OLIVETTI M24 TWIN FLOPPY 	$3792  
MS-DOS/GW BASIC 	(ideal for word processing) 

as above. 	 PHONE FOR OTHER CONFIGURATIONS 

OFFER 4 * 	OLIVETTI M21 PORTABLE 
256 Kb, Twin Floppy MS-DOS/GW BASIC 	 $3586 as above. 	 9 inch amber screen 

(suit accountants, executives 
etc.) 

NOTE: IT IS ILLEGAL TO OPERATE "COPIES" OF MS-DOS/PC-DOS./GW BASIC 
OTHER OPTIONS: 

MS-DOS/GW Basic 	$100.00 
640k expansion 	add $380.00 
20meg Hard Drive 	add $480.00 
Choice Amber or Green Screen $NIL 
Choice Olivetti or IBM Keyboard $NIL 
Colour Monitor 	add $630.00 
40meg Hard Drive 	$CALL 
720kb Floppy Drive add $388.00 
8087 Co-processor add $490.00 

ENABLE — the very best 
integrated System includes Word 
Processing, Spreadsheet, Data 
Base, Graphics, Communications. 

Normally $1100 

SPECIAL PURCHASE PRICE $899 
(supplied from Aust. Distributor) 
— LATEST VERSION — 

• Calender/Clock with Battery 
Backup 

• Drives, Controllers and Ram as 
per Olivetti Specifications. 

(ALL FULLY SUPPORTED BY OLIVETTI.) 

XIDEX DISC'S 
SUPER SPECIAL D/S D/D $34.95 

S/S D/D $30.95 

PRINTERS: OLIVETTI 	(M24) 	wins 	the 
EPSON (new) LX-90 	(Commodore,  $CALL outright performance stakes 
EPSON LX-80 Atari) $399.00 by a healthy margin. 
EPSON RX-100+ $683.00 (Today's Computers, June 
EPSON FX-80+ $688.00 1985) 
EPSON FX-100+ $901.00 ENABLE — Head and shoul- 
EPSON LQ 1500 $1658.00 ders above the rest. 
EPSON SQ-2000 $2730.00 (Today's Computers, June 

(ink jet) 1985) 
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TURN YOUR COMPUTER INTO A REAL TIME IMAGE 
PROCESSOR WITH THE IMAGE III FRAME STORE 

' .........  	 

 

PREMIUM 
COLOR 

DISKETTES 

 

 

Color coded disks are definitely the most 
effective method for organising your diskette library. 
Premium color diskettes are available in five colors 
RED • BLUE • YELLOW • ORANGE • GREEN 

They are 100% error free and carry a five year guarantee. 
All disks have reinforced hubs 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
$21.99 for box of 10 5.25in SSDD Premium color disks 
$27.99 for box of 10 5.25in DSDD Premium color disks 
Extra 	Include this ad with your order and 20 
Bonus: of the disks ordered will be formatted 

free of charge. 
Note: 	Limit of 50 disks per order 

This special offer expires 20th September 
1985 or until stock is sold out. 
Free formatting applies only to: 
IBM-PC, DEC RX50 & Apple 

Send your order to 
Media Copying Services 

PO Box 220 Leichhardt NSW 2040 
Include cheque for diskettes plus postage and 

packing of $1.50 for NSW, $1.85 elsewhere per box. 
Don't forget to specify required disk format. 

Dealer enquiries welcome 

IMAGE III is a high resolution Frame Store which can capture and display pictures in real time from any 625/525 line video 
source. Once captured in the 512 x 512 frame memory, the computer can access the stored image for processing or 
manipulation. The store utilizes 6 bit A/D and D/A converters to give up to 64 grey levels per pixel. A major feature of this store is 
that if a lower resolution picture is selected then the store can be partitioned to store multiple pictures, e.g. for 256 x 256 
resolution, four pictures can be stored. This allows the computer to compare two or more pictures captured from the same or 
different video sources. 
The IMAGE III Frame Store turns your computer into a low cost image processing system and opens up a range of possibilities 
such as Robotic Vision, Medical Imaging, Factory Inspection etc. Alternatively the store can be used in applications where 
picture data is arriving slowly e.g. weather satellite transmissions, ultrasonic imaging, enabling the user to have a steady display 
without the need for long persistence display devices. 
IMAGE III is available for the IBM PC, Apple and BBC computers. The interface card connects directly to the expansion ports of 
the computer and software is supplied which demonstrates the features of the store. 
The TV Picture Store Board used in IMAGE III was developed by British Telecom Research Laboratories and is manufactured 
under licence by Elti me Ltd. This board can be purchased separately for OEM applications. 
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PANASONIC OWNERS 
VICTORIA/ALL STATES 

DO YOU NEED? 
1. Ms Dos 2.1 (Now Available) 
2. Hardware — Accessories 
3. Software Configuration 
4. Training — Support 
5. Buy back and trade-in 

FREE DELIVERY THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA 
FULL 90 DAY WARRANTY 

CALL THE PANASONIC EXPERTS NOW! 

MARQU 
computin 

(03) 419 0344 
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Fig 10 Graphs to test Euler's Problem 

Fig 13 A city layout 

Fig 15 Isomorphic graphs 

PROGRAMMING 

faced with seven possible choices (the 
remaining seven cities). Each possibility 
is given to a different processor, which is 
then faced with six possibilities. These 
are also shared out, and so on, until all 
the possibilities have been considered. 
One of these processors will clearly find 
the optimum route because all possible 
routes will be considered. The problem 
can be completed in polynomial time on a 
machine of this type; thus, these pro-
blems are classified as NP (Nondeter-
ministic Polynomial). 

Unfortunately, a machine of this type 
could never actually be built. Although 
the example with eight cities would only 
need 5040 parallel processors, a com-
puter capable of handling 100 cities 
would require more processors than 
there are atoms in the universe! 

Based upon this classification (shown 
by the Venn diagram in Fig 11), it is clear 
that all problems in the class P are also in 
the class NP. In other words, all pro-
blems which can be computed in 
polynomial time on a deterministic 
machine could also be calculated on a 
nondeterministic machine. However, it is 
not necessarily the case that NP pro- 
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Fig 11 A Venn diagram 

blems are also in the class P. If this were 
the case, then the classes P and NP 
would, in fact, be the same. Unfor-
tunately, mathematicians have so far 
been unable to prove this one way or the 
other, and it is now generally thought 
that the two classes are indeed different. 
At first sight, Euler's Problem may have 
appeared to be in the class NP, but it has 
since been proven to be in the class P 
because it does have a polynomial-time 
solution. It may be that other problems, 
presently in the NP class, will also be 
found to lie in P. 

Another subset of the NP class of pro-
blems is known as NP-Complete. It is 
often found that NP problems have some 
relationship to each other. For example, 
as we have seen, the travelling salesman 
problem could be regarded as finding the 
least-cost Hamiltonial Circuit on a graph 
where each point is connected to every 
other point. 

Using a mathematical language 
known as Propositional Calculus, the 
mathematician SA Cook was able to des-
cribe the workings of a Nondeterministic 
Turing Machine. From this, mathe-
maticians have been able to show that a 
number of NP problems are special in 
that they can all be converted to a com-
mon problem in propositional calculus. 
What's more, this conversion is in 
polynomial time. It follows from this, that 
if a polynomial-time solution to any of the 
NP-Complete problems could be found, 
then it could be used to solve all NP 
problems. 

5,5 

2g~ 	100 
2 3 

V / 

Z 

Fig 12 A process to provide solutions 
of no more than twice an optimum 
length 

Solutions 
This theory is all very clever, but not 
much help to the poor computer scien-
tists who still have to implement these 
problems. Consequently, many methods 
of finding sub-optimal solutions have 
been developed. These are usually of two 
types, both of which have the advantage 
of being computable by polynomial-
time algorithms. 

The first type are those that guarantee 
solutions near to the optimal in all cases. 
For instance, the travelling salesman 
problem has already been demonstrated 
to lie in the class NP (unless you can 
prove differently, of course!), so a num-
ber of sub-optimal solutions are used. 
One technique is guaranteed to provide 
solutions which are no more than twice 
the optimum length. This process is 
shown in Fig 12, and consists of the 
following steps: 
(a) Generate a Minimum Spanning Tree 
to connect the cities. This is done by con-
necting the closest cities, then the next 

Fig 14 A map of 26 cities split into 
areas 
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10 AND 20 MEG INTERNAL AND 
EXTERNAL HARD DISK SYSTEMS 

To suit — 
• IBM PC 
• Compatibles 
• Apple 
• 1/2  Height and 	\ 

Full Height available \ 

10 MEG 20 MEG 

Brand of Hard Disk 
• 

TEAC 
SEAGATE 

TEAC 
SEAGATE 

Internal $1350 $1695 

External $1595 $1895 

• Externals mounted with independent 
power supply and fan. Fully DOS 2.1 or 
3.0 compatible. Boot from Hard Disk. 
The system comes complete and ready 
to install with the Hard Disk, Controller, 
Cables, Manual and Mounting Hard-
ware. 6 months warranty. 

• Internal unit includes Controller, Cables 
and Manual 

All prices are tax paid 

Serial 4 1 1111111 1 Parallel 	Convert What You Have 
To What You Want! 

• RS232 Serial 	 • Centronics Parallel 
• 3 Baud Rates 	 • Handshake Signals 
• Latched Outputs 

No longer will your peripheral choices oe limited by 
the type of port you have available' Our new High 
Performance Converter provide the missing link 
Based on CMOS technology. these units feature lull 
baud rate selection to 19 2K. with handshake 
signals to maximize transfer efficiency Detailed 
documentation allows simplified installation 

Parallel 4 1 1111111 1# Serial 

5150 

i1S232 GENDER CHANGE 

ir ab  • Compact 
sell-contained 

Item No 	Specification 	 Price 
D09-M E1A 25 pins M to M 	 $14.00 
009-F E1A 25 pins F to F 	 $14.00 

RS232 TESTER 
To test and analyse all RS232 cables adaptors. 
gender-changers, etc.  

Item No 	Specification 	 Price 

D-10 	RS-232 Test adaptor 	 $25.00 
D-11 	E1A mini data tracker 	 $25.00 

• All 25 tons are live 

This and $1870 
the PC 

will get you 
you've dreamed of 

Key Features: 
• 4.77 MHz, 8088 CPU, 8087 Math- 

coprocessor optional 
• 265KB Ram on Board, expandable to 640K 
• 8 expansion slots 
• The Two RS232C ports (one optional) 
• One Parallel printer port 
• Calendar/clock with battery back-up 
• Deluxe low-profile detachable keyboard 
• Two DS, D/D slim-line floppy disk drive 
• 15 AMP power supply 
• IBM-PC hardware & software compatible 
• 10/20 MB Harddisk optional 

135 Watt Power Supply 	+5V @ 15 amp 
+ 12V @ 4.2 amp • XT Compatible 	 12V @ 0.5 amp 

• One Year Warranty 	5V @ 0.5 amp 
• Fits into existing mounting holes 
• $225 tax paid 

ADD-ON CARDS 
256k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (Ok) 	  
256k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (64k) 	  
256k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (128k) 	  
256k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (256k) 	  
512k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (Ok) 	  
512k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (128k) 	  
512k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (256k) 	  
512k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (512k) 	 	LLJ 640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (Ok) 	  
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (64k) 	  
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (128k) 	  
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (256k) 	 	0 
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (384k) 	  
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (512k) 	 	0 
640k MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD (640k) 	 	_1 
256k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (Ok) 	  
256k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (640k) 	 	Q (f" 
256k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (128k) 	 	I— -- 
256k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (256k) 	  
384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (Ok) 	  
384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (64k) 	 0 Li 384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (128k) 	  
384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (256k) 	  
384k MULTIFUNCTION BOARD (384k) 	  
MAIN PCB BOARD 5 SLOTS 	  
MAIN PCB BOARD 8 SLOTS 	 D 

a U_ 
IC 
0 2- 
U_ <1 

0 
z 
1J J 

IBM-PC TYPE KEYBOARD 	  
5.25 INCH DISC DRIVE CABLE PC-TYPE 	  
HIGH RES MONO GRAPHICS 720 x 348 	  

"6 months warranty on all cards" 

SUPER BOARD 256k RAM 8 SLOTS (256k) 	  
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER (4 DRIVES) 	  
3 WAY I/O PLUS PARALLEL, SERIAL, GAME 	  
4 WAY I/O PLUS AS 3 WAY + CLOCK 	  
MONO-CHROME BOARD 	  
COLOUR GRAPHICS BOARD 	  
GAME BOARD 2 PORTS 	  
DUAL RS232 BOARD 	  
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 	  
ROM BOARD 48k ROM SOCKET 	  
8 BIT AD 16th DA lch with manual 	  
12 BIT AD 16th 60ms 0-9v DA lch 	  
PHOTO BOARD 	  
PC-TYPE COMPUTER CASE 	  
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 135 WATT 	  

AC POWER BACK 
MID-200E is a DataGuard which keeps you in business 
when the lights go out, suitable for all microcomputers 
• OUTPUT POWER (Full Rated Load) 200 Watts 
• BACKPUT TIME, ON INTERNAL BATTERY: 

At Full Rated Output Load 3-5 min 
At Half Rated Output Load 15 min 

• BUILT-IN BATTERY: Maintenance-free recharge-
able battery 12V, 6 AH 

• OUTPUT RECEPTACLE: 
• SIZE: 23.5cm (L) x 17.5cm (W) a 12.5cm (H) 
• WEIGHT: 6 8kg 
• 200 watts to 10 KVA 

Operating 	Batt.transfer 
Item No. 	 VAC/Hz 	 time 
MD-200 	120 VAC 60 Hz 	4-9 MS Approx 
MD-200E 	240 VAC 50 Hz 	 4-15 MS 

HYPEC ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
21 Ryedale Road, West Ryde NSW 2114. 
Ph: (02) 808 3666, 808 3050 
PO Box 438 Ryde, NSW 2112. Telex: AA71551 

POSTAGE RATES 
S1-S9.99 	 S2.00 
SI0-S24.99 	 $3.00 
S25-S49.99 	 $3.50 
S50-599.99 	 55.00 
S100-S199 	 $7 .50 
S200-5499 	 $10 

E. & O.E. 	 PhiGLS QUOTED INCLUDE SALES TAX 
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Take the next process in sequence. 
Gives TIME = 11 units. 
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An LPT schedule is also, in this case.. 
the optimum. Gives TIME = 9 units. 

Fig 17 Tasks for a multi-tasking computer system with three processors 

PROGRAMMING 

Fig 16 Are these graphs clearly 
isomorphic? 

closest, and so on, but a connection is 
only made if the city if not already con-
nected to the graph. 
(b) Each of these lines is then traversed 
in both directions to form a cyclic 
route. 

The Minimum Spanning Tree, which is 
generated in polynomial time, is known 
to be shorter than the length of an 
optimum tour. This can easily be seen by 
finding the optimum tour (using the pro-
gram in Fig 4), then omitting any one of 
the lines. This will form a spanning tree 
of shorter length, so the minimum span-
ning tree must be shorter than any poss-
ible tour. Consequently, traversing this 
tree in both directions will give a tour 
which is less than twice the optimum. 
The tour shown in Fig 12 (b) can then be 
further improved by taking short-cuts. 
This is done where cities are visited twice 
(that is, in both directions), where the 
two lines travelling in one direction can 
be reduced to one line which bypasses 
the city. 

Techniques also exist which will give 
solutions to the majority of problems. 
This type of solution arises because in 
most practical cases the problems are 
not the worst cases. For example, if you 
were given the city layout shown in Fig 
13, the shortest path is fairly obvious 
without having to work through the 1 5! 
possible routes. For large maps, one typi-
cal method is to divide the map into a 
number of territories, calculate a route 
for each, then join the territories, if, for 
example, a map contained 26 cities, an 
exhaustive search would be required to 
check 25!, or 1.55 x 1025  (approx-
imately) possible routes. If this map were 
split into the areas, as shown in Fig 14, 
then an exhaustive search of each area 
would only have to analyse 3! + 4! + 3! 
+ 4! + 3! + 3!, or 72 possible routes. 
Another algorithm is then known to con-
nect the areas together in polynomial 
time. 

Many other solutions exist for which 
only NP solutions are known. How many 
colours are required to colour a given 

map, such that no two adjacent areas 
have the same colour? It is fairly easy to 
see if a map can be coloured by one or 
two colours, and it was known for many 
years that five colours were sufficient to 
colour any map. However, no-one has 
been able to produce a map requiring 
more than four colours, and it was recen-
tly proven that four colours were indeed 
sufficient. However, choosing between 
three and four colours is still an NP pro- 

blem. Look back to the pentonimoes in 
Fig 1. They have been coloured using 
four shades, but can they be coloured 
using only three? 

The Knapsack Problem involves plac-
ing a number of objects into a knapsack 
without exceeding the capacity of the 
knapsack. Each object has a weight and 
profitability; the idea being to find the 
best possible combination of objects 
which maximise the profit. The exhaus- 
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• 1.6 Bit CPU 
8 (MHZ.) 

• Parallel and 
serial ports 

• Calendar and 
clock 

• 7 slots 
• Sound 

circuitry 
• Plus a lot 

more 
• 8088 CPU 
• Socket for optional 8087 
• Parallel printer port 
• 8 slots 
• Soft touch keyboard 
• Sound circuitry 
• Plus a lot more 
All prices for Decca XT includes tax 

GET THE BEST DEAL 
Cash and Carry, or mail orders 647 2744 

DECCA XT 	$2495 OLIVETTI M24 
AT&T PC 	$3195 

Dual floppy system $2795 
10 Megabyte hard disk system $3995 
20 Mebabyte hard disk system $4295 

Dual floppy system 
10 Megabyte hard disk system 
20 Megabyte hard disk system 

$3595 
$4995 
$5395 

$300 
$760 
$175 
$765 
$560 
$580 
$660 
$550 
$445 
$680 
$580 
$85 

$110 
$82 

$489 

Software 
Olibiz per Module 
PC in Modem 
Cross Talk 
Symphony 
Lotus 1-2-3 
DBase III 
Fram Work 
Word Star 2000 
MS Words 
Open Access 
Knowledgman 
Side Kick 
MS DOS 
Flight Simulater 
Multi Mate 

OUR PRICES ARE THE 
BEST ON PRINTERS AND 

SOFTWARE 
Teak disk drives 55B $185 plus tax 
SEAGATE HARD 
Disk plus DTC Comtrollers 
10 megabyte $1190 plus tax 
20 megabyte $1600 plus tax 

PRINTERS 
NEC P2 
	

$999 
NEC P3 
	

$1280 
NEC ELF 360 
	

$735 
NEC 3550 
	

$1900 

EPSON 
LX 80 
	

$450 
FX-100+ 
	

$990 

BROTHER DAISY 
WHEEL PRINTERS 
HR 15 	 $699 
HR 35 	 $1520 

ORDER NOW, WE ACCEPT 
BANKCARD, MASTERCARD & 
VISACARD 

Deker Business 
Machines 
174 Parramatta Road 
Auburn NSW 2144 
Phone: 647 2744 
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PROGRAMMING 
tive solution would require picking each 
of the original objects, followed by any of 
the remaining objects, and so on. 

Two graphs are said to be isomorphic 
if there exists a direct mapping between 
the points and lines in each graph.To see 
this more clearly, consider the two 
graphs shown in Fig 15. Although 
appearing 	dissimilar, 	they 	are 
isomorphic, and graph A can be 
transformed into graph B by changing 
the following points: 
1 — c, 2 — d, 3 — e, 4 — a, 5 —b 

It is possible to reduce this problem 
using some techniques. For example, if 
the graphs are isomorphic, then they 
must have an equal number of points and 
lines, and each point must have the same 
number of lines emanating from it. Many 
other techniques exist which will work 
with specific types of graph, but the best 
general solutions still take exponential 
time to compute. Is it clear that the three 
graphs shown in Fig 16 are 
isomorphic? 

Conclusion 
A multitude of other problems exist, but 
let's finish by considering a problem of 
particular interest to computer soft-
ware designers. 

Imagine a multi-tasking computer sys-
tem with three independent processors, 
each of which is capable of handling any 
particular job. Imagine that the three pro-
cessors are given the tasks shown in Fig 
1 7. If, each time a processor became 
free, it just took the next available job in 
the queue, then the overall finish time 
would be 11 units. However, by using a 
system known as LPT scheduling (Lon-
gest Processing Time) the overall time 
can be reduced to nine time units, which 
in this case is also the optimum. Using 
the LPT rule, whenever a processor 
becomes free, it will always take the job 
with the highest processing time. 

The LPT system will not always pro-
duce an optimum ordering but it can be 
implemented using a polynomial-time 
algorithm, whereas an exhaustive search 
would be in exponential time. 

Many problems which may appear to 
be quite difficult can be solved using 
such techniques and Divide-and-
Conquer, Dynamic Programming, Back-
tracking, and Branch-and-Bound. But 
some problems defy all the best efforts 
to find polynomial-time solutions. It is 
these, and especially those lying in the 
NP-Complete class, which pose the real 
questions. Is NP identical to P? 

DOUBLES DISK CAPACITY! 
If you're using a Commodore, 
Apple II or Atari, then you 
can cut disk costs by 50% 

ith our new disk notch 
cutter which cuts the 
square notch needed to 

allow writing to the 
second side. 

$9.95 
ORDER TODAY! 

Commodore 64 
300 Baud Modem 

$169 
Auto-answer, auto-dial 
This 300 baud 064 modes 
caws complete with the 
V.I.P deluxe terminal software 
on disk. The best value package in Australia. 
First shipment almost sold out. Order yours 
now and avoid disappointment... 

To order, send payment 
or Bankcard/Visa number 
with expiry date or:- 

TELEPHONE 
(086) 45 0208 

Guir Computes 
P.O. Box 416 WHYALLA. S.A. 5600 

SOFTWARE 
FOR LAP COMPUTERS 

NEC PC-8201A 

Tandy Model-100 

Olivetti M-10 

• Integrated Software in 32K 
ROM for NEC PC-8201A Spread-
sheet, database, wordprocess-
ing, schedule all in one 

• MPLAN Spreadsheet program 

• JOURNALIST Wordstar com-
patible text formatter program 

• Other programs available. 

Call (02) 670 1610 

SILICON CRAFTS 

Our AS 
Guarantee 
We guarantee 
to support all 
software and 

hardware 
we sell 

OUR goals are to market 
software/hardware & to support 
YOU the purchaser, with advice 

and technical expertise. 
Confused about YOUR software 

requirements? Bought YOUR 
software & can't get assistance 

with YOUR application? 
WE can even complete that half 
completed application for you. 

TOP SELLERS 
Graphics: 

GRAFTALK 
	

$542 
MICROSOFT CHART 	$352 

Languages 
MICROFOCUS COBOL 	$1698 
(Hi-Pert Level 2) 
MICROFOCUS CIS COBOL 	$680 
OTHER LANGUAGES 	CALL 

Other: 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
	

$75 
TYPEQUICK 
	

$85 
MILESTONES 
	

$266 

Hardware: 
PC/IN-MODEM 
	

$848 
" with CROSSTALK 
	

$995 
SANYO PORTABLE 
	

$3650 
PRESIDENT PORTABLE 

	
$3850 

PRESIDENT 20MB mono 
	CALL 

PLANET LAN TERMINAL 
	

CALL 
PRESIDENT JR 
	

CALL 
C-ITOH PRINTERS 
	

CALL 
RITEMAN PRINTERS 

	
CALL 

ARCHIVE COMPUTER 
SERVICES SYDNEY TD 

Shop 13, Mount Street Plaza, Mount 
& Walker Streets, North Sydney. 2060. 

Or Telephone (02) 923 1200 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

All prices include sales tax. 

FAAS 010 
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SAMNA WORD 11 
"Real" Word Processing for Your 

Personal Computer 

Center Proportional 
Printing 

A WORD ON SAMNA DEPENDABILfTY 

And that word is commitment to the business user, company wide. Our 
software is subjected to a multiple phase testing cycle in a variety of 
situations by trained and untrained personnel. Error recovery is built in. 
And every SAMNA product undergoes thousands of hours of comprehensive 
testing before it's ever released. 

The bottom line is more than Just keeping our programs bug-free. It's to 
safeguard your work from start to finish. In computer lingo", you will 
have III problems with SAMNA WORD. 

OversInke 	 PRODUCT TE0 NEW 
Character 

Change 

Executive Clerical Word Processor 

Finch 11weber of testers 3 6 
Hours per week each 35 
Total hours per week 111 f.0  

Change 
Margins Totals 54 53 MI 

TEE SAMNA CRALLENGE 

Try SAMNA WORD for yourself. Compare it to any other word proces- 
sing software for ease of operation, functionality and speed. Or 
any dedicated word processor. 

We believe you'll find it's the first successful marriage of word 
processing to personal comput.rs. 

And that's a blessed event for your IBM PC, DEC Rainbow or TI 
Professional. 

Revised February 1 9 41 Poorer
Page 2 11 
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Samna+ 
Kathy Lang looks at Samna+, an impressive word processing package 

with the capabilities to rival other dedicated systems on micros. 

An increasing number of word process-
ing packages are becoming available for 
micros which rival in power and flexibility 
the software available on dedicated word 
processors. Indeed, some of the newer 
packages provide a level of facility not 
common even on dedicated word pro-
cessors. Such a system is Samna, a word 
processor available at present only on 
the IBM PC. Samna comes in four ver-
sions: Samna I, II and III are increasingly 
powerful word processing packages, 

while Samna+ is Samna III word pro-
cessing plus two extra features — a 
spreadsheet and a document indexing 
facility. 

Samna III requires a minimum of 256k 
memory; Samna+ needs 384k. Samna 
is not cheap — Samna III is $850 while 
Samna+ is $1,095 — but, as you will 
see, an impressive set of facilities is pro-
vided for your money. 

Installing Samna is straightforward: 
you just run a program called Instal that 

is provided with the package. This carries 
out the initialisation procedures such as 
installing a printer, and sets up a direc-
tory called Samna, together with (on hard 
disk systems) a program in the root 
directory which automatically takes you 
into the right directory and loads the 
program. 

Unlike most systems, you are 
immediately placed in an editing mode 
rather than having to go through a menu 
option first — all functions in Samna are 
carried out as commands within the 
ambit of the editing mode. The screen 
displays the word READY! in the top left-
hand corner and the current column, line 
and page number in the top-right, 
together with the name of the document 
being edited. Initially, this will be the so-
called "scratchpad". You can start typing 
this in right away and create a file in 
which to store the text later, or print out 
what you have typed without storing it. 
Alternatively, you can set up a file by 
pressing a function key and naming the 
file (Samna sensibly checks that you do 
want to create a new file) and then enter 
text for that file. If the file already exists, 
you can enter its name rather than the 
name of a new document — you have 
access to directory information at this 
point if you need it. Another option is to 
go into spreadsheet mode and create a 
model, but more about this later. 

General editing 
Once into creating or editing a docu-
ment, Samna provides a good range of 
features for amending text. The cursor 
can be moved by character, line, word, 
sentence, paragraph and page, to a par-
ticular page number and to the start and 
end of the document. All except the 
character move are circular: that is, mov- Fig 1 An example of the Samna general word processing road map 
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FOR 

$20 
Endorsed by the Queensland 
Academy of Music your $20 
membership fee entitles you 
to buy your Commodore, 
MS-DOS operating system. 
Hardware Modems etc. at 
20% off normal retail prices. 
Complete the details below 
and post to Kerry Logie, 
PO Box 497, Maroochydore, 
Old 4558. 

Top Fifteen! 

TOP-OF-THE-CHART 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

HIT PARADE 
July '85 	 July '85 

JET SET 
WILLY. II 	CBM 64 
INT. 
BASKETBALL CBM 64 
MINDER 	SPEC. 
GYRON 	SPEC. 
RAID OVER 
MOSCOW 
	

SPEC. 
QUASIMODO CBM 64 
THEATRE 
EUROPE 	CBM 64 
SHADOWFIRE CBM 64 

SPEC. 
ROCKY 
HORROR SHOW CBM 64 
LORDS OF 
MIDNIGHT 	SPEC. 

CBM 64 
DOOMSDARK 
REVENGE 	SPEC. 
MASTER OF 
THE LAMP 	CBM 64 
WORLD SERIES 
BASEBALL 	SPEC. 
ICE PALACE CBM 64 
EMERALD ISLE SPEC. 

CBM 64 

$25.00 

$25.00 
$29.00 
$29.00 

$25.00 
$29.00 

$32.00 
$25.00 
$25.00 

$25.00 

$29.00 
$32.50 

$27.50 

$35.00 

$22.00 
$27.00 
$22.50 
$22.50 

Write for BBC or 1)1. Software Catalogues 
P.O. Box 6205, St Kilda Rd., Central 

Melbourne, Vic. 3004. 

MAIL ORDER — FREE POSTAGE! 

O BBC ❑CBM 64 

O SPECTRUM 0 AMSTRAD 
PLEASE SEND ME 

BANKCARD NO 

 

  

I I I 1 1 1 I 

 

NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
P/CODE 	  

PAYMENT ENCLOSED 

0 CHEQUE 0 MONEY ORDER 

DCREDIT CARD NO 

E
l E

l E
l E

D
 D

E
E

I 1
E

J 

11 

tz 

73 

re 

MOM 	NOM SIM NM EN NM MM. 
.• I enclose my cheque/money order/Bank- 12 

card/Mastercard No. 	  for $20 I 
I for membership of "Computer Club 10". I 

I 

I Phone 	  
I Postcode 

Please send me more information 
IN Yes/No 
Lmomminimimusommoi...J 

Our AS 
Guarantee 
We guarantee 
to support all 
software and 

hardware 
we sell 

OUR goals are to market 
software/hardware & to 

support YOU the purchaser, 
with advice and technical 

expertise. 
Confused about YOUR 

software requirements? 
Bought YOUR software & 
can't get assistance with 

YOUR application? 
WE can even complete that 
half completed application 

for you. 

TOP SELLING SOFTWARE 
Word Processing: 

MICROSOFT WORD $431 
WORDSTAR PROF $499 
SUPERWRITER $354 

Database: 
DBASE 3 $857 
DBASE 2 $610 
KNOWLEDGEMAN $623 
DATAFLEX CALL 

Spreadsheet: 
LOTUS 1-2-3 $709 
SC3 $476 
SC2 $365 
MULTIPLAN $295 

Training: 
We provide training on all our 
products at very competitive rates. 
Call and discuss your requirements. 

For orders or information please contact 

ARCHIVE COMPUTER 
SERVICES SYDNEY TD 

Shop 13, Mount Street Plaza, Mount 
& Walker Streets, North Sydney. 2060. 

Or Telephone (02) 923 1200 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

All prices include sales tax. 
FAAS 009 
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the Computer Spot 
GIVES YOU MORE CHOICE, 
BACK-UP SERVICE, BEST 

PRICES, SMASHING 
PRODUCTS, LIKE . . . 

commodore Prz 
FROM GERMANY 

Budget priced and 
ready to run the 
most popular 
business software 
you'll ever need. 

LEASE FROM 

$95 MONTHLY* 

*48 months lease to approved applicants. 

LIKE . . . 

Olivetti 
M24 & M21 PC's 
THE COMPATIBLE 

ALTERNATIVES 
From Italy 

with more to 
offer 

SYDNEY 
M.L.C. CENTRE, 

TEL: 235-2455 

PARRAMATTA 
GREENWAY ARCADE, 
222 CHURCH STREET, 

TEL 635-6020 

SOFTWARE AUTHORS 
MAKE MONEY WITH MICROTEX 666 

Microtex 666, 
Viatel's largest database, 

is paying generous royalties 
for original software for either 

Commodore 64, Apple II, 
BBC Micro or the IBM PC. 

Contact Craig Sanders today 
to discuss running your 

programs on the very popular 
Microtex 666 

Telesoftware Library. 

riCROTEK 
	666 

77 Glenhuntly Road, Elwood 3184 
Telephone (03) 531 8411 

Viatel No 353180330 

TANDY 
ELECTRONICS 

DEALER 
BIG 

DISCOUNTS ON 
ALL TANDY 

COMPUTERS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

Including Model 1000 IBM Compatible 

Free delivery throughout Australia. 
90 day Warranty 

Bankcard & cheque orders accepted. 

Bayne & Trembath 
3 Boneo Rd., Rosebud, Vic 3940 

Ph: (059) 86-8288, A/H (059) 85-4947 
(TANDY DEALER 9320) 
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SAMNA WORD III 	Header 
"Real" Word Processing for Your 

Personal Computer 
Center Bold 

SAMNA MARES SHORT WORE 

Type as much as you wont and watch 

Caps 

OF LONG DOCUMENTS 

SAMNA neatly form the document 

Into pages. Put in as many headers and footers as you like--

wherever yor. want, as long as you want. Alternate the headers 

and/or footers, number pages or check the whole document for 

hyphenation or spelling--all automatically. 
Une Spacing 
Change 

Then print the document while typing or 
revising 	another. 	You 	can 	even 	move 
paragraphs or pages, look at two files on the 
screen at the same time, and tell the computer 
to save space for charts or graphs. 

SAMNA WORD GOES TO GREAT LENGTHS FOR WIDE STATISTICAL DOCUMENTS 

1. 	Horizontal Scroll Feature 
a. no competition 
b. no limitations for length and width 

Change 
Margins 

Justify 

"Fold" Feature 
a. compares left and right margin columns 
b. allows side-by-side comparisons 

Indent 
Paragraphs 

3. AligningMa=terri:icl 

	 Footnote 

4. Format Flexibility 
a. alloWs for mixed formats on one Page 

Indent 
Line 	 6- SAMNA FOR HIGHER QUALITY DOCUMENT 

SAMNA's intelligence makes you look good on paper. Just a 
few keystrokes will have you automatically boldfacing. centering, Superscript 
underlining, double underlinini, typing superscript (11204.  
subscript ( 11277---  	 Dome Underline 

'6- Subscript 
You can insert additions, make any kind of deletions, copy or 

move text around effortlessly. Change formats, indent paragraphs, 
justify all or any part of your document at will. 

SAMNA gives you full control so you can play the keyboard 
like a virtuoso. Even if you're not a professional typist. 

Footnote 	
the c loiumn:n:nd'IAITAnWORpn!:l1h:u:Ma: i:pall;re ed rju:nt u th:':olluM:: 

Lio the new settings. R, 

Bold 

Urdertine Page Number  Revised February 1984] Footer
- Page 1 

Fig 2 Samna road map showing formatting indicators 

SCREENTEST 

ing a word left at the start of a line moves 
to the last word on the previous line. You 
can also place .marks into the text to 
which the cursor will jump, but these are 
identified only by their relative position, 
so you can go forward or backward to the 
next' marker but not to a particular 
marker. When adding text at the end of a 
document, you can scroll the text so that 
some blank screen is in view; this avoids 
the common problem of having to enter 
new text on the bottom line, with the 
whole screen being refreshed after 
each line. 

Samna is usually in Overtype mode: 
that is, any text entered replaces what is 
already there. To insert new text, you 
must enter Iriert mode. In this mode, no 
cursor movement is allowed except 
backspace (which deletes the character 
preceding the cursor), so if you want to 
make several small insertions you have 
to take the rather tedious approach of 
invoking and cancelling Insert mode 
each time. Text may be deleted either by 
using backspace, or by pressing the 
DELETE key and then using the cursor 
movement keys to shade the area to be 
deleted. This works well, and saves hav-
ing a lot of special, separate function 
keys for cursor movement and for dele-
tion, as do most packages. There is also 
an UNDO command which restores the 
most recent deletion — a most useful 
feature. 

Powerful automatic search and 
replace features are provided, allowing 
you to search and replace forwards and 
backwards by exact match or ignoring 
case and emphasis, and by whole words 
or parts of words. Replacement can be 
automatic or with confirmation from 
the keyboard. 

Samna allows you to copy or move 
sections of text, either lines or columns. 
However, if the amount you want to 
move is more than a paragraph or so, you 
must name a temporary file to act as a 
working area to hold the text being 
moved. The same mechanism allows 
copying of text between documents. 

One of Samna's most unusual features 
is the ability to use a number of different 
sets of keyboard characters; these 
include several foreign language sets 
with accented characters which display 
correctly on the screen, as well as a 
Greek/Maths symbol set. Invoking a dif-
ferent character set involves just a cou-
ple of keystrokes. Another unusual and 
helpful feature is the ability to draw lines 
around tables and boxes on diagrams, 
although the exact representation of 
these on your printer will depend on the 
print wheel you use. 

When you have finished typing, you 
save your file with a function key. 
According to how your package defaults 

are set up, Samna will either keep no 
back-up copy of your text, or two (so that 
you have grandfather-father-son copies) 
— there doesn't seem to be a way to keep 
just one back-up copy! If you have made 
a complete mess of your editing session, 
you can exit without saving your 
changes, but Samna will ask you to con-
firm that you really want to do that. There 
is no way to save an interim copy of your 
document and then continue editing 
without re-specifying the file name. 

Text formatting 
Samna displays on the top of the screen a 
ruler which shows the left and right 
margins, and tab positions. You can 
change these at any time while typing a 
document; changes are stored with the 
text and automatically activated as the 
cursor moves around the document. The 
package also displays a border around 
your text so that you see the text plus two 
hashed borders covering the area which 

would otherwise be blank — I found this 
quite a helpful approach, but you can 
turn off the border display if you don't 
like it. The same shading is used to show 
page breaks. Unlike many packages 
which mimic dedicated word pro-
cessors, Samna treats a document as a 
continuous whole, so that you can at any 
time see the end of one page and the 
beginning of the next together on the 
screen, with the shaded boundary 
between. 

Text is formatted to the current 
margins onscreen, including justification 
if that is set on — again, many packages 
do not show text justified on the screen. 
As text is inserted and deleted, reformat-
ting automatically takes place. Some-
times Samna seems to get in a muddle 
with the reformatting and spreads a line 
out with far too many spaces, but invok-
ing and cancelling Insert mode puts the 
problem right. 

Samna allows you to have lines of text 
spaced in increments of 1 /48th of an 
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inch if necessary, but this is specified in 
units of lines where a line is 1/6 of an 
inch. So, if you want one-and-a-half line 
spacing, you ask for 1.5 spacing and 
that's fine; but if you want something a 
bit more complicated, it is less easy to 
work out what is needed. This should not 
worry the average user, who tends to 
think in terms of single, one-and-a-half, 
double-line spacing, and so on. More 
esoteric requirements are harder to 
specify, but at least you can specify the 
full range of daisywheel printer 
capabilities, unlike the majority of pack-
ages of this type which prevent you from 
exploiting the printer's abilities to the 
full. Samna is a little less generous with 
pitch variation — you can choose 8, 9, 
10, 12 or 15 pitch, again more than 
most packages will allow, but a smaller 
range than most word processing prin-
ters can handle. 

You can indent paragraphs to tab 
markers, either directly or by using the 
Section Outline feature. This is a very 
useful facility for anyone who has to pre-
pare long, numbered documents like 
manuals, as it allows you to specify up to 
six levels of numbered indentation 
(1, 1.1, 1.1.1, and so on), using three dif-
ferent styles of which the wholly numeric 
is one. Section numbers are not dis-
played during editing, only at print time, 
but the corresponding indentation is dis-
played. As sections are inserted, 
removed or moved to different parts of 
the document, Samna automatically 
renumbers the sections to match. You 
can also mark these or any headings for 
inclusion in a table of contents, for which 
you can specify a special layout. 

Samna does not hyphenate text while 
typing, but will suggest hyphenation 
points while proof-reading (for spelling 
errors) if you request it. Awkward page 
endings can be prevented in several 
ways. You can specify that widows and 
orphans (single lines at the start or end of 

a page) must be avoided, or that page 
breaks must occur only between 
paragraphs. You can also specify that a 
specific number of lines must be kept 
together, either to avoid an unwanted 
page break or to allow space for a 
separate figure which must appear on a 
single page. You also have the oppor-
tunity to dynamically adjust page breaks 
if you request the Repagination option. 

Tables can be typed using text or 
decimal tabs, and automatically refor-
matted if the tabs are changed. Columns 
can be moved or copied as desired. For 
extra-wide tables which will not fit within 
the width of the screen, Samna has a 
useful feature called 'folding' which 
allows you to see the left-hand side of the 
table (where you usually enter the titles) 
together with the right-hand side, and 
with the middle 'folded' away. There is 
also a Calculator mode which allows you 
to carry out arithmetic operations, using 
a totalling register plus two user regis-
ters which can store intermediate 
results; the effect is rather like a pocket 
calculator with two memories. 

Headers and footers can be created, to 
be printed on every page or just on 
specified pages, and you can have 
several in the course of one document. 
Samna also allows true footnotes, a very 
unusual feature which not everyone 
needs, but which is indispensable for 
some applications. Footnotes can be 
printed either on the page on which the 
reference occurs, or in a list at the end of 
the document. 

Formatting instructions are not dis-
played in Samna unless you request 
them, although you can tell by inspection 
if text is to be underlined (underlined text 
is shown underlined on a monochrome 
monitor, and in a different colour on a 
colour monitor), subscripted or 
superscripted, or emboldened; forced 
carriage returns are also shown. As 
marks for change of pitch and so on are 

shown only on request, you don't get 
problems with the marks interfering with 
formatting during normal typing. 

The upshot of all this is that Samna 
has, in my view, succeeded in getting the 
extent of WYSIWYG (what you see on 
the screen is what you get on the printer) 
just about right. Apart from things you 
physically cannot display, such as 
changes in character size and true pro-
portional spacing, the major omission is 
in displaying changes in line spacing, 
and here it seems that the disadvantages 
of showing double-spaced text as such 
onscreen outweigh the advantages. 

Printing 
Samna supports a wide variety of prin-
ters, and allows you to specify six dif-
ferent printwheels for use with each one. 
If you want to change printwheels within 
the text — for instance, to use a different 
character set — you must place a 
'change wheel' mark in the text, and 
Samna will stop printing for you to make 
the change. When printing, text can be 
emphasised by single or double 
underlining or emboldening, or you can 
overstrike text. 

If you want to type short letters or if 
you are a beginner, there is a Typewriter 
mode which simply echoes what is typed 
on the screen directly to the printer. 

Repeated text 
Samna allows you to store up to 10 
abbreviations which are accessed by 
pressing a function key followed by a 
digit. The total length of all 10 items 
accessed in this way may be a maximum 
of 500 characters, which should allow 
sufficient scope for most needs. The 
stored characters can include instruc-
tions as well as text, so you can use the 
abbreviation facility to put together 
sequences of commands which you fre- 

Fig 3 The Samna keyboard layout 
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quently execute. 
For longer sections of text which are 

used in many places in one document or 
in several documents, you can create 
standard paragraph libraries, called 
'glossaries' in Samna. These consist of 
sets of named paragraphs or longer sec-
tions of text, recalled by name from 
named glossary files. 

Samna also provides a mail-merge 
facility, which allows you to create a tem-
plate document to be merged with vari-
able information to create several 
different copies of the same basic letter 
or report. Variables to be entered in the 
template document are referred to by 
name; you can then use the same names 
to create a form, to be filled in, for each 
set of values to fill those variables. This 
approach is much easier for novice users 
than simply entering strings of names 
and addresses interspersed with com-
mas, as most micro packages require, 
and quicker than those which oblige you 
to use variable names in each record but 
do not use a form with these already pro-
vided. Records are stored in order by the 
first field in each so that you can retrieve 
individual records for editing. You can 
also specify start and end points for the 
values of this field if you want to print just 
a subset of your letters; this provides a 
very primitive selection capability. 

You can request that the records be 
reordered by any one field before merg-
ing — useful if, for instance, you want to 
output labels by post office sorting code. 
However, I couldn't find a way to get 
multi-column labels printed — there is a 
simple multi-column feature, but I could 
not see how to apply it to automatic 
merging. 

Housekeeping 
Documents can be copied within Samna; 
you can also copy whole directories, or 
parts of them, using the same wild code 
facilities as those provided in DOS. Files 
do not need to be in the Samna directory 
— you can set up path names, and edit 
documents from other directories. 
Samna allows you to import ASCII text 
files, and to output documents in 
ASCII format. 

Samna+ provides an extremely 
powerful method of finding documents 
which meet particular criteria. You can 
use a feature called Word-base to create 
an index of all the documents in one 
directory, or just some of them. If you did 
this with, say, a set of reports on 
individual projects, you could then use 
the index to find all the projects with 
deadlines in the next three months or 
with a priority greater than a specified 
lower limit. Or you could index all com- 

mittee minutes for the last three years, 
and then pull out all references to a par-
ticular discussion topic. Wordbase thus 
provides simple, text-oriented data 
management features within the context 
of a word processor. Like many of 
Samna's more sophisticated features, 
not everyone will need it — but in many 
applications it could justify the cost of 
the software by itself. 

Samna also provides a spelling 
checker, which is invoked from within 
the package. You can use your own 
dictionary in addition to that pro-
vided with the package, and add 
words to your dictionary. You can 
only have one dictionary of your 
own on each disk, so on a hard disk 
system you would, if you needed 
more than one dictionary, have to 
store all but one under pseudonyms 
until you needed them. Again, not 
a problem for most people, but irk-
some if you do not have this 
requirement. While checking, the speller 
offers alternatives to misspelled 
words if it can, and Samna automatically 
reformats paragraphs as words are 
corrected. 

You can create a printable index based 
on the contents of any document. Most 
packages which allow this expect you 
to mark every occurrence of words 
to be indexed. Samna takes the opposite 
approach of allowing you to enter a 
list of words to be indexed; it then 
creates an index, showing the page 
numbers on which each reference 
occurs. This index is an ordinary Samna 
document which can be edited in the 
usual way. 

Spreadsheet 
The Samna+ spreadsheet works in 
partnership with the word processor so 
there is always a text 'view' of the 
spreadsheet, and you can take copies of 
it or parts of it and insert them in the text 
as needed. These copies can be kept in 
step with changes in the calculation ver-
sion of the spreadsheet if you wish. You 
can also specify 'floating' cells for inser-
tion within the actual text of the docu-
ment, which can also be kept up-to-date 
as the cell values change — perhaps to 
include varying figures such as total pro-
fits in textual descriptions. 

The maximum size of the spreadsheet 
is 6400 cells, with a maximum of 250 
characters on each row. The usual range 
of arithmetic features is included, plus a 
number of functions such as net present 
value, load rate, standard deviations and 
variances. Recalculation may be 
automatic or manual, and you can deter-
mine the order in which recalculation 
takes place. 

In use 
Samna commands are invoked by func-
tion keys, or by a function key followed 
by a character key. Throughout, exten-
sive help is provided for beginners, 
although you can decrease the level of 
help as you become more experienced. If 
the prompts provided are insufficient, 
you can access more information by 
pressing a help key — surprisingly, this 
is the ESCape key. When you need to 
cancel commands, the ALT key, rather 
than ESCape, is used. The modes of use 
are the same for both the word process-
ing and spreadsheet parts of the pack-
age, including cursor movement, block 
copying and moving, and so on, so it's 
quite easy to move between the two. 

Other aspects of the package will be of 
particular interest to experienced users. 
You can have two windows open at once, 
allowing you to view either two parts of 
the same document or a section of each 
of two documents. I've mentioned the 
fold facility; if you have a graphics board, 
you can also zoom pages of a text docu-
ment to see the shape of a complete page 
on the screen (though of course without 
being able to read the text). 

Samna comes complete with a 
reference manual, a reference summary 
and a set of stickers to identify the spe-
cial keys. There is no tutorial guide as 
such, although there is a 'Read Me First' 
booklet to get you started, and a tutorial 
disk is provided which contains a set of 
self-paced lessons. These allow you to 
select sections of the package which you 
want to learn about, and provides a 
reasonable way of getting started with 
the word processor. There are however, 
no tutorials on the spreadsheet. 

Conclusion 
Samna III provides a powerful range of 
word processing facilities with a high 
degree of WYSIWYG, and includes a 
spelling checker, the ability to create an 
index for a document, and some unusual 
formatting features such as outlining 
and true footnotes. It is remarkably easy 
to use for such a powerful package. Not 
surprisingly there are a few small 
glitches, but these should not affect its 
use to any significant degree. 

The spreadsheet which forms part of 
Samna+ also has a good range of 
features, and is well integrated with the 
word processor. The Word-base facility 
would be invaluable in a wide range of 
applications. 

All in all, other packages providing 
word processing ficilities on micros to 
rival the dedicated systems had better 
look out. 

END 
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SAMPLE cENGLISH PROGRAM 

IDENTIFICATIONS 
MODULE Mininame 
AUTHOR: bcs 
DATE: 	8/29/84 
REMARKS: Sample cENGLISH program that adds first 

names to a file 
END IDENTIFICATIONS 

GLOBALS 
FIXED LENGTH 1 ans 
FIXED LENGTH 15 Fname 

END GLOBALS 

MAIN PROGRAM 

BEGIN 
CLEAR SCREEN 
SET ECHO OFF 

USE "NAMES" 
VIEW BY "ID_FNAME" ASCENDING 

AT 23, 1 SAY "Add a record? Y or N" 
AT 23, 25 ENTER ans USING "!" 

WHILE ans EQ "Y" 
CLEAR GETS 
AT 6, 1 SAY "Enter first name" 
AT 6, 20 GET Fname 
READ SCREEN 

INSERT 
Fname = Fname 

END INSERT 

AT 12, 10 SAY "Welcome to cENGLISH", & Fname 
WAIT 
AT 14, 10 SAY "HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
STORE " 	 " TO Fname 
STORE " " TO ans 
AT 23, 1 SAY "Add another record? Y or N" 
AT 23, 30 ENTER ans USING "!" 
CLEAR ROW 1 THRU 23 

END WHILE 

AT 12, 10 SAY "That's all for now!" 
UNUSE "NAMES" 
SET ECHO ON 

END PROGRAM 

/ 

e!?).00,c.;\skoN 
•2•  (‘ 

cENGLISH. 
The C Generation Language. 

What is cENGLISH?  cENGLISH is a comprehensive 
fourth generation procedural language based on 
dBASE II syntax. It is portable to a wide range of 
micros and minis. The language features user-
transparent interfaces to a wide range of popular C 
compilers, operating systems, and data base 
managers. 
How is portability achieved?  cENGLISH through it's 
compiler interface translates cENGLISH into 
documented C source and uses a host C compiler to 
produce native machine code. 

converting to dBASE III and provides many more / NP O 6 
benefits. 	 // 

Inc. 

Fs  
,‘42' 

AO°  
Coo'? 

cENGLISH 
SOURCE 

EXECUTABLE 
NATIVE 

MACHINE CODE 

C 
SOURCE 

C source can be embedded in cENGLISH source. 

Differences in the operating system and data base 
manager are handled by the runtime libraries. 
The result is that cENGLISH source can be compiled 
without modification on any micro or mini configura-
tion supporting cENGLISH. 
What about performance?  cENGLISH executes FAST, 
just like any compiled C program. 
How easy is cENGLISH to use? While cENGLISH is a 
powerful high level language that can accommodate 
complex software development, it remains simple and 
straightforward to use. 
Call or write for availability of cENGLISH for the 
following configurations — 
Compilers: 

Standard 0/S compilers: Lattice CTM  for 
MS/DOSTM  Operating systems: 

UNIX,`"UNIX like, MS/DOS,TM  Coherent,T"VMST" 
Data Base Managers: 

C-ISAMT" and INFORMIX:" UNIFY,' ORACLE,-" 
PHACT,T" Log iXTM  

Attention MS/DOS users.  Demo version and special 
introductory offer available for IBM PC, XT, AT, and 
other MS/DOS systems. eg. NEC APCIII, Olivetti M24. 
Requirements: 256K, hard disk or two floppy disk 
drives, and MS/DOS 2.1 or higher. 
Also available: the dBASE II to cLINE/cENGLISH Con-
verter to ease the conversion task.  Up to 95% of 
dBASE II code is automatically converted to 
cLINE/cENGLISH. It requires about the same effort as 

Lattice C, MS/DOS, UNIX, Coherent, VMS, C-ISAM, INFORMIX, UNIFY, 	 „Ne 	se 
ORACLE, PHACT, Logix dBASEII, dBASEIII are Trademarks of their respec- 	.):\‘• 	0/4).  
five companies. 	 Q 

any 	_5e 

Pda  
MI= - 	 MEM •1111 
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McMill 68008 card 
The McMill package for the Apple II+ and the Apple Ile 

comprises an economically-designed 68008 processor card, 
software and a variety of books and manuals. 

Mike Liardet looks at this ideal aid to learning 68000 code. 

A co-processor card transforms the 
Apple II into a different machine. The 
card contains a processor with as many 
support chips as is necessary to interface 
it to the Apple, and can be inserted into 
the Apple via one of the expansion slots. 
When the machine is activated, the pro-
cessor mounted on it takes over the run-
ning of the system, replacing the Mostek 
6502 processor that is normally in con-
trol. The processor is the most fun-
damental component in a computer, so 
the effect of installing a co-processor 
card is quite profound — the computer 
equivalent of a transplant. , 

With the exception of the Z80 and 
super-6502 cards, most of the co-
processor cards offer access to only very 
limited software. They are aimed more at 
the assembler programming and 
hardware enthusiast rather then the 
application user. 

This is the thinking behind the McMill 
68008 card. With the assembler 
included in the package, it provides an 
excellent vehicle for learning 68000 
assembly language. Utilising the Apple's 
versatility, it can also form the nucleus of 
a 68000 development environment, 
with the possibility of 'downloading' the 
code to 68000-based home computers 
such as the Sinclair QL. The McMill's 
name implies that it offers the same 'mill' 
(processor) as the Apple Macintosh, and 
broadly speaking this is true, but be 
warned: it does not enable you to run 
Macintosh software on the Apple II. 

The McMill package 
In addition to the co-processor card, the 

McMill package includes a number of 
manuals, books and software: every-
thing you need to develop, test and run 
68000 code, plus a little more 
besides. 

The McMill card is surprisingly small, 
about the size of an Apple disk controller 
card, and contains just eight socketed 
ICs which are dwarfed by the giant 
68008 processor. It was designed by an 
ex-Apple engineer, Ron Nicholsen, and 
has an economy of design worthy of 
Apple originator Steve Wozniak himself. 
Unlike some 68000 co-processor 
options, all the circuitry is on a single 
card (half a card, really) and there is no 
need for a separate power supply. The 
only snag is that the card doesn't contain 
any extra RAM, so its range of operation 
is limited to the amount of memory in the 
Apple — just 48k or 64k for many 
systems. 

The software accompanying the card 
comprises a 68000 macro assembler, a 
monitor/debugger and a 68000 version 
of the Forth programming language. 

The rest of the package is the system's 
weak point, namely the documentation 
and manuals. There is a short leaflet 
giving technical information about 
McMill; the assembler manual; a guide 
to programming the 68000; a hardware 
technical manual for the 68008; a 
software technical manual for the 
68008 instruction set; and mis-
cellaneous leaflets. The quantity is cer-
tainly present — it's just that the quality 
is lacking in some quarters. 

The McMill is compatible. with both 
the Apple II+ and Ile, but not the 11c. 
Installation is very simple — you just 

slide it into a vacant slot in the Apple. The 
McMill does not affect the normal opera-
tion of the Apple until it is activated 
under software control. In particular 
there were no problems with a Microsoft 
Z80 card alongside it: both cards 
operated normally, ignoring the pres-
ence of the other, and both remained 'off' 
for normal 6502 operations. With the 
two cards in place it was possible to run 
CP/M applications, normal Apple pro-
grams and 68000 software without 
once opening up the Apple or flicking 
any switches. All three processors can be 
activated under the appropriate software 
control embedded in the application 
programs. 

All disks supplied with McMill are in 
Apple DOS 3.3 format and can be copied 

PR#3 
1000 .OR 	$4000 
1010 .TF 	APCDEMO 
1020 ADD64 

MOVEM.L D2-D3/A0,-(A7) 
1030 MOVEA.L 12(A7),A0 
1040 MOVEM.L (A0)+,DO-D3 
1050 ADD.L 	D3,D1 
1060 ADDX.L 	D2,D0 
1070 MOVEM.L (A7)+,D2-D3/A0 
1080 ADDI.L 	#16,2(A-7) 
1090 RTS 
PR#1 
LIST 
PR#3 
SAVE APCDEMO.SOURCE,D2 
ASM 
RUN MON ITOR,D1 

Fig 1 Setting up a simple 68000 
subroutine 
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS? 
DRAW ON OUR EXPERIENCE 

Now you can turn your computer into a graphic 
workstation. Whether you are into graphic art, Computer 
Aided Design, excellent business presentations, or just having 
fun — Summagraphics Digitizers from Minicomp will give you 
the perfect picture every time. And it is as easy as putting 
pen to paper! 
Summagraphics' extensive range of digitizers are compatible 
with your machine and run with a large selection of 
software. AutoCAD, Dr Draw, GEM, Mirage, TopView, 
Macpaint, and MacWrite to name a few. All this plus the 

latest technology which offers resolution of up to 1000 lines 
per inch. 
We even have a tablet designed especially for the Macintosh 
called MacTablet. Just plug it in and realize the full potential 
of your Macintosh's exceptional graphics. MacTablet's pen 
stylus performs all the functions of the mouse yet is far 
simpler to use — its like the difference between drawing 
with a pencil and drawing with a round of Camembert. 
Tracing an existing drawing into the Macintosh is easy 
— you can trace from originals up to 1/2 inch thick. 

Ask your dealer to show 
you how a Summagraphics 
digitizer from Minicomp 
will turn your computer 
into an exciting graphics 
system. 

Distributed by 

SOFTWARE Er EDUCATION PTV. LTD 

Minicomp Building 
\104 Mount Street, Nth. Sydney 2060 

Ph: (02) 957 6800 

ftulimualuivi imi 

in the normal way using Apple DOS written it only documents the S-C 6502 defined in other files. If an assembler 
utilities. There are no instructions for 
doing this, but anyone contemplating 

macro assembler, and the only 68000 
acknowledgement 	is 	a 	few 	short 

source file gets too big and must be split, 
the 	management 	of 	external 	label 

work with the 68000 assembler ought introductory pages. This is not as bad as references between files falls on the pro- 
to be enterprising enough to manage this it seems: about 75 per cent of the grammer. More sophisticated 'relocat- 
with 	instructions 	from 	Apple's 	own assembler is unchanged for 68000 able' assemblers can automatically deal 
manuals. When the disks are copied, any operation and the other manuals in the with external references. As the assem- 
one of them can be booted in the same package make up the shortfall, but it is bier source must be fully loaded into the 
way as any other Apple DOS disk. It is still not easy to get started. Eventually Apple's limited memory space for edit- 
natural to choose the macro assembler you 	will 	find 	that 	'Vc' 	stands 	for ing, this could become a problem for the 
disk first. 'language card', and this is the preferred development of medium-to-large appli- 

option (if you have one) as it frees more 
of the main board memory for the text of 

cations. 

The macro the program, allowing bigger programs 

assembler to be created. Coding. and 
The macro assembler was produced by 

One of the most appealing features of 
the S-C assembler is that the input, edit- debugging 

S-C Software, and one of its most sur- ing and other activities 	involving the Due to space restrictions, it is not poss- 
prising 	features 	is 	that 	it 	does 	not creation of an assembly source program ible here to give a full assessment of all 
actually use the McMill card at all. It is are as similar as possible to the normal the features and facilities of the 68000- 
implemented in 6502 code and will Applesoft DOS procedures for develop- range processors, or of the assembler 
operate even if the McMill card is not ing an Applesoft Basic program. This and monitor provided with McMill. But in 
present, 	but 	of 	course 	the 	output- makes 	it 	very 	easy 	for 	seasoned order to give a flavour of the complete 
executable code is only usable by a Applesoft programmers to adjust to the system, I'll present a short session to 
68000 processor such as the one on new system. develop a simple routine to add two 64- 
the McMill. The assembler contains some power- bit integers. This will give some idea of 

When the macro assembler disk is ful 	facilities 	such 	as 	conditional the power in the 68000 instruction 
booted 	it 	presents 	a 	menu 	which assembly and macros, and can respond set. 
includes the option to 'load the assem- to a number of directives embedded in Using the S-C assembler we can enter 
bier into I/c'; attempting to discover the the code; these can control the assembly the sequence shown in Fig 1. Except for 
meaning of 'I/c' introduces the manual. process. The most notable omission is the actual program content in lines 1000 
Although the assembler manual is well the lack of facilities for referencing labels to 1090, this session should be familiar 
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BONDWELL 2 
THE NEW LAP COMPUTER 

wAkw\krt,, ,,\Ar.,  a:Ukt:.‘e,"a'' A4.4\ 	 • • 
• • 	• 	' 	."•.1.4% 	\ " 

$1900.00 Fully Inclusive 
• CPM 2.2 
• Micropro. Wordstar — Mailmerge — DataStar — Calcstar — ReportStar 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Professional Technology 

104 Outram St, West Perth, WA (09) 322 1896 (6 lines) 

no C N •'T u 

 

KENT OESIGN 

moo•euma 	 Made .1 Iumbvia 

VISA \ 

Peripheral selector switch 
— serial or parallel 

FROM $186.00 (tax paid) 
Complete with all cables 

KENT DESIGN, Ph: (03) 509 8751 
27 ARTHUR ST NTH CAULFIELD, 3161 

We use only 10% 
of our mental potentials 
These are the words of Albert Einstein, 
the greatest physicist of recent times. 

L. Ron Hubbard's discoveries in the field 
of the mind prove today that Einstein was 
right. 

In his book DIA NETICS : The Modern 
Science of Mental Health L. Ron Hub-
bard takes one more gigantic step in this 
direction. He demonstrates how anyone 
can use his discoveries and rid himself of 
the barriers that have so far prevented 
him from using his mental potentials 
fully. 

More and more people, including artists, 
M.D.s, managers, and workers use 
DIA N ETICS. 
And the thousands of written reports on 
their successes are the best p'roof for the 
quality of this book. 

Order your own copy today! Mail the 
order form below to: 

CONTINENTAL PUBLICATIONS 
1/61 WENTWORTH AVE 

SYDNEY NSW 2000 

VZ-200/300 QUALITY SOFTWARE 
GHOULBUSTERS A fast, challenging, action-packed 
game that involves courage, skill and a fearless risk of 
being slimed to death by ever persisting ghouls and 
ghosts. Bustin' ghouls is what the game is all about. 
PRICE: $15.00 (TAPE) $18.00 (DISK) 
ROYAL POKER Try your hand on a professional 
POKER game like ROYAL POKER. This game is similar 
to that of the video arcades poker machines, using 
excellent graphics and utilising the full rules of Poker, 
PRICE: $12.00 (TAPE) $15.00 (DISK) 
PROGRAM COPIER A Powerful utility that allows you to 
backup 'COPY-PROTECTED' software that cannot be 
copied by normal means (CLOAD & CSAVE commands). 
If you cannot copy your commercial programs — then 
this utility is certainly for you. 
PRICE: $12.00 (TAPE) $15.00 (DISK) 
All above programs available for the VZ-200/300 with 
16k RAM We have more high quality programs avail-
able. Send SSAE for a Free catalog, 

ATTENTION Free-lance programmers 
**PROGRAMS WANTED** Write to us for full terms 

CELESTRON SOFTWARE 
PO BOX 31, HUNTINGDALE VIC 3166 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

YES! Please send me my copy of 
DIA NETICS: The Modern Science of 
Mental Health by 1.. Ron Hubbard. 
El hardback $ 27.000 paperback $7.00 
El cheque enclosed ❑ Bankcard 

Account No.: 496 00 000 000000  
Signature 	  

Valid from 	 to 	  

Name' 	  

Address: 	  

1983 C nt S F010 ANZO AI. I RIGHTS RESERVED 
Dzanems. is a Repstertal Name 

0 
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"I tell you, it won't let you get away with anything!" 

CHECKOUT 

to regular Applesoft users. PR#3 
activates an 80-column display card in 
slot three (assuming one is present — it 
is not essential to have one), then the 
lines of code are entered in the normal 
way. All the normal conventions for line-
numbering and editing apply, and the 
familiar Applesoft screen editing 
facilities can be used in an almost identi-
cal fashion. PR#1 activates the printer, 
and the next statement, LIST, lists the 
program on the printer. PR#3 reselects 
the screen for output, and SAVE saves 
the program in a file called APCDEMO 
.SOURCE on the disk in drive two. (In 
CATALOGs the program is listed as an 
integer-Basic type, which it is not, but 
this is a difficulty caused by the Apple 
DOS filing system which only allows four 
types of file.) 

ADD64 is called by 
JSR ADD64 
.DA $12345678,$9ABCDEFO 
.DA $99999999,$AAAAAAAA 

and resumes execution at " with all 
data and address registers preserved 
except DO and D1 which hold the result 
of adding the two 64-bit numbers 
following the JSR call to the 
subroutine. 

Line 1020 saves the values of data 
registers D2 and D3 and address regis-
ter AO on the stack. This single instruc-
tion can be used to save any combination 
of registers. Address register A7 is the 
normal stack pointer, used automatically 
by JSRs for holding the return address. 
The '.L' in the instruction means that 
long (that is, 32-bit) values are to be 
used. In common with most instructions, 
'.W and '.B' for word and byte values are 
also available. 

Line 1030 reads the subroutine return 
address from the stack into address 
register A0. This is the location where 
the numbers are stored. 

Line 1040 reads the two numbers into 
data registers, DO to D3, and 1050 and 
1060 adds them together, with the 
result in DO and Dl. 

Line 1070 restores D2, D3 and AO 
from the values held on the stack. 

Line 1080 adjusts the return address 
on the stack so that the return point is 
after the numbers and not at the start of 
them, and 1090 causes return from the 
subroutine with the result. 

The ASM command assembles the 
program at the M68000 address of 
4000 hexadecimal, saving the execut-
able code on the disk in a (binary execut-
able) file called APCDEMO (the 
'assembler directives' in lines 1000 and 
1010 cause this to happen). The RUN 
command runs a normal Applesoft pro-
gram that loads the monitor and the 
APCDEMO program, and then enters the 

monitor. 
At this stage it is useful to use the 

monitor to run the program for two 
reasons: firstly, because the program 
may need debugging; and secondly, 
because the monitor handles all the 
details of activating the 68008 pro-
cessor so that it can execute the code. If 
the monitor were not used, the execut-
able file would have to start with a few 
6502 instructions in order that when it 
was BRUN from Apple DOS, it could 
switch on the 68008 and start it running 
on the right piece of code. This does not 
involve many instructions, but as the 
McMill's addressing of the Apple 
memory is different from the 6502 
some careful thought is needed, and this 
is a complication best avoided in the 
early stages. 

Using single-letter commands, the 
monitor allows the user to view and 
change memory locations and registers, 
start program execution, and so on. The 
more powerful facilities include the set-
ting of break points (to stop the program 
executing at a pre-determined point) and 
a single-step facility (to execute one 
instruction at a time). Using these mon-
itor commands, it is possible to set up 
the registers to test the loaded ADD64 
routine. 

There is one undocumented facility in 
the monitor which I only hit upon by acci-
dent. It has a 'reverse assembly' facility 
that unscrambles a block of code into a 
close approximation of the original 

assembler source. With reverse assem 
biers it is not possible to be fully 
accurate, but the output is close enough 
to help you find your way around if you 
compare it to the original source. 

Conclusion 
For any Apple owner with a tight budget 
but who wishes to start 68000 coding, 
the McMill package should prove invalu-
able. An obvious alternative would be to 
buy a Sinclair QL with a 68000 assem-
bler which would mean sacrificing the 
keyboard and disk drives of the Apple for 
the QL keyboard and microdrives. 

Seasoned Apple programmers will 
quickly grasp the workings of the S-C 
assembler as it is similar to Applesoft 
DOS, and they can save all their energy 
for learning the intricacies of the power-
ful 68008 processor. The assembler 
offers some very powerful features and 
is a delight to work with, for the simpler 
programs at any rate. 

The package's only significant let-
down is the rough edges in the 
documentation. The Forth manual must 
be ordered separately, but otherwise all 
the required information is there — it just 
takes some effort to find it. Any budding 
68000 programmer worth his salt 
should be able to get round this obstacle, 
but it does slow things down initially. In 
the long-run it is worth it — the 68000 
processor is a generation ahead of its 
contemporaries. 	 END 

The McMill package contents 
McMill card for Apple + or Ile with 68008 processor 
Three disks: S-C macro cross-assembler 68000; monitor/debugger; 

version 1.0 Fig Forth 
S-C assembler Manual 
McMill Operation Guide 
Programming the M68000 by Tim King and Brian Knight; Addison- 

Wesley 1983 
S68000 User's Guide; Signetics Corporation 1982 
MC68008 microprocessor (Motorola 1983) 
Price: $US295 
Contact: Stellation Two, PO Box 2342, Santa Barbara, California 93120. 

Tel: (805) 569 3132 
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WIN THE 
NEW 

AMSTRAD 
CPC 664 

PLUS 
SOFTWARE 

CPik 	Anstrf  C,Isulor 
)74 

APC in conjunction with AWA Thorn is giving you the opportunity of winning yourself 
the new Amstrad CPC 664 computer. 

First prize includes the computer with full size qwerty keyboard, built-in 3in disk drive plus the GT65 
hi-res green monitor. In addition to the hardware, a word processing package, Amsword, 

will also be given away. The total value of the prize is S850. 
For those who would like to know more about the 664, read the Amstrad review on page 180 in this issue. 

For the 10 lucky runners-up, each will receive a 12 month subscription to APC. 
The only thing we'd like you to do is to tell us, in less than 50 words, your reason for using the Amstrad! 

Please send your entry to 'Amstrad Competition', APC, 215 Clarence Street, Sydney 2000. 
Entries must arrive no later than August 31. 

ENTRY FORM 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  

	 POSTCODE 	 
AGE   	 OCCUPATION 	  
I would use the Amstrad for 	 
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Rd2xa2 	fails to 31 ... Rd7xd1 + 32 
Kg1-f2 Qg4-h4 + and 33g2-g3 Qh 
4xh2 mate or 33 Kf2-e2 Qh2 - el mate.) 

32 
	

Qg4xd1+ 
32 	Rd2xd1 

	
Rd7xd1 + 

33 	Kg1-h2 
	

Ra2-a5 
(To stop 34 Be3-c5.) 

34 	b3-b4 
	

Ra5-d5 
35 
	

Be3-c5 
	

Rd5-d8 
36 
	

Qb8-b7 
	

Bf8xc5 
37 
	

b4xc5 
(Black has a small but clear material 

advantage. However, White's passed 
c-pawn could be very dangerous.) 
37 	 Rd1-c1 
38 	Qb7xe4 

(Of course White would like to keep 
his c-pawn, but if 38 c5-c6 then 
38...e4-e3 39 c6-c7 Rd8-e8 and if 39 
Qb7-b5 Re8-c8 ensures that it dis-
appears.) 
38 	 Rd8-c8 
39 	 f4-f5 	Rclxc5 
40 	f5-f6? 

(Now Black gets a greater advantage. 
After 40 f5xg6, my money would have 
been on a draw.) 
40 	 Rc5-c6 
41 	Qe4-e7 	Rc6-e6 
42 Qe7-d7 Rc8-f8 
43 Qd7-d4 Rf8-b8 
44 h3-h4 

(or 44 g2-g4 g6-g5 and the f-pawn 
rapidly falls). 
44 	 h7-h5 
45 	Kh2-g3 	Rb8-b6 
46 	Qd4-d8+ 	Kg8-h7 
47 	Qd8-f8 

(The days have long done when such 
a last-gasp effort could prove success-
ful against a chess computer.) 
47 	 Re6xf6 

The end is nigh . . . Novag Monster 
has now only to avoid stalemate 

MICROCHESS 

Computer thrashes human at the Third Commonwealth Chess Championship. 
Kevin O'Connell records the first-round upset. 

The Third Commonwealth Chess 
Championship held earlier this year was 
sponsored by the Hong Kong chess 
computer manufacturer, Novag. 

The tournament was won by the reign-
ing champion, Kevin Spragget of 
Canada, ahead of the pre-tournament 
favourites John Nunn and Murray 
Chandler, both of England and ranked 
respectively ninth and sixteenth in the 
world. 

One of the perks of sponsoring the 
event is that Novag is permitted to enter 
a couple of chess computers. Having 
micros play in this class of tournament is 
still rather like trying to rewrite 
Shakespeare's first folio using a roomful 
of monkeys seated at word processors, 
but every so often a chimp does produce 
a usable scene. That was certainly the 
case in the following game, the sensation 
of the first round, in which Novag 
defeated a master-strength human 
rated 2210. 
White: A J Stebbings. Black: Novag 
Monster. King's Indian Defence. 
1 d2-d4 Ng8-f6 
2 c2-c4 g7-g6 
3 Nb1-c3 Bf8-g7 
4 e2-24 d7-d6 
5 f2-f3 0-0 
6 Bc1-e3 Nb8-c6 
7 Qd1-d2 Rf8-e8 
8 Ng1-e2 Ra8-b8 
9 Ne2-c1 e7-e5 
10 Nc1-b3 Nc6xd4 

(10...e5xd4 is more common, fol-
lowed by 11 Nb3xd4 d6-d5!, freeing 
Black's game: for example, 12 c4xd5 
Nf6xd5 13 Nc3xd5 Nc6xd4 14 Be3xd4 
Qd8xd5.) 

11 
	

Nb3xd4 	e5xd4 
12 
	

Be3xd4 	a7-a6 
(Not now 12...d6-d5 13 Bd4xf6 and 

14 c4xd5.) 
13 Bf1-e2 Bc8-d7 
14 0-0 b7-b5 
15 c4xb5 a6xb5 
16 Ra1-c1 c7-c5 
17 Bd4-e3 b5-b4 
18 Nc3-d1 

(White would like to put the knight on 
d5, but cannot do so since that would 
lose a pawn (18...Nf6xd5 19 Qd2xd5 
Bd7-e6, followed by a capture on a2 or 
b2) or even worse (18...Nf6xd5 19 
e4xd5 Re8xe3 20 Qd2xe3 Bg7-d4, 
winning the queen).) 
18 	 Bd7-e6 
19 	Be2-c4 	Be6xc4 
20 	Rclxc4 	Rb8-a8  

21 	 b2xb3 	Qd8-d7 
22 	Nd1-f2 	Qd7-e6 
23 	Rf1-d1 

White is already looking vulnerable 

(White cannot prevent the freeing 
23...d6-d5.) 
23 	 d6-d5 
24 	Rc4xc5 	d5xe4 
25 	 f3-f4 

(Exchanging on e4 would be much 
worse, for example 25 f3xe4 Nf6xe4 26 
Nf2xe4 Qe6xe4 27 Be3-f2 Bg7-c3, and 
White is in trouble.) 
25 	 Nf6-g4 
26 	Nf2xg4 	Qe6xg4 
27 	Rc5-d5 	Re8-e7 

(The point of this move is quite deep. 
By getting the rook off the back rank, 
Black prepares his material-winning 
manoeuvre at moves 30-32.) 
28 	Qd2xb4 	Ra8xa2 
29 	Qb4-b8+ 	Bg7-f8 
30 	Rd5-d2 

Black is gaining a material advantage 

30 	 Re7-d7 
31 	 h2-h3 

(White has very little choice. 31 
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Computer Paper 
IN MINI & MICRO PACKS AVAILABLE FROM LEADING 

COMPUTER STORES NOW 
11 x 15 PLAIN OR B.H.S. 

LP 250 Pack — $8.45 
LP 500 Pack — $16.60 
LP 1000 Pack — $31.50 
Also available in boxes of 2,500 

COMPUTER ADDRESS LABELS 
37 x 102 — 2000 Labels — $35.00 
24 x 89 — 2000 Labels — $23.15 

Also available in boxes of 
10,000 

COMPUTER BINDERS 
11 x 91/2  — $3.60 
11 x 15 — $3.65 

(Also pre printed STD inv/stat formats. All prices include S.T. — Plus packing & postage) 

For 
Quality 
Computer Paper 
Look For 
This Label 

PHONE (03) 584 5488 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

96B Herald Street, 
Cheltenham 3192 

All prices R.R.P. 

11 x 91/2/70 
WORD PROC. PAPER 

W250 Pack — $7.85 
W500 Pack — $15.39 
W1000 Pack — $29.50 
Also available in boxes of 
2,000 & 2,500 

A4 WORD PROC. PAPER 
A4 250 Pack — $8.28 
A4 500 Pack — $18.20 
A4 1000 Pack — $35.80 
Also available in boxes of 2000 

0 

MICROCHESS 
56 	Qd8—d4 

(Still coveting the h8 square.) 
62 
63 

Qd8—c8 
Kh1—g1 

Rf4—h4+ 
Rh4—g4 

56 	 Rf2—e2 64 Kg1—hl Rg4—f4 
57 	Qd4—d8 	Rb2—d2 65 Qc8—d8 Rf4—f1+ 
58 	Qd8—c8 	Rd2—d4 66 Kh1—h2 f7—f5 

(Grinding down White's resistance. 67 Qd8—f6 Rf1—f2 
Now 59 g—g3 allows 59...Rd4—d1 mate 68 Kh2—hl Re2—d2 
while 59 Qc8—h3 Rd4—d1+ 60 Kh1—h2 (Ole.) 
Rd1—d2, and Black picks up the g— 69 Qf6—f8 Rf2—e2 
pawn.) 70 Qf8—f6 Kh7—h6 
59 	Kh1—g1 	Rd4xh4 71 Qf6—f8+ Kh6—g5 
60 	Qc8—d8 	Rh4—g4 72 Qf8—g7 h5—h4 
61 	Kg1—hl 	Rg4—f4 73 Qg7—h8 Rd2—d1+ 

(Black 	still 	has 	to 	beware 	of the 74 Kh1—h2 Re2—el 
stalemate possibility.) 
	

(0-1 (White resigns) ) 

(Not only that, but Novag 
Monster now denn onstrates the 

techniqueto win this ending.) 
48 	Kg3—h3 Rb6—b3+ 
49 	Kh3—h2 	Rf6—f4 
50 	Qf8—e7 	Rf4—f2 
51 	Qe7—d8 	Rb3—b4 
52 	Kh2—g1 	Rb4—b2 
53 	Kg1—hl 

(Another 	'hopeful'. 	Now 
53...Rf2xg2? would allow 54 Qd8—h8+ ! 
Kh7xh8 stalemate.) 
53 	 Rb2—c2 
54 	Qd8—b8 	Rc2—a2 
55 	Qb8—d8 	Ra2—b2 

DIARY DATA 
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition organisers 

before making travel arrangements to avoid wasted journeys 
due to cancellations, printers' errors, etc. 

Melbourne 

Brisbane 

Melbourne 

Communications '85 
Contact: Australian Exhibition Services Pty Ltd 
Suite 3.2 Illoura Plaza, 424 St Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004 
(03) 267 4500 

Ausgraph '85 
Contact: Ausgraph '85 Conference Secretariat, 
PO Box 29, Parkville, Vic 3052 
(03) 387 9955 

Pan Pacific Computer Conference, incorporating 
the 1985 Australian Computer Conference 
Contact: Australian Computer Society 
PO Box 212, Hampton, Vic 31 88 
(03) 598 3675 

August 6-9, 1985 

August 1 2-1 6, 1985 

September 	10-1 3, 
1985 
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CENTURY 
COMMUNICATIONS 

BESrOFVC  	 
SOF  " A  R FOR THE 

COMMODORE 64 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
I would like to subscribe to APC. 
Please start my subscription from 
❑ This is a new subscription 
❑ 1 year (12 issues) Aust $35 
O 2 year (24 issues) Aust $65 
CI 3 years (36 issues) Aust $90 
D I enclose my cheque, made 
Computer for $ 	  

the 	 issue 
This is a renewal 

0 1 year rest of the world 
(12 issues) 
Aust. $60 surface mail 

payable to Australian Personal 

FREE 
IF YOU 

SUBSCRIBE 
plus a FREE cassette 

containing the 
programs listed in 
"Software for the 
Commodore 64" 

For the past five years 
"Australian Personal Computer" 

has led the market in microcomputer 
magazines and has a reputation for 
publishing the very best software 
for all the most popular micros. 

"Software for the Commodore 64" 
is mostly a compilation of programs 
for the '64 plus some commissioned 

specially for this publication. - 

If you subscribe to APC before 
the end of August, we'll throw in 

"Software for the Commodore 64" 
(retail price: $19.95) as well as 

deliver the next 12 issues of APC 
to your door and we'll provide free 

of charge a cassette of the listings in 
the book. Just fill in the coupon and 
post it quickly to be sure you don't 

miss out on this fabulous offer. 

The BEST OF APC series 
contains the finest 

programs written for 
each machine plus a 

wealth of hints, tips and 
utilities which will prove 
essential reading for all 

serious programmers. 

D Please debit my American Express/Bank Card/Visa (delete where not 
applicable). 

Account No. 	  

Expiry Date 	 Signature 	  

Name 	  

Address 	  

	 Postcode 	  
Please send this order form with your remittance to Australian Personal Computer, Subscription Department, 77 Glenhuntly Road, Elwood, 
Victoria 3184. 



godfrey &one 
APPLE Ile EXTENDED 80 COLUMN CARD 
From U-Microcomputers U.K., a 100% compatible fully 
socketed card which adds 80 column text display, an extra 
64K of RAM, and doubles horizontal graphics resolution. 
$175 
CLOCK/CALENDAR & TIMER CARD for II+, Ile 
Add time and date to your files. 	 $145 
Z80 card for II+, Ile. 	 $115 
Good quality British hardware and software from the 
distributors at reasonable prices. 

Phone or Write for catalogue 
of full range' 

godfrey deane 
53 Rea :street,  

Shepparton, 3630. 
Phone: (0581217325 

between 9-12a.m. 	2-7p.rn. 
Monday to Friday 

• All prices tax inclusive 
• Prim., are subject to change 

without notice. 

Quickie 
20 blackbirds are sitting on a fence. The 
farmer blasts them with his shotgun and 
kills three. How many live birds will be 
left on the fence? 

Prize Puzzle 
Short and sweet: find three positive 
numbers in arithmetical progression 
whose product is 11 (for the uninitiated, 

LAZING AROUND 
Brain-Teasers from J J Clessa. 

arithmetical progression means that the 
difference between successive numbers 
is constant). And please don't write in to 
say it can't be done. 

Answers, please, on postcards only to 
APC Prize Puzzle, August 85 Lazing 
Around, 2nd Floor, 215 Clarence Street, 
Sydney 2000. Entries to arrive not later 
than 31 August 1985. 

May Prize Puzzle 
What a load of ball-bearings! There was 
quite a big response — over 250 entries 
to the ball-bearing problem. 

The puzzle wasn't too difficult to solve 
by micro; the answer is 19,600 ball-
bearings, which is the smallest triangular 
number that is also a perfect square. The 
winning entry came from B Joyce of 
Epping, NSW. Congratulations, your 
prize is on its way. 

NUMBERS COUNT 
Mike Mudge considers the 'Numeri Idoner of Leonhard Euler. 

Among the extensive correspondence 
and papers of Leonhard Euler (1707-
1783) there are various strictly 
arithmetical theorems for which Euler 
does not have a proof and which he does 
not even state precisely. Included in 
these are references to the sequence: 
d=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 
16, 18, 21, ... 1320, 1365, 1848, con-
taining 65 terms up to this point. 

These numbers all have the 
following property: 
If d=ab and if a number n can be 
expressed uniquely in the form 
n=ax2+by2  where ax and by are coprime 
(that is, ax and by have no common factor 
other than unity), then either n is prime 
or it is twice a prime or it is a power of 2. 
Any odd number that can be written 
uniquely in this form must be a prime. 

Euler calls these d 'Numeri Idoner 

because they can be used for primality 
tests. For example, d=57=3.19 yields 
the prime number 1000003 because 
this can be uniquely written 
19.82+3.5772  where 19.8=152 and 
3.577=1731 coprime. 

For example, d=1848=1.1848 
yields the prime number 18518809 
with the unique representation 
1972+1848.1002  where 197 and 
184.100 are coprime. 

It is still unknown whether Euler's 65 
Numeri ldonei are the only such 
numbers. Euler only proved that cases 
d=1, 2, 3 have the required property. 
Problem Obtain the full listing of 65 
Numeri ldonei less than or equal to 
1848. Attempt to find further such 
numbers. 

Generate sub-tables of prime numbers 
from each of these d-values, and corn- 

pare their union with a complete table of 
prime numbers or with an implementa-
tion of a sieve technique for the deter-
mination of all prime numbers up to the 
required maximum value. 

Readers are invited to submit their pro-
gram listing, output and hardware details 
together with their conclusions relating 
to this problem to Mike Mudge, C/-APC, 
2nd Floor, 215 Clarence Street, Sydney 
2000. A suitable prize will be awarded to 
the best entry received by 15 Septem-
ber, 1985. Criteria will include accuracy, 
originality and efficiency, not necessarily 
in that order. 

Expanded reviews of previous pro-
blems, together with, subject to the 
approval of the contributor, copies of 
detailed programs from the prize-
winning entry may also be requested. 
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BENCHMARKS 

  

   A list of Benchmarks used when evaluating micros is given below. 
An explanation can be found in the February '84 issue. 

100 REM Benchmark 1 100 REM Benchmark 4 130 DIM M(5) 220 END 
110 PRINT "S" 110 PRINT "S" 140 K=K+1 230 RETURN 
120 FOR K=1 TO 1000 120 K=0 150 A=IQ2*3+4-5 
130 NEXT K 130 K=K+1 160 GOSUB220 100 REM Benchmark 8 
140 PRINT "E" 140 A=K/2*3+4-5 170 FORL= 1 TO 5 110 PRINT "S" 
150 END 150 K<1000 THEN 130 180 NEXTL 120 K=0 

160 PRINT "E" 190 IF K<1000 THEN 140 130 K=K+1 
100 REM Benchmark 2 170 END 200 PRINT "E" 140 A =KA2 
110 PRINT "S" 210 END 150 B=LOG(K) 
120 K=0 100 REM Benchmark 5 220 RETURN 160 C=SIN(K) 
130 K=K+1 110 PRINT "S" 170 IF K<1000 THEN 130 
140 IF K<1000 THEN 130 120 K=0 100 REM Benchmark 7 180 PRINT "E" 
150 PRINT "E" 130 K=K+1 110 PRINT "S" 190 END 
160 END 140 A = K/2*3 + 4 — 5 120 K=0 

150 GOSUB 190 130 DIM M(5) 
100 REM Benchmark 3 160 IF K<1000 THEN 130 140 K=K+1 
110 PRINT "S" 170 PRINT "E" 150 A = K/2*3 + 4 - 5 
120 K = 0 180 END 160 GOSUB 230 
130 K=K+1 190 RETURN 170 FOR L=1 TO 5 
140 A = K/K*K + K — K 180 M(L)=A 
150 IF K<1000 THEN 130 100 REM Benchmark 6 190 NEXTL 
160 PRINT "E" 110 PRINT "S" 200 If K<1000 THEN 140 
170 END 120 K=0 210 PRINT "E" 

Apple 
Press 

The Apple Press imprint is your 
assurance that each book has been 
published with the support and 
encouragement of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Available from all leading bookshops 

DISTRIBUTED BY: HOLT-SAUNDERS PTY. LTD. 
9 Waltham Street, Artarmon (02) 439 3633 

Apple Press Logo 
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CHIP CHAT 

Pty. Ltd. 

ALL KINDS OF COMPUTERS 
FOR 

ALL KINDS OF HUMANS 

7 CASINO STREET 
STH LISMORE 

NSW 2480 
PHONE: (066) 21 8180 

A-maze-ing: long before 
mice began to breed on 
desk-tops, home-brewed 
versions made their way 
around mazes. You'll no 
doubt be fascinated to know 
that the European Personal 
Robot Congress is about to 
get underway. Having 
watched mice career around 
fairly simple mazes, it'll be 
interesting to see how they 
cope with the Japanese 
maze being flown in 
especially for the event. It's 
not clear whether ritual 
suicides will be in order for 
any mice which fail to rise to 
the challenge, but it will give 
competitors a chance to tune 
up for the World Finals to be 
held in Japan with the assis-
tance of the Japanese 
Science Foundation —
showing that this is serious 
business as well as fun. 
Ultimate goes to 
Hollywood: back-patting, 
fixed grins, and phrases 
such as: 'Didn't they do well' 
were once again the order of 
the day at this year's Golden 
Joystick Awards. The 
ceremony produced few sur-
prises, with Ultimate being 
voted Software House of the 
Year and Knight Lore the 
best game. However, as is 
customary at these 
functions, not everyone was 
happy with the results. 
While it was all smiles and 
laughter above-board, 
downstairs in the 
gentleman's toilet the losers 
displayed a bitchiness more 
appropriate to Hollywood  

than home software. 
Oh well, at least we can 

be grateful that the winners 
resisted thanking everyone 
from their great-grand-
mother to the inventor of the 
silicon chip for their success. 
Am / blue?: little-known 
music maker IBM, or 'Big 
Blue' as it's sometimes 
referred to in its more 
famous role of computer 
manufacturer, launched an 
expensive publicity cam-
paign on the unsuspecting 
French earlier this year. 
Musical microchips were 
used in advertisements 
published in a French paper 
— open the page and the 
chip began to sing the 
praises of the PC. Reports 
that sales of ear plugs rose 
on the same day have not so 
far been confirmed. 
Following yonder star: not 
that it's likely, of course, but 
we've some good news just 
in case you should want to 
find out if you have any 
family connections with 
Ronald Reagan or his 
Irish ancestral home of 
Ballyporeen. The local priest 
has produced a database of 
the relevant records —dBase 
II is the package used and a 
Northstar Advantage the 
machine. 
Sometimes our generosity 
even amazes us: we've 
upped the number of free 
12 month subscriptions 
being given away in the 
"explain why the young 
lady's looking so confused" 
competition (June APC) to  

being the number of people 
who managed to get their 
entries to APC's Melbourne 
or Sydney office by the day 
after that issue of APC hit 
the streets. The winners are: 
G YUEN, Glen Iris 
J BAKER, Frankston 
C COLLINS, Williamstown 
Y NAGUIB, Lower 

Templestowe 
A REILLY, Geelong 
P JETSON, Boronia 
B MITCHELL, Heathmont 
A DAVIES, Creswick 
W HOCKING, Weelangera 
S SOKER, Gwynneville 
K deVIRES, Hawthorn 
R SOBCZAK, Milton 
M McFARLANE, Terrigal 
T SZABO, Bonegilla 
M HARLOW, Sandy Bay 
M DOHERTY, Waverley 
J FRIEDMAN, Maroubra 
G O'BRIEN, Carine 
A KING, Kingston 
I McCROWE, Wilston 
Can-can('t): Regular readers 
will recall earlier stories 
about IBM's 100 per cent 
club for successful sales-
men. The latest rumour con-
cerns one manager who 
thought his troops deserved 
a special reward — dancing 
girls. IBM disagreed and 
demoted him. 
Foot-loose: would you 
believe that 'the demo-
graphics of runners and 
computer users are similar'? 
We wouldn't, but Adidas 
and Puma do — both com-
panies are planning running 
shoes with built-in chips. 
Run round the block, con-
nect the shoe to your micro  

on return, and you can find 
out how far you've run, how 
many calories you've lost 
along the way and how long 
you've been gone. They may 
be smart shoes but it 
sounds like a dumb move 
to us. 
Technically speaking: 
always keen to keep abreast 
of modern technology, we're 
pleased to pass on news of 
a parallel-processing 
machine called the Butterfly. 
If it takes off it'll need to 
corner the market for 
68000 chips — there's 128 
of them inside each 
machine. And who will get 
to use all that processing 
power? You guessed — the 
military. 
Losing friends and 
influencing people: IBM's 
announcement in the States 
of bundled PC software went 
down like the proverbial lead 
balloon. There were even 
rumbles that it might well be 
anti-competitive under 
American law. Ah well, at 
least that would make the 
lawyers happy — but no-one 
else. 
SOB: 'You'll have to con-
vince me that the voracious 
little son of a bitch won't eat 
my copy', says an American 
TV newsman cautious about 
micros. We know the feeling 
— feeding time in this office 
sometimes seems to come 
round about the same time 
our deadlines do. 

CLEARANCE SALE 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

PROGRAMMES FOR 
COMMODORE 64 

VIC 20 
VARIETY OF 

EDUCATIONAL & GAMES 

ONLY $3.95 each 

TELEPHONE 417 6325 

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS 
High Cost Performance and Quiet Printing, High 
Quality Print, Bi-directional, 96 Characters, 
QUME compatible. 
DP-1500 18 CPS 15.7" carriage 136/204 CPL 

Centronics parallel and RS232C Serial inter-
face. $657.00 incl. 

DP-1200 18 CPS 13" carriage 110/165 CPL 
Parallel interface standard and serial interface 
addable as option. $599.00 incl. 

DP-800 12 CPS 9.5" carriage 80/120 CPL Parallel 
interface interface standard. $442.00 incl. 

AIR AFFAIRS (AUST) PTY. LTD. 
174 Templestowe Road, 
Lower Templestowe, Vic, 

Australia, 3107. Tel: (03) 850 9582 
Dealer enquiries welcomed. 
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"Compel" 
computer desks 

Unique slide-out keyboard, multi position dust 
cover. There's room for a printer, etc. Choice of 
models and finish. NO MORE MESSY WIRES. 
DELIVERED FREE TO YOU DOOR ... 
ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA! 

SpacestationTM 
414 Stirling Hwy, Cottesloe 
Western Australia 6011 
PHONE (09) 384 8499 
Please send me further information on 
Compel Computer Desks. 

Name 	  
Address 

P/code 	 

-Nry Have you 'PERSONAL'  indigestion? 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 

A Emona 	  183 
Abraxis 	  186 Epson 	  143 
Acme Software 	  97 
ACT 	  
Activision 	  
Adaptive Electronics 	 
AED 	  

IBC 
61 

183 
IFC,1 

F 
Fagan Micro Systems 
Forest Data Services 	 

42 
80 

Aid Systems 	  33 
Air Affairs 	  215 
Anitech 	  56 G 
Apple 	  14,15 Gametronics 	  189 
A> Prompt Computers 	 75 Godfrey Deane 	 213 
Archive Computer Centre 197,199 Gulf Computers 	 197 
Arcom Pacific 	  7,112 
ASP Microcomputers 	 179 
AWA Computers 	 
Award Software 	  
AWA Thorn 	  

12 
204 

40 
H 
High Technology 	 
Hi Tech Software 	 

60 
109 

Holt Saunders 	 214 
B Human Edge 	  137 
Bayne Er Trembath 	 200 Hypec Electronics 	 194 
Benson Computers 	 114,115 
Brainstorm 	  26,139 

LC Systems 	 67 
C magineering 	 17 
Case Communications 	 103 nfoline 	  42 
Celestion Software 	 207 nfo Software 	 51 
Centre Industries 	 124 ntelligence 	  11 
Chambers 	  107 nterface Technology 19 
Chendai 	  140 PEX Computers 	 144 
Corn mandglen 	  177 SD 	  78 
Commodore 	  29,54,55 
Compak Computer 

Centre 	  82,83,86,87 K 
Compu-K 	  215 KCM Computers 	 33 
Computer Club 10 	 199 Kent Design 	  207 
Computer Print Er Paper 211 
Computer Spot 	  200 
Computing Australia 	 
Computique 	  
Continental Publications 

52,53 
191 
207 

L 
Lintek 	  124 

CPM 	  144 
Cybex Computing 	 140 M 

Magnabiz 	  88 
D Magna Data 	  41 
Datacare 	  106 Marque Computing 	 192 
Data Parts 	  70-73 Maxwell 	  185 
Data Sat 	  108 Media Copying 	 192 
Deker Business 	 196 Megatron 	  140 
Dick Smith Electronics 	 100 Memorex 	  62,63 

Mendo Electronics 	 215 

E 
Micro Educational 	 
Microshare 	  

132 
179 

Electrical Equipment 	 106,140 Microtex 666 	 84,85,126,127 
Electromark 	  116 Minicomp 	  206 
Eltime 	  192 Moore Paragon 	 59 

N 
Nashua 	  4 
Natwick Management 	 25 
New Dimension 	  142 

0 
Optsoft 	 98 
Osborne 	 117,119,121,131,184 
Ozi Soft 	 93 

P 
Penguin Books 	  133 
Picksoft 	 39 
Professional Technology 	 207 

Qubie 	  34,35,81 

R 
Ram Supply 	  179 
Rapid Ribbon 	  76 
Response Office Systems 	 134 
Robs Computer Centre 	 128,129 
Rod Irving Electronics 	  42 
Roflow Computer Software 	 90,91 

S 
Silicon Craft 	  197 
Software Source 	  105 
Software Suppliers 	  OBC 
Sony 	 9 
Space Station 	  216 
Sperry 	  79 

T 
Technology Corporation 	  20 
Tedita 	  24 
Telecorp 	  30 
The Computer Trader 	  69,92 
Top of the Charts 	  199 
Troll Microsoftware 	 92 

U 
Unlimited Computer Solutions 	 106 
Utilico 	  133 

w 
Western Technology 	 96 
Word Express 	  32 
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An affordable Winchester 
for your 

IBM 

If you want to 
talk Winchesters 
and Controllers... 
Talk to ACT 

SAvL 
hundreds of 
dollars when 
you buy direct 
from the wholesaler! 
FROM 

• 10-31 megabytes 
• Boots directly to Winchester 
• 1 year warranty 
• Don't wait months, buy ex-stock 
• ACT is an Australian organisation 

committed to backup support 
and service 

(Includes all taxes) 

aA DIVISION OF AUSTRALIAN PROTECTION INDUSTRIES 
Australian Computer and Telecommunications 
75 Willoughby Road, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 
Telephone 02 439 6300, Telex AA 24816 
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ACCESS 

These are some of 
our compatibles 

In fact Open Access is compatible with 
more than 25 of the worlds most popular 
microcomputers. 

Open Access is the popular integrated 
do-it-all super program that can perform 
virtually every task you're ever likely 
to encounter. 

Open Access includes an electronic 
spreadsheet, 3D business 
graphics, word processor, 
appointment scheduler 
and telecommunications 
module, all revolving 

around the powerful information manager. 
Open Access operates on the 

following MS/PC DOS microcomputers: 
AT&T, Challenger, Chamellion, 
Columbia, Compaq, Corona, Datamax, 
Data General, Digital Rainbow, Eagle, 
Emtek, Hewlett-Packard, Hyperion, IBM, 
ITT Extra, Monroe, NCR, NEC, Olivetti, 

Pantek, Philips, 
President, Sigma, Sperry, 
Tandy, TeleVideo, 
Toshiba, Texas Instruments, 
Wang, Zenith. 

S OF 	E 	7 Avon Road, North Hyde, NSW 2113. 
Produced, distributed and supported in Australia by: 	L I )1)1 _I Eft S 	Telephone (02)8881955. Telex AA 75364 
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